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Preface
The celebrated theory of NP-Hardness classifies problems into “easy” (in P) and “NP-hard” (probably not in P). While the easy problems do have polynomial time algorithms, a polynomial runtime
like O(n2 ) or O(n3 ) can be too slow, especially as our data continues to grow. Many fundamental
“easy” problems have resisted decades of attempts at getting truly fast algorithms and are typically
solved by approximations and heuristics in practice. A striking example is the O(n2 ) time Local
Alignment problem from Bioinformatics: one of the most cited scientific papers of all time is a
heuristic algorithm that solves it efficiently (in near-linear time) but without optimality guarantees.
Why can’t we solve Local Alignment optimally in near-linear time? The class P is full of many such
fundamental problems arising in all areas of computation. Can we design formal tools for finding
out which ones “probably cannot be solved more efficiently”, and why not?
This thesis makes progress towards building such a theory of hardness in P.
We follow an approach that can be viewed as a refinement of NP-Hardness. To prove a lower
bound, e.g. that Local Alignment cannot be solved in O(n2

"

) time for some " > 0, we prove via

reductions that such an algorithm would imply breakthrough algorithms for other famous problems
and refute widely believed conjectures, e.g. we would solve k-SAT in O((2

")n ) time for some

" > 0, refuting the so-called Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis (SETH). In this thesis, we design
many novel reductions of this form. Assuming SETH and a small number of other conjectures, that
are similar in spirit but more fine-grained than the P 6= N P assumption, we deduce that the current

algorithms for a long list of important problems in P cannot be substantially improved. The list
includes the following basic problems and many others.
• Problems on Strings: Longest Common Subsequence, Parsing Context-Free Grammars,
Dynamic Time Warping, and RNA Folding.

• Problems on Graphs: Graph Radius and Median, Betweenness Centrality, Subtree Isomorphism, and Single-Source Max-Flow.

• Problems on Dynamic Data: Reachability, Strongly Connected Components, Maximum
Matching, and Shortest Paths.

iv

Besides these lower bounds, this thesis o↵ers a few high-level contributions that enhance this
theory for hardness in P.
• New Conjectures: We highlight a new conjecture on the complexity of Clique that has lead
to several interesting results.

• Better Conjectures: We show that many lower bounds can be based on better conjectures
that are more likely to hold.

• Connections to Circuit Complexity: We make this theory more appealing by showing
that refuting our conjectures can lead to breakthroughs in classical complexity theory.

• More Relevant Lower Bounds: We adapt this theory to prove lower bounds for more

realistic instances, e.g. showing that some graph problems remain hard if the input is planar.
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Chapter 1

Overview
Students cannot graduate with a degree in Computer Science without learning about the theory of
NP-Hardness. This successful theory classifies the computational problems into two kinds: On the
one hand, we have the “efficiently solvable” problems, such as Shortest Path, Minimum Spanning
Tree, and Pattern Matching for which we have polynomial time algorithms and are therefore in the
class P. And on the other hand, we have the “NP-Hard” problems, such as SAT, Traveling Salesman,
and Knapsack, which are probably not in P. Indeed, if we solve an NP-hard problem in polynomial
time, then we get a surprisingly efficient algorithm for all the NP-complete problems above and for
most problems encountered in the real world, which is considered an unlikely consequence.
We have grown used to this theory so much that if we see a heuristic or an approximation
algorithm being used to solve some problem, we immediately ask: “wait, is this problem NP-hard?”
And it is crucial for the productivity of our science: can you imagine what the world would be like
without NP-hardness? Researchers could spend years trying to solve one of the NP-Hard problems
in polynomial time, not knowing that they are facing a challenge that hundreds of researchers have
faced before across decades.
Once we know that a problem is polynomial time solvable, e.g. with an O(n2 ) time algorithm,
the theory of NP-Hardness does not help us reach the most efficient way to solve it, e.g. perhaps
it can be solved in O(n log n) time. To appreciate the importance of such questions, consider the
Local Alignment problem from Bioinformatics, in which we want to compute a certain similarity
measure between two DNA sequences of length n. This problem is in P due to the Smith-Waterman
dynamic programming algorithm that runs in O(n2 ) time [357], but typically n is a few billions
which makes this quadratic runtime impractical. One of the most cited scientific results of all time
is a heuristic algorithm for Local Alignment called BLAST [34] which always runs in linear time,
but is not guaranteed to return the correct solution. Why have researchers not been able to design
a linear time algorithm that solves Local Alignment optimally? Of course, Local Alignment is only
one out of the many problems in P for which faster algorithms are highly desirable. The class P
1
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is full of fundamental problems arising in all areas of computation, and unfortunately, this classical
theory leaves us with an unproductive state of a↵airs where we do not have tools for knowing which
problems “probably cannot be solved more efficiently”, and why not.
Can we build a theory for proving hardness results for problems in P?
This thesis makes progress towards building such a theory of hardness in P. Of course, the bigger
goal of both our work and of the theory of NP-Hardness is to understand the time complexity of
natural and fundamental problems: How much time should it take to solve the problems we care
about on a computer (or on other natural computational models)? This is perhaps the most central
problem in the theory of computation. To answer these questions we need both upper and lower
bounds. The tool for proving upper bounds is well known: we have to design algorithms. Tools for
proving lower bounds have been quite elusive.

1.1

The Approach

How do we prove that a problem Y that can be solved in O(n2 ) time cannot be solved in O(n2

"

)

time, for any " > 0? Ideally, one would prove “unconditional lower bounds” giving mathematical
proofs that faster algorithms are impossible. Such results are far out of reach of current techniques,
and we cannot even prove that NP-Hard problems like SAT cannot be solved in O(n) time. Instead,
many researchers have been proving lower bounds against certain classes of algorithms such as the
famous ⌦(n log n) lower bound for sorting using comparisons. However, these lower bounds only
give partial answers, and for many problems, such as Local Alignment, it is not clear what classes
of algorithms one should consider. The lower bounds we show in this thesis will hold against any
algorithm (in the standard Word RAM model of computation), but as in NP-Hardness, they will be
based on unproven conjectures.
When we prove that a problem X is NP-Hard, we are showing a reduction that can be combined
with many other known reductions to show that: if X is in P, then every NP-complete problem is also
in P. This consequence is considered unlikely since there are many famous NP-complete problems
that the experts have been stuck on for decades, and so we conclude that X is probably not in P.
The approach that our results will be based on is to try to imitate NP-Hardness but in a finegrained way that will still work inside P. To show that Y cannot be solved in O(n2

"

) time, we

design fine-grained reductions from other famous problems to our problem Y. These reductions will
have to be more efficient than classical polynomial time reductions and they will have to preserve
the parameters in such a way that a hypothetical O(n2

"

) algorithm for problem Y would imply a

surprising faster algorithm for the famous problem we reduced from. Ideally, this faster algorithm
would even refute some well-known conjecture on the time complexity of the famous problem. We
use such reductions to give formal evidence that Y probably cannot be solved in O(n2

"

) time.
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While this natural approach is not new, this thesis will exhibit a large number of new results using
it. The next two sections summarize these results and discuss some high-level contributions. Many
other such results were proven by the community in the last few years. These recent developments
suggest that this is perhaps the right framework for building a theory of hardness in P.

1.2

Summary of Results

As a first example of this approach, we provide an explanation for the hardness of Local Alignment:
a faster O(n2
for some

"

) time algorithm, for some " > 0, would imply a faster (2

)n algorithm for k-SAT,

> 0. SAT is one of the most famous problems in computer science, and such an algorithm

for it would refute the so-called Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis (SETH). Thus, there is no
hope to solve Local Alignment in O(n1.99 ) time, unless we find a way to solve SAT faster first. This
result appears in Chapter 3, and in the first paper proving such lower bounds for sequence alignment
problems [15].

1.2.1

Lower Bounds under the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis

Most of the results in this thesis will be based on SETH, which is the pessimistic version of the
P 6= N P conjecture. The k-SAT problem asks to determine if a given k-CNF formula on n variables
and m clauses is satisfiable. SETH hypothesizes that we cannot solve k-SAT, for all k

3, in

n

O((2 ") ) time where " > 0 is a constant that is independent of k. It was introduced by Impagliazzo
and Paturi back in 2001 [239, 89] as an explanation for the lack of better algorithms for this canonical
NP-Complete problem. All known algorithm have runtime of the form O⇤ (2(1

⇥(1/k))·n 1

) [229, 301,

314, 315, 349, 350].
In fact, most lower bounds for problems in P that are based on SETH, can also be based on a
related conjecture that is implied by SETH (and is therefore at least as likely to be true): The OV
Conjecture (OVC). In the Disjoint Pair or Orthogonal Vectors (OV) problem, we are given a set
of n binary strings (vectors) in {0, 1}d of dimension d and the goal is to decide if there is a pair of
strings in which the 1’s are in disjoint positions (an orthogonal pair of vectors). This is a very basic

search problem in P that can be solved in O(n2 d) or O(2d + n) time, and Williams [?] showed in
2005 that if we can solve OV in n2

"

· dO(1) time, then SETH is false. Thus, SETH implies the OV

Conjecture which states that such truly subquadratic algorithms for OV are impossible.

Many problems in P turn out to be “SETH-hard”: solving them faster by any n" factor would
refute SETH. For example, even restricted versions of Local Alignment such as the Longest Common
Subsequence (LCS) problem, which is perhaps the simplest problem on strings that we do not know
how to solve in near-linear time. The classical O(n2 ) algorithm is commonly presented to students
1 Throughout this thesis, Õ(f (n)) stands for O(f (n) · logc n), and O ⇤ (f (n)) stands for O(f (n) · nc ), for some
constant c > 0.
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as a first example of dynamic programming, and we now know that improving it to an O(n1.99 )
time algorithm is impossible under SETH. Moreover, we show that computing the LCS similarity
measure of k

2 sequences, which is a basic abstraction of important tasks in bioinformatics, has

complexity nk±o(1) under SETH. Our results are not restricted to problems from stringology. The
following theorem lists some of the results in this thesis, and it showcases the diversity of areas
with important problems that we essentially cannot solve faster before we refute SETH and the OV
Conjecture.
Theorem 1.2.1 If SETH or the Orthogonal Vectors Conjecture is true, then for all " > 0 no
algorithm can:
• Solve the Local Alignment problem on two binary strings of length n in O(n2

"

) time.

• Compute the Longest Common Subsequence of two strings of length n in O(n2

"

) time.

• Dynamic Reachability maintain the number of reachable nodes from a source in a graph on
O(n) edges under a sequence of edge insertions and deletions in amortized O(n1

"

) time.

• Maintain the number of Strongly Connected Components in a graph on O(n) edges under
a sequence of edge insertions and deletions in amortized O(n1

"

) time.

• Subtree Isomorphism decide if a binary tree is a subtree of another binary tree of size n in
O(n2

"

) time.

• Single Source Max Flow compute the maximum flow from a source s to every other node
in a graph on O(n) edges in O(n2

"

) time.

• Compute the Dynamic Time Warping distance between two curves of length n in O(n2

"

)

time.

• Eccentricity Approximation approximate the largest distance from every node in a graph
on O(n) edges in O(n2

"

) time with (5/3

) error for some

> 0.

The list includes fundamental problems from areas such as bioinformatics, dynamic data structures, network analysis, and data mining. For most of these problem, there is a long history of
algorithmic results and a matching upper bound (up to no(1) factors). Previously, there was essentially no lower bound for any of these problems. More details and motivation for these problems
will be give in the later chapters. Here, let us briefly highlight some of them.
Dynamic Reachability

In dynamic data structures, the goal is to solve important problems

efficiently on dynamically changing inputs. A classical example is Connectivity: maintain a graph
on n nodes and m edges under edge insertions and deletions so that we can quickly check whether
the graph is connected. The naı̈ve algorithm performs a DFS after each update, spending O(m + n)
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time, and can then answer a connectivity query in constant time. However, the gold standard for
efficiency is to only spend polylogarithmic time in n with every update, and still be able to answer
queries efficiently (also in polylogarithmic time). Indeed, a success story of this field [223, 365] is an
algorithm for connectivity with essentially O(log n) update and query time. (And there is an almost
matching unconditional lower bound [312].) But what happens when the graph is directed? For
instance, if we have a dynamically changing directed sparse graph with O(n) edges, and we want to
maintain the number of nodes that a certain source node can reach. The same naı̈ve algorithm still
gives O(n) update time, but can we do better? (No unconditional lower bounds higher than ⌦(log n)
are known, leaving a huge gap.) This has been a longstanding open questions, and in Chapter 5 and
[13] we prove that even slightly better algorithms with O(n0.99 ) update time are impossible under
SETH. We show similar lower bounds for more than ten other problems on dynamic data.
Subtree Isomorphism

Trees are among the most frequently used and commonly studied objects

in computer science. One of the most basic computational problems on trees is whether one tree
is contained in another, that is, can an isomorphic copy of H be obtained by deleting nodes and
edges of G. This problem has been studied since the 1960’s in works by Matula [299] and Edmonds
(see [300]), and if the trees are binary, it can be solved in O(n2 ) time. It is one of the few cases
of the subgraph isomorphism problem (is one graph contained in another?) that is in P. For some
special cases, such as when the trees are “ordered”, near-linear time algorithms were designed in
the 1990’s. But in Section 4.1 and [3] we prove that an O(n1.99 ) runtime for the more general case
refutes SETH.
Single Source Max Flow

In s, t-Max-Flow, we are given a graph G, a source s, and a sink t, and

are asked for the maximum amount of flow that can be sent from s to t. Breakthrough algorithms for
s, t-Max-Flow were found in recent years using the powerful tools of Laplacian systems solvers, and
interior-point methods [354, 261, 291, 282]. Let T (n) be the time complexity of s, t-Max-Flow on a
graph with n nodes and O(n) edges. The current bound is T (n) = Õ(n10/7 ) by Madry [291]. It also
seems that these algorithms take near-linear time in practice, and the bottleneck for improving the
upper bounds might be in the limitations of our current analysis. While we come short of proving
any super-linear lower bound for s, t-Max-Flow (and there is evidence that such a result is unlikely
[92]), we are able to prove a strong lower bound for a natural variant. In Single-Source-Max-Flow,
we are given a graph G and a source s, and we are asked to return the maximum s, v-flow for all
nodes v in the graph. Using an algorithm for s, t-Max-Flow, it can be solved naı̈vely in n · T (n)

time on sparse graphs, and in Chapter 4.4 and [16] we show that an O(n1.99 ) time algorithm refutes
SETH. Therefore, unless s, t-Max-Flow cannot be solved in near-linear time, the naı̈ve algorithm for
Single-Source-Max-Flow is optimal (assuming SETH).
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Lower Bounds under the 3SUM Conjecture

Besides SETH (and OV), other conjectures have been used as a basis for lower bounds in P. The
3SUM Conjecture is famous in computational geometry, where back in the 1990’s, a theory of
3SUM-Hardness was built using the same approach of this thesis. This conjecture talks about a
basic problem on numbers (we focus on the integer case, but it could also be real numbers): decide
if a given set of n numbers contains three that sum to zero. A standard “interview question” is to
come up with an Õ(n2 ) time algorithm for it, and the best known algorithms are only better by
logarithmic factors [51, 253]. The conjecture says that O(n2

"

) time algorithms, for some " > 0,

cannot solve 3SUM. Dozens of geometric problems have been shown to be 3SUM-Hard, such as:
given n points in the plane, decide if there are three that lie on a line [184]. The first usage of
the 3SUM Conjecture to prove lower bounds for non-geometric problems seems to be in the works
of Vassilevska and Williams [371] and Patrascu [324]. Since then, many combinatorial problems on
strings and graphs were shown to have interesting lower bounds under this conjecture. One example,
that we prove in Chapter 5 and [13] is a lower bound for the problem of maintaining the size of
the Maximum Matching in a dynamic graph. Moreover, in Section 4.4 and [16] we prove the
first tight 3SUM-based lower bounds for a purely combinatorial problem without any numbers in its
definition, the Matching Triangles problem.

1.2.3

Lower Bounds under the APSP Conjecture

The third popular conjecture is from the realm of graph algorithms, and it states that we cannot
compute all pairwise distances in a weighted graph on n nodes and n2 edges in truly subcubic O(n3

"

)

time, for some " > 0. The classical Floyd-Warshall algorithm solves this All Pairs Shortest Paths
(APSP) problem in O(n3 ) time, and after a long sequence of logarithmic improvements Williams [383]
designed an algorithm for APSP with a runtime of n3 /2⌦(
for all c

p

log n)

which is faster than O(n3 / logc n)

1, but it still does not refute the conjecture. The potential of this conjecture as a basis

for lower bounds was revealed in 2010 by Vassilveska and Williams [373] who proved that the muchsimpler-looking Negative-Triangle problem (decide if a given graph have a triangle with negative
sum of weights) and a few other problems are “subcubic-equivalent” to APSP: one of them can be
solved in O(n3

"

) time, for some " > 0, if and only if the other one can. We prove many new lower

bounds under this conjecture, most of which are in fact new subcubic-equivalences with APSP. Note
that our SETH-based lower bounds are not equivalences: solving SAT faster is not known to imply
faster algorithms for Local Alignment or any other natural problem in P.
In Section 4.2 and [8] we prove that we cannot compute certain centrality parameters about a
graph without computing APSP and spending cubic time, such as the Radius (the minimum largest
distance from any node in the graph), the Median (the minimum sum of distances from any node),
or the Betweeenness Centrality of a node in the graph (see Chapter 4.2 for formal definitions).
In Chapter 5 and [7] we prove the first lower bounds for problems on planar graphs, by showing
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that we cannot solve APSP in dynamic planar graphs with amortized polylogarithmic update
time (under the APSP conjecture). This is a close abstraction of the problem that GPS navigation
systems have to solve.

1.2.4

Lower Bounds under the k-Clique Conjecture

In [4] we have introduced and used a fourth conjecture regarding the complexity of k-Clique: given
a graph on n nodes, decide if there are k that have all the edges between them. Brute force search
gives an O(nk ) time algorithm, and this runtime has only been improved by polylogarithmic factors
[370] without the use of the famously inefficient tool of Fast Matrix Multiplication (FMM). Using
an algorithm that multiplies two n ⇥ n matrices in O(n! ) time, where ! < 2.38 [388, 187], k-Clique
!

can be solved in O(n 3 k ) time [307]. The conjecture is that better algorithms are impossible, and
!

it encompasses two conjectures: First, that O(n( 3

")k

) time algorithms do no exist, and second,

that so-called “combinatorial” algorithms (that do not su↵er from the inefficiencies of FMM) cannot
solve k-Clique in O(nk

"

) time, for all " > 0.

In Section 3.4 and [4] we show that this conjecture implies completely tight lower bounds for
Parsing. A generic parsing algorithm gets as input a context-free grammar G (of constant size) and
a string w (of length n) and can determine whether the string can be derived from the grammar.

Natural scenarios in which parsers are needed are when G describes a programming language or an
approximation to the grammar of a natural language, and the string is a piece of code or a text

document. Since parsing is a core task for computers, the search for the fastest possible parsing
algorithms has been ongoing for decades. Wikipedia lists 24 such parsers. Classical parsers, such
as CYK, run in O(n3 ) time and an ingenious algorithm of Leslie Valiant from 1975 achieves an
O(n! ) bound. The latter algorithm is considered impractical due to the use of FMM. We prove that
the O(n! ) bound cannot be improved, and that any subcubic O(n3

"

) algorithm must use matrix

multiplication, under the k-Clique Conjecture.
In Section 3.5 and [4] we also use this conjecture to prove an ⌦(n!

"

) lower bound for the RNA

Folding problem from Bioinformatics. No truly subcubic algorithm was known for RNA Folding
and our result shows that such an algorithm, if it exists, cannot be “combinatorial”. Indeed, an
O(n2.82 ) algorithm using FMM was recently achieved [85].
Subsequent work shows that this conjecture (and its variant for weighted graphs) leads to many
new lower bounds for problems in P [101, 45, 47, 86, 84].

1.3

Other Contributions

From a technical perspective, the main contribution of this thesis is a large number of reductions
which allow us to prove all the lower bounds mentioned above, and are showcased in Table 1.2.4.
The body of this thesis will be dedicated, for the most part, to these technical ideas. In this section,
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UB

LB

Based on

Problems on Strings (Chapter 3)
O(n2 )

n2

o(1)

SETH/OV [15]

Longest Common Substring
with Wildcards

n2

n2

o(1)

SETH/OV [15]

Longest Common Subsequence

O(n2 )

n2

o(1)

SETH/OV [4]

Local Alignment

k

k o(1)

Longest Common Subsequence
on k strings

O(n )

n

Context-Free Grammar
Recognition

O(n! )

n!

o(1)

Clique [4]

O(n2.82 )

n!

o(1)

Clique [4]

RNA Folding

SETH [5]

Problems on Graphs (Chapter 4)
Subtree Isomorphism
(Binary Trees)

O(n2 )

n2

o(1)

SETH/OV [3]

Radius (Dense Graphs)

O(n3 )

n3

o(1)

APSP [8]

Median (Dense Graphs)

O(n3 )

n3

o(1)

APSP [8]

Betweenness Centrality of
a Node (Dense Graphs)

O(n3 )

n3

o(1)

APSP [8]

Single-Source-Max-Flow
(Sparse Graphs)

O(n2 7 )

n2

o(1)

SETH/OV [16]

Matching Triangles
(Dense Graphs)

O(n3 )

n3

o(1)

SETH/3SUM/APSP [16]

3

Problems on Dynamic Data (Chapter 5)
Reachability (Sparse Graphs)

O(n)

n1

o(1)

SETH/OV [13]

Strongly Connected
Components (Sparse Graphs)

O(n)

n1

o(1)

SETH/OV [13]

Max Weight Matching
(Dense Graphs)

O(n2 )

n2

o(1)

APSP [13]

Planar APSP

O(n 3 )

1

o(1)

APSP [7]

2

n2

Table 1.1: Some of the hardness results in this thesis.
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we try to identify some conceptual ideas that helped us to prove all these results, as well as other
high-level contributions towards a better theory for hardness in P.

1.3.1

New Conjectures

One might hope that, as in NP-hardness, one conjecture would be able to give all the tight lower
bounds inside P. Unfortunately, the structure within P that our work is revealing suggests that this
will not be the case. When we insist on a more fine-grained understanding of the time complexity,
the landscape of problems becomes much more interesting, and di↵erent problems like Parsing,
3SUM, and LCS seem to be hard for di↵erent reasons. In this light, we might have to use additional
conjectures if we want to get tight lower bounds for all the important problems in P. Of course,
we should be careful and only introduce assumptions that are plausible and that have appealing
consequences. A theory built around 20 conjectures does not seem appealing.
The main conjecture that we introduce in this thesis is the k-Clique Conjecture which we discussed above. We find this conjecture plausible since Clique is one of the most basic and ubiquitous
computational problems, and we find the lower bounds (such as Parsing, RNA Folding, and the
subsequent works) that follow from it quite satisfying. In fact, decades-old works of Harrison and
Havel [220], Ruzzo [336], and Lee [281] proved conditional lower bounds for Parsing under di↵erent
conjectures, and their results were much weaker. For instance, they only hold if the grammar is
allowed to be larger than the string. These works are discussed in Section 3.4.
Additionally, in Section 4.3 and [14] we highlight a new Hitting Set Conjecture, which is a variant
of the OV Conjecture, and use it to prove new lower bounds for graph problems.

1.3.2

Better Conjectures

The theory of hardness in P that we promote in this thesis relies crucially on conjectures such as
SETH, 3SUM, and APSP. Strengthening these foundations is an important goal for research on this
theory, and the more confidence we gain in these conjectures, the more meaningful these results
become. As we discuss in Chapter 1, at the moment, there is no strong evidence supporting these
conjectures, and perhaps the main reason to believe them is the fact that no one knows how to refute
them. Can we find more evidence for these conjectures? Can we show surprising consequences of
refuting them? Alternatively, can we replace them with more believable ones?
In Section 4.4 and [16] we consider the “extremely popular conjecture” that at least one of the
three popular conjectures, SETH, 3SUM, and APSP, is true. To refute this conjecture, one has to
refute all three conjectures, and so it is a conjecture that we have a lot of confidence in. We show
that many basic problems in P have strong lower bounds under this conjecture. These are the first
polynomial lower bounds for any natural problem with such strong guarantees.
In Section 3.3 and [9] we show that many of the SETH lower bounds can be based on an
assumption that is much more believable than SETH, that we discuss next.
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A weakness of SETH as a hardness hypothesis is that it is

an assumption about CNF -SAT, as opposed to a more general SAT problem. Consider a problem
in which you are given some representation of a function B on n input bits and are asked whether

B is satisfiable. If B is treated as a black-box that we only have input/output access to, then any
algorithm will need to spend ⌦(2n ) time in the worst case. Of course, a clever algorithm should

attempt to analyze B in order to decide satisfiability in o(2n ) time. Whether this is possible, depends

on how complex and obfuscating the representation is. There is a whole spectrum of increasing
complexity of representations. For each class C we can define the corresponding C-SETH, stating
that SAT on functions from C cannot be solved in (2

")n time. For example, NC-SETH would be

the assumption that Circuit-SAT on polynomial size polylog depth circuits (NC circuits) cannot be
solved in (2

")n time. It is believed that NC circuits are capable of implementing cryptographic

primitives like One Way Functions, for which the ability to hide satisfiability is essential. In sharp
contrast, the original SETH is equivalent to the assumption that even representations that are very
low on this spectrum, namely CNF formulas, are enough to obfuscate satisfiability.
As our class C gets more complex and rich, the C-SETH becomes more credible and appealing as

a basis for conditional lower bounds than SETH. However, all previous SETH lower bound proofs
relied heavily on the simple nature of CNFs. In our paper, we prove the first lower bounds under the
much more reliable C-SETH, for classes C that are far more expressive than CNFs, like NC circuits.

In this thesis we show a new efficient reduction from SAT on super-polynomial size Branching
Programs to LCS, and many other important problems in P (e.g. computing the Edit Distance
of two binary strings). Thus, we are able to replace SETH with NC-SETH, and derive far more
remarkable consequences from truly subquadratic algorithms for LCS.

1.3.3

Stronger Connections with Circuit Complexity

Proving nontrivial unconditional circuit lower bounds is widely considered a hopelessly difficult task.
Breakthroughs in complexity theory show that a circuit lower bound against class C follows from a
faster-than-trivial algorithm for SAT on circuits from C. Intuitively, our ability to design a nontrivial

SAT algorithm for a class of circuit suggests that this class of circuits is not powerful enough to
compute certain functions. Practically, this can be interpreted as a barrier for algorithms: designing
better algorithms for some tasks is going to be very difficult.
This thesis takes this connection one step further. A corollary of our work is that breakthrough
circuit lower bounds would follow even from algorithms for LCS and many other natural problems
in P that algorithm designers have been studying for years. One striking interpretation of these
results is that when undergraduate students learn the simple dynamic programming algorithms for
LCS or Edit Distance and wonder whether there is a faster algorithm, they are implicitly trying to
resolve very difficult open questions in complexity theory.
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Moreover, this connection allows us to derive consequences even from mildly subquadratic algorithms, a feature that did not exist in the previous conditional lower bounds in P.

1.3.4

A Polylog Shaved is a Lower Bound Made

Since LCS is such a fundamental problem, any asymptotic improvement over the longstanding
O(n2 / log2 n) upper bound is highly desirable. Recently, an algorithmic technique called the polynomial method has allowed for super-polylogarithmic shavings for other core problems like APSP [383].
A natural open question is whether this technique can lead to an n2 / log!(1) n algorithm for LCS
as well. We show that such an algorithm for LCS, Edit Distance, and a few other problems would
immediately prove a major consequence (that the class NEXP does not have non-uniform log-depth
circuits). A more fine-grained examination shows that even shaving a logc n factor, for a specific
constant c  103 , already implies new circuit lower bounds.

These results give a first-of-a-kind framework for proving barriers for “shaving log factors”, and

allows us to give more fine-grained results.

1.3.5

Beyond Worst Case

When faced with a hardness result for a problem we want to solve, it is natural to ask further
questions. For example, perhaps the hardness result does not hold if the input instances we care
about are restricted in a certain way, or if they come from a certain known distribution. Moreover,
even if the problem is hard on our family of inputs, perhaps we are willing to tolerate a bit of error
in the answers: can we solve our problem approximately but efficiently?
An exciting feature of NP-Hardness is its versatility; it allows us to derive “sub-theories” that
provide answers to the questions above: Back in the 1970’s, Garey and Johnson proved that NPHard problems such as the Traveling Salesman Problem remain NP-Hard even under the realistic
assumption that the input graph is planar [191]. In the 1990’s, the celebrated PCP Theorem gave
rise to the theory of (NP) Hardness of Approximation, which can tell us, for many problems of
interest, what is the best approximation we can get in polynomial time. Moreover, the active field
of Parameterized Complexity theory studies the complexity of NP-Hard problems when a certain
parameter k that captures the “complicated-ness” of the input is taken into account.
In this thesis, we make progress towards deriving such theories from the hardness in P framework.
In Section 5.1.1 and [7] we prove the first lower bounds for problems on planar graphs, showing that
dynamic APSP remains hard in this case. In Section 4.3 and [14] we prove the first “parameterized
complexity in P” lower bounds, showing that the diameter of a graph on n nodes and treewidth k
can be solved in 2O(k log k) · n1+o(1) time, but not in 2o(k) · n2

"

time. More recently, in [2] we prove

precise bounds on the complexity of string problems like LCS that depend on the compressibility of
the inputs. Some hardness of approximation in P results are shown in Section 4.3 and many others
were recently proven in [?, 12], but big open questions remain.
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Conclusions

This thesis exhibits the power of an approach based on conjectures and reductions to classify the
exact polynomial in the time complexity of a large number of fundamental problems. Perhaps
surprisingly, tight lower bounds for dozens of di↵erent problems in P can be based on the conjectured
hardness of three or four core problems. It turns out that many researchers from di↵erent fields have
been failing to find faster algorithms for their problems due to the same bottlenecks.
The techniques we use are combinatorial reductions that are similar in spirit to NP-Hardness
proofs, and are not much more complicated than the ones we learn as undergraduate students. We
hope that they will become common tools for algorithm designers who want to prove that their
solutions are optimal.

1.5

Thesis Roadmap

The next four chapters give more details about the results overviewed in this introductory chapter.
In Chapter 2 we define all the conjectures used in this thesis more formally, discuss their history, and
survey other variants that were used in the literature. The subsequent three chapters contain all of
our reductions. We choose to divide them according to the type of problems, so that reductions that
use similar ideas are presented next to each other: Chapter 3 contains lower bounds for problems on
strings such as Local Alignment and LCS, Chapter 4 contains problems on graphs such as Radius
and Subtree Isomorphism, and Chapter 5 contains problems on dynamic data such as Reachability
and planar APSP. In each chapter, we introduce and motivate the problems we consider, and we
overview other lower bounds in the literature for related problems.

Chapter 2

The Core Problems
In this chapter, we present the conjectures that the results of this thesis will be based upon, as well
as most of the other hardness in P results in the literature. For each conjecture, we present the
history of the problem and provide evidence for and against the conjecture. Except in few cases that
we will highlight, these conjectures are not known to be relatable to one another in a formal way:
almost any subset of them could be true while the others are false. Then, we present new ways in
which we can make our conjectures more believable.
Throughout this thesis, we focus on the time complexity of algorithms in the standard Word
RAM model with words of size w = O(log n). We will not distinguish between randomized and
deterministic algorithms for the following reason: the experts seem to think all the conjectures
in this chapter are equally plausible whether we allow the algorithms to be randomized or not.
Therefore, all the lower bounds we report in this thesis are believed to hold even against randomized
algorithms. However, most of the reductions we show will be deterministic, and so most of this
theory remains intact if we only consider deterministic algorithms.

2.1

SAT and the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis

Here we formally describe the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis (SETH) that we discussed in
Chapter 1. Impagliazzo, Paturi, and Zane [239, 240] introduced SETH to address the question of
how fast one can solve k-SAT as k grows. They define:
sk = inf{ | there is a O⇤ (2 n ) time algorithm for k-SAT with n variables } .
The sequence sk is clearly nondecreasing. As the best known algorithms for k-SAT have running
times that converge to O⇤ (2n ) as k grows, it is natural to conjecture that limk!1 sk = 1, which
is exactly what SETH hypothesizes. The vanilla (not strong) Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH)
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only says that s3 > 0, that is, we cannot solve 3-SAT (or k-SAT) in 2o(n) time.
The Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis (SETH):

For every " > 0, there exists an integer

k, such that Satisfiability on k-CNF formulas on n variables cannot be solved in O(2(1
time.

")n

poly n)

1

SETH is an extremely popular conjecture in the exact exponential-time algorithms community,
where it was used to prove many conditional lower bounds for NP-Hard problems [132, 90, 139, 287,
135, 386, 321, 131, 134, 172].
SETH has been the basis for many conditional hardness from areas including pattern matching [15, 5, 87, 3], graph algorithms [330, 8, 13, 16, 14], parameterized complexity [313, 5], and
computational geometry [82].
Besides the fact the no one knows how to refute it, the known supporting evidence for SETH
is summarized in this paragraph. Cygan et al. [?] show that (2
imply (2

")n algorithms for CNF-SAT

"0 )n algorithms for four other NP-Hard problems such as Hitting Set, Set-Splitting, Not-

All-Equal-SAT, SAT on VSP-circuits2 . It is known that refuting it would imply new circuit lower
bounds that have proven difficult to prove [?, 248]. And finally, Beck and Impagliazzo [56] prove
that a version of the popular algorithmic technique of resolution, on which many SAT-solvers are
based, is not sufficient for refuting SETH.

2.1.1

Orthogonal Vectors

Most lower bounds for problems in P that are based on SETH, can also be based on a related
conjecture that is implied by SETH (and is therefore at least as likely to be true): The OV Conjecture
(OVC). In the Disjoint Pair or Orthogonal Vectors (OV) problem, we are given a set of n binary
strings (vectors) in {0, 1}d of dimension d and the goal is to decide if there is a pair of strings in which

the 1’s are in disjoint positions (an orthogonal pair of vectors). The naı̈ve algorithm for the problem
runs in O(n2 d) time, and the best known algorithm [17] runs slightly faster, in O(n2

1/O(log(d/ log n))

time. Williams [379] showed we cannot solve this problem in truly subquadratic O(n2

"

)

) time,

whenever d = !(log n), unless SETH is false.
The Orthogonal Vectors Conjecture :

Any algorithm requires n2

o(1)

time to determine

d

whether a set of n vectors over {0, 1} for d = !(log n) contains an orthogonal pair.

Usually it is more convenient to work with the equivalent version of OV in which we have two lists

of vectors and we want to find a pair, one from each list, that are orthogonal. Another interesting
problem is k-OV, where we have k lists of vectors and we want to find k of them that are not all 1
in any coordinate. This k-OV problem cannot be solved in O(nk

"

) time, even when the dimension

is !(log n) under SETH.
1 In

fact, due to the sparsification lemma [?, ?], it suffices to consider the case where m = O(n).
satisfiability of Valiant Series Parallel circuits with a linear number of wires.

2 The
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A slightly weaker (more believable) version of OV states that the problem requires n2

o(1)

time

"

when the dimension is n , for all " > 0, rather than when the dimension is as small as d = !(log n).
Gao, Impagliazzo, Kolokolova, and Williams [190], showing that if this “moderate-dimension OVC”
is false then we can solve all problems definable by first order properties with k quantifies in graphs
on m edges in O(mk

"

) time.

A version of the Orthogonal Vectors problem is the Small Universe Hitting Set (HS) problem:
given two sets U and V of n sets each over the universe {1, . . . , d} where d = !(log n), determine

whether there is a u 2 U that hits every v 2 V in at least one element. The HS problem can be

described analogously as, given two sets U and V of vectors over {0, 1}d where d = !(log n), is there
Pd
a u 2 U such that for all v 2 V , we have that the pair is not orthogonal i=1 ui · vi > 0.
In Section 4.3 and [14] we highlight a new Hitting Set Conjecture, stating that this problem is

hard, and use it to prove new lower bounds for graph problems.

2.2

The 3-SUM Conjecture

The earliest and most prominent example of the reduction-based approach pursued in this thesis
concerns the 3-SUM problem: given n integers in U = { O(n3 ), . . . , O(n3 )}, do three of them sum
to zero? The more general case of arbitrary (unbounded) integers can be reduced by standard

randomized reductions to this case of numbers { O(n3 ), . . . , O(n3 )}. A simple algorithm solves the
problem in O(n2 ) time, and only logarithmic improvements are known, by Baran, Demaine, and

Pǎtraşcu [51] and more recently by Grønlund and Pettie [253] for the more general problem on
real numbers. The following widely-believed conjecture states that no n" factor improvements are
possible for 3-SUM.
The 3-SUM Conjecture:

There is no algorithm that can solve 3-SUM on n numbers in O(n2

"

)

time for some " > 0.
Since the seminal work of Gajentaan and Overmars [184], there have been many papers proving the hardness of computational geometry problems, based on the 3SUM conjecture, e.g. [141,
290, 169, 39, 106, 52]. More recently, the 3-SUM Conjecture has been used in surprising ways to
show polynomial lower bounds for combinatorial problems in Graph algorithms [371, 324, 247, 10],
dynamic data structures [324, 13, 270], and pattern-matching [105, 15, 35].
Besides the Õ(n2 ) solution, 3SUM can also be solved in Õ(n + |U |) time using Fast Fourier

Transform, which would be truly subquadratic when |U | = O(n2

"

). It is natural to suspect that

these algorithms are essentially optimal, and the “Strong 3SUM Conjecture” states that the problem
requires n2

o(1)

even when U = { O(n2 ), . . . , O(n2 )}. Interesting lower bounds follow from this

stronger conjecture [35, 2].

The k-SUM problem is the parameterized version of Subset-Sum where want to find k numbers
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that sum to zero, in a list of n numbers. The best known algorithms have O(ndk/2e ) runtime, and
the k-SUM Conjecture states that this runtime cannot be improved by any n" factors [10, 11, ?, ?].

2.3

The All Pairs Shortest Paths Conjecture

The classical Floyd-Warshall algorithm solves this All Pairs Shortest Paths (APSP) problem in O(n3 )
time, and after a long sequence of logarithmic improvements Williams [383] designed an algorithm
for APSP with a runtime of n3 /2⌦(

p

log n)

which is faster than O(n3 / logc n) for all c

1, but it still

does not refute the conjecture.
The All-Pairs-Shortest-Paths (APSP) problem is: given an n node directed or undirected graph
with edge weights in { nc , . . . , nc }, compute the distances between all pairs of nodes. The classical
Floyd-Warshall algorithm solves APSP in O(n3 ) time, and after a long sequence of logarithmic
improvements Williams [383] designed an algorithm for APSP with a runtime of n3 /2⌦(
3

c

is faster than O(n / log n) for all c
that n3

o(1)

p

log n)

which

1. A widely-believed conjecture in graph algorithms states

time is required to solve APSP (see e.g. [334, 373]).

The APSP Conjecture:

For a large enough constant c

3, there is no algorithm that can solve

APSP on n node graphs with edge weights in { nc , . . . , nc } in O(n3

"

) time for some " > 0.

A long list of problems are known to be subcubic-equivalent to APSP in the sense that if any

of them can be solved in O(n3

"

) time, then all of them can [373, 81, 8, 342]. In addition, many

conditional lower bounds have been shown under the APSP conjecture [334, 371, 10, 13].
The potential of this conjecture as a basis for lower bounds was revealed in 2010 by Vassilveska and Williams [373] who proved that the much-simpler-looking Negative-Triangle problem is
“subcubic-equivalent” to APSP: one of them can be solved in O(n3

"

) time, for some " > 0, if and

only if the other one can.

2.3.1

Triangles and Boolean Matrix Multiplication

In many cases, when we have equivalences or lower bounds for graphs problems under the APSP
Conjecture, they hold only for weighted graphs.
Triangle.

The next conjecture is on the complexity of finding a triangle in a graph. The best known

algorithm for triangle detection relies on fast matrix multiplication and runs in time O(min{m1.41 , n! })
in m-edge, n-node graphs [31]. Even if there were an optimal matrix multiplication algorithm, it

would at best imply an O(min{m4/3 , n2 }) time algorithm for triangle detection. The lack of alter-

native algorithms leads to the conjecture that there may not be a linear time algorithm for triangle
finding. In fact, one may even conjecture that O(m1.41
jecture is parameterized: the smaller

"

) time is not possible. The following con-

> 0 is the more plausible it becomes, while as we increase
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1 we typically get higher lower bounds.

The -Triangle Conjecture:

Any algorithm requires m1+

o(1)

time to detect whether an m edge

graph contains a triangle.
We will refer to the conjecture that for some > 0, the -Triangle Conjecture holds as the Triangle
Conjecture, and refer to the

!+1
2!

1-Triangle Conjecture as the Strong Triangle Conjecture.

Boolean matrix multiplication (BMM).

The Boolean product of two Boolean matrices A and

B is the matrix C with entries C[i, j] = _k (A[i, k] ^ B[k, j]). Many important problems can not only

be solved using a fast BMM routine, but are also equivalent to BMM [281, 373]. Hence an efficient
and practical BMM algorithm is highly desirable.
The Boolean product of n ⇥ n matrices can be computed using any algorithm for integer matrix

multiplication, and hence the problem is in O(n2.373 ) time [388]. However, the theoretically efficient

matrix multiplication algorithms (except possibly Strassen’s [362]) use mathematical machinery
that causes them to have high constant factors, and are thus currently impractical. Because of this,
alternative, so called “combinatorial” methods, for BMM are sought after.
3

The current best combinatorial algorithm for BMM by Yu [394] runs in O( logn4 n ) time, improving
on the well-known Four-Russians algorithm [38]. Because it has been such a longstanding open
problem to obtain an O(n3

"

) time (for constant " > 0) algorithm for BMM, the following conjecture

has been floating around the community; many papers base lower bounds for problems on it (e.g. [334,
281, 260, 29]).
The BMM Conjecture:

Any “combinatorial” algorithm requires n3

o(1)

time to compute the

Boolean product of two n ⇥ n matrices.

The only known relationship between the complexity of BMM and the rest of the conjectures in

this paper is a result from [387] that any truly subcubic in n combinatorial algorithm for finding a
triangle can be converted to a truly subcubic combinatorial algorithm for BMM. Hence the BMM
Conjecture is equivalent to the conjecture that combinatorial triangle finding in n node graphs
requires n3

o(1)

time. However, that does not necessarily imply the Triangle Conjecture since it

could be that there is a linear time algebraic triangle finding algorithm, but no combinatorial one.
Furthermore, the BMM Conjecture could be false but the Triangle Conjecture might still be true.
According to our current knowledge, even an optimal algorithm for BMM would at best imply an
O(m4/3 ) time algorithm for triangle detection.

2.3.2

The k-Clique Conjecture

The next conjecture generalizes the triangle conjecture. It implies the above conjectures (and therefore might be less believable), and it also implies many interesting lower bounds for problems in
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P.
This fundamental graph problem asks whether a given undirected unweighted graph on n nodes
and O(n2 ) edges contains a clique on k nodes. This is the parameterized version of the famously
NP-hard Max-Clique (or equivalently, Max-Independent-Set) [258]. k-Clique is amongst the most
well-studied problems in theoretical computer science, and it is the canonical intractable (W[1]complete) problem in parameterized complexity.
A naive algorithm solves k-Clique in O(nk ) time. By a reduction from 1985 to BMM on matrices
of size nk/3 ⇥ nk/3 it can be solved with fast matrix multiplication in O(n!k/3 ) time [307] whenever

k is divisible by 3 (otherwise, more ideas are needed [165]). No better algorithms are known, and
researchers have wondered if improvements are possible [390, 42]. As is the case for BMM, obtaining
faster than trivial combinatorial algorithms, by more than polylogarithmic factors, for k-Clique is a
longstanding open question. The fastest combinatorial algorithm runs in O(nk / logk n) time [370].
Let 0  F  ! and 0  C  3 be the smallest numbers such that 3k-Clique can be solved

combinatorially in O(nCk ) time and in O(nF k ) time by any algorithm, for any (large enough)
constant k

1. A conjecture in graph algorithms and parameterized complexity is that C = 3 and

F = !. Thus, the k-Clique conjecture is, in fact, two (almost) independent conjectures, although
we often abuse the term to refer for both:
The k-Clique Conjecture:
graphs in O(n

!

")
3

·k

There is no algorithm that for all k > 3 can solve k-Clique on n node

) time for some " > 0.

The Combinatorial k-Clique Conjecture:

There is no “combinatorial” algorithm that for all

k > 3 can solve k-Clique on n node graphs in O(n(1

")·k

) time for some " > 0.

It is known that an algorithm refuting this conjecture immediately implies a faster exact algorithm for MAX-CUT [381, 391]. Note that even a linear time algorithm for BMM (! = 2) would
not prove that F < 2. A well known result by Chen et al. [103, 104] shows that F > 0 under
the Exponential Time Hypothesis. A plausible conjecture about the parameterized complexity of
Subset-Sum implies that F

1.5 [11]. There are many other negative results that intuitively support

this conjecture: Vassilevska W. and Williams proved that a truly subcubic combinatorial algorithm
for 3-Clique implies such algorithm for BMM as well [373]. Unconditional lower bounds for k-Clique
are known for various computational models, such as ⌦(nk ) for monotone circuits [27]. The planted
Clique problem has also proven to be very challenging (e.g. [26, 28, 221, 250]). Max-Clique is also
known to be hard to efficiently approximate within nontrivial factors [219].
Going back to weighted graphs, we can consider the Weighted k-Clique Conjecture that we
cannot decide whether a graph contains a k-clique of negative total weight in O(n(1

")k

) time.

This conjecture generalizes and implies the APSP (since APSP is subcubic-equivalent to NegativeTriangle). This conjecture has also been used to get interesting lower bounds [15, 101, 45, 47, 86, 84].
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Better Conjectures

The theory of hardness in P that we promote in this thesis relies crucially on conjectures such
as SETH, 3SUM, and APSP. Strengthening these foundations is an important goal for research
on this theory, and the more confidence we gain in these conjectures, the more meaningful these
results become. At the moment, there is no strong evidence supporting these conjectures, and
perhaps the main reason to believe them is the fact that no one knows how to refute them. Can we
find more evidence for these conjectures? Can we show surprising consequences of refuting them?
Alternatively, can we replace them with more believable ones?
In search of the weakest hypothesis that is still useful for proving interesting lower bounds
for natural problems in P, we have suggested the conjecture that at least one of the “big three”
conjectures is true.
Conjecture 1 At least one of the 3-SUM conjecture, the APSP conjecture, or SETH, is true.
Conjecture 1 seems much more believable than any of the above three conjectures, since to refute
it, it must be the case that all three of the computational geometry, graph algorithms, and exact
algorithms communities have missed breakthrough algorithms for their core problems. Given the
popularity of each of these conjectures individually, Conjecture 1 is extremely popular. It is quite
appealing and believable, but does it imply any meaningful lower bounds for problems in P? In
Section ?? we discuss our results showing that many interesting lower bounds can indeed be based
on this “extremely popular” conjecture.
In Section 3.3 and [9] we show that many of the SETH lower bounds can be based on an
assumption that is much more believable than SETH, related to SAT on circuits rather than CNF
formulas. This work is discussed extensively in Section 3.3.

Chapter 3

Problems on Strings
Sequences of symbols, or strings, are the most basic way to represent data and are ubiquitous in our
digital world. Text documents, Computer code and programs, and Biological genomes are natural
and important examples of strings, which will motivate the problems studied in this chapter.
Ingenious algorithms, that are responsible in part for the technological revolution, were designed
to solve some of the basic tasks one wants to perform on strings. For example, the Knuth-MorrisPratt algorithm [268] allows us to determine if a pattern of length m appears in a text of length n
in a blazingly fast O(n + m) time, which is linear in the input size rather than the naive O(nm)
quadratic time. Other famous algorithms and data-structures are the Fast Fourier Transform, Suffix
Trees, the Burrows-Wheeler Transform, and Lempel-Ziv compressions.
However, for many other problems on strings, all known algorithms are much slower than we
would like them to be. Given two genomes of length n, computing how “similar” they are or
finding the “best” alignment between them is a crucial task in Bioinformatics. For the most natural
definitions of similarity there are simple O(n2 ) time algorithms, but since n is typically a few billions,
these are impractically slow. Instead, the Biologists have been using heuristic algorithms that are
fast but often return grossly suboptimal answers, and if a breakthrough O(n) time algorithm is ever
found, it could revolutionize Bioinformatics.
In this chapter, we consider some of the most basic and important problems on strings for which
near-linear time algorithms are not known, and using our Hardness in P we prove conditional lower
bounds stating that the known algorithms are near-optimal.
Chapter Overview.

Section 3.1 presents our simplest reductions from CNF-SAT which prove

lower bounds for Local Alignment and the Longest Common Substring with Wildcards problems. In
Section 3.2 we consider the Longest Common Subsequence problem, which is a simpler problem and
is therefore more challenging from the perspective of lower bounds. Our reduction to LCS is more
complicated, but is still simple compared to the ones that follow in the later section. In fact, most
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reductions that follow will use the gadgets constructed in this reduction. In Section 3.3 we discuss
a framework by Bringmann and Kunnemann which generalizes many of the known SETH lower
bounds for problems on strings, such as LCS and Edit Distance, and we strengthen it. We show
that all such lower bounds can be based on the hardness of Circuit-SAT, rather than CNF-SAT,
and we elaborate on the significance of these results. Then, in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 we prove lower
bounds under the k-Clique conjecture for Parsing and RNA Folding, respectively.

3.1

Local Alignment

This section contains the simplest reductions from CNF-SAT (and OV) to string problems that we
are aware of, which will serve as warm up for all the other (more complicated) reductions in this
chapter.
Many basic string and pattern matching problems have overwhelming importance in current
bioinformatics research. A well known such problem is the Local Alignment problem which asks
to find the two substrings of two given strings that are most similar, under some given similarity
measure. The fastest theoretical algorithm for this problem runs in time O(n2 / log n) [130, 297, 69]
on n-length strings, and is not much faster than the classical dynamic programming algorithm of
Smith and Waterman [357] which runs in O(n2 ) time. A faster algorithm for this problem, one
that runs in, say O(n1.5 ) time, would have tremendous impact, as witnessed by the more than
sixty-thousand citations to the paper introducing the practical BLAST (Basic Local Alignment
Search Tool) algorithm. However, there seems to be very little optimism in the computational
biology community that Local Alignment and other important string problems admit such “truly
subquadratic” algorithms, i.e. running in time O(n2

"

) for " > 0. In this section we give evidence

for the impossibility of such algorithms.
Longest Common Substring with Wildcards

We show a reduction from CNF-SAT to the

longest common substring with don’t cares problem, which is one of the simplest string problems
for which truly subquadratic algorithms are not known and is a very restricted version of the Local
Alignment problem.
Definition 3.1.1 (The longest common substring with don’t cares problem) Given a string
S over alphabet ⌃ = {0, 1} and a string T over ⌃ [ {?}, find the length of the longest string that is
a substring of both S and T , where a ? in T can be treated as either 0 or 1.

If don’t care letters are not allowed, the problem can be solved using a generalized suffix tree
in O(n) time [208]. If instead of looking for the longest common substring, one wants to check
whether a binary string with don’t cares appears as a substring in a length n binary string, then
there are O(n log n) time algorithms based on the Fast Fourier Transform [173, 241, 255]. Thus only
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slight variations of the longest common substring with don’t cares problem admit almost linear time
solutions, yet our reduction implies that a truly subquadratic algorithm for it refutes Strong ETH.
Complementing this lower bound, in [17], we design a mildly subquadratic algorithm solving this
problem in n2 /2⌦(

p

log n)

time, improving on the simple O(n2 ) time solution.

Theorem 3.1.1 If for some " > 0 one can solve either the Local Alignment problem on two binary
strings of length n, or the longest common substring with don’t cares problem in time O(n2

"

), then

Strong ETH is false.
To prove Theorem 3.1.1 we represent a partial assignment to the variables of our formula with a
substring, and we make sure that two substrings will match if and only if the two partial assignments
satisfy all the clauses of our formula. We give a reduction from CNF-SAT on n variables and
m clauses to the longest common substring with don’t cares problem on binary strings of length
N = O(2n/2 · m) in O⇤ (2n/2 · m) time. Thus, given an algorithm for this problem that runs in time
O(N 2

"

) for some " > 0, we can solve CNF-SAT in time O⇤ ((2n/2 ·m)2

"

) = O⇤ (2(1

"/2)n

·poly (m)),

refuting Strong ETH. We then explain how to get a reduction to Local Alignment on binary strings,
proving Theorem 3.1.1.

Our reduction follows the split and list technique introduced by Williams [380]. In particular, our
reduction from CNF-SAT to the longest common substring problem can be obtained by combining
his reduction from CNF-SAT to the orthogonal vectors problem on binary vectors and a simple
reduction from the latter problem to the longest common substring problem. Below we present a
direct reduction from CNF-SAT.
Proof.

Let V = {x1 , . . . , xn } be the n variables of the input CNF formula '. We split V into

two sets of n/2 variables, U = {x1 , . . . , xn/2 } and V \U . Let A = {↵1 , . . . , ↵N } and B = {
be the sets of all N = 2

n/2

1, . . . ,

N}

partial assignments of boolean values to the variables in U and V \ U ,

respectively. Combining two partial assignments ↵ 2 A and

2 B gives an assignment (↵ · )

to all the variables in the formula. We say that a partial assignment ↵ satisfies a clause C if ↵

either assigns TRUE to a variable that appears in C as a positive literal or it assigns FALSE to a
variable that appears in C as a negative literal. The key idea of the reduction is the following simple
observation, which gives a way of checking the satisfiability of : The formula
only if there are two partial assignments ↵ 2 A,
at least one of ↵ and

satisfies the clause C.

is satisfiable if and

2 B such that for every clause C in the formula

The reduction will generate two strings S and T . The string S will have N segments of length
5m corresponding to the N partial assignments in A and each segment will encode which clauses
are satisfied by the partial assignment. Similarly, T will encode the partial assignments in B. A
common substring of S and T will have to be entirely contained in these segments, and it will be
able to be the whole segment only if the two corresponding assignments satisfy all the clauses of the
formula. Therefore, the longest common substring will be of length 5m if and only if

is satisfiable.
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Let C1 , . . . , Cm be the clauses of our CNF formula . For ↵ 2 A we define the segment string
2)th position S↵ [j] according to whether ↵ satisfies Cj .

S↵ to contain a di↵erent symbol in the (5j
Then, 8j 2 [m] :
S↵ [(5j
Similarly, for

4) . . . (5j)] = [01xj 01], where xj = 1 if ↵ satisfies Cj , and 0 otherwise.

2 B we define the segment T as follows. 8j 2 [m] :

T [(5j

4) . . . (5j)] = [?1yj ? 1], where yj = ? if

satisfies Cj , and 1 otherwise.

Note that we can construct these strings for every ↵ 2 A and

2 B given

in O⇤ (2n/2 m) time.

Finally, we create S by concatenating all the segment strings S↵i for all ↵i 2 A and placing “unmatchable” [000] segments between them, and we create T similarly by concatenating the T

i

segment

strings and placing [111] segments between them.
S = S↵ 1

03 S↵2

· · · 03 S ↵ N , T = T

1

13 T

2

· · · 13 T

N

Claim 1 The longest common substring of S and T is of length 5m i↵ there are ↵ 2 A,
that every clause Cj in

is satisfied by at least one of ↵, .

Proof. For the first direction, assume that there are some ↵ 2 A and

2 B such

2 B such that every clause

is satisfied by one of them. Observe that in this case, S↵ and T match, since by construction, every
coordinate matches except for maybe the (5j

2)th for j 2 [m], but these coordinates must also

match because of the following. For any j 2 [m], either T [5j
which case ↵ must satisfy Cj and S↵ [5j
matches S↵ [5j

2] = 1 and

2] = 1 as well, or T [5j

does not satisfy Cj in

2] = ? in which case T [5j

2]

2]. Therefore, S↵ is a substring of S of length 5m that appears in T . By noting

that any substring of S of length 5m + 1 cannot appear in T , we get that in this case, the longest
common substring is of length exactly 5m.
For the other direction, assume that there is a substring X of S that appears in T and has
length |X| = 5m. Our careful construction implies that X cannot contain any letter from the

“unmatchable” region of S and it cannot appear in T in any part that contains an “unmatchable”
region. Therefore, X must correspond to a segment S↵ for some ↵ 2 A that appears in T as a
segment T for some

2 B. We show that this can only happen if the pair ↵,

clauses. This follows since for every j 2 [m] there are two cases: either
which then implies that S↵ [5j

satisfies Cj , or T [5j 2] = 1

2] must be 1 as well and ↵ satisfies Cj .

⇤ This completes the
⇤

proof of Theorem 3.1.1.
Local Alignment on binary strings

satisfies all the

Extending the previous lower bound proof to Local Align-

ment is quite easy, but it requires formally defining this problem.
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A (global) alignment of two strings T and P over an alphabet ⌃ is obtained by first inserting
chosen spaces (dashes) into T and P so that the length of the strings will match, and then placing the
two resulting strings one above the other so that every character or space in T is aligned (matched)
with a unique character or a unique space in P . An alignment A is therefore a set of matches (a, b)

where a, b 2 ⌃ [ { }. The alignment is valid if it does not match two spaces (i.e., ( , ) 62 A).
P
The score of an alignment is (a,b)2 A s(a, b) where s(·, ·) is a scoring function given as input as a
|⌃| + 1 ⇥ |⌃| + 1 matrix.

Definition 3.1.2 (The global alignment or Edit Distance problem) Given two string T, P
over alphabet ⌃, compute the maximum score of an alignment of the two strings.
Definition 3.1.3 (The local alignment problem) Given two string T, P over alphabet ⌃, find
a substring of T and a substring of P whose alignment has maximum score.
Both the global and the local alignment problems can be solved in O(n2 ) time by simple dynamic
programming (e.g., [357]). It is known how to improve this upper bound by logarithmic factors [130,
297, 69], but no O(n2

"

) algorithm is known.

To get a reduction from CNF-SAT to Local Alignment on binary strings we note that in our
reduction, the string T does not have any 0 letters, and therefore we can replace the ? symbols by
0’s, while treating them as a don’t cares in our scoring function. Thus, the scoring function will be
defined as s(0, 0) = s(1, 1) = s(1, 0) = 1 and s(0, 1) =

1. It is easy to verify that the optimal

local alignment corresponds to the longest common substring. If one cares about the symmetry of
the scoring function, then it seems that the alphabet needs to be of size 3 for the reduction to Local
Alignment to work.
Extensions.

In the paper [15] we prove many more results along these lines. For example, we show

a 3SUM-based lower bound for Local Alignment if the alphabet is allowed to be large. Another lower
bound we show concerns the Multiple Sequence Local Alignment problem. We also show quadratic
lower bounds for well-known generalizations of the Global Alignment problem like Alignment with
Gap penalties [202] and Alignment with moves [288], and for other string problems like Normalized
LCS [41, 163] and Partial Match [121, 327, 71].

3.2

Longest Common Subsequence

We now turn our attention to the Longest Common Subsequence problem, which is a more mathematically elegant way to define similarity under sequence alignment. This section proves a SETH
lower bound for LCS, which will be improved and generalized considerably in the next section. However, the reduction here will be considerably more involved than the ones in the previous section,
but it is still simpler than the ones we will see in the later sections of this chapter. In fact, many of
the later results will directly use ideas from this section.
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Given two strings of n symbols over some alphabet ⌃, the LCS problem asks to compute the

length of the longest sequence that appears as a subsequence in both input strings. LCS is a very
basic problem that we encounter in undergraduate-level computer science courses, with a classic
O(n2 ) dynamic programming algorithm [126]. LCS has attracted an extensive amount of research,
both due to its mathematical simplicity and to its large number of important applications, including
data comparison programs (e.g. di↵ in UNIX) and bioinformatics (e.g. [252]). There are many
algorithms for LCS, beyond the classical dynamic programming solution, in many di↵erent settings,
e.g. [230, 238] (see [61] for a survey). Nevertheless, the best algorithms on arbitrary strings are only
slightly subquadratic and have an O(n2 / log2 n) running time [296] if the alphabet size is constant,
and O(n2 (log log n)/ log2 n) otherwise [70, 203].
Previous work.

Out of the many recent SETH-based hardness results, most relevant to our work

are the following three results concerning sequence similarity measures.
In the previous section and in [15], we proved that a truly sub-quadratic for alignment problems
like Local alignment and Local-LCS refutes SETH. However, the “locality” of those measures was
heavily used in the reductions, and the results did not imply any barrier for “global” measures like
LCS.
Bringmann [82] proved a similar lower bound for the computation of the Frechet distance problem.
Most recently, Backurs and Indyk [46] proved a similar quadratic lower bound for Edit-Distance.
LCS and Edit-Distance are closely related. A simple observation is that the computation of the
LCS is equivalent to the computation of the Edit-Distance when only deletions and insertions are
allowed, but no substitutions. Thus, intuitively, LCS seems like an easier version of Edit-Distance,
since it a solution has fewer degrees of freedom, and the lower bound for Edit-Distance does not
immediately imply any hardness for LCS.
k-LCS.

The k-LCS problem is a generalization of LCS to k strings. The classical dynamic pro-

gramming solution to k-LCS runs in O(knk ) time. Maier [292] showed that k-LCS is NP-Complete
even for binary strings. When k is a parameter, the problem is W [1]-hard, even over a fixed size
alphabet, by a reduction from Clique [320]. When the alphabet can be polynomial in n, it is known
that k-LCS is W [t]-hard for all t

1 [74]. Huang [237] showed that an no(k) algorithm for k-LCS

would refute ETH 1 . The parameters of the reduction from [320] also imply that an algorithm with
running time sufficiently faster than O(nk/7 ) would imply a new algorithm for k-Clique. However,
no results ruling out O(nk

1

) or even O(nk/2 ) upper bounds were known. Furthermore, beyond the

W [1]-hardness of [320] the parameterized complexity of k-LCS with an alphabet size independent
of n, say O(k), was unknown. Our results show that in this case, in fact, k-LCS is W [2]-hard.
1 The exponential time hypothesis (ETH) is a weaker version of SETH: it asserts that there is some " > 0 such
that 3SAT on n variables requires ⌦(2"n ) time.
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We first show that a truly sub-quadratic algorithm for LCS refutes OVC (and SETH), and

should therefore be considered beyond the reach of current algorithmic techniques, if not impossible.
Our results justify the use of sub-quadratic time heuristics and approximations in practice, and add
an important problem to the list of SETH-hard problems.
Theorem 3.2.1 If there is an " > 0 such that LCS over an alphabet of size 7 can be computed in
O(n2

"

) time, then the Orthogonal Vectors Conjecture and SETH are false.

Thus, a slightly faster algorithm for the very innocent looking LCS would imply a breakthrough
algorithm for a notoriously hard satisfiability problem. Conditioned on SETH, in a certain sense, we
give a negative answer to Knuth’s problem [115]. Moreover, our nearly tight lower bound for LCS
can now be reported in undergraduate level courses along with the Dynamic Programming solution.
Next, we consider the classical problem of computing the LCS of k > 2 strings, k-LCS. We prove
that even a slight improvement over the classical O(knk ) time dynamic programming algorithm is
not possible under SETH when the alphabet is of size O(k).
Theorem 3.2.2 If there is a constant " > 0, an integer k

2, and an algorithm that can solve

k-LCS on strings of length n over an alphabet of size O(k) in O(nk

"

) time, then SETH is false.

A main question we leave open is whether the same lower bound holds when the alphabet size
is a constant independent of k.

3.2.1

SETH Hardness for LCS

In this section we prove Theorem 3.2.1.
As an intermediate step, we first show evidence that solving a more general version of the problem
in strongly subquadratic time is impossible under OVC.
Definition 3.2.1 (Weighted Longest Common Subsequence (WLCS)) For two sequences P1
and P2 of length n over an alphabet ⌃ and a weight function w : ⌃ ! [K], let X be the sequence
P|X|
that appears in both P1 , P2 as a subsequence and maximizes the expression W (X) = i=1 w(x[i]).
We say that X is the WLCS of P1 , P2 and write WLCS(P1 , P2 ) = W (X). The Weighted Longest
Common Subsequence problem asks to output WLCS(P1 , P2 ).
Note that a common subsequence X of two sequences P1 , P2 can be thought of as an alignment
|X|

or a matching A = {(ai , bi )}i=1 between the two sequences, so that for all i 2 [|X|] : P1 [ai ] = P2 [bi ],
P|X|
P|X|
and a1 < · · · < a|X| and b1 < · · · < b|X| . Clearly, the weight i=1 P1 [ai ] = i=1 P2 [bi ] of the

matching A correspond to the length W (X) of the weighted length of the common subsequence X.
In our proofs, we will find useful the following relation between pairs of indices. For a pair (x, y)
and a pair (x0 , y 0 ) of indices we say that they are in conflict or they cross if x < x0 and y > y 0 or
x > x0 and y < y 0 .
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Reducing WLCS to LCS
The following simple reduction from WLCS to LCS gives a way to translate a lower bound for WLCS
to a lower bound for LCS, and allows us to simplify our proofs.
Lemma 3.2.1 Computing the WLCS of two sequences of length n over ⌃ with weights w : ⌃ ! [K]
can be reduced to computing the LCS of two sequences of length O(Kn) over ⌃.
Proof.

The reduction simply copies each symbol ` 2 ⌃ in each of the sequences w(`) times.

That is, we define a mapping f from symbols in ⌃ to sequences of length up to K so that for any
` 2 ⌃, f (`) = [`w(`) ] 2 ⌃w(`) .

For a sequence P of length n over ⌃, let f (P ) =

n
i=1 f (P [i]).

That is, replace the ith symbol

P [i] with the sequence f (P [i]) defined above.
Note that |f (P )|  K|P | and the reduction follows from the next claim.
Claim 1 For any two sequences P1 , P2 of length n over ⌃, the mapping f satisfies:
W LCS(P1 , P2 ) = LCS(f (P1 ), f (P2 )).
Proof. For brevity of notation, we let P10 = f (P1 ) and P20 = f (P2 ).
First, observe that W LCS(P1 , P2 )  LCS(P10 , P20 ), since for any common subsequence X of
Pn
P1 , P2 , the sequence f (X) is a common subsequence of P10 , P20 and has length |f (X)| = i=1 |f (X[i])| =
Pn
i=1 w(X[i]) = W (X).
In the remainder of this proof, we show that W LCS(P1 , P2 )

LCS(P10 , P20 ). Let X be the LCS

of P10 , P20 and consider a corresponding matching A.

Let x 2 {1, 2}. We say that a symbol ` in Px0 at index i  Kn belongs to interval Ix (i) 2 [n], i↵

this symbol was generated when mapping Px [Ix (i)] to the subsequence f (`). Moreover, we say that
it is at index Jx (i) 2 [w(`)] in interval Ix (i), i↵ it is the Jx (i)th symbol in that interval.

We will go over the symbols ` 2 ⌃ of the alphabet in an arbitrary order, and perform the following

modifications to X and the matching A for each such symbol in turn.

Go over the indices i of P10 that are matched in A to some index j of P20 , and for which P10 [i] = `,
in increasing order. Consider the intervals I1 (i) and I2 (j), both of which contain the symbol `, w(`)
times. Throughout our scan, we maintain the invariant that: i is the first index to be matched to
the interval I2 (j).
If J1 (i) = J2 (j) = 1, and the next w(`)

1 pairs in our matching A are matching the rest of

the interval I1 (i) to the interval I2 (j), we do not need to modify anything, and we move on to the
next index i0 that is not a part of this interval I1 (i) and is matched to some index j 0 - note that
at this point, i0 satisfies the invariant, since it cannot also be matched to the interval I2 (j) by the
pigeonhole principal, and therefore I2 (j 0 ) > I2 (j) and i0 is the first index to be matched to this
interval.
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Otherwise, we modify A so that now the whole intervals I1 (i) and I2 (j) are matched to one
another: for each i0 , j 0 such that I1 (i0 ) = I1 (i), I2 (j 0 ) = I2 (j), and J1 (i0 ) = J2 (j 0 ), we add pair
(i0 , j 0 ) to the matching A, and remove any conflicting pairs from A. We claim that we obtain a
matching of at least the original size, since we add w(`) pairs and we remove only up to w(`) pairs.
To see this, note that for a pair (x, y) to be in conflict with one of the pairs we added, it must
be one of the following three types: (1) I1 (x) = I1 (i) and I2 (y) = I2 (j), or (2) I1 (x) = I1 (i) but
I2 (y) > I2 (j), or (3) I2 (y) = I2 (j) but I1 (x) > I1 (i). Here, we use the invariant to rule out pairs
for which I1 (x) < I1 (i) or I2 (y) < I2 (j). However, in any matching A, there cannot be both pairs
of type (2) and pairs of type (3), since any such two pairs would cross. Therefore, we conclude that
all conflicting pairs either come from the interval I1 (i) or they all come from the interval I2 (j), and
in any case, there are only w(`) of them. After this modification, we move on to the next index i0
that is not a part of this interval I1 (i) and is matched (in the new matching A) to some index j 0 as before, this i0 satisfies the invariant.
After we are done with all these modifications, we end up with a matching A of size at least |X|

in which complete intervals are aligned to each other. Now, we can define a matching A0 between P1

and P2 that contains all pairs (I1 (i), I2 (j)) for which (i, j) 2 A. In words, we contract the intervals
of P10 , P20 to the original symbols of P1 , P2 . Finally, A0 corresponds to a common subsequence X 0
of P1 , P2 , and W (X 0 ) = |A|

|X| since each matched interval corresponds to some symbol ` and

contributes w(`) matches to A and a single match of weight w(`) to A0 .

⇤
⇤

This completes the proof of the lemma.
Reducing Orthogonal Vectors to LCS
We are now ready to present our main reduction, proving our hardness result for LCS.

Theorem 3.2.3 Orthogonal Vectors on two lists {↵i }i2[n] and { i }i2[n] of n binary vectors in d
dimensions (↵i ,

i

2 {0, 1}d ) can be reduced to LCS problem on two sequences of length n · dO(1)

over an alphabet of size 7.
Proof.

We will proceed in two steps. First, we will show that WLCS is at least as hard as

the Orthogonal Vectors problem. Second, given that the symbols in the constructed WLCS instance
will have small weights, an application of Lemma 3.2.1 will allow as to conclude that LCS is at least
as hard as the Orthogonal Vectors problem. Our alphabet will be ⌃ = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}.
We start with the reduction to WLCS. Let ↵,

denote two vectors from the Orthogonal Vectors

instance, from the first and the second set, respectively.
We construct our coordinate gadgets as follows. For i 2 [d] we define,
CG1 (↵, i) =

8
<5465
:545

if ↵[i] = 0
otherwise
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8
<5645

if [i] = 0

:565

otherwise

Setting the weight function so that w(4) = w(6) = 1, w(5) = X = 100d.
These gadgets satisfy the following equalities:
8
<2X + 1 if ↵[i] · [i] = 0
W LCS(CG1 (↵, i), CG2 ( , i)) =
:2X
otherwise

Now, we define the vector gadgets as a concatenation of the coordinate gadgets. Let R1 (↵) =
d
i=1 CG1 (↵, i)

and R2 ( ) =

d
i=1 CG2 (

, i).

V G1 (↵) = 1 R1 (↵)
V G 2 ( ) = R2 ( ) 1
The weight of the symbol 1 is w(1) = A = 2X + (d

1)(2X + 1). It is now easy to prove the

following claims.
Claim 2 If two vectors ↵, , are orthogonal, then:
W LCS(V G1 (↵), V G2 ( ))
Proof.

A + 1 = d · (2X + 1).

For each i 2 [d], match CG2 ( , i) to CG1 (↵, i) optimally to get a weight at least
⇤

A + 1 = d · (2X + 1).

Claim 3 If two vectors ↵, , are not orthogonal, then:
WLCS(V G1 (↵), V G2 ( )) = A.
Proof. WLCS(V G1 (↵), V G2 ( ))

A is true because we can match the 1 symbols, which gives

cost A.
Now we prove that WLCS(V G1 (↵), V G2 ( ))  A. If we match the 1 symbols, then we cannot

match any other symbols and the inequality is true. Thus, we assume now that the 1 symbols are
not matched.
Now we can check that, if there is a 5 symbol in VG1 (↵) or VG2 ( ) that is not matched to a 5
symbol, then we cannot achieve weight A even if we match all the other symbols (except for the 1
symbols). Therefore, we assume that all the 5 symbols are matched. The required inequality follows
from the fact that there are at least one coordinate where ↵ and
orthogonal), and the construction of the coordinate gadgets.

both have 1 (the vectors are not
⇤
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Finally, we combine the vector gadgets into two sequences. Let V G01 (↵) = 0
V

G02 (

V G1 (↵)

2 and

) = 0 V G2 ( ) 2 3. Let f be a dummy vector of length d that is all 1.
P1 = 3|P2 |
P2 = 3

n 1
i=1 V

n
i=1 V

G02 (f )

G01 (↵i ) 3|P2 |

n
i=1 V

G02 ( i )

n 1
i=1 V

G02 (f )

And set the weights so that w(3) = B = A2 and w(0) = w(2) = C = B 2 .
Let EU = 2C + A, and EG = n · EU + 2n · B.

The following two lemmas prove that there is a gap in the WLCS of our two sequences when
there is a pair of vectors that are orthogonal as opposed to when there is none.
Lemma 3.2.2 If there is a pair of vectors that are orthogonal, then WLCS(P1 , P2 )
Proof. Let i, j be such that ↵i ,
of at least 2C + d · (2X + 1)
i

j

are orthogonal. Match V G01 (↵i ) and V G02 ( j ) to get a weight

EU + 1. Match the i

1 vector gadgets to the left of V G01 (↵i ) to the

1 vector gadgets immediately to the left of V G02 ( j ), and similarly, match the n

right. The total additional weight we get is at least (n
matches, only (n

1) out of the (3n

EG + 1.

i gadgets to the

1) · EU . Finally, note that after the above

1) 3-symbols in P2 are surrounded by matched symbols. The

remaining 2n 3-symbols can be matched, giving an additional weight of 2n · B. The total weight is
at least EU + 1 + (n

⇤

1) · EU + 2n · B = EG + 1.

Lemma 3.2.3 If there is no pair of vectors that are orthogonal, then WLCS(P1 , P2 )  EG .
Proof.

The main part of the proof will be dedicated to showing that if the n vector gadgets

in P1 are matched to a substring of n0 vector gadgets from P2 , then n0 must be equal to n. This
will follow since: if n0 < n, then at least one of the 0/2 symbols in P1 will remain unmatched, and,
if n0 > n, then less than 2n of the 3 symbols in P2 can be matched. The large weights we gave 0/2
and 3 make this impossible in an optimal matching. It will be easy to see that in any matching in
which n = n0 , the total weight is at most EG .
Now, we introduce some notation. Let L  L0 and define W (L, L0 ) to be the optimal score of

matching two sequence T, T 0 where T is composed of L vector gadgets V G01 (↵) and T 0 is composed of
L0 vector gadgets V G02 ( ), where no pair ↵,

are orthogonal. Define W0 (L, L0 ) similarly, except that

we restrict the matchings so that all 0 or 2 symbols in T (the shorter sequence) must be matched. In
the following two claims we prove an upper bound on W (L, L0 ), via an upper bound on W0 (L, L0 ).
Claim 4 For any integers 1  L  L0 , we can upper bound W0 (L, L0 )  L · EU + (L0
Proof.

L) · (B

1).

Let T, T 0 be two sequences with L, L0 vector gadgets, respectively. We will refer to

these “vector gadgets” as intervals. Consider an optimal matching of T and T 0 in which all the 0
and 2 symbols of T are matched, i.e., a matching that achieves weight W0 (L, L0 ) - we will upper
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1). Note that in such a matching, each interval of T

must be matched completely within one or more intervals of T 0 , and each interval of T 0 has matches
to at most one interval from T (otherwise, it must be the case that some 0 or 2 symbol in T is not
matched).
Let x be the number of intervals of T that contribute at most EU to the weight of our optimal
matching. Note that any of the L

x other intervals must be matched to a substring of T 0 that

contains at least two intervals for the following reason. The 0 and 2 symbols of the interval of T 0
must be matched, and, if the matching stays within a single interval of T 0 and has more than EU
weight, then we have a pair which is orthogonal because of Claim 3. Thus, using the fact that there
are only L0 intervals in T 0 , we get the condition,
x + 2(L

x)  L0 .

We now give an upper bound on the weight of our matching, by summing the contributions of
each interval of T : there are x intervals contributing  EU weight, and there are (L

x) intervals

matched to T 0 with unbounded contribution, but we know that even if all the symbols of an interval
are matched, it can contribute at most EB = 2C + A + d(2X + 2). Therefore, the total weight of
the matching can be upper bounded by
EF  (L

x) · EB + x · EU

We claim that no matter what x is, as long as the above condition holds, this expression is less than
L · EU + (L0

L) · (B

1).

To maximize this expression, we choose the smallest possible x that satisfies the above condition,

since EB > EU , which implies that x = max{0, 2L L0 }. A key inequality, which we will use multiple
times in the proof, following from the fact that the 0/2/3 symbols are much more important than
the rest, is that EB < EU + B

1, which follows since EB

EU < A + d(2X + 2) < 1000d2 < B.

First, consider the case where L  L0 /2, and therefore x = 0, which means that all the intervals

of T might be fully matched. Using that EB < EU + B

1 and that L0

L

L0 /2

L, we get the

desired upper bound:
EF  L · EB  L · (EU + B

1)  L · EU + (L0

Now, assume that L > L0 /2, and therefore x = 2L

L) · (B

1).

L0 . In this case, when setting x as small as

possible, the upper bound becomes:
EF  (L0

L) · EB + (2L

which is less than L · EU + (L0

L) · (B

L0 ) · EU = L · EU + (L0

L) · (EB

1), since EB < EU + B

1.

EU ),
⇤
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Next, we prove by induction that leaving 0/2 symbols in the shorter sequence unmatched will
only worsen the weight of the optimal matching.
Claim 5 For any integers 1  L  L0 , we can upper bound W (L, L0 )  L · EU + (L0
Proof.

We will prove by induction on i

W (L, L0 )  L · EU + (L0

L) · (B

2 that: for all L0

L) · (B

1).

1 such that L + L0  i,

L

1).

The base case is when i = 2 and L = L0 = 1. Then W (1, 1) = EU and we are done.
For the inductive step, assume that the statement is true for all i0  i
0

0

0

1 and we will prove

0

it for i. Let L, L be so that 1  L  L and L + L = i and let T, T be sequences with L, L0

intervals (assignment gadgets), respectively. Consider the optimal (unrestricted) matching of T and
T 0 , denote its weight by EF . Our goal is to show that EF  L · EU + (L0

L) · (B

1).

If every 0/2 symbol in T is matched then, by definition, the weight cannot be more than

W0 (L, L0 ), and by Claim 4 we are done. Otherwise, consider the first unmatched 0/2 symbol,
call it x, and there are two cases.
The x = 0 case: If x is the first 0 in T , then the first 0 in T 0 must be matched to some 0 after
x (otherwise we can add this pair to the matching without violating any other pairs) which implies
that none of the symbols in the interval starting at x can be matched, since such matches will be in
conflict with the pair containing this first 0. Otherwise, consider the 2 that appears right before x
and note that it must be matched to some y = 2 in T 0 , by our choice of x as the first unmatched 0/2.
Now, there are two possibilities: either there are no more intervals in T 0 after y, or there is a 0 right
after y in T 0 that is matched to a 0 in T that is after x (from a later interval in T ). Note that in
either case, the interval starting at x (and ending at the 2 after it) is completely unmatched in our
matching. Therefore, in this case, we let T1 be the sequence with (L

1) intervals which is obtained

from T by removing the interval starting at x. The weight of our matching will not change if we look
at it as a matching between T 0 and T1 instead of T , which implies that EF  W (L 1, L0 ). Using our
inductive hypothesis we conclude that EF  (L 1)·EU +(L0 L+1)·(B 1)  L·EU +(L0 L)·(B 1),
since EU > B, and we are done.

The x = 2 case: The 0 at the start of x’s interval must have been matched to some y = 0. Let
z be the 2 at the end of y’s interval. Note that z must be matched to some w = 2 in T after x, since
otherwise, we can add the pair (x, z) to the matching, gaining a cost of C, and the only possible
conflicts we would create will be with pairs containing a symbol inside the y ! z interval or inside

x’s interval, and if we remove all such pairs, we would lose at most (A + d(2X + 2)) which is much
less than the gain of C - implying that our matching could not have been optimal. Therefore, there
are c

2 intervals in T that are matched to a single interval in T 0 : all the intervals starting at the 0

right before x and ending at w are matched to the y ! z interval. Let T1 be the sequence obtained

from T by removing all these c intervals and let T2 be the sequence obtained from T 0 by removing
the y ! z interval. Our matching can be split into two parts: a matching between T1 and T2 , and

the matching of the y ! z interval to the removed interval. The contribution of the latter part to
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the weight of the matching can be at most the weight of all the symbols in an interval, which is
EB . By the inductive hypothesis, we know that any matching of T1 and T2 can have weight at most
W (L

c, L0

1)  (L

c) · EU + (L0

1

L + c) · (B

1). Summing up the two bounds on the

contributions, we get that the total weight of the matching is at most:
EF  EB +(L c)·EU +(L0 L+c 1)·(B 1)  L·EU +(L0 L)·(B 1)+(c 1)·(B 1)+EB c·EU
However, note that EB < 1.1EU and that (c
that EF can be upper bounded by L · EU + (L

1.1)EU > 10(c
0

L) · (B

1.1)B > (c

1)B, which implies
⇤

1), and we are done.

We are now ready to complete the proof of the Lemma. Consider the optimal matching of P1

and P2 . Let x and y be the first and last 3 symbols in P2 that are not matched, respectively. Note
that there cannot be any matched 3 symbols between x and y, since otherwise we could match
either x or y and gain extra weight without incurring any loss. Moreover, note that x cannot be
the first symbol in P2 and y cannot be the last one, since those must be matched in an optimal
alignment. The substring between the 3 preceding x, and the 3 following y, contains n0 intervals
(vector gadgets) for some 1  n0  3n

2. If all the 3’s are matched, we let n0 = 1, and focus on

the only interval (vector gadget) of P2 that has matched non-3-symbols.
We can now bound the total weight of the matching by the sum of the maximum possible
contribution of these n0 intervals, and the contribution of the rest of P2 . The substring before and
including the 3 symbol preceding x and the substring after and including the 3 symbol following
y can only contribute 3’s to the matching, and they contain exactly (3n
symbols, giving a contribution of (3n

(n0

1

0

1)) such 3

0

n ) · B. To bound the contribution of the n intervals, we

use Claim 5: since no 3 symbols are matched in this part, we can “remove” those symbols for the
analysis, to obtain two sequences T, T 0 composed of n, n0 vector gadgets, respectively, in which no
pair is orthogonal. The contribution of the T, T 0 part, depends on n, n0 :
(n

If n0  n, then by Claim 5, when setting L = n0 , L0 = n, the contribution is at most (n0 · EU +
n0 ) · (B

1)) and the total weight of our matching can be upper bounded by
(3n

n0 ) · B + (n0 · EU + (n

n0 ) · (B

which is maximized when n0 is as large as possible, since EU > (2B
get the upper bound: (3n

1)),
1). Thus, setting n0 = n, we

n) · B + n · EU = EG .

Otherwise, if n0 > n, we apply Claim 5 with L = n, L0 = n0 , and get that the contribution is at
most (n · EU + (n0
(3n

n) · (B

1)), and the total weight of our matching can be upper bounded by

n0 ) · B + (n · EU + (n0

n) · (B

1)) = n · EU + 2n · B

(n0

n) < EG .
⇤
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To conclude our reduction, we note that the largest weight used in our weight function is polynomial in d, and therefore the reduction of Lemma 3.2.1 gives two unweighted sequences f (P1 ), f (P2 )
of length n · dO(1) , for which the LCS equals the WLCS of our P1 , P2 .

3.2.2

⇤

SETH Hardness for k-LCS

In this section we prove Theorem 3.2.2. As in the reduction to LCS, it will be much more convenient
to reduce to the weighted version of the problem, defined below, as an intermediate step.
Definition 3.2.2 (k-LCS and k-WLCS) An algorithm for k-LCS problem outputs the answer to
the following question. Given k strings of length n over alphabet ⌃, what is the length of the longest
sequence that appears in all k strings as a subsequence? In k-WLCS we are also given a scoring
function w : ⌃ ! [K] and the goal is to find the common subsequence X of all k strings that
P|X|
maximizes the sum i=1 w(X[i]).

As before, we can think of the common subsequence as a matching of the strings. We can also

adapt the previous proof to show a reduction from the weighted version to the unweighted version.
Lemma 3.2.4 Computing the k-WLCS of k strings of length n over ⌃ with weights w : ⌃ ! [K]
can be reduced to computing the k-LCS of k strings of length O(Kn) over ⌃.
Proof.

The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.2.1 where we only had two strings, we will

only outline the di↵erences. As before, the reduction maps each symbol ` into an interval of w(`)
copies of the same symbol `. First, we can map a subsequence X of the weighted instance of weight
w(X) into a subsequence of length w(X) of the unweighted instance by mapping each symbol of X
into an interval. Second, we can modify a subsequence of length |X| of the unweighted instance into
a subsequence of length at least |X| which has the property that complete intervals are matched in

the corresponding matching. Once we have this property we can contract each interval back into
the original weighted symbol that generated it and obtain a subsequence of weight at lest |X|. As
before, these modifications can be done by scanning the strings from left to right and repeatedly

converting each matching of parts of intervals into a matching of complete intervals while removing
conflicting matches. Each such modification adds w(`) k-tuples to the matching and removes up to
w(`) previously matched k-tuples. The argument here is similar to the one in Lemma 3.2.1, and is
based on the observation that all conflicting k-tuples must come from the same interval in at least
one of the k strings.

⇤

Adapting the reduction
We will prove SETH-based lower bounds for problems on k sequences via the orthogonal vectors
problem on k lists.
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Definition 3.2.3 (k-Orthogonal-Vectors) Given k lists {↵it }i2[n] (t 2 [k]) of vectors ↵it 2 {0, 1}d ,
Pd Q
t
are there k vectors ↵i11 , ↵i22 , ..., ↵ikk that satisfy,
h=1
t2[k] ↵it [h] = 0? Any collection of vectors
(↵itt )t2[k] with this property will be called orthogonal.

There are two challenges in adapting the hardness proof for the problem of computing LCS
between two sequences to the problem of computing LCS between k > 2 sequences: constructing
the vector gadgets, and combining the gadgets in a way that implements a selection-gadget. We will
start with the vector gadgets.
Vector gadgets.

We will need symbols a, b, c, d with w(a) = w(b) = w(c) = 1 and w(d) = 4k .

For an integer p 2 {0, 1, 2, ..., 2k

1} we define vp 2 {0, 1}k to be a vector containing the binary

expansion of p, i.e., (vp )t is tth bit in the binary expansion of p, for t 2 [k]. Let function f satisfy
f (0) = a and f (1) = b. For x 2 {0, 1}, x := 1

x.

For the tth set of vectors {↵it }i2[n] (for some t 2 [k]) and pair of indices i 2 [n] and j 2 [d] we

define the coordinate gadget

CGt (↵it , j)

=

8
<dcd
:dd

2k 2
p=0
2k 2
p=0

Claim 6 Let Eoc = 2 + 2k · w(d) and Enc = Eoc

(f ((vp )t ) d)

(f ((vp )t ) d)

if (↵it )j = 0
otherwise.

1. For j 2 [d] and i1 , i2 , ..., ik 2 [n],

WLCS(CG1 (↵i11 , j), CG2 (↵i22 , j), ..., CGk (↵ikk , j)) =

8
<E c

n

:E c
o

if (↵itt )j = 1 for all t 2 [k],
otherwise.

Proof. The main idea behind the construction of the coordinate gadgets is as follows. Fix j 2 [d]
and consider a collection of k vectors. Consider the j th coordinate of all the vectors. Let c1 , c2 , ...,
ck be such that ct is equal to the j th coordinate of the tth vector. Suppose that for the tth sequence
we set the coordinate gadget corresponding to ct to be equal to the following sequence. If ct = 0,
we take binary expansion of the integers from 0 to 2k

1 and take tth bit from the expansion and

concatenate all 2k bits. If ct = 1, we do the same except we flip all the bits. Now consider the
WLCS between all k sequences defined this way. For now, assume that we do not align symbols that
have di↵erent indices, i.e., for two sequences ↵0 and ↵00 , we are allowed to align ↵0 [h0 ] and ↵00 [h00 ] i↵
h0 = h00 . (We take care of this assumption below.) We can easily see that the WLCS is always equal
to 2 between the sequences (independently of the values of ct ). Now let us modify the coordinate
gadgets as follows. Instead of concatenating the bits corresponding to the integers from 0 to 2k
we concatenate the bits for the integers from 0 to 2k

1,

2. We can check now that the WLCS is

always equal to 2 except when all the ct bits are equal (i.e., ct = 0 for all t 2 [k] or ct = 1 for all

t 2 [k]). If all the bits are equal, then the WLCS is equal to 1. We want the construction of clause
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gadgets to satisfy the following property. If there exists t 2 [k] with ct = 0, then the WLCS is equal

to some fixed large value. While, if ct = 1 for all t 2 [k], then the WLCS should be equal to some
fixed small value. Our current construction almost satisfies this property. We want to modify the

construction so that the value of the WLCS is equal to 2 when ct = 0 for all t 2 [k]. We can do

that as follows. We take the previous construction and append a special symbol c at the beginning
of the binary sequence if ct = 0. We can check that the construction satisfies the needed property
under the stated assumption. We proceed by showing that the actual definition of clause gadgets
removes the necessity of the assumption.
We want to match all the d symbols from every sequence, since if we don’t do that we end up
with a WLCS cost that is less than Eoc . We proceed by assuming that we match all the d symbols.
We can now check that we have two matches if not all the vectors have a 1 at the j th coordinate,
⇤

while we have one match otherwise.
Let e be a symbol with w(e) = 100 · Eoc .

For the t-th set of vectors {↵it }i2[n] (t 2 [k]) and i 2 [n] we define the vector gadget
VG0t (↵it ) = e
Let Eo = d · Eoc and En = Eo

t
j2[d] (CGt (↵i , j)

e).

1.

Claim 7 For i1 , ..., ik 2 [n],
WLCS(VG01 (↵i11 ), VG02 (↵i22 ), ..., VG0k (↵ikk )) =

8
<

if ↵i11 , ↵i22 , ..., ↵ikk are orthogonal,

Eo

: E

n

otherwise.

Proof. As in the proof of Claim 6, we can conclude that in the optimal matching we use all the e
symbols from all the sequences. If this is not so, then the maximum WLCS score is  En .

Using Claim 6 we can check that the WLCS cost is at least Eo , if the vectors ↵i11 , ↵i22 , ..., ↵ikk are

orthogonal. Also, we can check that, if the vectors are not orthogonal, then the WLCS cost is at
⇤

most En .
Let f be a symbol with w(f ) = En . For a vector ↵ we define
VG1 (↵) = f

VG01 (↵),

VGt (↵) = VG0t (↵) f,
for t 2 {2, 3, ..., k}.
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8
<

Eo

:E

n

if ↵i11 , ↵i22 , ..., ↵ikk are orthogonal,
otherwise.

If the vectors ↵i11 , ↵i22 , ..., ↵ikk are orthogonal, we have a WLCS cost of at least Eo as in

Claim 7 and we do not use any of the f symbols. We cannot achieve a larger score than E0 by using
the f symbols.
If the vectors are not orthogonal and we do not use any f symbols, the maximum cost is at most
En by Lemma 7. If it is less than that, we can use the f symbols and achieve a score of En . Notice
⇤

that, if we use the f symbols, we cannot use any other symbol in any matching.
Combining the vector gadgets.

Our lower bound for k-LCS (Theorem 3.2.2) follows from the

following reduction.
Lemma 3.2.5 For any k

2, k-Orthogonal Vectors on k lists of n vectors in {0, 1}d can be reduced

to k-LCS on k strings of length k O(k) · n · dO(1) over an alphabet of size O(k).

Proof. We will show a reduction to k-WLCS and use Lemma 3.2.4 to conclude the proof.
We construct k lists of vector gadgets from our k lists of vectors as in the above discussion.
Let D be the maximum possible sum of weights of all symbols in any vector gadget, and note
that D = poly (2k , d) and that D > Eo . For i 2 {2, . . . , k} we will introduce a new symbol 3i

to the alphabet, and set Bk = B = (10kD)2 and for 2  i  k set w(3i ) = Bi = 2k · Bi+1 .

Finally, add two new symbols 0, 2 and set w(0) = w(2) = C = 10k 2 B2 . The weights achieve
C >> B2 >> · · · >> Bk = B >> D >> Eo .

Our k strings are defined as follows. For i 2 [k],

Pi = (3i+1 · · · 3k )Q (32 · · · 3i ) (V G0i (f ))

(i 1)N

N
t=1 V

G0i (↵ti ) (V G0i (f ))

where V G01 (x) = 0 V G1 (x) 2, V G0i (x) = 0 V Gi (x) 2 (32 · · · 3i ) if i

(i 1)N

(3i+1 · · · 3k )Q

2, and Q = |Pk |.

The intuition behind this padding is that we want to force any optimal matching to match all

n vector gadgets of the first string to precisely n vector gadgets from each other string. This is
achieved since: if at least one vector gadget from Pi is not matched, we will lose some 0 or 2 symbols
that we could have matched, while if more than n vector gadgets are matched, we will lose at least
one 3i symbol. In addition, as long as we match consecutive n intervals from each string, we will
get the same score from the padding, and therefore the optimal matching will be determined by the
existence of an orthogonal set of vectors. The WLCS will be E if there are no orthogonal vectors,
and E + 1 if there are, for an appropriately defined E.
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To make this argument more formal, we can follow the steps in the proof of Lemma 3.2.3 for
LCS of two strings. First, we can prove an analog of Claim 5, stating that matching n0 intervals
(vector gadgets) in some Pt for some n0 > n can only contribute up to (n0

n)(B

1) to the score.

Then, we observe that by the padding construction, if n0 > n then we will not be able to match
at least (n0

n) of the 3t symbols that we could have matched if n0 was equal to n, which incurs

a loss much greater than (n0

n)B. Therefore, in an optimal matching, exactly n intervals will be

matched in each sequence, and it is easy to see that the score is then determined by the existence
of an orthogonal set of vectors.
Let EU = 2C + En and EG = n · EU + B2 + (2n + 1) ·

Pk

i=2

Bi . The following two lemmas prove

that there is a gap in the WLCS of our k sequences when there is a collection of k vectors that are
orthogonal as opposed to when there is none.
Lemma 3.2.6 If there is a collection of k vectors that are orthogonal, then WLCS(P1 , . . . , Pk )
EG + 1.
Proof. Let t1 , . . . , tk be such that the k vectors (↵tii )ki=1 are orthogonal.
First, match the corresponding gadgets, (V Gi (↵tii ))ki=1 , along with the 0 and 2 symbols surrounding each of these gadgets, to get a weight of at least 2C + Eo = 2C + En + 1 = EU + 1, by
Claim 8.
Then, Match the i1

1 vector gadgets (and the surrounding 0, 2 symbols) to the left of V G01 (↵t11 )

to the i1 1 vector gadgets immediately to the left of V G0i (↵tii ), for every i 2 {2, . . . , k}, and similarly,
match the n

i1 gadgets to the right. The total additional weight we get is at least (n

Then, note that after the above matches, only (n

1) · EU .

1) out of the (3n + 1) 32 -symbols in P2 are

surrounded by matched symbols. The remaining (2n + 2) 32 -symbols can be matched, giving an
additional weight of (2n + 2) · B2 , as follows: Consider the leftmost matched 0 in P2 , call it x, and
assume there are m 32 -symbols to the left of it in P2 . Match these 32 -symbols to the m such symbols
in each other string Pi that appear immediately to the left of the symbol that is matched our x. By
construction, and the fact that m can be at most n, we know that there are enough matchable 32
symbols in the other strings.
Then, similarly, note that at this point, only 3n out of the (5n+1) 33 -symbols in P3 are surrounded
by matched symbols. The remaining (2n+1) 33 -symbols can be matched, as above, for an additional
weight of (2n + 1) · B3 . And in general, we perform this process for i from 2 to k, and at ith stage,
only (2(i

2)n + n + 1

1) out of the (2(i

1)n + n + 1) 3i -symbols in Pi are surrounded by matched

symbols, and we can match the remaining ones to get an additional weight of (2n + 1) · Bi . Thus,
Pk
the total contribution of the 3i symbols is B2 + i=2 (2n + 1)Bi .
Pk
The total weight of our matching is at least EU +1+(n 1)·EU +B2 +(2n+1)· i=2 Bi = EG +1.
⇤

The hard part is upper bounding the score when there is no collection of orthogonal vectors, and
we will spend the rest of the proof towards this end.
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Lemma 3.2.7 If there is no collection of k vectors that are orthogonal, then WLCS(P1 , . . . , Pk ) 
EG .

Proof. Consider any optimal matching of our k strings. The goal is to bound its score by EG .
Our plan will be to divide the contribution to the score into two: (a) the contribution of the vector
gadgets, and (b) the contribution from the padding, i.e. the 3i symbols. In any matching, there is
a tradeo↵ between the scores from (a) and (b): the more vector gadgets we align, the fewer 3i ’s we
can match, and vice versa. We will prove upper bounds for both contributions and show that they
imply an upper bound of EG on the total score.
We start by formally defining (a) and upper bounding it.
For each string Pi , let si and ti be the first 0 symbol and the last 2 symbol from Pi that are
matched in our optimal matching, if they exist, respectively. A simple observation is that if some 0
symbol is matched in the optimal matching (si exists for all i 2 [k]), then there must exist some 2
symbol that is also matched: otherwise, match the 2 immediately following that 0 and note that any

conflicting matches must come from inside the vector gadgets and therefore removing all of them
will decrease the score by much less than w(2). Thus, we can define Ni to be the number of vector
gadgets that lie between si and ti , and if such si , ti do not exist, we set Ni = 0. By construction,
Ni  2(i

1)n + n, for all i 2 [k]. Note that (s1 , . . . , sk ) and (t1 , . . . , tk ) must be in our matching.

We will assume that Ni

1 for all i, since the only other case is that 8i 2 [k] : Ni = 0, which

can easily be seen to be sub-optimal: in this case, only 3i symbols are matched, and there cannot be

1)n + n + 1) matched 3i symbols for any i 2 {2, . . . , k} which implies the following
Pk
Pk
upper bound on the score:
1)n + n + 1)Bi  3kn i=2 Bi  3knB2 < n · C < EG .
i=2 (2(i
more than (2(i

By construction, there are no 3i symbols between s1 and t1 , which implies that the matching in

between (s1 , . . . , sk ) and (t1 , . . . , tk ) does not contain any 3i symbols. The total contribution of this
part is what we call (a) above. On the other hand, the matching to the left of (s1 , . . . , sk ) and to the
right of (t1 , . . . , tk ) cannot contain anything besides 3i symbols: If some symbol

2
/ {0, 32 , . . . , 3k }

appears in Pi before si and is matched, then the 0’s that appear right before the matched ’s could
have been matched together without any conflicts, which contradicts the optimality of the matching.
An analogous argument shows that ti is to the right of any matched
contribution of part (b) only comes from 3i symbols.

2
/ {2, 32 , . . . , 3k }. Thus, the

This motivates the following definitions. From now on, we will refer to the sequences composed of
the vector gadgets that are surrounded by 0, 2 as “intervals”, i.e. sequences of the form 0 V Gi (x) 2.
Consider the substrings between si and ti in each string Pi and remove any 3i symbols in them - since
they are not matched anyway - and note that we obtain a concatenation of Ni intervals. Moreover,
by our assumption that there is no satisfying assignment, we know that for any choice of one interval
from each string, the k-LCS is upper bounded by EU = 2C + En , by Claim 8. The main quantity
we will be interested in is W (L1 , . . . , Lk ) which is defined to be the maximum score of a matching of
any k strings T1 , . . . , Tk such that Ti is the concatenation of Li intervals, and for any choice of one
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interval from each Ti , the optimal score is EU . By the symmetry of k-LCS, we can assume WLOG
that L1  · · ·  Lk , and otherwise we reorder. To get the desired upper bound on W (L1 , . . . , Lk )

it will be convenient to first upper bound W0 (L1 , . . . , Lk ), which is defined in a similar way, except
that we require the matching to match all 0 and 2 symbols from T1 , i.e. the string string with fewest
intervals.
Define EB = 2C + D which is an upper bound on the maximum possible total weight of all the
symbols in an interval. A key inequality, which we will use multiple times in the proof, following
from the fact that the 0/2 symbols are much more important than the rest, is the following.
Fact 1 Our parameters satisfy EB < EU + (B

1)/(k

Proof. Follows since (k

1)D < B, by our choice of parameters.

1)(EB

EU ) < (k

1).
⇤

Claim 9 For any integers 1  L1  . . .  Lk , we can upper bound W0 (L1 , . . . , Lk )  L1 · EU +
(Lk

L1 ) · (B

Proof.

1).

Let T1 , . . . , Tk be any k sequences with L1 , . . . , Lk intervals, respectively, that satisfy

the assumption in the definition of W0 . Consider an optimal matching of the k sequences in which
all the 0 and 2 symbols of T1 are matched and we will upper bound its weight EF by L1 · EU +
(Lk

L1 ) · (B

1), which will prove the claim. Note that in such a matching, for any i 2 {2, . . . , k},

each interval of T1 must be matched completely within one or more intervals of Ti , and each interval

of Ti has matches to at most one interval from T (otherwise, it must be the case that some 0 or 2
symbol in T1 is not matched).
We upper bound the weight of the matching by considering two kinds of intervals in T1 and
upper bounding their contributions. Let x be the number of intervals of T1 that contribute at most
EU to the weight of our optimal matching, and call the other (L1

x) intervals “full”. Note that

any full interval must be matched to a substring of Ti , for some i 2 {2, . . . , k}, that contains at least

two intervals for the following reason. The 0 and 2 symbols of the interval of T1 must be matched,
and, if the matching stays within a single interval of Ti , for all i 2 {2, . . . , k}, and has more than EU

weight, then we have a contradiction to the assumption that no k intervals, one from each string,
can have a k-LCS score greater than EU . Thus, we have x intervals consuming at least 1 interval
from every Ti , and we have (L1

x) full intervals consuming at least 1 interval from every Ti and

at least 2 intervals from some Ti . Using the fact that the total number of intervals in T2 , . . . , Tk is
L2 + · · · + Lk  (k

1)Lk , we get the condition,
(k

1) · x + k · (L1

x)  (k

1)Lk .

We can now give an upper bound on the weight of our matching, by summing the contributions of
each interval of T1 : There are x intervals contributing  EU weight, and there are (L1

x) intervals
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with unbounded contribution, but we know that even if all the symbols of an interval are matched,
it can contribute at most EB . Therefore, the total weight of the matching can be upper bounded by
EF  (L1

x) · EB + x · EU

We claim that no matter what x is, as long as the above condition holds, this expression is less than
L1 · EU + (Lk

L1 ) · (B

1).

To maximize this expression, we choose the smallest possible x that satisfies the above condition,

since EB > EU , which implies that x = max{0, kL1
First, consider the case where Lk

L1 ·

k

k 1,

(k

1)Lk }.

and therefore x = 0, which means that all the

intervals of T1 might be fully matched. Using Fact 1 and that Lk

L1

L1 /(k

1), we get the

desired upper bound:
EF  L1 · EB  L1 · (EU + (B
Now, assume that Lk < L1 ·

k
k 1,

1)/(k

1))  L1 · EU + (Lk

and therefore x = kL1

(k

L1 ) · (B

1).

1)Lk . In this case, when setting

x as small as possible, the upper bound becomes:
EF  ((k

1)Lk

(k

1)L1 ) · EB + (kL1

(k

which, by Fact 1, is less than L1 · EU + (Lk

1)Lk ) · EU = L1 · EU + (k
L1 ) · (B

1)(Lk

L1 ) · (EB

EU ),
⇤

1).

We are now ready to upper bound the more general W (L1 , . . . , Lk ).

Claim 10 For any integers 1  L1  . . .  Lk , we can upper bound W (L1 , . . . , Lk )  L1 · EU +
(Lk

L1 ) · (B

Proof.

1).

We will prove by induction on `

L1 + · · · + Lk  `, W (L1 , . . . , Lk )  L1 · EU + (Lk

k that: for all 1  L1  . . .  Lk such that
L1 ) · (B

1).

The base case is when ` = k and L1 = · · · = Lk = 1. Then W (1, . . . , 1) = EU , by the assumption

on the strings in the definition of W , and we are done.

For the inductive step, assume that the statement is true for all `0  `

1 and we will prove it

for `. Let L1 , . . . , Lk be so that 1  L1  · · ·  Lk and L1 + · · · + Lk = ` and let T1 , . . . , Tk be

sequences with a corresponding number of intervals. Consider the optimal (unrestricted) matching
of T1 , . . . , Tk , denote its weight by EF . Our goal is to show that EF  L1 · EU + (Lk

L1 ) · (B

1).

If every 0/2 symbol in T1 is matched, then, by definition, the weight cannot be more than

W0 (L1 , . . . , Lk ), and by Claim 9 we are done. Otherwise, consider the first unmatched 0/2 symbol
in T1 , call it x, and there are two cases.
The x = 0 case: If x is the first 0 in T1 , then for some i 2 {2, . . . , k}, the first 0 in Ti must

be matched to some 0 after x (otherwise we can a 0 to the matching without violating any other
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matches) which implies that none of the symbols in the interval starting at x can be matched, since
such matches would be in conflict with the match that contains this first 0. Otherwise, consider the
2 that appears right before x, call it y, and note that it must be matched, to some 2-symbols yi in
Ti for every i 2 {2, . . . , k}, by our choice of x as the first unmatched 0/2 symbol in T1 . Now, there
are two possibilities: either for some i 2 {2, . . . , k}, our yi is the very last 2 in Ti , and there are
no more intervals in Ti after this match, or for some i 2 {2, . . . , k}, the 0 right after yi is already

matched to some 0 in T1 that is after x (from a later interval in T1 ). Note that in either case, the
interval starting at x (and ending at the 2 after it) is completely unmatched in our matching.
Let T10 be the sequence with (L1

1) intervals which is obtained from T1 by removing the interval

starting at x. The weight of our matching will not change if we look at it as a matching between
T2 , . . . , Tk and T10 instead of T1 , which implies that EF  W (L 11 , L2 , . . . , Lk ). Using our inductive
hypothesis we conclude that EF  (L1

1)·EU +(Lk

L1 +1)·(B

since EU > B, and we are done.

1)  L1 ·EU +(Lk

L1 )·(B

1),

The x = 2 case: The 0 at the start of x’s interval must have been matched to some 0-symbols
xi from each string Ti . For each i 2 {2, . . . , k}, let zi be the 2 at the end of xi ’s interval. Note that
for at least one i 2 {2, . . . , k}, zi must be matched to some w = 2 in T1 after x, since otherwise,

we can add (x, z2 , . . . , zk ) to the matching, gaining a cost of C, and the only possible conflicts we
would create will be with matches containing symbols inside the xi ! zi interval (that are not 0 or
2), for some i 2 {2, . . . , k}, or inside x’s interval, and if we remove all such matches, we would lose
weight of at most (EB

2C) which is much smaller than the gain of C from the new 2 we matched

- implying that our matching could not have been optimal. Let j 2 {2, . . . , k} be the index of this
string, so that in Tj , both xj and zj are matched. Therefore, there are c

2 intervals in T1 that are

matched to a single interval in Tj : all the intervals starting at the 0 right before x and ending at w
are matched to the xj ! zj interval. Let T10 be the sequence obtained from T1 by removing all these
c intervals and let Tj0 be the sequence obtained from Tj by removing the xj ! zj interval. Similarly,
define Ti0 for every i 2 [k]

{1, j} to be the sequence obtained from Ti by removing all the ci

1

intervals starting at xi and ending at the 2 that is matched with zj . Our matching can be split
into two parts: a matching of T10 , . . . , Tk0 , and the matching of the xj ! zj interval to the removed
intervals. The contribution of the latter part to the weight of the matching can be at most the weight

of all the symbols in an interval, which is EB . Consider the new sequences T10 , . . . , Tk0 and note that:
for each i, Ti contains no more than Li
no more than L1

1 intervals while the sequence with fewest intervals has

c which is the number of intervals in T10 . Thus, by definition, we know that

any matching of T10 , . . . , Tk0 can have weight at most W (L1
hypothesis, we can upper bound W (L1

c, . . . , Lk

1)  (L1

c, . . . , Lk

1), and by the inductive

c) · EU + (Lk

1

L1 + c) · (B

1).

Summing up the two bounds on the contributions, we get that the total weight of the matching is
at most:
EF  EB +(L1 c)·EU +(Lk L1 +c 1)·(B 1)  L1 ·EU +(Lk L1 )·(B 1)+(c 1)·(B 1)+EB c·EU
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However, note that EB < 1.1EU and that (c

1.1)EU > 10(c

that EF can be upper bounded by L1 · EU + (Lk

L1 ) · (B

1.1)B > (c

1)B, which implies
⇤

1), and we are done.

We now turn to bounding (b). Recall the definition of Ni above, as the number of intervals from

Pi that are matched. Let us also define xi as the number of 3i symbols from Pi that appear before
si and are matched in our optimal matching, and define xi+ to be the number of such 3i symbols that
Pk
appear after ti . Then, the contribution of (b) to the score can be bounded by i=2 (xi + xi+ )Bi .
A simple but key observation is the following.
Claim 11 For every i 2 {2, . . . , k},
xi + xi+  2(i

1)n + n + 2

i 1
X

(xj + xj+

1)

Ni

j=2

Proof. Focus on Pi and note that there are only (2(i

1)n + n + 1) 3i -symbols in it. To make the

counting easier, let us define a set U that is initially empty, and we will add unmatchable 3i symbols,
from Pi , to U . In the end, we will argue that |U | + xi + xi+ must be at most (2(i
First, we add the (Ni

1)n + n + 1).

1) 3i symbols that lie between si and ti to U , since those are clearly

unmatchable.
Second, we will focus on the prefix of Pi that ends at si , call it Qi . For 2  j < i, note that

there must be xj

3j -symbols in Qi that are matched and let qj be the first such 3j symbol. Since

qj is matched to the first 3j symbol in Pj that is matched, and that in Pj there are no 3h symbols,
for any h > j between that 3j symbol and sj , we can conclude that: for any j < h < i, all the xh
3h -symbols in Qi that are matched are in the subsequence of Qi starting at qh and ending at qj .
In fact, this implies that all the xh

3h -symbols in Qi that are matched are in the subsequence of

Qi starting at qh and ending right before qh

1.

Thus, for each 2  h < i, we can add xh

new 3i

symbols to our unmatchable U - the ones in the latter subsequence.

Finally, we focus on the suffix of Pi that starts at ti , and using a similar reasoning we conclude
that for each 2  h < i, we can add (xh+ 1) new 3i symbols to our unmatchable U .
Pi 1
Thus, we conclude that (Ni 1) + j=2 (xj + xj+ 1) + xi + xi+  (2(i 1)n + n + 1), which
proves the claim.

⇤

For any fixed values for N1 , . . . , Nk satisfying 1  Ni  2(i

1)n + n, we can compute the largest

possible contribution of part (b). Since if i < j then Bi is much larger than Bj , the optimal score
is achieved when setting (xi + xi+ ) to be as large as possible, regardless of the 3j symbols we
make unmatchable for j > i. That is, we claim that the optimal score is achieved when each of the
Pi 1
inequalities in Claim 11 are saturated, i.e. xi + xi+ = 2(i 1)n + n + 2
1) Ni .
j=2 (xj + xj+
This is true, since if any inequality is not saturated, say for i, then we can always add at least

one 3i symbol to the matching (gaining Bi weight) and remove at most one 3j symbol for each
j 2 {i + 1, . . . , k} (losing less than (k

1)Bi+1 < Bi weight) and obtain a valid matching with larger
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cost, contradicting the optimality of our matching. Therefore, the number of matched 3i symbols is
precisely,
xi + xi+ = 2(i

1)n + n + 2

i 1
X

(xj + xj+

1)

Ni .

j=2

We can now formally analyze the tradeo↵ between (a) and (b), and prove that the optimal
matching matches exactly n intervals from each sequence.
Claim 12 In the optimal matching, N1 = · · · = Nk = n.
Proof. Assume for contradiction that the claim does not hold, and we are in one of the two cases.
Case 1: For some i 2 [k], Ni > n. In this case, we consider any matching in which Ni0 = n

intervals are matched in Pi , and in which the xi , xi+ values are chosen optimally for all i 2
{2, . . . , k}. Let Nm = minkj=1 Nj . Clearly, the number of 3m symbols in the new matching is at least
(xm + xm+ + (Nm

n)), i.e. increased by (Nm

have gained a weight of at least (Nm

n). Thus, in the contribution of part (b), we

n)Bm . To bound the loss in part (a), let Nmin = minkj=1 Nj

and note that Nm  n. The new contribution of part (a) is at least n · EU , while in the original
matching, the contribution was at most Nmin · EU + (Nm

Nmin ) · (B

1). Since EU > B,

the latter expression is maximized when Nmin is as large as possible, i.e. Nmin = n, and we can
upper bound it by n · EU + (Nm
n · EU

n · EU + (Nm

n) · (B

n) · (B

1). In total, the loss in part (a) is no more than

1) which is much less than (Nm

n)Bm , which is a contradiction

to the optimality of our matching.
Case 2: For all i 2 [k], Ni  n, but for some i 2 [k], Ni < n. In this case, we consider any

matching in which Ni0 = n intervals are matched in Pi , and in which the xi , xi+ values are chosen
optimally for all i 2 {2, . . . , k}. Clearly, for each i 2 {2, . . . , k} the number of 3i symbols in the new
matching is at least (xi + xi+

i(n

Ni )), i.e. decreased by no more than i(n Ni ). Thus, in the
Pk
Pk
contribution of part (b), we have lost a weight of at most i=2 i(n Ni )Bi < kB2 i=2 (n Ni ),
but we have gained a larger weight, in part (a), as we show below.

Let Nm = minkj=1 Nj and note that maxkj=1 Ni  n. By Claim 10, the part (a) contribution for

the original matching had weight at most Nm · EU + (n

Nm ) · (B

1), where Nm  Ni . On the

other hand, in the new matching, at least n intervals are matched from each string, and therefore the
contribution is at least n·EU . Thus, in part (a) we gain at least n·EU Nm ·EU
Pk
(n Nm )(EU
B + 1), which is larger than kB2 i=2 (n Ni )  kB2 (k

(n Nm )·(B 1) =
1)(n

Nm ) since

EU > C > k 2 B 2 .

⇤

Finally, after we proved that N1 = · · · = Nk = n, we know the exact contribution of both

parts: For part (b), by Claim 11 and the optimality conditions on the xi , xi+ values, we get that
x2 + x2+ = 2n + 2 and for i 2 {2, . . . , k} we have xi + xi+ = 2n + 1, and the total contribution
Pk
is exactly B2 + (2n + 1) · i=2 Bi . For part (a), by Claim 10, the total contribution is n · EU .
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Combined, the total score of our optimal matching is exactly n · EU + B2 + (2n + 1) ·
Note that the length of the sequences is O(n·d

O(1)

Pk

i=2

B i = EG .
⇤

) while the largest weight used is O(k

O(k) O(1)

d

)

and thus Lemma 3.2.4 implies the claimed bound.
⇤

3.3

A Generalized Framework and Better Hardness

In the previous sections we saw SETH-based lower bounds for Local Alignment and LCS, and we
mentioned that similar lower bounds are known for other sequence similarity problems such as Edit
Distance [46]. Bringmann and Künnemann [87] generalize many of the previous SETH lower bounds
[15, 83, 46, 5] into one framework; they prove that the problem of computing any similarity measure

over two sequences (of bits, symbols, points, etc) will require quadratic time, as long as the

similarity measure has a certain property (namely, if

admits alignment gadgets). Such similar-

ity measures include Edit-Distance and LCS (even on binary sequences), and the Dynamic Time
Warping Distance, which is an extensively studied metric in time-series analysis with applications
to Speech Recognition and Data Mining. In this section, we show that all these lower bounds can
be based on a conjecture that is more believable than SETH, and that solving these problems faster
(even by polylogarithmic factors) would lead to breakthroughs in circuit complexity.
How strong is SETH?
(2

SETH was introduced [239, 90] as a plausible explanation for the lack of

")n algorithms for CNF-SAT, despite of it being one of the most extensively studied problems

in computer science. The fastest known algorithms for k-SAT run in time 2n
and for CNF-SAT the bound is 2

n n/O(log

)

where

n/O(k)

(e.g. [315]),

= m/n is the clause-to-variable ratio [89, 138,

17]. That is, these algorithms are just not enough to refute SETH. Evidence in favor of SETH is
circumstantial. For example, natural algorithmic approaches like resolution were shown to require
exponentially many steps [56].
There is evidence that SETH will be hard to refute, in the form of a “circuit lower bounds barrier ”:
refuting SETH is as hard as proving longstanding open lower bound results. Williams showed that
faster-than-trivial Circuit-SAT algorithms for many circuit classes C would imply interesting new

lower bounds against that class [382, 385]. Via this connection, and known reductions from certain
circuit families to CNF formulas, it is possible to show that refuting SETH implies a new circuit
lower bound [248]: ENP cannot be solved by linear-size series-parallel circuits 2 . However, this is a
very weak lower bound consequence.
2 The class ENP or TIME[2O(n) ]NP is the class of problems solvable in exponential time with access to an NP oracle.
Series-parallel circuits are a special kind of log-depth circuits, also known as Valiant-Series-Parallel circuits [368].
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A weakness of SETH as a hardness hypothesis is that it is an

assumption about CNF SAT, as opposed to a more general SAT problem. Consider a problem in
which you are given some representation of a function B on n input bits and are asked whether B

is satisfiable. If B is treated as a black-box that we only have input/output access to, then any
algorithm will need to spend ⌦(2n ) time in the worst case. Of course, a clever algorithm should

attempt to analyze B in order to decide satisfiability in o(2n ) time. Whether this is possible, depends

on how complex and obfuscating the representation is. There is a whole spectrum of increasing
complexity of representations, starting from simple objects like DNFs, which are very bad at hiding
their satisfiability, up until large circuits or nondeterministic turing machines that we have no idea
how to analyze.
For each class of representations C we can define the corresponding C-SETH, stating that this

abstract SAT problem cannot be solved in (2

")n time. For example, NC-SETH would be the as-

sumption that Circuit-SAT on polynomial size polylog depth circuits (NC circuits) cannot be solved
in (2

")n time. It is well known that NC circuits are capable of complex computations, including

most linear-algebraic operations. Moreover, they are believed to be capable of implementing cryptographic primitives like One Way Functions and Pseudorandom Generators, for which the ability
to hide satisfiability is essential. In sharp contrast, the original SETH is equivalent (due to the
sparsification lemma [240, 89]) to the assumption that even representations that are very low on
this spectrum, namely linear size CNF formulas, are enough to obfuscate satisfiability. While from
the viewpoint of polynomial time solvability, CNF-SAT and NC-SAT are equivalent, this is not the
case from a more fine-grained perspective: an algorithm that can decide satisfiability of arbitrary
polynomial size circuits faster than exhaustive search is far more remarkable than a similar algorithm
that can handle only linear size CNF formulas.
As our class C gets more complex and rich, the C-SETH becomes more credible and appealing as

a basis for conditional lower bounds than SETH. However, all previous SETH lower bound proofs
relied heavily on the simple nature of CNFs. In this work, we prove the first lower bounds under
the much more reliable C-SETH, for classes C that are far more expressive than CNFs.
Our results.

Our main result is a new efficient reduction from SAT on super-polynomial size non-

deterministic Branching Programs (BPs) to Edit-Distance, LCS and many other important problems
in P. As we discuss below, BPs are vastly more expressive than CNFs. For example, our reduction
allows us to tightly reduce SAT on arbitrary polynomial size NC circuits to problems in P. Thus, we
are able to replace SETH with NC-SETH, and derive far more remarkable consequences from truly
subquadratic algorithms for Edit Distance and LCS. Moreover, we show that any problem for which
the general framework of Bringmann and Künnemann is capable of showing an n2

o(1)

SETH lower

bound, will su↵er from the much stronger NC-SETH hardness barrier. In fact, we are able to show
reductions even to problems that fall outside their framework, like LCS on k sequences, a classical
problem in parameterized complexity with an O(nk ) algorithm [74, 320, 5].
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BPs are a popular non-uniform model of computation [40]. Roughly speaking, a nondeterministic
Branching Program on n input variables of width W and length T is a layered directed graph on
T layers, each layer having W nodes, such that every edge is labelled with a constraint of the form
(xi = b) where xi is an input variable, and b 2 {0, 1}. Note that typically T

n and each node

appears on many edges. One of the nodes in the first layer is marked as the start node, and one of
the nodes in the last layer is marked as the accept node. For an input x 2 {0, 1}n let Gx be the
subgraph of edges whose constraints are satisfied by x. We say that the BP accepts the input x
i↵ the accept node is reachable from the start node in Gx . The size of a BP is the total number
of edges, i.e. O(W 2 T ). We refer to Section 3.3.1 for additional details about branching programs.
Even when the width is constant, BPs are surprisingly expressive: Barrington’s Theorem states
that any fan-in 2, depth d circuit can be converted into an equivalent BP of width 5 and size 4d ,
over the same set of inputs [53]. Therefore, any circuit with fan-in 2 of polylog depth of any size
(in particular, NC circuits) can be expressed as a BP of length 2polylog n and constant width. Our
reduction shows that truly subquadratic Edit Distance would imply a (2

)n algorithm for SAT of

constant-width 2o(n) -length BPs.
Theorem 3.3.1 There is a reduction from SAT on nondeterministic branching programs on n variables, length T , and width W , to an instance of Edit-Distance or LCS on two binary sequences of
length N = 2n/2 · T O(log W ) , and the reduction runs in O(N ) time.
p

Besides the constant width case, another interesting setting is where W and T are both 2o( n) ,
p
which corresponds to BPs that can represent any nondeterministic Turing machine that uses o( n)
space [40]. Thus, truly subquadratic Edit Distance or LCS would allow us to get an exponential
improvement over exhaustive search for checking SAT of complex objects that can easily implement
cryptographic primitives, and many of our favorite algorithms. This would be much more surprising
than a faster SAT algorithm on linear size CNFs (as in SETH). To support this, we point at a few
strong circuit lower bounds that would follow from such an algorithm.
If we assume that Edit-Distance or LCS can be solved in truly subquadratic time, then (among
other things) Theorem 3.3.1 implies O(2n
size 2

o(n)

"n/2

) time algorithms for SAT on arbitrary formulas of

and for SAT on nondeterministic branching programs of size 2o(

p

n)

. Combining this

with connections between faster SAT algorithms and circuit lower bounds from prior work (see
Section 3.3.5 for formal statements and a sketch of the proof), we obtain the following circuit lower
bound consequences.
Corollary 3.3.1 If Edit Distance or LCS on two binary sequences of length N is in O(N 2
for some " > 0, then the complexity class E

NP

does not have:

1. non-uniform 2o(n) -size Boolean formulas,
2. non-uniform o(n)-depth circuits of bounded fan-in, and

"

) time
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-size nondeterministic branching programs.

Furthermore, NTIME[2O(n) ] is not in non-uniform NC.
The above lower bound consequences are far stronger than any state of the art. The first
consequence is interesting due to the rarity of 2⌦(n) circuit lower bounds: it is still open whether
the humongous class ⌃2 EXP has 2o(n) size depth-three circuits. The third consequence is interesting
because it yields an exponential lower bound for arbitrary nondeterministic BPs; this model is vastly
bigger than NL/poly. The fourth is interesting because the lower bound holds for the smaller class
NTIME[2O(n) ]. These consequences are on a di↵erent scale compared to the ones obtained from
refuting SETH, and therefore the “circuit lower bounds barrier” for faster Edit Distance is much
stronger.
Our first corollary was a strict improvement over the previously known SETH lower bounds, in
terms of the significance of the consequences. Next, we show that our reduction allows us to derive
consequences even from mildly subquadratic algorithms, a feature that did not exist in the previous
conditional lower bounds in P.
Given the status of Edit-Distance and LCS as core computer science problems, any asymptotic
improvement over the longstanding O(n2 / log2 n) upper bound is highly desirable. Recent algorithmic techniques were able to beat similar longstanding bounds for other core problems like All Pairs
Shortest Path (APSP) [384, 99], 3-SUM [253], and Boolean Matrix Multiplication[50, 96, 394]. For
example, the polynomial method [384] has allowed for superpolylogarithmic shavings for APSP, and
more recently to two other problems that are more closely related to ours, namely Longest Common Substring [17], and Hamming Nearest Neighbors [25]. A natural open question [384, 17, 25]
is whether these techniques can lead to an n2 / log!(1) n algorithm for Edit-Distance as well. The
lower bound of Backurs and Indyk is not sufficient to address this question, and only a much faster
n2 /2!(log n/ log log n) would have been required to improve the current CNF-SAT algorithms. Our
approach of considering C-SETH for more expressive classes C allows us to prove strong “circuit
lower bounds barriers” even for shaving log factors.

Any formula of size O(nf ) can be transformed into an equivalent BP of width 5 and size O(n8f )
(first rebalance into a formula of depth 4f log n [361] and then use Barrington’s Theorem [53]).
Applying Theorem 1 to the resulting BPs, we get LCS instances of size N = O(2n/2 · n8f d ), for

some constant d  25 (the constant depends on the problem and the alphabet size). Shaving an

⌦((log N )8f d+f +10 ) factor would translate into an O(2n /(n10 · nf )) algorithm for SAT of formulas of

size O(nf ). Thus, we get that if LCS can be solved in O(n2 / log1000 n) time, then SAT on formulas
of size O(n5 ) can be solved in O(2n /n15 ) time, which would imply that ENP does not have such
formulas. We obtain that solving Edit-Distance or LCS in n2 / log!(1) n time still implies a major
circuit lower bound, namely that NTIME[2O(n) ] is not in non-uniform NC1 .
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Corollary 3.3.2 If Edit Distance or LCS on two binary sequences of length N can be solved in
O(n2 / logc n) time for every c > 0, then NTIME[2O(n) ] does not have non-uniform polynomial-size
log-depth circuits.
It is likely that these connections could be sharpened even further and that similar consequences
can be derived even from shaving fewer log factors. Some inefficiencies in these connections are due
to constructions of certain gadgets in our proofs, while others come from the framework for obtaining
circuit lower bounds from faster SAT algorithms, and the reductions from circuits to BPs.
One striking interpretation of these corollaries is that when an undergraduate student learns the
simple dynamic programming algorithms for Edit-Distance or Longest Common Subsequence and
wonders whether there is a faster algorithm, he or she is implicitly trying to resolve very difficult
open questions in complexity theory.
Technical remarks.

All known SETH lower bound proofs for problems in P have relied as a

first step on a reduction [379] to the following Orthogonal Vectors (OV) problem: given a set of n
boolean vectors S ✓ {0, 1}d of dimension d = !(log n), does there exist a pair a, b 2 S such that

for all j 2 [d] we have (a[j] = 0) or (b[j] = 0), i.e. the vectors are orthogonal or “disjoint”. If OV
can be solved in O(n2

"

) time, then CNF-SAT can be solved in O(2(1

"/2)n

) time. It is important

to notice that reductions in the direction are not known, i.e. refuting SETH is not known to imply
subquadratic algorithms for some hard quadratic-time problems. Therefore, lower bounds under the
assumption that OV requires n2

o(1)

time are more reliable than SETH lower bounds. However,

the above weaknesses of SETH apply to OV as well: a much harder problem is the C-SatisfyingPair problem, where instead of searching for an orthogonal pair of vectors, we ask for a pair of
vectors that (together) satisfy a certain function that can be represented in more complex ways than
an orthogonality check. Again, there is a spectrum of increasing expressiveness, and OV is quite
low on it. Indeed, we have no idea how to solve the NC-Satisfying-Pair problem in O(n2 / log3 n)
time (it would readily imply faster NC-SAT algorithms), while for OV the current upper bound
n2

1/O(log (d/ log n))

is barely not truly subquadratic. All the reductions in this section (except for

the k-LCS proof) are via a certain Branching-Program-Satisfying-Pair problem, which can be solved
in quadratic time, while faster algorithms would be very surprising and imply all the aforementioned
consequences.
Previous SETH lower bound proofs, when stripped of all the gadgetry, are rather simple, due to
the simplicity of the OV problem (which, in turn, is due to the simplicity of CNFs). Each vector
is represented by some vector gadget, so that two gadgets “align well” if and only if the vectors
are good (in this case, orthogonal), and then all the gadgets are combined so that the “total score”
reflects the existence of a good pair. Vector gadgets that are capable of checking orthogonality
can be constructed in natural ways by concatenating coordinate gadgets that have straightforward
functionality (checking that not both coordinates are 1), which in turn can be constructed via certain
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atomic sequences of constant size. We observe that these reductions do not exhaust the expressive
capabilities of problems like Edit Distance and LCS.
Our new reductions follow this same scheme, except that the functionality of the vector gadgets
is no longer so simple. Our main technical contribution is the construction of certain reachability
gadgets, from which our vector gadgets are constructed. These gadgets are capable of checking
reachability between two nodes in a subgraph (e.g. ustart and uacc ) of a graph (the branching
program) that is obtained from two given vectors. These gadgets exhibit the ability of sequence
similarity measures to execute nontrivial algorithmic tasks. Our reduction can be viewed as encoding
of graphs into two sequences such that the optimal LCS must implicitly execute the classical smallspace algorithm for directed reachability of Savitch’s Theorem [348].
Previous work on basing hardness on better hypotheses.

Finding more reliable hypotheses

(than SETH, 3-SUM, APSP, etc) that can serve as an alternative basis for the “hardness in P”
is an important goal. Previous progress towards this end was achieved by Abboud, Vassilevska
Williams, and Yu [16] where the authors prove tight lower bounds for various graph problems under
the hypothesis that at least one of the SETH, APSP, and 3-SUM conjectures is true. The C-SETH
hypothesis (say, for C = NC) that we consider in this work is incomparable in strength to theirs, yet

it has certain advantages. First, the known connections between faster SAT algorithms and circuit
lower bounds allow us to point at remarkable consequences of refuting our hypothesis, which is not
known for any of the previous conjectures. Second, it allows us to show barriers even for mildly
subquadratic algorithms. And third, it allows us to explain the barriers for many problems like Edit
Distance and LCS for which a lower bound under 3-SUM or APSP is not known (unless the alphabet
size is near-linear [15]).
Organization of this section.

The rest of the section is organized as follows. In Section 3.3.1 we

define the SAT problem on Branching Programs (BP-SAT), and briefly describe how it is used as the
source of our reductions. In Section 3.3.2 we give a direct and simplified reduction from BP-SAT to
LCS and k-LCS. We present the framework of Bringmann and Künnemann [87] in Section 3.3.3, along
with a sketch of our full reduction. We then present the details of the full reduction in Section 3.3.4.
The full reduction also applies to LCS, and is more efficient than the simplified reduction from
Section 3.3.2. In Section 3.3.5 we discuss the consequences of a faster algorithm for BP-SAT which
follow from combining classical connections between formulas, low-depth circuits, and BPs, with the
more modern connections between faster SAT algorithms and circuit lower bounds.

3.3.1

Satisfiability of Branching Programs

In this section we define the SAT problem on Branching Programs (BP-SAT), which we later reduce
to various sequence-problems such as Edit Distance and LCS.
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A nondeterministic Branching Program (BP) of length T and width W on n boolean inputs
x1 , . . . , xn is a layered directed graph P with T layers L1 , . . . , LT . The nodes of P have the form
(i, j) where i 2 [T ] is the layer number and j 2 [W ] is the index of the node inside the layer. The
node ustart = (1, 1) is called the starting node of the program, and the node uacc = (T, 1) is the
accepting node of the program. For all layers i < T except the last one: all nodes in Li are marked
with the same variable x(i) = xf (i) , and each node has an arbitrary number of outgoing edges, each
edge marked with 0 or 1. Note that typically T

n and each variable appears in many layers.

An evaluation of a branching program P on an input x1 , . . . , xn 2 {0, 1} is a path that starts

at ustart and then (nondeterministically) follows an edge out of the current node: if the node is in

layer Li we check the value of the corresponding variable xf (i) , denote it by ⌘ 2 {0, 1}, and then we
follow one of the outgoing edges marked with ⌘. The BP accepts the input i↵ the evaluation path

ends in uacc . That is, each input restricts the set of edges that can be taken, and the BP accepts an
input i↵ there is a path from ustart to uacc in the subgraph induced by the input.
Definition 3.3.1 (BP-SAT) Given a Branching Program P on n boolean inputs, decide if there
is an assignment to the variables that makes P accept.
To prove a reduction from BP-SAT to a sequence-problem we go through the following problem:
Let X1 = {x1 , . . . , xn/2 } and X2 = {xn/2+1 , . . . , xn } be the first and last half of the inputs to the
branching program, respectively. Do there exist a 2 {0, 1}n/2 and b 2 {0, 1}n/2 , such that when

viewed as partial assignments to X1 and X2 , respectively, together they form an accepting input to
the branching program? This problem is clearly just a reformulation of BP-SAT. Our reductions
also work, however, when a and b are restricted to two given sets of vectors S1 , S2 ✓ {0, 1}n/2 , i.e.,
we ask whether there exists an accepting pair (a, b) 2 S1 ⇥ S2 . We refer to this problem as the

satisfying pair problem on branching programs. Proving a reduction from this more general problem
corresponds to proving a reduction from the orthogonal vectors problem (OV) to get a SETH-based
lower bound (see [379]). To simplify the presentation we assume, however, that S1 = S2 = {0, 1}n/2 .

Our reductions construct for each set Si a sequence composed of subsequences that correspond

to elements of Si . The length of these subsequences depends on the branching program but will
generally be bounded by 2o(n) . The combined sequence-length is therefore N = 2(1/2+o(1))n . This
establishes a connection between BP-SAT, which is solvable in exponential time, and sequenceproblems that are solvable in quadratic time.

3.3.2

A Simplified Reduction to Longest Common Subsequence

Given two strings of N symbols over some alphabet ⌃, the longest common subsequence (LCS)
problem asks for the length of the longest sequence that appears as a subsequence in both input
strings. In this section we prove the following reduction from LCS to BP-SAT. To simplify the
presentation we give a less efficient reduction that uses |⌃| = O(W log T ) symbols for branching
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programs of width W and length T . We refer to sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 for a more efficient reduction
with |⌃| = 2, that is based on the framework of Bringmann and Künnemann [87].
Theorem 3.3.2 There is a constant c such that if LCS can be solved in time S(N ), then BP-SAT
on n variables and programs of length T and width W can be solved in S(2n/2 · T c log W ) time.
Let P be a given branching program on n boolean inputs, and let F be the corresponding function.
As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, we prove Theorem 3.3.2 by reducing the satisfying pair problem on
branching programs to LCS. Let therefore X1 = {x1 , . . . , xn/2 } and X2 = {xn/2+1 , . . . , xn } be the

first and last half of the inputs to F , respectively. For two partial assignments a and b in {0, 1}n/2 ,
we use the notation a

b to denote concatenation, forming a complete assignment. We must decide

whether there exist a, b 2 {0, 1}n/2 such that F (a

b) = 1.

For two sequences x, y, let LCS(x, y) denote the length of the longest common subsequence of

x and y. The reduction consists of two steps. First, for each a 2 {0, 1}n/2 we construct a sequence

G(a), and for each b 2 {0, 1}n/2 we construct another sequence G(b). These sequences are defined
by recursive gadget constructions. Let Y be some integer that depends on the width W and length

T of the branching program. The sequences are constructed such that LCS(G(a), G(b)) = Y if
F (a

b) = 1, and such that LCS(G(a), G(b))  Y

can therefore be viewed as evaluating F (a

1 otherwise. Solving LCS for G(a) and G(b)

b). Constructing G(a) and G(b) is the main challenge

in proving our reduction. In previous such reductions from OV this step was nearly trivial.
The second step is to combine G(a) for all a 2 {0, 1}n/2 into a single sequence A, and G(b) for

all b 2 {0, 1}n/2 into a single sequence B. Let E be some integer that depends on the width W and

length T of the branching program. Then A and B are constructed such that LCS(A, B) = E if
there exist a, b 2 {0, 1}n/2 with F (a

b) = 1, and such that LCS(A, B)  E

1 otherwise. The

construction of A and B therefore completes the reduction.

For the second step we simply use the following lemma by Abboud et al. [5]. The proof of the
lemma uses normalized vector gadgets similar to those used in the reduction by Backurs and Indyk
[46] from orthogonal vectors to Edit Distance. We sketch the proof in Section 3.3.3 in the context
of Bringmann and Künnemann’s framework [87], and give a formal proof of a corresponding lemma
in Section 3.3.4.
Lemma 3.3.1 ([5]) Let F be a function that takes {0, 1}n to {0, 1}. Suppose that given any a, b 2

{0, 1}n/2 , one can construct gadget sequences G(a) and G(b) of length L and L0 , respectively, such
that for an integer Y , for all a, b 2 {0, 1}n/2 ,
• if F (a

b) = 1, then LCS(G(a), G(b)) = Y , and

• if F (a

b) = 0, then LCS(G(a), G(b))  Y

1.

Then, one can construct two sequences A, B of length 2n/2 poly (L, L0 ) such that for an integer E,
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• LCS(A, B) = E if there exist a, b 2 {0, 1}n/2 such that F (a
• LCS(A, B)  E

b) = 1, and

1 otherwise.

Armed with this lemma, we see that in order to prove our theorem, it suffices to create sequence
gadgets G and G of length T O(log W ) such that for some Y , LCS(G(a), G(b)) = Y if on input a b, the
starting state of the branching program reaches the accepting state, and LCS(G(a), G(b))  Y

1

otherwise.

To construct G(a) and G(b) we follow an inductive approach, mimicking Savitch’s theorem [348].
Note that at this point the input is fixed, but we must implement G(a) and G(b) independently.
Let P be the given branching program of length T and width W , and assume for simplicity that
T = 2t + 1 for some t

0. Since a and b are fixed, G(a) and G(b) represent the corresponding

subsets of edges of P , and the goal is to decide if there is a directed path from ustart to uacc in the
resulting graph. Such a path must go through some node in layer 2t

1

+ 1, and if we can guess which

node then we can split P into two branching programs of half the length and evaluate each part
recursively. We use a reachability gadget to implement this decomposition, and an LCS algorithm
must then make the correct guess to find the longest common subsequence. The construction is thus
recursive, and it roughly works as follows.
At the k-th level of the recursion we are given two nodes u 2 Li and v 2 Lj with j

i = 2k ,

and we want to decide if there is a directed path from u to v. We denote the sequence constructed
u!v

in this case for a by RGu!v
(a) and for b by RGk
k
G(b) =

ustart !uacc
RGt
(b).

(b). In particular G(a) = RGut start !uacc (a) and

We define the sequences such that for some Yk ,
u,v

• LCS(RGu,v
k (a), RGk (b)) = Yk if on input a
u,v

• LCS(RGu,v
k (a), RGk (b))  Yk

b, one can reach v from u in 2k steps, and

1 otherwise.

For k = 0, u and v are in neighboring layers, and they are connected if and only if there is an edge
from u to v. Whether this is the case depends on the variable x(i) = xf (i) , which either belongs
to a or b. The sequence with no control over the edge is assigned a fixed symbol e, and the other
sequence is assigned e if and only if the edge is present. It follows that Y0 = 1. For k > 0, we
u,v

y,v
1 (b)

u,y
inductively construct RGu,v
k (a) and RGk (b) from the W choices RGk 1 (a) and RGk

where y is

one of the W nodes in the layer of the branching program right in the middle between the layers of
u and v.
Our construction ensures that the length of the gadgets for each k is W O(k) , so that when we
apply Lemma 3.3.1 we obtain sequences of length 2n/2 · T O(log W ) , completing the proof.
Weighted LCS.

To simplify the proof we will work with the following generalized version of LCS

in which each letter in the alphabet can have a di↵erent weight. For two sequences P1 and P2 of
length N over an alphabet ⌃ and a weight function w : ⌃ ! [K], let X be the sequence that appears
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in both P1 , P2 as a subsequence and maximizes the expression w(X) =

P|X|

i=1

w(X[i]). We say that X

is the Weighted Longest Common Subsequence (WLCS) of P1 , P2 and write WLCS(P1 , P2 ) = w(X).
The WLCS problem asks us to output WLCS(P1 , P2 ).
Note that a common subsequence X of two sequences P1 , P2 can be thought of as an alignment
|X|

or a matching A = {(ai , bi )}i=1 , where ai , bi 2 N are indices, between the two sequences, so that

for all i 2 [|X|] : P1 [ai ] = P2 [bi ], and a1 < · · · < a|X| and b1 < · · · < b|X| . Clearly, the weight
P|X|
P|X|
i=1 w(P1 [ai ]) =
i=1 w(P2 [bi ]) of the matching A corresponds to the weighted length w(X) of
the common subsequence X.

Abboud et al. [5] showed a simple reduction from WLCS on length N sequences over an alphabet
⌃ with largest weight K to LCS on (unweighted) sequences of length N · K over the same alphabet.

The reduction simply copies each symbol ` 2 ⌃ in each of the sequences w(`) times and then treats

the sequences as unweighted. Abboud et al. showed that the optimal solution is preserved under
this reduction.
For a sequence over a weighted alphabet ⌃ we define the total length of the sequence to be the
sum of the weights of all symbols in this sequence. Note that this is the real length of the unweighted
sequence that we obtain after applying the reduction from WLCS to LCS.
Reachability gadgets.

The main component in our reduction are recursive constructions of two

kinds of reachability gadgets RG(a) and RG(b), with the following very useful property. For every
pair of vectors a 2 A, b 2 B and pair of nodes in the branching program P , u from layer i and v
from layer j, such that j

i = 2k is a power of two, we have that:
u!v

• The LCS of the two sequences RGu!v
(a) and RGk
k

(b) is equal to a certain fixed value Yk

that depends only on k if u can reach v with a path of the branching program that is induced
by the assignment a

b, and the LCS is less than Yk otherwise.

• The total length Zk of any of these gadgets can be upper bounded by W ck for some constant
c.

We will now show how to construct such gadgets and upper bound their lengths.
Let k 2 {0, . . . , log2 s}. We will inductively show how to construct, for any u, v, RGu!v
(a) and
k

u!v

RGk

y!v
1 (b)

(b) from RGu!y
k 1 (a) and RGk

Base Case: k = 0.

for W nodes y.

Let u and v be two nodes lying in adjacent layers, i.e. u is in some layer

i and v is in layer i + 1. In the base case, we check whether the layer i corresponds to an input
variable x(i) from X1 or from X2 . Assume that x(i) is from X1 . Let ⌘ 2 {0, 1} be the boolean value
that a assigns to x(i). Then check whether (u, v) is an edge in P and whether it is marked with ⌘.

If both conditions hold, we define RGu!v
(a) = e (for a letter e in the alphabet) and otherwise we
0
define RGu!v
(a) = $1 (where $1 is a letter that will never appear in the other sequence, so this is
0
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equivalent to defining this sequence to be the empty string). On the other hand, we unconditionally
u!v

define RG0

(b) = e, because b is irrelevant for the current layer. In the symmetric case when
u!v

x(i) is from X2 , set RG0

(b) = e if (u, v) is an edge marked with the value assigned by b to

x(i). Otherwise, set RG0

(b) = $2 , a symbol that does not appear in the other sequence. We set

u!v

w(e) = w($1 ) = w($2 ) = 1.
Now, let u be in layer i and v be in layer j = i + 2k . We define h =

Inductive step for k > 0.

to be the layer in the middle between i and j and note that h

i=j

h = 2k

1

i+j
2

. For each node

y = (h, z) for z 2 [W ] in layer h we will add a gadget that enables the path from u to v to pass
y!v
1.

through this node y. We do this by recursively adding the two gadgets RGu!y
k 1 and RGk

Layer

k introduces W + 3 letters fk , gk , #k and zk for each z 2 [W ].
RGu!v
(a) = fk2W
k

0

1
[
B
C
u!(h,z)
(h,z)!v
4W (W
gk (zk [RGk 1
(a)] zk [RGk 1
(a)] zk ) gk A fk2W #k
@
|
{z
}
z2[W ]

1)

The Core Gadget

The letter #k will not appear in the other sequence and is completely unnecessary - we include it
to make sure that both sequences have equal length and simplify the exposition. The padding of fk
and gk is di↵erent in the other sequence, representing the partial assignments b to X2 .
0
1
[
u!v
u!(h,z)
(h,z)!v
B
C
2W
RGk (b) =
(b)] zk [RGk 1
(b)] zk ) gk2W fk A .
@ fk gk (zk [RGk 1
|
{z
}
x2[W ]
The Core Gadget

The weights of the letters for layers k > 0.

Our weights will guarantee that w(fk ) = w(gk ) =
u!v
1 (b)

w(#k ). Assume that the total weight of any gadget RGu!v
k 1 (a) or RGk
Zk

1.

Then, the total weight of a gadget

w(fk ) + 3w(zk ) + 2Zk

1 ),

RGu!v
(a)
k

or

no matter what u, v, a, b are.

u!v
RGk (b)

is exactly some value

is fixed to Zk = W · ((2W + 2) ·

Let z represent a number in [W ]. We define the remaining weights as:
w(zk ) = 2Zk

1,

w(fk ) = w(gk ) = w(#k ) = 9Zk

1

Note that w(fk ) is larger than the total weight of the “core gadget” which is 3w(zk )+2Zk
This implies that Zk = Zk

1

k

· W (9(4W + 2) + 8) = [W (36W + 26)]  W

8k

1

assuming W

= 8Zk

1.

2. For

the base case we have Z0 = w(e) = 1.
The LCS between two gadgets.

We will compute the LCS by induction on k = 0 . . . log2 T .

Let Yk denote the LCS in the case that v is reachable from u, and let Xk denote the LCS in the
complementary case. We will show that Yk = f (k, W )  W O(k) and Xk  Yk

1.
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u!v

In the base case, note that the LCS of RGu!v
(a) and RG0
0
with the assignment a

(b) is 1 if the edge u ! v is consistent

b while the LCS is 0 otherwise. Therefore, Y1 = 1 and X1 = 0.

Assume correctness for k

1 and we will show it for k. We will first prove two claims.
u!v

Claim 13 In an optimum WLCS, all letters fk in RGk

(b) are matched to fk s in RGu!v
(a).
k
u!v

Claim 14 In an optimum WLCS, all letters gk in RGu!v
(a) are matched to gk s in RGk
k
u!v

We begin by proving Claim 13. Suppose that some number of fk s in RGk

(b).

(b) are not matched.

Without loss of generality the first and last fk are both matched. All other letters fk appear in
pairs one after the other. If one of the fk is unmatched, then so is the other. This is because if the
other was matched, it’s matched either to the left or the right sequence of 2W fk in RGu!v
(a), and
k
u!v

since there are exactly 2W letters fk in RGk

(b), then one could also match the second fk from

the pair and thus increasing the weight of the subsequence. Hence, we can assume that y pairs of
fk are unmatched for some y.
u!v

Now, if y pairs are unmatched, then at most y + 1 core gadgets from RGk

(b) can be matched

u!v

to RGu!v
(a). The potential gain in weight over the case when all fk s in RGk
k
RGu!v
(a)
k

(b) and all gk s in

are matched is due to matching core gadgets:
(y + 1)8Zk

whenever y

2y · 9Zk

1

u!v

1. Thus, all fk letters in RGk

1

= (8

10y)Zk

1

< 0,

(b) are matched, and we’ve shown Claim 13.
u!v

Now we prove Claim 14. Since all fk in RGk
u!(h,z)
(b)]
1

gk2W (zk [RGk

(b) are matched, there’s a single inner gadget
(h,z)!v
(b)]
1

zk [RGk

zk ) gk2W

for some z that can be matched for some z 0 to
u!(h,z 0 )
(a)]
1

[z0 2[W ] (gk (zk0 [RGk

(h,z 0 )!v
(a)]
1

zk0 [RGk

zk0 ) gk ).

Similar to the above, if some gk from the second term is not matched, then there’s a pair that
is not matched. If y pairs are not matched, then the only potential gain is if y + 1 core gadgets get
matched. The net gain is then again
(y + 1)8Zk

1

2y · 9Zk

1

= (8

10y)Zk

1

< 0,

for any y > 0. Thus, all gk s are matched, and this proves Claim 14.
u!(h,z)
(b)]
1

Now, due to the above two claims, two core gadgets (zk [RGk
(zk0

u!(h,z 0 )
[RGk 1
(a)]
0

zk0

(h,z 0 )!v
[RGk 1
(a)]

z 6= z , then we lose 6Zk

zk0

(h,z)!v
(b)]
1

zk [RGk

zk ) and

) are aligned in some way by the optimum subsequence. If

1 , potentially gaining only 2Zk

1

from matching the reachability gadgets
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1. This is a net loss, so we can assume that the optimum WLCS matches core gadgets for

the same z. Now, the outer zk will be matched since they don’t interfere with the rest. If the middle
zk are not matched, then we lose 2Zk
gain 2Zk

1

u!(h,z)
(b)
1

is if both RGk

1.

We can gain at most 2Zk
(h,z)!v
(b)
1

and RGk

1 since the only way to

1

are completely matched to their counterparts.

However, then zk would have the opportunity to be matched as well. Thus, we again have a net
u!(h,z)
(b)
1

loss, so that z = z 0 and all three zk are matched. This means that RGk
u!(h,z)
RGk 1
(a)

and

(h,z)!v
RGk 1
(b)

is aligned with

(h,z)!v
RGk 1
(a)

is aligned with

in some way.
u!(h,z)
(a)
1

This means that the LCS will be equal to 4w · w(fk ) + 3w(zk ) plus the LCS of RGk

u!(h,z)
(b)
1

RGk

(h,z)!v
(a)
1

plus the LCS of RGk

(h,z)!v
(b).
1

and

and RGk

Here we use the key observation that u can reach v if and only if there is a node (h, z) for some
z 2 [W ] in the layer h that is between the layers of u and v such that both u can reach (h, z) and

(h, z) can reach v. This implies that: The latter two contributions, by our inductive hypothesis, are
2 · Yk

1

if there is a path (because we are free to pick the correct z 2 [W ]), and at most Yk

1 + Xk 1

if there isn’t one (no matter what z we pick, this will be the contribution). We get:
Yk = 4W · w(fk ) + 3w(zk ) + 2Yk

1

= 36W · Zk

1

+ 6Zk

1

+ 2Yk

1

= 6(6W + 1)Zk

1

+ 2Yk

1.

and:
Xk  4W · w(fk ) + 3w(zk ) + Yk

1

+ Xk

1

 Yk

(Yk

1

Xk

1)

 Yk

1,

which proves the inductive step.
The final vector gadgets.

Assume that the branching program has a fixed start node ustart =

(1, 1) in the first layer and a single fixed “accept” node uacc = (T, 1) in the last layer. The branching
program P accepts on input a

b if and only if the path induced by the assignment a

b that

starts at ustart reaches uacc . We will map each vector a 2 A in the first list to the vector gadget
V G0 (a) = RGuk start !uacc (a) where k = log2 T which we assume without loss of generality is an integer,
ustart !uacc

and we map each vector b 2 B in the second list to the vector gadget V G0 (b) = RGk

(b). We

define the constant Y = Yk , for k = log2 T .

By the discussion above we have that the LCS of V G0 (a) and V G0 (b) is equal to Y if our branching
program P accepts on input a

b, and the LCS is at most Y

the total length of these gadgets can be upper bounded by W

1 otherwise. Moreover, we have that
8 log2 T

= T 8 log W .

We finish the proof of the theorem by applying Lemma 3.3.1 from the beginning of the section.

3.3.3

Alignment Gadgets

Bringmann and Künnemann [87] introduced a framework for showing SETH lower bounds for problems that compute a similarity measure of two sequences of, e.g., bits, symbols, or points. They
showed that any sequence-problem that implements so-called alignment gadgets cannot be solved in
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truly subquadratic time under SETH. We show that alignment gadgets are actually much stronger.
So strong, in fact, that they can simulate nondeterministic branching programs. It follows that
Edit-Distance, Longest Common Subsequence (LCS), Dynamic Time Warping Distance, and every
other problem that implements alignment gadgets can solve SAT on nondeterministic branching
programs. This proves our main result, Theorem 3.3.1. We start here with a sketch of the proof,
and then provide the details in Section 3.3.4.
A similarity measure

is a function that measures the similarity, e.g., Edit-Distance or LCS, of

two given sequences A and B. Suppose |A|

|B|. A structured alignment maps B to a consecutive

subsequence A0 of A, and the cost of the alignment is (A0 , B). Note that the alignment does not

correspond to, e.g., a common subsequence. Instead the alignment restricts the similarity measure to
only work with A0 and B. An alignment gadget is a gadget that takes two collections of sequences and
combines each collection into a single sequence such that the minimum cost of a structured alignment
closely approximates (within an additive constant) the similarity measure of the two constructed
sequences. An alignment gadget can thus be interpreted as a way of forcing the similarity measure
to respect the structure of the two collections of sequences. Alignment gadgets are then combined
recursively in order to obtain a reduction. We next sketch how this is done for branching programs.
Let P be a given branching program on n boolean inputs, and let F be the corresponding
function. To prove a reduction from BP-SAT to a sequence-problem with alignment gadgets we again
go through the satisfying pair problem on branching programs (see Section 3.3.1). Let therefore
X1 = {x1 , . . . , xn/2 } and X2 = {xn/2+1 , . . . , xn } be the first and last half of the inputs to the
branching program, respectively. We must decide whether there exist a, b 2 {0, 1}n/2 such that
F (a

b) = 1, where a

b is the concatenation of a and b.

Our reduction uses alignment gadgets to construct for each a 2 {0, 1}n/2 a sequence G(a), and for

each b 2 {0, 1}n/2 another sequence G(b). These sequences are constructed such that their similarity
measure is (G(a), G(b)) = Y , for some integer Y , if F (a b) = 1; and such that (G(a), G(b))

Y +⇢

otherwise, where ⇢ > 0 is the same for all a and b. In previous reductions from OV the construction
of G(a) and G(b) was nearly trivial, but as in Section 3.3.2 it is now the main challenge when proving
our reduction.
Once we have constructed G(a) and G(b) for all a, b 2 {0, 1}n/2 , we combine them into two

sequences that will be the output of the reduction. This step is almost identical to a corresponding
step in the reduction by Backurs and Indyk [46] from orthogonal vectors to Edit-Distance, and later
by Abboud et al. [5] to LCS, and by Bringmann and Künnemann [87] to sequence-problems with
alignment gadgets. If there exist ai , bj 2 {0, 1}n/2 with F (ai

bj ) = 1, then the goal is to make

the structured alignment match G(ai ) and G(bj ). It is therefore tempting to apply the alignment
gadget to A = (G(a1 ), . . . , G(aN ), G(a1 ), . . . , G(aN )) and B = (G(b1 ), . . . , G(bN )), where N = 2n/2 ,
since we can then freely map B to a consecutive subsequence of A such that G(bj ) maps to G(ai ).
The contribution to the similarity measure from this pair would then be Y , but unfortunately we
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have no control over the rest of the sequence. To finish the proof we therefore need one more idea:
the normalized vector gadget. We put a dummy sequence next to every subsequence in A, such that
sequences in B always have the option of mapping to dummy sequences, thereby contributing Y + ⇢
to the similarity measure. (The alignment gadgets framework allows gadgets of di↵erent types that
are implicitly padded to some specified length. This is used to handle the technicality that, e.g.,
the length of subsequences in B no longer correctly match those in A.) We finally get that if F
evaluates to 1 for a pair of inputs then (A, B)  N (Y + ⇢)

⇢, and otherwise (A, B) = N (Y + ⇢).

This completes the reduction.

Simulating branching programs with alignment gadgets.

To construct G(a) and G(b) we

essentially implement the proof of Savitch’s theorem with alignment gadgets. The construction is
almost the same as the one given in Section 3.3.2. We again note that the input is fixed at this
point, and that we must implement G(a) and G(b) independently. Let P be the given branching
program of length T and width W , and assume for simplicity that T = 2t + 1 for some t

0. Since

a and b are fixed, G(a) and G(b) represent the corresponding subsets of edges of P , and the goal is
to decide if there is a directed path from ustart to uacc in the resulting graph. Such a path must go
through some node in layer 2t

1

+ 1, and if we can guess which node then we can split P into two

branching programs of half the size and evaluate each part recursively. We use an alignment gadget
to implement this decomposition, and we use the similarity measure to make the correct guess. The
construction is thus recursive, and it works as follows.
At the k-th level of the recursion we are given two nodes u 2 Li and v 2 Lj with j

i = 2k ,

and we want to decide if there is a directed path from u to v. We denote the sequence constructed
start !uacc
in this case for a by RGk,u!v
(a) and for b by RGk,u!v
(b). In particular G(a) = RGt,u
(a)
X
Y
X
start !uacc
and G(b) = RGt,u
(b). (Note that the notation di↵ers slightly from the notation used in
Y

Section 3.3.2. The parameters X and Y are used to determine the types of the sequences, and
thereby their implicit length, but we ignore that aspect here.) For k = 0, u and v are in neighboring
layers, and they are connected if and only if there is an edge from u to v. Whether this is the
case depends on the variable x(i) = xf (i) , which either belongs to a or b. The sequence with no
control over the edge is assigned a 1, and the other sequence is assigned 1 if the edge is present and 0
otherwise. The contribution to the similarity measure is thus 0 if the edge is present and 1 otherwise.
(Such unit sequences are called coordinate values in the framework, and it requires a proof to show
that the problem in question supports them. Bringmann and Künnemann [87] provided the relevant
proofs for our purposes.)
For k > 0, we use an alignment gadget to pick the node that the path from u to v passes through.
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Let ` = (i + j)/2. Ideally we would like to apply the alignment gadget to sequences of the form
A =

[

(RGkX

1,u!z

(a), RGkX

1,z!v

(RGkY

1,u!z

(b), RGkY

1,z!v

(a))

z2L`

B =

[

(b))

z2L`

and then let the alignment match (RGkX

1,u!z

(a), RGkX

1,z!v

(a)) and (RGkY

1,u!z

(b), RGkY

1,z!v

(b))

for some z 2 L` . There are, however, two obstacles that we must overcome to make this work.

First, the alignment may overlap sequences in undesired ways. In Section 3.3.2 we inserted special
symbols of large weight between the recursively defined sequences, such that these symbols had to be
matched correctly. We now introduce index gadgets that serve a similar function. Second, and more
importantly, we must rule out that a di↵erent z is picked for A and B. In Section 3.3.2 this issue
was handled by encapsulating the sequences with other, longer, trivial sequences (heavy symbols)
to get the right behavior. We again use index gadgets to get this e↵ect. (We also use an OR gadget
that is composed of two alignment gadgets to put things together.)
Recall that W is the width. Although it may look like a sequence constructed at level k is O(W )
times longer than a sequence constructed at level k

1, the extensive padding actually causes a

2

blowup of a factor O(W ). The final sequences G(a) and G(b) therefore have length W O(log T ) .
Correctness of the reduction follows from the fact that the similarity measure is lower for sequences
that correspond to connected vertices. We have therefore arrived at the following technical theorem,
which implies Theorem 3.3.1. The conditions for the theorem were proved by Bringmann and
Künnemann [87] for, e.g., Edit-Distance, LCS, and Dynamic Time Warping.
be a similarity measure over sequences in I admitting an alignment gadget

Theorem 3.3.3 Let

of size f (n) = cn and coordinate values, and consider the problem of computing (x, y) for sequences

x, y 2 I of length N . SAT of nondeterministic Branching Programs over n variables of width W and
length T can be reduced to an instance of this problem on sequences where N = O(n · T log2 (12W
2

c · log2 W ) = T

O(log W )

2 3

c )

· n.

·

Definitions
We start by defining the building blocks from which we will implement our reduction. We will prove
a generic reduction from BP SAT to a generic problem of computing a similarity measure
sequences, for any

of two

that has a certain property. This property will be the ability to implement

alignment gadgets which we define below. The advantage of this generic proof over a direct proof
is that we can reduce the amount of case-analysis that is required in the proofs: many steps in
the reduction will require similar functionalities, and this framework allows us to only prove this
functionality once. We will borrow the notation of [87] and reintroduce their alignment gadgets.
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: I ⇥ I ! N0 be a similarity measure for a pair of inputs from I. As a running example

it is convenient to think of I as being all binary sequences of length n and let

be the Edit

Distance between two sequences. For a sequence x 2 I we define its type to be a tuple encoding
P
its length and the sum of its entries, i.e. type(x) := (|x|, i x[i]). For example, if x is a binary
sequence, its type encodes its length |x| and the number of ones in x. For a type t 2 N ⇥ N0 we let

It := {x 2 I | type(x) = t} be the set of all inputs of type t. We remark that the exact definition of

type will not be crucial to the framework and for di↵erent measures it might be convenient to use a
di↵erent definition.
Alignments

Let n

m. A (partial) alignment is a set A = {(i1 , j1 ), . . . , (ik , jk )} with 0  k  m

such that 1  i1 < . . . < ik  n and 1  j1 < . . . < jk  m. We say that a pair (i, j) 2 A are

aligned. Let An,m be the set of all partial alignments with respect to n, m. A partial alignment of
the form {( + 1, 1), . . . , ( + m, m)} for some 0 

n

m will be called a structured alignment,

and we will denote the set of all such alignments by Sn,m ✓ An,m .

Consider any sequences x1 , . . . , xn 2 I and y1 , . . . , ym 2 I. Let Q = max (xi , yj ) be the
i,j

maximum distance between a pair of sequences under our measure . We define the cost of an
alignment A 2 An,m (with respect to our sequences) by
cost(A) :=

X

(xi , yj ) + (m

(i,j)2A

|A|) · Q

so that any j 2 [m] that is not aligned in A will incur the maximal cost Q.
Alignment Gadget

Intuitively, an alignment gadget is a way to combine sequences x1 , . . . , xn 2

I into one sequence X = GA(x1 , . . . , xn ), and at the same time, to combine sequences y1 , . . . , ym 2 I

into one sequence Y = GA(y1 , . . . , yn ), so that: (X, Y ) is essentially equal to (A) for the optimal
structured alignment A 2 Sn,m with respect to our sequences. We will be interested in showing and

deriving consequences of the existence of efficient implementations of such gadgets for a similarity
measure . The formal definition introduces additional technicalities which simplify the proofs of
existence of these gadgets considerably.
Definition 3.3.2 (Alignment Gadgets) The similarity measure

admits an alignment gadget

of size f (n), if the following conditions hold: Given instances x1 , . . . , xn 2 I⌧X , y1 , . . . , ym 2
I⌧Y with m  n and types ⌧X = (`X , sX ), ⌧Y = (`Y , sY ), we can construct new instances x =
Y
X
GAm,⌧
(x1 , . . . , xn ) and y = GAn,⌧
(y1 , . . . , ym ) and C 2 Z such that:
X
Y

•

min cost(A)  (x, y)

A2An,m

C  minA2Sn,m cost(A).

• type(x) and type(y) only depend on n, m, ⌧X , and ⌧Y .
• |x|, |y|  f (n) · (`X + `Y ).
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• This construction runs in O(n(`X + `Y )) time.
The second ingredient that is required in order to implement a reduction from SAT problems to
computing similarity measures are coordinate values which are atomic sequences of constant length
that we will combine in various ways with the alignment gadgets.
Definition 3.3.3 (Coordinate Values) The similarity measure admits coordinate values if there
are instances 1X , 0X , 1Y , 0Y 2 I such that:
(1X , 1Y ) > (0X , 1Y ) = (1X , 0Y ) = (0X , 0Y )
and type(1X ) = type(0X ) and type(1Y ) = type(0Y ).
OR Gadgets
In our reduction from BP SAT, it will be convenient to work with an OR gadget, besides an alignment
gadget. Next, we define this gadget and then prove that any similarity measure that can implement
alignment gadgets will also be able to implement OR gadgets (with some loss of efficiency).
Definition 3.3.4 (OR Gadgets) The similarity measure

admits OR gadgets of size f (n), if

the following conditions hold: Given instances x1 , . . . , xn 2 I⌧X , y1 , . . . , yn 2 I⌧Y and types ⌧X =
(`X , sX ), ⌧Y = (`Y , sY ), we can construct new instances

x = OR⌧XY (x1 , . . . , xn )
y = OR⌧YX (y1 , . . . , yn )
and C 2 Z such that:
• (x, y) = C + mini,j2[n] (xi , yj )
• type(x) and type(y) only depend on n, ⌧X , and ⌧Y .
• |x|, |y|  f (n) · (`X + `Y ).
• This construction runs in O(n(`X + `Y )) time.
By combining two alignment gadgets in a careful way, we obtain an OR gadget. Note that there
is a quadratic blow up in the size of the gadgets in the following lemma. For this reason, we will
only use OR gadgets when working with a small number of sequences.
Lemma 3.3.2 Any similarity measure
0

2 2

admits OR gadgets of size f (n) = c n .

that admits alignment gadgets of size f (n) = c · n, also
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Given instances x1 , . . . , xn 2 I⌧X , y1 , . . . , yn 2 I⌧Y and types ⌧X = (`X , sX ), ⌧Y =

(`Y , sY ), we will construct OR gadgets as follows. First, construct x0 := GA⌧XY ,1 (x1 , . . . , xn ) and for
all j 2 [n] construct yj0 := GA⌧YX ,n (yj ). Let t0X = type(x0 ) and t0Y = type(yj0 ) (and note that it is
t0 ,1

t0 ,n

independent of j). Then, our final gadgets are x := GAXY (x0 ) and y := GAYX (y10 , . . . , yn0 ).

First, note that type(x) and type(y) only depend on n, ⌧X and ⌧Y . Then, let us bound the
lengths of x, y. We know that |x0 |, |yj0 |  c · n · (`X + `Y ), and therefore |x|, |y|  c · n · (|x0 | + |yj0 |) 
c2 · n2 · (`X + `Y ).

Finally, we prove the correctness. By definition of alignment gadgets, for all j 2 [n] we have

(x0 , yj0 ) = C + mini2[n] (xi , yj ), for some fixed integer C. Moreover, for some integer C 0 , we have
that (x, y) = C 0 + minj2[n] (x0 , yj0 ) which is equal to C 0 + C + minj2[n] mini2[n] (xi , yj ).

⇤

Similarity Measures with Alignment Gadgets
In their paper, Bringmann and Künnemann construct alignment gadgets for a few fundamental
similarity measures. Combining these gadgets with our main theorem implies significantly stronger
lower bounds for computing these measures. We list these measures and the corresponding sizes of
alignments gadgets below.
Edit Distance.

The Edit Distance between two sequences x, y is the minimum number of

insertions, deletions, and substitutions that is required to transform one sequence to the other. The
most basic case is when the sequences are binary, that is the set of instances I is the set of binary
sequences {0, 1}n .

Lemma 3.3.3 ([87]) There is a constant c  103 such that Edit Distance similarity measure over
binary sequences admits an alignment gadget of size f (n)  c · n.

It is likely that smaller alignment gadgets can be obtain if the alphabet size is larger.
Longest Common Subsequence.

In Section 3.3.2 we showed a direct reduction from BP-SAT

to LCS. We will use the alignment gadgets framework in order to obtain the same reduction but to
sequences over binary inputs. That is, the surprising expressibility of LCS that is exhibited by our
proofs is already present when we only have two distinct letters to match.
Lemma 3.3.4 ([87]) There is a constant c  103 such that Longest Common Subsequence similarity measure over binary sequences admits an alignment gadget of size f (n)  c · n.
Dynamic Time Warping Distance.

The DTWD over curves in various metric spaces is of

great practical interest. We are able to show lower bounds even in the special case of one-dimensional
curves. Let x, y 2 Zn be two sequences of n integers. The DTWD

DT W D (x, y)

of the two curves

is the minimum cost of a joint traversal of both curves. A traversal of two curves is a process that
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places a marker at the beginning of each curve and during each step one or both markers are moved
forward one point, until the end of both curves is reached. Each step aligns two points, one from
each curve. The cost of a traversal is the sum of distances between all aligned points. In our case,
the distance is simply the absolute value of the di↵erence between the aligned integers.
Lemma 3.3.5 ([87]) There is a constant c  10 such that Dynamic Time Warping Distance similarity measure over one dimensional curves admits an alignment gadget of size f (n)  c · n.

3.3.4

The Full Reduction

We are now ready to prove our main theorem, from which Theorem 3.3.1 follows, by the Lemmas
in the previous section.
Theorem 3.3.4 (Main) Let

be a similarity measure over sequences in I admitting an alignment

gadget of size f (n) = cn and coordinate values, and consider the problem of computing (x, y) for

sequences x, y 2 I of length N . SAT of nondeterministic Branching Programs over n variables
of width W and length T can be reduced to an instance of this problem on sequences where N =
O(n · T log2 (12W

2 3

Proof. Let

c )

· c2 · log2 W ) = T O(log W ) · n.

be a similarity measure that admits alignment gadgets and coordinate values. We

will construct several other gadgets with certain properties from these primitives. Given an instance
of SAT on BPs of on n variables width W and length T we will construct and combine our gadgets
in a certain way into two sequences x, y such that (x, y) will determine whether our instance is
“yes” or “no”.
Let A and B both be the set of all binary vectors of length n/2. The goal of the reduction is
to find a pair a 2 A, b 2 B such that our given branching program is satisfied by the assignment in

which the first half of the variables are assigned according to a while the second half are assigned
according to b.
We will use the parameters w := log2 W , and t = log2 T , and assume the these are integers.
Reachability gadgets.

The main component in our reduction are recursive constructions of two

kinds of reachability gadgets RGX (a) and RGY (b), with the following very useful property. For every
pair of vectors a 2 A, b 2 B and pair of nodes in the branching program u 2 Li from layer i and
v 2 Lj from layer j, such that j

i = 2k

1

is a power of two, we have that:

• the -distance between the two sequences RGk,u!v
(a) and RGk,u!v
(b) is equal to a certain
X
Y

fixed value ⇢k that depends only on k if the path of the branching starting at u and induced
by the assignment (a, b) reaches v, and the -distance is greater than ⇢k otherwise.

• the total length of these gadgets can be upper bounded by `k  O(W 2 c3 )k .
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We will now show how to construct such gadgets and prove that they satisfy the above properties.
Then, we will use these gadgets in order to check whether a pair (a, b) makes the accept node uacc
reachable from the start node ustart .
Base Case: k = 1.

We start by defining the gadgets RG1,u!v for the case that k = 1 and our

two vertices u, v are in consecutive layers i and i + 1 for some i 2 [s]. To do this, we consider
the variable xj that the layer i in our branching program is labelled with, and check whether that

variable appears in the vectors in A or in B – that is, we check whether j  d/2 or j > d/2 where
d is the number of variables in our branching program.

In the first case, the vector a is “responsible” for verifying the consistency of the edge u ! v,

and we define the gadgets as follows: we set

Y
RG1,u!v
(a) := EGX (0) := GA2w+2,⌧
(0X , . . . , 0X , 1X , 0X )
X
X

if the edge u ! v is labelled with the boolean value ⌘ 2 {0, 1} which is the same as the boolean
value that a assigns to the variable xj , and otherwise we set

Y
RG1,u!v
(a) = EGX (1) := GA2w+2,⌧
(1X , . . . , 1X , 1X , 0X ).
X
X

Note that inconsistency can either be caused by the edge not existing in the branching program, or
by the vector assigning a di↵erent value to the corresponding variable. On the other hand, since the
vector b is not “responsible” for the edge u ! v, we unconditionally set
X
RG1,u!v
(b) := EGY (1) := GA2w+2,⌧
(1Y , . . . , 1Y , 0Y , 1Y ).
Y
Y

The reason for defining these gadgets as a concatenation of 2w + 2 value gadgets instead of one is
purely technical: we want to ensure that these gadgets have the same type as our “index gadgets”
which we will define shortly. Also, the last two coordinates are supposed to distinguish between our
“reachability gadgets” and our “index gadgets”, so that matching an index gadget with a reachability
gadget will incur a loss due to these coordinates.
In the second case, the vector b is “responsible” for verifying the consistency of the edge u ! v,

and we define the gadgets in a symmetric way: The gadget RG1,u!v
(a) will be unconditionally set
X
to EGX (1). While we set
X
RG1,u!v
(b) := EGY (0) := GA2w+2,⌧
(0Y , . . . , 0Y , 0Y , 1Y )
Y
Y

if the edge u ! v is labelled with the boolean value ⌘ 2 {0, 1} which is the same as the boolean
value that b assigns to the variable xj , and otherwise we set it to EGX (1).

1
Let ⌧X
:= type(EGX (0)) = type(EGX (1)) = (`1X , s1X ) and ⌧Y1 := type(EGY (0)) = type(EGY (1)) =
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(`1Y , s1Y ). Let L0 = (`1X + `1Y ) and note that L0  c · (2w + 2) · D where D is some constant that
upper bounds the lengths of our coordinate values, and therefore L0 = O(cw).

Let ⇢T := (0X , 0Y ) = (0X , 1Y ) = (1X , 0Y ) and ⇢F := (1X , 1Y ), and by definition we
⇢T + 1. By definition of alignment gadgets there is a constant C1 2 Z such that

have ⇢F

(EGX (0), EGY (0)) = (EGX (1), EGY (0)) = (EGX (0), EGY (1)) = C1 + (2w + 2)⇢T =: ⇢1 while
(EGX (1), EGY (1)) = C1 + 2w⇢F + 2⇢T is larger than ⇢1 . Combining these formulas with the
definitions of our gadgets proves the following claim.
Claim 15 For any two vectors a 2 A, b 2 B and two nodes u, v in the branching program, the

-distance between the two gadgets RG1,u!v
(a) and RG1,u!v
(b) is equal to ⇢1 if there is an edge
X
Y

from u to v in the branching program induced by the assignment (a, b), and the -distance is larger
otherwise.
Level 1 index gadgets.

For a boolean value b 2 {0, 1} we let CVX (b), CVY (b) be 0X , 0Y respec-

tively if b = 0 and 1X , 1Y otherwise. Recall that w = log2 W , and for each number z 2 [W ] we let
z̄ = (z1 , . . . , zw ) 2 {0, 1}w be the binary representation of z, and define the level 1 index gadgets as
follows.

Y
IG1X (z) := GA2w+2,⌧
(CVX (z1 ), . . . , CVX (zw ), CVX (¬z1 ), . . . , CVX (¬zw ), 0X , 1X )
X

X
IG1Y (z) := GA2w+2,⌧
(CVY (¬z1 ), . . . , CVY (¬zw ), CVY (z1 ), . . . , CVY (zw ), 1Y , 0Y )
Y

Observe that by definition of our alignment gadgets, the sequence IG1X (z) will have the same type
1
type(IG1X (z)) = ⌧X
for all z 2 [W ], and similarly type(IG1Y (z)) = ⌧Y1 for all z 2 [W ], which are

the same types we had in the level-1 reachability gadgets. This definition allows us to prove the
following property.
Claim 16 For any z, z 0 2 [W ], the distance (IG1X (z), IG1Y (z 0 )) is equal to ⇢1 if z = z 0 and it is
larger otherwise.
Proof.

First, assume that z = z 0 and consider the alignment A = {(1, 1), . . . , (2w + 2, 2w +

2)}. In this alignment, CVX (⌘) is always aligned with CVY (¬⌘) and therefore the total cost is
(IG1X (z), IG1Y (z 0 ))  C1 + (2w + 2) · ⇢T = ⇢1 , which is also the minimum possible distance when

aligning these sequences. Next, assume that z 6= z 0 and note that in the alignment A as defined

above there must be an aligned pair (i, i) in which the two aligned sequences are 1X and 1Y , which
implies that (A)

⇢F + (2w + 1)⇢T > 8⇢T . Also notice that any alignment except for A will leave

some indices unaligned and will therefore cost at least ⇢F + (2w + 1)⇢T as well. Therefore, in this
case (IG1X (z), IG1Y (z 0 ))

C1 + (2w + 1) · ⇢T + ⇢F > ⇢1 .

⇤

Finally, we show that due to the last two coordinates, the distance between an index gadget and
a reachability gadget is large.
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Claim 17 For any z 2 [W ], and any two vectors a 2 A, b 2 B and two nodes u, v in the branching
program, we have that (IG1X (z), RG1,u!v
(b)) and (RG1,u!v
(a), IG1Y (z)) are both larger than ⇢1 .
Y
X
Proof.

The cost of any alignment other than A = {(1, 1), . . . , (2w + 2, 2w + 2)} is at least

⇢F + (2w + 1)⇢T since it leaves some indices unaligned. The cost of A is also at least ⇢F + (2w + 1)⇢T

since one of the last two pairs ((2w + 1), (2w + 1)) or ((2w + 2), (2w + 2)) will align 1X and 1Y , by
our construction. Therefore, the -distance is at least C1 + (2w + 1) · ⇢T + ⇢F > ⇢1 .

⇤

This proves the base case for the following lemma, which is our main construction.

Lemma 3.3.6 (Reachability gadgets) For all integers k

1, the following statement is true:

0

For any vectors a 2 A, b 2 B, integer z, z 2 [W ], nodes u, v 2 V , we can construct gadgets:
RGkX

1,u!v

(a) 2 I⌧Xk

RGkY

1,u!v

(b) 2 I⌧Yk

IGkX 1 (z) 2 I⌧Xk
IGkY

1

(z 0 ) 2 I⌧Yk

such that for some value ⇢k :
• (RGk,u!v
(a), RGk,u!v
(b)) is equal to ⇢k if there is a path of length 2k
X
Y

1

from u to v in the

branching program induced by the assignment (a, b), and is larger otherwise.

• (IGkX (z), IGkY (z 0 )) is equal to ⇢k if z = z 0 and is larger otherwise.
• (IGkX (z), RGk,u!v
(b)), and (RGk,u!v
(a), IGkY (z 0 )) are larger than ⇢k .
Y
X
k
• ⌧X
= (`kX , skX ) and ⌧Yk = (`kY , skY ) only depend on k.

• The construction can be computed in O(`X + `Y ) time.
• The length of these gadgets can be upper bounded by `kX , `kY  (12W 2 c3 )k · L0 .
Proof.

To prove the lemma, it remains to show the inductive step. Fix any k > 1 and from

now on, assume that the statement of the lemma is true for k

1, and we will show that it is also

true for k.
The k > 1 Case.

Let u = (i, iz ) 2 [T ] ⇥ [W ] be a node on layer i and let v = (j, jz ) 2 [T ] ⇥ [W ]

be a node on layer j. Assume that j
construction. We define h =
h

i=j

h = 2k

2

i+j
2

i = 2k

1

and we are at level k 2 [log2 T ] of the recursive

to be the layer in the middle between i and j and note that

. For each node w = (h, z) for z 2 [W ] in layer h we will add a gadget that
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enables the path from u to v to pass through this node w. We do this by recursively adding the two
gadgets RGk

1,u!w

and RGk

1,w!v

.

To do this formally, we will combine an alignment gadget with an OR gadget.
We start by defining path gadgets, which will be used to determine whether there is a path from
u to v through a specific node w = (h, z). For all vectors a 2 A, b 2 B and all numbers z 2 [W ], we
define:

3,⌧Yk

1

k
3,⌧X

1

PGk,u!v
(a, z) := GAX
X
PGk,u!v
(b, z) := GAY
Y
(1),k

and note that the types ⌧X
(1),k

(`Y

(1),k

, sY

⇣

k 1,u!(h,z)

(a), RGX

k 1,u!(h,z)

(b), RGY

RGX

⇣

RGY

k 1,(h,z)!v

(a), IGkX 1 (z)

k 1,(h,z)!v

(b), IGkY

(1),k

:= type(PGk,u!v
(a, z)) = (`X
X
(1),k

) depend only k, and that `X

(1),k

, `Y

 c · 3 · (`kX

1

(1),k

, sX

+ `kY

(1),k

) and ⌧Y

1

1

(z)

⌘

⌘

:= type(PGk,u!v
(b, z)) =
Y

)  3c · 2 · (12W 2 c3 )k

1

· L0 .

(1)

Claim 18 There is a constant Ck 2 Z such that for all vectors a 2 A, b 2 B and integers z, z 0 2 [W ]
we have that

(1)

(PGk,u!v
(a, z), PGk,u!v
(b, z 0 )) = Ck + 3 · ⇢k
X
Y

1

if z = z 0 and there is a path from u to v through (h, z) in the branching program induced by (a, b),
and the -distance is larger otherwise.
Proof.

First, observe that the minimal cost of any alignment A 2 A3,3 is 3 · ⇢k

1,

regardless

of a, b, z, z 0 . Next, observe that any alignment other than A = {(1, 1), (2, 2), (3, 3)} will have cost at
least 3 · ⇢k

1 + 1.

This follows from the definition of the cost of an alignment, because when aligning

an index gadget to a reachability gadget we incur a cost of at least ⇢k

1

+ 1, and therefore leaving

any index unaligned will incur at least this cost. Finally, we focus on the alignment A and compute
its cost.
We argue that cost(A) = 3⇢k

1

if a, b, z, z 0 satisfy the statement in the claim, and cost(A) is

larger otherwise. If z 6= z 0 then the pair (3, 3) incurs a cost of ⇢k

1

+ 1 and we are done. Otherwise,

0

z = z , and we have that
cost(A) = ⇢k

1

k 1,u!(h,z)

+ (RGX

k 1,u!(h,z)

(a), RGY

k 1,(h,z)!v

(b)) + (RGX

By our inductive hypothesis, the last two summands are equal to ⇢k

1

k 1,(h,z)!v

(a), RGY

(b)).

if u can reach (h, z) and (h, z)

can reach v in the branching program induced by (a, b), while at least one of them is larger otherwise.
Therefore, cost(A) = 3 · ⇢k

1

if there is a path from u to v through (h, z) in the branching program
(1)

induced by (a, b) and is larger otherwise. By definition of alignment gadget, there is a constant Ck
such that the statement of the claim holds.

⇤

We are now ready to define our reachability gadgets, using OR gadgets. Recall that by Lemma 3.3.2,
any measure that admits alignment gadgets of size cn also admits OR gadgets of size c2 n2 .
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(1),k

W,⌧Y

RGk,u!v
(a) := ORX
X

(1),k

W,⌧X

RGk,u!v
(b) := ORY
Y

69

⇣

PGk,u!v
(a, 1), . . . , PGk,u!v
(a, W )
X
X

⇣

PGk,u!v
(b, 1), . . . , PGk,u!v
(b, W )
Y
Y

⌘

⌘

k
Note that the types ⌧X
:= type(RGk,u!v
(a)) = (`kX , skX ) and ⌧Yk := type(RGk,u!v
(b)) = (`kY , skY )
X
Y

depend only k, and that
(1),k

`kX , `kY  c2 · W 2 · (`X

(1),k

+ `Y

)  c2 W 2 · (2 · 6c · (12W 2 c3 )k

1

· L0 ) = (12W 2 c3 )k · L0 .

Claim 19 There is a constant ⇢k 2 Z such that for all vectors a 2 A, b 2 B we have that
(RGk,u!v
(a), RGk,u!v
(b)) = ⇢k
X
Y
there is a path from u to v in the branching program induced by (a, b), and the -distance is larger
otherwise.
(2)

Proof. By definition of OR gadgets, we know that there is a constant Ck 2 Z such that
(2)

(RGk,u!v
(a), RGk,u!v
(b)) = Ck + min
X
Y
0

z,z 2[W ]

(PGk,u!v
(a, z), PGk,u!v
(b, z 0 )).
X
X

(1)

By Claim 18, there is a constant Ck such that minz,z0 2[W ] (PGk,u!v
(a, z), PGk,u!v
(b, z 0 ))
X
X
3⇢k

1

(1)

Ck +

with equality if and only if for some z 2 [W ] there is a path from u to v through (h, z) in the
(2)

(1)

branching program induced by (a, b). Therefore, for ⇢k := Ck + Ck + 3⇢k

1

the statement of the

claim holds.
⇤
To complete the proof of Lemma 3.3.6 we need to construct index gadgets. These gadgets have
straightforward functionality, but their definitions are a bit complicated because we must enforce
that the type of these gadgets is exactly the same as the types of the reachability gadgets.
For all z 2 [W ] we define
1

k
3,⌧X

1

(z) := GAX

(1),k

(z) := GAY

IGY
(1),k

so that the types are ⌧X

3,⌧Yk

(1),k

IGX

(1),k

and ⌧Y

(IGkX 1 (z), IGkX 1 (z), IGkX 1 (z))
(IGkY

1

(z), IGkY

1

(z), IGkY

1

(z))

. By an argument similar (but simpler) to the one in Claim 18,
(1),k

0

we get that for all integers z, z 2 [W ] we have (IGX

(1),k

(z), IGX

(1)

(z 0 )) = Ck + 3 · ⇢k

1

if z = z 0 and

the -distance is larger otherwise. Another straightforward consequence of these definitions is that
(1),k

for any vectors a 2 A, b 2 B and integers z, z 0 2 [W ] we have that (IGX
(1),k

(PGk,u!v
(a, z 0 ), IGY
X

(1)

(z)) are larger than Ck + 3 · ⇢k

1.

(z), PGk,u!v
(b, z 0 )) and
Y
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(1),k

W,⌧Y

IGkX (z) := ORX

(1),k

W,⌧X

IGkY (z) := ORY
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⇣

⇣

(1),k

(z), . . . , IGX

(1),k

(z), . . . , IGY

IGX

IGY

(1),k

(z)

(1),k

(z)

⌘

⌘

k
so that the types are ⌧X
and ⌧Yk . Again, by an argument similar (but simpler) to the one in

Claim 19, we have that (IGkX (z), IGkY (z 0 )) = ⇢k if z = z 0 and is larger otherwise. And, moreover,
that (IGkX (z), RGkY (b)), (RGkX (a), IGkY (z)) are larger than ⇢k , for all a, b, z.
To complete the proof of Lemma 3.3.6, we remark that this construction takes linear time in its
output, since the runtime is dominated by the constructions of alignment and OR gadgets.
⇤
We now continue with the reduction from BP-SAT to the problem of computing the -similarity
of two sequences.
Recall that t = log2 T , and let the start node of the branching program be ustart = (1, 1) and
the only accept node be uacc = (2t , 1). Intuitively, we would like to define vector gadgets of the
form V G(a) = RGt,ustart !uacc (a) and V G(b) = RGt,ustart !uacc (b) so that (V G(a), V G(b)) will tell
us whether (a, b) is a satisfying pair or not (whether it induces a path from the start node to the
accepting node). However, this does not quite work for the following technical reason: When we
combine all these 2n vector gadgets into two sequences x, y, the score of (V G(a0 ), V G(b0 )) of other
pairs a0 , b0 will a↵ect the overall score, and could potentially hide the contribution of the satisfying
pair.
To fix this, we “normalize” the vector gadgets so that the distance (V G(a0 ), V G(b0 )) of unsatisfying pairs is fixed (and is slightly worse than the distance of satisfying pairs). This “normalization”
trick was introduced by Backurs and Indyk in their reduction from OV to Edit-Distance.
We will need the following simple constructions of instances S k such that the distance between
S k and any reachability gadget is fixed, and is slightly worse than the score of a “good pair”.
Claim 20 For all k

1, there are sequences S k , T k 2 I⌧Xk such that for all vectors b 2 B and nodes

u, v we have that (S k , RGk,u!v
) = ⇢k + (⇢F
Y

⇢T ) and (T k , RGk,u!v
) = ⇢k .
Y

Proof. Base case, k = 1: we define
Y
S 1 := GA2w+2,⌧
(0X , . . . , 0X , 1X , 1X )
X

Y
T 1 := GA2w+2,⌧
(0X , . . . , 0X , 0X , 0X )
X

1
which ensures that type(S 1 ) = type(T 1 ) = ⌧X
and that (S 1 , RG1,u!v
(b)) = C1 + (2w + 1)⇢T +
Y

⇢F = ⇢1 + (⇢F

⇢T ), while (T 1 , RG1,u!v
(b)) = ⇢1 .
Y

Inductive step: assume the statement holds for k

1 for some sequence S k

1

k
2 ⌧X

1

and we will
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prove it for k. For all z 2 [W ], consider the sequences:
3,⌧Yk

S (1),k (z) := GAX

3,⌧Yk

T (1),k (z) := GAX
and then define:

(1),k

W,tY

S k := ORX

(1),k

W,tY

T k := ORX

1

⇣

1 ⇣

⇣
⇣

Tk

1

, Sk

1

⌘
, IGkX 1 (z) 2 I⌧ (1),k
X

Tk

1

,Tk

1

⌘

, IGkX 1 (z) 2 I⌧ (1),k
X

⌘
S (1),k (1), . . . , S (1),k (W ) 2 I⌧Xk

⌘
T (1),k (1), . . . , T (1),k (W ) 2 I⌧Xk

And the claim follows by simple calculations.

⇤
We can now define our normalized vector gadgets. For all vectors a 2 A, b 2 B we define:
1,⌧Yt

NVGX (a) := GAX

start !uacc
(S t , RGt,u
(a))
X

t
2,⌧X

NVGY (b) := GAY

start !uacc
(RGt,u
(b))
Y

0
We denote the types of these gadgets by type(NVGX (a)) =: ⌧X
and type(NVGY (b)) =: ⌧Y0 and

remark that they are independent of a, b. Also, note that the length of these gadgets can be upper
bounded by
c · 2 · (`tX + `tY )  2c · (12W 2 c3 )t · L0 = O((12W 2 c3 )log2 T · c log2 W ).
Lemma 3.3.7 (Vector Gadgets) There is a constant C 2 Z such that for any two vectors a 2
A, b 2 B we have that:

(NVGX (a), NVGY (b)) = C + ⇢t

if the pair (a, b) satisfies the branching program, and otherwise
(NVGX (a), NVGY (b)) = C + ⇢t + (⇢F

⇢T ).

Proof. The proof follows from the definition of alignment gadgets and from Lemma 3.3.6 and
⇤

Claim 20.

Let A = {a1 , . . . , a2n/2 } and B = {b1 , . . . , b2n/2 } be our sets of vectors. Our final sequences are

defined as follows:

2n/2 ,⌧Y0

x := GAX

(NVGX (a1 ), . . . , NVGX (a2n/2 ), NVGX (a1 ), . . . , NVGX (a2n/2 ))
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2·2n/2 ,⌧X

y := GAY
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(NVGY (b1 ), . . . , NVGY (b2n/2 ))

First, we upper bound the length of these sequences:
|x|, |y|  c·2·2n/2 ·O((12W 2 c3 )log2 T ·c log2 W ) = O((12W 2 c3 )log2 T ·2n/2 ·c2 log2 W ) = T O(log W ) ·2n/2
Finally, the theorem follows from this claim which shows that the answer to our BP-SAT can be
deduced from (x, y).
Claim 21 There is a constant C ⇤ 2 Z such that
(x, y)  C ⇤ + (2n/2

1) · (C + ⇢t + (⇢F

⇢T )) + (C + ⇢t )

if and only if there is a pair a 2 A, b 2 B that satisfies the branching program.
Proof.
n/2

2

If there is no satisfying pair, then the cost of any alignment A 2 A2n/2 ,2·2n/2 is equal to

summands all of which are at least C + ⇢t + (⇢F

⇢t + (⇢F

⇢T ), and therefore (x, y)

⇢T )).

C ⇤ + 2n/2 · (C +

On the other hand, if ai 2 A, bj 2 B is a satisfying pair, for some i, j 2 [2n/2 ], consider the

structured alignment A = {( +1, 1), . . . , ( +2n/2 , 2n/2 )} where
i

:= i j if i

j and

:= 2n/2 +

j otherwise. The cost of A is equal to 2n/2 summands, one of which is (NVGX (ai ), NVGY (bj )) 

(C + ⇢t ), while the others are at most (C + ⇢t + (⇢F
(x, y)  cost(A)  C ⇤ + (2n/2

⇢T )), which implies that

1) · (C + ⇢t + (⇢F

⇢T )) + (C + ⇢t ).
⇤
⇤

3.3.5

Faster SAT implies Circuit Lower Bounds

A direct corollary of our reduction (Theorem 3.3.1) is that faster Edit Distance or LCS implies faster
Branching-Program-SAT.
Corollary 3.3.3 If Edit Distance or LCS on two binary sequences of length N can be solved in
O(N 2 /t(N )) time, then SAT on BPs on n variables of width W and length T can be solved in
(2n · T O(log W ) )/t(2n/2 · T O(log W ) ) time.
Here, we show how we get our corollaries about surprisingly strong circuit lower bounds from
such faster BP-SAT algorithm.
We will apply the following generic results, which follow from the literature:
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Theorem 3.3.5 ([382]) Suppose there is a satisfiability algorithm for bounded fan-in formulas of
size nk running in O(2n /nk ) time, for all constants k > 0. Then NTIME[2O(n) ] is not contained in
non-uniform NC1 .
Theorem 3.3.5 follows directly from the reference [382].
Theorem 3.3.6 ([382, 385]) Let n  S(n)  2o(n) be time constructible and monotone non-

decreasing. Let C be a class of circuits. Suppose there is an SAT algorithm for n-input circuits
which are arbitrary functions of three O(S(n))-size circuits from C, that runs in O(2n /(n10 · S(n)))
time. Then ENP does not have S(n)-size circuits.

Alternatively, suppose there is an SAT algorithm for n-input circuits which are ANDs of O(S(n))
arbitrary functions of three O(S(n))-size circuits from C, that runs in O(2n /n10 ) time. Then the
same circuit lower bound holds.

Proof. (Sketch) The argument essentially follows [382], with some minor modifications. First,
assuming ENP has S(n)-size circuits, it follows that every verifier V for every L 2 NTIME[2n ] has
S(n)-size “witness circuits” which can print the bits of a witness to an arbitrary instance x of L.

Towards a contradiction, we want to simulate every L 2 NTIME[2n ] in nondeterministic time

o(2n ); this will contradict the nondeterministic time hierarchy [396]. On an input xof length n, we

begin by reducing x to an instance Cx of the Succinct3SAT problem, in poly(n) time [382]. We have
the property that x 2 L if and only if the truth table of Cx encodes a satisfiable 3CNF formula of
at most 2n · n4 size.

Now, in ENP , on an input (x, i, j) (where i  n + 4 log n and j  n4 are binary integers), we can

(a) construct the circuit Cx , (b) compute a canonical (lexicographically first) witness circuit D of
S(n)-size for the instance Cx , (c) construct (in poly(S(n)) time) an O(S(n))-size circuit D0 which is
UNSAT if and only if D encodes a valid witness to Cx , and (d) evaluate D0 (i), and output the value
of the jth gate of D. By assumption, the language L0 of such triples (x, i, j) has S(n)-size circuits.
The next step of our simulation is to guess the circuit D of the previous paragraph (constructing
the circuit D0 using D and Cx ) as well as a circuit E of size O(S(n)) implementing the language L0
of triples, for the case of |x| = n. To verify whether Cx encodes a satisfiable formula, we construct
circuits Fj for all gates j = 1, . . . , O(n4 ) of D0 . The circuit Fj takes an input i  n + 4 log n, and

uses a constant number of AND/OR gates to check that the inputs j1 , j2 to the jth gate of D0 (i)
match the output, using the information provided by E(x, i, j1 ), E(x, i, j2 ), and E(x, i, j) (which are
supposed to print exactly these outputs). That is, each Fj is a function of three copies of E(x, i, j),
each of which have size O(S(n)).
Therefore each Fj has size O(S(n)), and by assumption we can compute for each Fj whether it is
true on all of its 2n · n4 inputs, in time O(2n /(n5 · S(n))). Over all O(S(n)) di↵erent Fj , these checks
cost only O(2n /n5 ) time in total. If all checks pass (meaning that E(x, i, j) reports the correct gate

value for all (x, i, j), we finally examine whether D0 is true on all of its inputs – this can be done
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by calling UNSAT on ¬D0 or on ¬E(x, i, j ? ) where j ? is the index of the output gate of D0 . The

circuit D0 is true on all of its inputs if and only if the circuit D is a witness for Cx ; hence we accept
if and only if all of the above checks pass and D0 is true on all inputs.
Alternatively, suppose there is an SAT algorithm for n-input circuits which are ANDs of O(S(n))
arbitrary functions of three O(S(n))-size circuits from C, that runs in O(2n /n10 ) time. Then we can
check all of the aforementioned Fj circuits simultaneously, by taking an AND of them. This AND
has fan-in O(S(n)), and the resulting circuit has exactly the form for which we are assumed to have
an efficient SAT algorithm. The rest of the argument is the same.

⇤

Boolean formulas (without further restrictions) are trivially closed under the AND and OR as
prescribed in Theorem 3.3.6. It is also easy to see that nondeterministic branching programs are
closed under AND and OR: to simulate an OR of several nondeterministic BPs, make a new start
node that connects to all the start nodes of the BPs, without reading a variable. To simulate an
AND of BPs, connect the collection of branching programs in sequence, with the accept node of the
previous branching program connected to the start node of the next branching program.
Consider Corollary 3.3.1 from the introduction:
Reminder 1 Corollary 3.3.1 If Edit Distance or LCS on two binary sequences of length N is in
O(N 2

"

) time for some " > 0, then the complexity class ENP does not have:

1. non-uniform 2o(n) -size Boolean formulas,
2. non-uniform o(n)-depth circuits of bounded fan-in, and
3. non-uniform 2o(n

1/2

)

-size nondeterministic branching programs.

Furthermore, NTIME[2O(n) ] is not in non-uniform NC.
We will explain how to obtain the corollary from Theorems 3.3.6,3.3.5, and our Theorem 3.3.1.
Items 1 and 2 follow from combining the SAT-to-lower-bounds connection (Theorem 3.3.6) with the
O(2n

"n/2

)-time algorithm for SAT on 2o(n) -size formulas, implied by Theorem 3.3.1. Item 3 follows

from applying the same connection to the O(2n
branching programs of 2

p

o( n)

"n/2

)-time algorithm for SAT on nondeterministic

size, implied by Theorem 3.3.1. Finally, the conclusion “NTIME[2O(n) ]

is not in non-uniform NC” follows from combining the O(2n

"n/2

)-time algorithm for SAT on o(n)-

depth circuits and Theorem 3.3.5.
Even sufficiently large poly (log n) improvements in algorithms for Edit-Distance would establish
strong new lower bounds, as in Corollary 3.3.2:
Reminder 2 Corollary 3.3.2 If Edit Distance or LCS on two binary sequences of length N can
be solved in O(n2 / logc n) time for every c > 0, then NTIME[2O(n) ] does not have non-uniform
polynomial-size log-depth circuits.
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The corollary follows from the fact that the hypothesis implies a BP-SAT algorithm for nc -size
O(1)-width branching programs running in O(2n /nc ) time for all constants c > 0 (Theorem 3.3.1).
By standard reductions from log-depth circuits to formulas, and Barrington’s reduction from Boolean
formulas to branching programs, we obtain an analogous algorithm for Formula-SAT, which by the
SAT-to-lower-bounds connection (Theorem 3.3.5) implies the circuit lower bound.

3.4

Parsing Context-Free Grammars

The next two section show reductions from k-Clique rather than from SAT. Still, some gadgets
used in the previous SETH-based lower bounds will appear here, but they will be combined in
conceptually di↵erent ways.
Context-free grammars (CFG) and languages (CFL), introduced by Chomsky in 1956 [111],
play a fundamental role in computability theory [356], formal language theory [234], programming
languages [20], natural language processing [254], and computer science in general with applications
in diverse areas such as computational biology [159] and databases [271]. They are essentially a
sweet spot between very expressive languages (like natural languages) that computers cannot parse
well, and the more restrictive languages (like regular languages) that even a DFA can parse.
In this section, we will be concerned with the following very basic definitions. A CFG G in

Chomsky Normal Form over a set of terminals (i.e. alphabet) ⌃ consists of a set of nonterminals
T , including a specified starting symbol S 2 T , and a set of productions (or derivation rules) of
the form A ! B C or A !
⇤

for some A, B, C 2 T and

2 ⌃. Each CFG G defines a CFL

L(G) of strings in ⌃ that can be obtained by starting with S and recursively applying arbitrary

derivation rules from the grammar. The CFG recognition problem is: given a CFG G and a string
w 2 ⌃⇤ determine if w can be obtained from G (i.e. whether w 2 L(G)). The problem is of most

fundamental and practical interest when we restrict G to be of fixed size and let the length of the
string n = |w| to be arbitrary.

The main question we will address is: what is the time complexity of the CFG recognition prob-

lem?
Besides the clear theoretical importance of this question, there is an obvious practical motivation.
CFG recognition is closely related to the parsing problem in which we also want to output a possible
derivation sequence of the string from the grammar (if w 2 L(G)). Parsing is essential: this is how

computers understand our programs, scripts, and algorithms. Any algorithm for parsing solves the
recognition problem as well, and Ruzzo [336] showed that CFG recognition is at least as hard as
parsing, at least up to logarithmic factors, making the two problems roughly equivalent.
Not surprisingly, a long list of clever algorithms have been developed for this problem, including
classical works [367, 161, 117, 393, 259, 267, 148, 49, 279], and the search for practical parsing
algorithms, that work well for varied applications, is far from over [316, 335, 358, 120]. For example,
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the canonical CYK algorithm from the 1960’s [117, 259, 393] constructs a dynamic programming
table D of size n ⇥ n such that cell D(i, j) contains the list of all nonterminals that can produce the

substring of w from position i to position j. The table can be computed with linear time per entry,
by enumerating all derivation rules A ! B C and checking whether for some i  k  j, D(i, k)

contains B and D(k + 1, j) contains C (and if so, add A to D(i, j)). This gives an upper bound of
O(n3 ) for the problem. Another famous algorithm is Earley’s from 1970 [161] which proceeds by a
top-down dynamic programming approach and could perform much faster when the grammar has
certain properties. Variants of Earley’s algorithm were shown to run in mildly subcubic O(n3 / log2 n)
time [204, 337].
In 1975 a big theoretical breakthrough was achieved by Valiant [367] who designed a sophisticated
recursive algorithm that is able to utilize many fast boolean matrix multiplications to speed up the
computation of the dynamic programming table from the CYK algorithm. The time complexity of
the CFG problem decreased to O(g 2 n! ), where ! < 2.373 is the matrix multiplication exponent [372,
187] and g is the size of the grammar; because in most applications g = O(1), Valiant’s runtime is
often cited as O(n! ). In 1995 Rytter [338] described this algorithm as “probably the most interesting
algorithm related to formal languages” and it is hard to argue with this quote even today, 40 years
after Valiant’s result. Follow-up works proposed simplifications of the algorithm [338], generalized
it to stochastic CFG parsing [60], and applied it to other problems [22, 397].
Despite its academic impact, Valiant’s algorithm has enjoyed little success in practice. The
theoretically fastest matrix multiplication algorithms are not currently practical, and Valiant’s algorithm can often be outperformed by “combinatorial” methods in practice, even if the most practical
truly subcubic fast matrix multiplication algorithm (Strassen’s [362]) is used. Theoretically, the
fastest combinatorial algorithms for Boolean Matrix Multiplication (BMM) run in time O(n3 / log4 n)
[96, 394]. To date, no combinatorial algorithm for BMM or CFG recognition with truly subcubic
running time is known.
In the absence of efficient algorithms and the lack of techniques for proving superlinear unconditional lower bounds for any natural problem, researchers have turned to conditional lower bounds
for CFG recognition and parsing. Since the late 1970’s, Harrison and Havel [220] observed that any
algorithm for the problem would imply an algorithm that can verify a Boolean matrix multiplication
p
p
of two n ⇥ n matrices. This reduction shows that a combinatorial O(n1.5 " ) recognition algo-

rithm would imply a breakthrough subcubic algorithm for BMM. Ruzzo [336] showed that a parsing
algorithm that says whether each prefix of the input string is in the language, could even compute
p
p
the BMM of two n ⇥ n matrices. Even when only considering combinatorial algorithms, these

⌦(n1.5 ) lower bounds left a large gap compared to the cubic upper bound. A big step towards tight
lower bounds was in the work of Satta [347] on parsing Tree Adjoining Grammars, which was later
adapted by Lee [281] to prove her famous conditional lower bound for CFG parsing. Lee proved that
BMM of two n ⇥ n matrices can be reduced to “parsing” a string of length O(n1/3 ) with respect
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to a CFG of size ⇥(n2 ), where the parser is required to say for each nonterminal T and substring
w[i : j] whether T can derive w[i : j] in a valid derivation of w from the grammar. This reduction
proves that such parsers cannot be combinatorial and run in O(gn3

"

) time without implying a

breakthrough in BMM algorithms.
Lee’s result is important, however su↵ers from significant limitations which have been pointed
out by many researchers (e.g. [336, 281, 340, 341]). We describe a few of these below. Despite
the limitations, however, the only progress after Lee’s result is a recent observation by Saha [342]
that one can replace BMM in Lee’s proof with APSP by augmenting the production rules with
probabilities, thus showing an APSP-based lower bound for Stochastic CFG parsing. Because Saha
uses Lee’s construction, her lower bound su↵ers from exactly the same limitations.
The first (and most significant) limitation of Lee’s lower bound is that it is irrelevant unless the
size of the grammar is much larger than the string, in particular it is cubic only when g = ⌦(n6 ).
A CFG whose description needs to grow with the input string does not really define a CFL, and as
Lee points out, this case can be unrealistic in many applications. In programming languages, for
instance, the grammar size is much smaller than the programs one is interested in, and in fact the
grammar can be hardcoded into the parser. A parsing algorithm that runs in time O(g 3 n), which is
not ruled out by Lee’s result, could be much more appealing than one that runs in O(gn2.5 ) time.
The second limitation of both Lee’s and Ruzzo’s lower bounds is the quite demanding requirement
from the parser to provide extra information besides returning some parse tree. These lower bounds
do not hold for recognizers nor any parser with minimal but meaningful output.
Theoretically, it is arguably more fundamental to ask: what is the time complexity of CFG
recognition and parsing that can be obtained by any algorithm, not necessarily combinatorial?
Lee’s result cannot give a good answer to this question. To get a new upper bound for BMM via
Lee’s reduction, one needs a parser that runs in near-linear time. Lee’s result does not rule out, say,
an O(n1.11 ) time parser that uses fast matrix multiplication; such a parser would be an amazing
result.
Our first observation is that to answer these questions and understand the complexity of CFG
recognition, we may need to find a problem other than BMM to reduce from. Despite the apparent
similarity in complexities of both problems - we expect both to be cubic for combinatorial algorithms
and O(n! ) for unrestricted ones - there is a big gap in complexities because of the input size. When
the grammar is fixed, a reduction cannot encode any information in the grammar and can only use
the n letters of the string, i.e. O(n) bits of information, while an instance of BMM requires ⇥(n2 )
bits to specify. Thus, at least with respect to reductions that produce a single instance of CFG
recognition, we do not expect BMM to imply a higher than ⌦(n1.5 ) lower bound for parsing a fixed
size grammar.
Indeed, in this section we present a tight reduction from the k-Clique problem to the recognition
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of a fixed CFG and prove a new lower bound for CFG recognition that overcomes all the above limitations of the previously known lower bounds. Unless a breakthrough k-Clique algorithm exists, our
lower bound completely matches Valiant’s 40-year-old upper bound for unrestricted algorithms and
completely matches CYK and Earley’s for combinatorial algorithms, thus resolving the complexity
of CFG recognition even on fixed size grammars. Formally, our reduction from k-Clique to CFG
recognition proves the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4.1 There is context-free grammar GC of constant size such that if we can determine
if a string of length n can be obtained from GC in T (n) time, then k-Clique on n node graphs can be
solved in O T nk/3+1

time, for any k

3. Moreover, the reduction is combinatorial.

Let 0  F  ! and 0  C  3 be the smallest numbers such that 3k-Clique can be solved

combinatorially in O(nCk ) time and in O(nF k ) time by any algorithm, for any (large enough)
constant k

1. Recall that the k-Clique conjectures state that C = 3 and F = !. To see the

tightness of our reduction, let 1  f  ! and 1  c  3 denote the smallest numbers such that

CFG recognition can be solved in O(nf ) time and combinatorially in O(nc ) time. An immediate
corollary of Theorem 3.4.1 is that f

F and c

k-Clique algorithms are optimal, up to n
c

o(1)

C. Under the plausible assumption that current

improvements, our theorem implies that f

! and

3. Combined with Valiant’s algorithm we get that f = ! and with standard CFG parsers we get

that c = 3. Because our grammar size g is fixed, we also rule out O(h(g) · n3

"

) time combinatorial

CFG parsers for any computable function h(g).

In other words, we construct a single fixed context-free grammar GC for which the recognition

problem (and therefore any parsing problem) cannot be solved any faster than by Valiant’s algo-

rithm and any combinatorial recognizer will not run in truly subcubic time, without implying a
breakthrough algorithm for the Clique problem. This (conditionally) proves that these algorithms
are optimal general purpose CFG parsers, and more efficient parsers will only work for CFL with
special restricting properties. On the positive side, our reduction might hint at what a CFG should
look like to allow for efficient parsing.
The online version of CFG recognition is as follows: preprocess a CFG such that given a string
w that is revealed one letter at a time, so that at stage i we get w[1 · · · i], we can say as quickly as

possible whether w[1 · · · i] can be derived from the grammar (before seeing the next letters). One

usually tries to minimize the total time it takes to provide all the |w| = n answers. This problem
has a long history of algorithms [376, 204, 337] and lower bounds [217, 189, 352]. The current best

upper bound is O(n3 / log2 n) total running time, and the best lower bound is ⌦(n2 / log n). Since
this is a harder problem, our lower bound for CFG recognition also holds for it.
Notation and Preliminaries

All graphs in this section will be on n nodes and O(n2 ) undirected

and unweighted edges. We associate each node with an integer in [n] and let v̄ denote the encoding
of v in binary and we will assume that it has length exactly 2 log n for all nodes in V (G). When
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a graph G is clear from context, we will denote the set of all k-cliques of G by Ck . We will denote

concatenation of sequences with x y, and the reverse of a sequence x by xR . Problem definitions
and additional problem specific preliminaries will be given in the corresponding section.

3.4.1

Clique to CFG Recognition

In this section, we reduce Clique to CFG recognition and prove Theorem 3.4.1.
Given an undirected graph G = (V, E) on n nodes, we will construct a string w of length
O(k 2 · nk+1 ) that encodes G. The string will be constructed in O(k 2 · nk+1 ) time which is linear in
its length. Then, we will define our context free grammar GC which will be independent of G or k

and it will be of constant size, such that our string w will be in the language defined by GC if and
only if G contains a 3k clique. This will prove Theorem 3.4.1.

We associate each node with an integer in [n] and let v̄ denote the encoding of v in binary and
we will assume that it has length exactly 2 log n for all nodes in V (G). When a graph G is clear
from context, we will denote the set of all k-cliques of G by Ck . We will denote concatenation of
sequences with x y, and the reverse of a sequence x by xR .

Let ⌃ = {0, 1, $, #, astart , amid , aend , bstart , bmid , bend , cstart , cmid , cend } be our set of 13 terminals

(alphabet). As usual, " will denote the empty string. We will denote the derivation rules of a context
free grammar with ! and the derivation (by applying one or multiple rules) with =) .
The string

First, we will define node and list gadgets:
N G(v) = # v̄ #

and

LG(v) = #

u2N (v)

($ ūR $) #

Consider some t = {v1 , . . . , vk } 2 Ck . We now define “clique node” and “clique list” gadgets.
CN G(t) =

v2t (N G(v))

k

and

CLG(t) = (

v2t LG(v))

and our main clique gadgets will be:
CG↵ (t) = astart CN G(t) amid CN G(t) aend
CG (t) = bstart CLG(t) bmid CN G(t) bend
CG (t) = cstart CLG(t) cmid CLG(t) cend
Finally, our encoding of a graph into a sequence is the following:
w=(

t2Ck CG↵ (t)) (

t2Ck CG

(t)) (

t2Ck CG

(t))

k
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The Clique Detecting Context Free Grammar.
is:
T = {S, W, W0 , V, S↵ , S↵ , S

The set of non-terminals in our grammar GC

, S?↵ , S?↵ , S? , N↵ , N↵ , N

}.

The “main” rules are:
S ! W astart S↵ cend W
S?↵ ! amid S↵ bmid S
S?↵

cmid

! aend W bstart

S? ! bend W cstart
And for every xy 2 {↵ , ↵ ,

} we will have the following rules in our grammar. These rules

will be referred to as “listing” rules.
Sxy ! S? xy

Sxy ! # Nxy $ V #
Nxy ! # Sxy # V $
Nxy !

8 2 {0, 1}

Nxy

Then we also add “assisting” rules:
W! " |

W

W ! "|

W

0

0

V ! " | $ W0 $ V

8 2⌃
8 2 {0, 1}

Our Clique Detecting grammar GC has 13 non-terminals T , 13 terminals ⌃, and 38 derivation

rules. The size of GC , i.e. the sum of the lengths of the derivation rules, is 132.
The proof.

This proof is essentially by following the derivations of the CFG, starting from the

starting symbol S and ending at some string of terminals, and showing that the resulting string
must have certain properties. Any encoding of a graph into a string as we describe will have these
properties i↵ the graph contains a 3k-clique. The correctness of the reduction will follow from the
following two claims.
Claim 22 If GC =) w then G contains a 3k-clique.
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Proof. The derivation of w must look as follows. First we must apply the only starting rule,
S =) w1 astart S↵ cend w2
where astart appears in CG↵ (t↵ ) for some t↵ 2 Ck and cstart appears in CG (t ) for some t 2 Ck ,
and w1 is the prefix of w before CG(t↵ ) and w2 is the suffix of w after CG(t ). Then we can get,
S↵

=) CN G(t↵ ) S?↵ CLG(t )

by repeatedly applying the xy-“listing” rules where xy = ↵ and finally terminating with the rule
S↵ ! S?↵ . By Lemma 3.4.1 below, this derivation is only possible if the nodes of t↵ [ t make a
2k-clique (call this observation (*)). Then we have to apply the derivation:
S?↵

=) amid S↵ bmid S

cmid

and for some t 2 Ck we will have,
=) CN G(t↵ ) S?↵ CLG(t ), and S

S↵

=) CN G(t ) S? CLG(t ),

where in both derivations we repeatedly use “listing” rules before exiting with the Sxy ! S? xy rule.
Again, by Lemma 3.4.1 we get that the nodes of t↵ [ t are a 2k clique in G, and that the nodes of

t [ t are a 2k clique as well (call this observation (**)). Finally, we will get the rest of w using
the derivations:

S? ↵

=) aend w3 bstart , and S?

=) bend w4 cstart ,

where w3 is the substring of w between CG(t↵ ) and CG(t ), and similarly w4 is the substring of w
between CG(t ) and CG(t ).
Combining observations (*) and (**), that we got from the above derivation scheme and Lemma 3.4.1,
we conclude that the nodes of t↵ [ t [ t form a 3k-clique in G, and we are done.
To complete the proof we will now prove Lemma 3.4.1.

Lemma 3.4.1 If for some t, t0 2 Ck and xy 2 {↵ , ↵ ,
CN G(t) S

?

xy

0

} we can get the derivation Sxy =)

CLG(t ), only using the “listing” rules, then t [ t0 forms a 2k clique in G.

Proof. Any sequence of derivations starting at Sxy and ending at S? xy will have the following
form. From Sxy we can only proceed to non-terminals V and Nxy . The non-terminal V does not
produce any other non-terminals. A single instantiation of Sxy can only produce (via the second
“listing” rule) a single instantiation of Nxy . In turn, from Nxy we can only proceed to non-terminals
V and Sxy , and again, a single instantiation of Nxy can produce a single instantiation of Sxy . Thus,
we produce some terminals (on the left and on the right) from the set {#, $, 0, 1} and then we arrive
to Sxy again. This can repeat an arbitrary number of times, until we apply the rule Sxy ! S? xy .
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Thus, the derivations must look like this:
Sxy =) ` S?xy r
for some strings `, r of the form {#, $, 0, 1}⇤ , and our goal is to prove that `, r satisfy certain
properties.

It is easy to check that V can derive strings of the following form p = ($ {0, 1}⇤ $)⇤ , that is,

it produces a list (possibly of length 0) of binary sequences (possibly of length 0) surrounded by $
symbols (between every two neighboring binary sequences there are two $). A key observation is
that repeated application of the fourth “listing” rule gives derivations Nxy =) s Nxy sR , for any
s 2 {0, 1}⇤ . Combining these last two observations, we see that when starting with Sxy we can only
derive strings of the following form, or terminate via the rule Sxy ! S? xy .

Sxy =) # Nxy $ p1 # =) # s Nxy sR $ p1 # =) # s # Sxy # p2 $ sR $ p1 #

(3.1)

for some p1 , p2 of the form ($ {0, 1}⇤ $)⇤ .

Now consider the assumption in the statement of the lemma, and recall our constructions of

“clique node gadget” and “clique list gadget” . By construction, CN G(t) is composed of k 2 node
gadgets (N G) separated by # symbols, and CLG is composed of k 2 list gadgets (LG) separated by
# symbols. Note also that the list gadgets contain O(n) node gadgets within them and those are
separated by $ symbols, and there are no # symbols within the list gadgets.
For every i 2 [k 2 ], let `i be the ith N G in CN G(t) and let ri be the ith LG in CLG(t0 ). Then, for

every 2  i  k, in the derivation Sxy =) CN G(t) S?xy CLG(t0 ), we must have had the derivation
Sxy =) `1 · · · `i

1

( Sxy ) rk2

i+2

· · · rk2 =) `1 · · · `i

1

( `i Sxy rk2

i+1

) rk 2

i+2

· · · rk 2

and by (3.1) this implies that the binary encoding of the node v 2 t that appears in the ith N G
in CN G(t) must appear in one of the N Gs that appear in the (k 2

i + 1) LG in CLG(t0 ) which

corresponds to a node u 2 t0 . Since LG(u) contains a list of neighbors of the node u, this implies
that v 2 N (u) and {u, v} 2 E. Also note that u 2
/ N (u) and therefore u does not appear in LG(u)
and therefore v cannot be equal to u if this derivation occurs.

Now, consider any pair of nodes v 2 t, u 2 t0 . By the construction of CNG and CLG, we must

have an index i 2 [k 2 ] such that the ith NG in CN G(t) is N G(v) and the (k 2 i+1) LG in CLG(t0 ) is
CLG(u). By the previous argument, we must have that u 6= v and {u, v} 2 E is an edge. Given that
t, t0 are k-cliques themselves, and any pair of nodes v 2 t, u 2 t0 must be neighbors (and therefore
di↵erent), we conclude that t [ t0 is a 2k-clique.

⇤

⇤

Claim 23 If G contains a 3k-clique, then GC =) w.
Proof. This claim follows by following the derivations in the proof of Claim 22 with any triple
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t↵ , t , t 2 Ck of k-cliques that together form a 3k-clique.

⇤

We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.4.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.4.1.

Given an instance of 3k-Clique, a graph G = (V, E) we construct

the string w as described above, which will have length O(k 2 · nk+1 ), in O(k 2 · nk+1 ) time. Given
a recognizer for GC as in the statement, we can check whether GC =) w in O T nk/3+1

time

(treating k as a constant). By Claims 22 and 23, GC =) w i↵ the graph G contains a 3k-clique.

3.5

RNA Folding

The RNA folding problem is a version of maximum matching and is a well known problem in
computational biology. Its most basic version can be defined as follows. Let ⌃ be a set of letters and
let ⌃0 = {

0

|

2 ⌃} be the set of “matching” letters, such that for every letter

2 ⌃ the pair ,

0

match. Given a sequence of n letters over ⌃ [ ⌃0 the RNA folding problem asks for the maximum
number of non-crossing pairs {i, j} such that the ith and j th letter in the sequence match.

The problem can be viewed as a Stochastic CFG parsing problem in which the CFG is very

restricted. This intuition has led to many mildly subcubic algorithms for the problem [359, 22, 44,
322, 374, 179, 397]. The main idea is to adapt Valiant’s algorithm (discussed in Section 3.4) by
replacing his BMM with a (min, +)-matrix product computation (i.e. distance or tropical product).
Using the fastest known algorithm for (min, +)-matrix multiplication it is possible to solve RNA
folding in O(n3 /2
3

p

log n

) time [383]. The fastest combinatorial algorithms, however, run in roughly

2

O(n / log n) time [359, 44], and we show that a truly subcubic such algorithm would imply a
breakthrough Clique algorithm. Our result gives a negative partial answer to an open question
raised by Andoni [37].
Theorem 3.5.1 If RNA Folding on a sequence of length n and a constant size alphabet can be
solved in T (n) time, then k-Clique on n node graphs can be solved in O T nk/3+O(1)
any k

time, for

3. Moreover, the reduction is combinatorial.

Besides a tight lower bound for combinatorial algorithms, our result also shows that a faster than
O(n! ) algorithm for RNA Folding is unlikely. Such an upper bound is not known for the problem,
leaving a small gap in the complexity of the problem after this work. However, we observe that the
known reductions from RNA Folding to (min, +)-matrix multiplication produce matrices with very
special “bounded monotone” structure: the entries are bounded by n and every row and column
are monotonically increasing. This exact structure has allowed Chan and Lewenstein to solve the
“bounded monotone” (min, +)-convolution problem in truly subquadratic time [97]. Their algorithm
uses interesting tools from additive combinatorics and it seems very plausible that the approach will
lead to a truly subcubic (non-combinatorial) algorithm for “bounded monotone” (min, +) product
and therefore for RNA Folding.
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Two new papers complement the results of this section in interesting ways.

First, Chang [101] shows that our reduction to RNA folding can be implemented with an alphabet of
size 4, as opposed to 36. The high-level structure of his reduction to RNA folding is the same as ours,
except that the atomic gadgets are implemented with a smaller alphabet, using the constructions
of Bringmann and Künnemann [87]. Second, Bringmann et al. [85] show that indeed one can use
FMM to solve RNA Folding in truly subcubic time. The authors achieve a runtime of O(n2.82 ).

3.5.1

From Clique to RNA Folding

We start with the formal definition of RNA Folding, and some preliminary discussion before getting
into the reduction.
Let ⌃ be an alphabet of letters of constant size. For any letter
“matching” letter which will be denoted by

0

. Let ⌃0 = {

0

|

2 ⌃ there will be exactly one

2 ⌃} be the set of matching letters

to the letters in ⌃. Throughout this section we will say that a pair of letters {x, y} match i↵ y = x0
or x = y 0 .

Two pairs of indices (i1 , j1 ), (i2 , j2 ) such that i1 < j1 and i2 < j2 are said to “cross” i↵ at
least one of the following three conditions hold: (i) i1 = i2 or i1 = j2 , or j1 = i2 , or j1 = j2 ; (ii)
i1 < i2 < j1 < j2 ; (iii) i2 < i1 < j2 < j1 . Note that by our definition, non-crossing pairs cannot
share any indices.
Definition 3.5.1 (RNA Folding) Given a sequence S of n letters from ⌃ [ ⌃0 , what is the maxi-

mum number of pairs A = {(i, j) | i < j and i, j 2 [n]} such that for every pair (i, j) 2 A the letters
S[i] and S[j] match and there are no crossing pairs in A. We will denote this maximum value by
RN A(S).
It is interesting to note that RNA can be seen as a language distance problem with respect to
some easy to parse grammar. Because of the specific structure of this grammar, our reduction from
the previous section does not apply. However, the ideas we introduced allow us to replace our clique
detecting grammar with an easier grammar if we ask the parser to return more information, like
the distance to a string in the grammar. At a high level, this is how we get the reduction to RNA
folding presented in this section.
To significantly simplify our proofs, we will reduce k-Clique to a more general weighted version of
RNA folding. Below we show that this version can be reduced to the standard RNA folding problem
with a certain overhead.
Definition 3.5.2 (Weighted RNA Folding) Given a sequence S of n letters from ⌃ [ ⌃0 and
a weight function w : ⌃ ! [M ], what is the maximum weight of a set of pairs A = {(i, j) | i <

j and i, j 2 [n]} such that for every pair (i, j) 2 A the letters S[i] and S[j] match and there are no
P
crossing pairs in A. The weight of A is defined as (i,j)2A w(S[i]). We will denote this maximum
value by W RN A(S).
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Lemma 3.5.1 An instance S of Weighted RNA Folding on a sequence of length n, alphabet ⌃ [ ⌃0 ,

and weight function w : ⌃ ! [M ] can be reduced to an instance Ŝ of RNA Folding on a sequence of
length O(M n) over the same alphabet.
Proof.

w(S1 )

Let S = S1 · · · Sn , we set Ŝ := S1

w(Sn )

· · · Sn

, that is, each symbol Si is repeated

w(Si ) times. First, we can check that W RN A(S)  RN A(Ŝ). This holds because we can replace
each matching pair {a, a0 } in the folding achieving weighted RNA score of W RN A(S) with w(a)
such pairs in the (unweighted) RNA folding instance Ŝ giving the same contribution to RN A(Ŝ).

Now we will show that RN A(Ŝ)  W RN A(S). Suppose thet there are symbols a and a0 in Ŝ

that are paired. The symbol a comes from a sequence s1 of a symbols of length w(a). The sequence
s1 was produced from a single symbol a when transforming S into Ŝ. Similarly, the symbol a0 comes
from a sequence s2 of a0 symbols of length w(a). Also, assume that there exists a symbol in s1 that
is paired to a symbol that is outside of s2 or there exists a symbol in s2 that is paired to a symbol
outside of s1 . While we can find such symbols a and a0 , we repeat the following procedure. Choose
a and a0 that satisfy the above properties. And choose them so that the number of other symbols
between a and a0 is as small as possibly. Break ties arbitrarily. We match all symbols in s1 to their
counterparts in s2 . Also, we rematch all symbols that were previously matched to s1 or s2 among
themselves. We can check that we can rematch these symbols so that the number of matched pairs
do not decrease.
Therefore, we can assume that in some optimal folding of Ŝ, for any pair a 2 ⌃, a0 2 ⌃0 that is

matched the corresponding substrings s1 and s2 are completely paired up. Thus, to get a folding of

S that achieves W RN A(S) at least RN A(Ŝ) we can now simply fold the corresponding symbols to
s1 and s2 , for any such pair a, a0 .

⇤

The Reduction
Given a graph G = (V, E) on n nodes and O(n2 ) unweighted undirected edges, we will describe how
to efficiently construct a sequence SG over an alphabet ⌃ of constant size, such that the RNA score
of SG will depend on whether G contains a 3k-clique. The length of SG will be O(k d nk+c ) for some
small fixed constants c, d > 0 independent of n and k, and the time to construct it from G will be
linear in its length. This will prove that a fast (e.g. subcubic) RNA folder can be used as a fast
3k-clique detector (one that runs much faster than in O(n3k ) time).
Our main strategy will be to enumerate all k-cliques in the graph and then search for a triple of
k-cliques that have all the edges between them. We will be able to find such a triple i↵ the graph
contains a 3k-clique. An RNA folder will be utilized to speed up the search for such a “good” triple.
Our reduction will encode every k-clique of G using a “short” sequence of length O(nc ) such that the
RNA folding score of a sequence composed of the encodings of a triple of sequences will be large i↵
the triple is “good”. Then, we will show how to combine the short encodings into our long sequence
SG such that the existence of a “good” triple a↵ects the overall score of an optimal folding.
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The RNA Sequence Our sequence SG will be composed of many smaller gadgets which will be
combined in certain ways by other padding gadgets. We construct these gadgets now and explain
their useful properties. The proofs of these properties are postponed until after we present the whole
construction of SG .
For a sequence s 2 ⌃⇤ let p(s) 2 (⌃0 )⇤ be the sequence obtained from s by replacing every letter

2 ⌃ with the matching letter

0

2 ⌃0 . That is, if s = s1 · · · sn then p(s) = s01 · · · s0n .

We associate each node in V (G) with an integer in [n] and let v̄ denote the encoding of v in binary

and we will assume that it has length exactly 2 log n for all nodes in V (G). When our graph G is
clear from context, we will denote the set of all k-cliques of G by Ck . We will denote concatenation
of sequences with x y, and the reverse of a sequence x by xR .

Our alphabet ⌃ will contain the letters 0, 1 and some additional symbols which we will add as
needed in our gadgets. We will set the weights so that w(0) = w(1) = 1, and the extra symbols
we add will be more “expensive”. For example, we will add the $ symbol to the alphabet and set
w($) = 10 · log n. We define node gadgets as,
N G(v) = $2n v̄ $2n
and list or neighborhood gadgets as,
LG(v) =

u2N (v) ($

ū $)

u2N
/ (v) ($

$).

These gadget are constructed so that for any two nodes u, v 2 V (G), the RNA folding score of
R

the sequence N G(v) p (LG(u)) is large (equal to some fixed value E1 ) if v is in the neighborhood
of u, that is (u, v) 2 E(G), and smaller otherwise (at most E1

1). This is because the more

expensive $ symbols force an optimal folding to match v̄ with exactly one p(w̄)R , since otherwise a
$0 will remain unmatched while many $ are free. The construction also allows the folding to pick
any w 2 N (u) to fold together with v̄, without a↵ecting the score from the $ symbols. Then, we use
the fact that v̄ p(w̄)R achieves maximal score i↵ v = w. This is formally proved in Claim 24.

Let `1 = 10k 2 · n log n and note that `1 is an upper bound on the total weight of all the symbols

in the gadgets N G(v) and LG(v), for any node v 2 V (G). Let Ck be the set of k-cliques in G and
consider some t = {v1 , . . . , vk } 2 Ck . We will now combine the node and list gadgets into larger
gadgets that will be encoding k-cliques.

We will add the # symbol to the alphabet and set w(#) = `1 , i.e. a single # letter is more
expensive than entire k 2 node or list gadget. We will encode a clique in two ways. The first one is,
CN G(t) =

v2t (#N G(v)#)

k
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and the second one is,
CLG(t) = (

v2t (#LG(v)#))

k

.

These clique gadgets are very useful because of the following property. For any two k-cliques t1 , t2 2
Ck , the RNA folding score of the sequence CN G(t1 )

p (CLG(t2 ))

R

is large (equal to some fixed

value E2 ) if t1 and t2 , together, form a 2k-clique, and is smaller otherwise (at most E2

1). That is,

the RNA folding score of the sequence tells us whether any pair of nodes u 2 t1 , v 2 t2 are connected

(u, v) 2 E(G). There are two ideas in the construction of these gadgets. First, we copy the gadgets

corresponding to the k nodes of the cliques k times, resulting in k 2 gadgets, and we order them in a
way so that for any pair of nodes u 2 t1 , v 2 t2 there will be a position i such that the gadget of u in

CN G(t1 ) and the gadget of v in p(CLG(t2 ))R are both at position i. Then, we use the expensive #
separators to make sure that in an optimal RNA folding of CN G(t1 ) and p(CLG(t2 ))R , the gadgets
at positions i are folded together, and not to other gadgets - otherwise some # symbol will not be
paired. This is formally proved in Claim 25.
Let `2 = 10 · k 2 · `1 = O(n log n) and note that it is an upper bound on the total weight of

all the symbols in the CN G(t) and CLG(t) gadgets. Finally, we introduce a new letter to the
alphabet g and set its weight to w(g) = `2 , which is much more expensive than the entire gadgets
we constructed before, and then define our final clique gadgets. Moreover, we will now duplicate our
alphabet three times to force only “meaningful” foldings between our gadgets. It will be convenient
to think of ↵, ,
from

as three types such that we will be looking for three k-clique, one from type ↵ one

and one from . For any pair of types xy 2 {↵ , ↵ ,

⌃xy = {

xy

|

} we will construct a new alphabet

2 ⌃} in which we mark each letter with the pair of types it should be participating

in. For a sequence s 2 (⌃ [ ⌃)⇤ we use the notation [s]xy to represent the sequence in (⌃xy [ ⌃0xy )⇤
in which we replace every letter

with the letter

xy .

We will need three types of these clique gadgets in order to force the desired interaction between
them.
CG↵ (t) = [g CN G(t) g]↵

[g0 p(CLG(t))R g0 ]↵

CG (t) = [g CN G(t) g]↵

[g0 p(CLG(t))R g0 ]

CG (t) = [g CN G(t) g ]

[g0 p(CLG(t))R g0 ]↵

These clique gadgets achieve exactly what we want: for any three k-cliques t↵ , t , t 2 Ck the

RNA folding score of the sequence CG↵ (t↵ ) CG (t ) CG (t ) is large (equal to some value E3 ) if
t↵ [ t [ t is a 3k-clique and smaller otherwise (at most E3

1). In other words, an RNA folder can

use these gadgets to determine if three separate k-cliques can form a 3k-clique. This is achieved by
noticing that the highest priority for an optimal folding would be to match the gxy letters with their
counterparts g0xy , which leaves us with three of sequences to fold: S↵ = [CN G(t↵ ) p(CLG(t ))R ]↵
and S↵ = [p(CLG(t↵ ))R CN G(t )]↵ and S

= [p(CLG(t ))R CN G(t )]

. The maximal score
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(E2 ) in each one of these three sequences can be achieved i↵ every pair of our k-cliques form a 2kclique which happens i↵ they form a 3k-clique. This is formally proved in Claim 26.
The only remaining challenge is to combine all the sequences corresponding to all the O(nk )
k-cliques in the graph into one sequence in a way that the existence of a “good” triple, one that
makes a 3k-clique, a↵ects the RNA folding score of the entire sequence. Note that if we naively
concatenate all the clique gadgets into one sequence, the optimal sequence will choose to fold clique
gadgets in pairs instead of triples since folding a triple makes other gadgets unable to fold without
crossings. Instead, we will use the structure of the RNA folding problem again to implement a
“selection” gadget that forces exactly three clique gadgets to fold together in any optimal folding.
Towards this end, we introduce some extremely expensive symbols ↵, , . Let `3 = 10`2 be an
upper bound on the total weight the CGx (t) gadgets, and set w(↵) = w( ) = w( ) = `3 . Our
“clique detecting” RNA sequence is defined as follows.

SG =

↵2n

k

2nk
2nk

t2Ck

(↵0 CG↵ (t) ↵0 ) ↵2n

t2Ck

(

0

CG (t)

0

t2Ck

(

0

CG (t)

0

k

)

2nk

)

2nk

The added padding makes sure that all but one CG↵ gadget are impossible to fold without giving
up an extremely valuable ↵, ↵0 pair, and similarly all but one CG and one CG cannot be folded.
To see this, assume all the ↵0 are paired (left or right) and note that if both ↵0 symbols surrounding
a clique gadget CG↵ (t) are paired to one side (say, left) then the only non crossing pairs that the
gadget could participate in are either with ↵ symbols (but those cannot be matches) or within itself.
Our marking of symbols with pairs of types xy make it so that a clique gadget cannot have any
matches with itself. Therefore, if all ↵0 symbols are matched, then all but one CG↵ (t) gadgets do
not participate in any foldings. The argument for ,

is symmetric. We are left with a folding of

a sequence of three clique gadgets CG↵ (t↵ ), CG (t ), CG (t ) which can achieve maximal score i↵
t↵ [ t [ t is a 3k-clique.

This proves our main claim that the (weighted) RNA folding score of our clique detecting sequence

SG is large (equal to some fixed value EC ) if the graph contains a 3k-clique and smaller (at most
EC

1) otherwise. See Claim 27 for the formal proof.
Our final alphabet ⌃ has size 18 (together with ⌃0 this makes 36 symbols).
⌃ = {↵, , } [

[

xy2{↵ ,↵ ,

}

{0, 1, $, #, g}xy

Observe that SG can be constructed from G in O(nk+1 ) time, by enumerating all subsets of k
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nodes and that it has length O(nk+1 ). The construction of SG should be seen as a heavy preprocessing and encoding of the graph, after which we only have to work with k-cliques. The largest
weight we use in our construction is `3 = O(k O(1) n log n) and therefore using Lemma 3.5.1 we can
reduce the computation of the weighted RNA of SG to an instance of (unweighted) RNA folding on
a sequence of length O(|SG |k O(1) n log n) = Õ(k O(1) nk+2 ) which proves Theorem 3.5.1.
Formal Proofs

We will start with the proof that the list and node gadgets have the desired

functionality. Let E1 = (10n + 1) · log n.
Claim 24 For any xy 2 {↵ , ↵ ,

} and two nodes u, v 2 V (G) we have that the weighted RNA

folding score W RN A([N G(u) p(LG(v))R ]xy ) is E1 if u 2 N (v) and at most E1
Proof.

1 otherwise.

Since all letters in the sequence we are concerned with have the same mark xy, we will

omit the subscripts. If u 2 N (v) then p(ū)R appears in LG(v) and we can completely match it with
the sequence ū in N G(u), giving a score of 2 log n, then we match all the n $0 symbols in LG(v)

to some $ symbols in N G(u) and gain an extra score of n · 10 log n. Therefore, in this case, the
weighted RNA score is E1 = log n + 10n log n.

Now we assume that u 2
/ N (v) and show that in the optimal folding the score is at most E1

First, note that the sequence p(LG(v))

R

1.

0

has fewer $ symbols (it has 2n such symbols) than the

sequence N G(u) (which has 4n such symbols). By not pairing a symbol $0 in p(LG(v))R , we lose a
score of w($) which is much more than the entire weight of the non-$ symbols in N G(u). Therefore,
any matching which leaves some $0 unmatched is clearly sub-optimal, and we can assume that all
the $0 symbols are matched. Given this, the substring ū can only be folding to at most one of
the substrings p(v¯i )R in LG(v) for some vi 2 N (v). This folding can only achieve score 2 log n
because u 2
/ N (v). Thus, the total score of the optimal matching is no more than E1

1.

1
⇤

Next, we prove that the “clique node gadgets” and “clique list gadgets” check that two k-cliques

form one bigger 2k-clique. Let E2 = 2k 2 · `1 + k 2 · E1 .
Claim 25 For any xy 2 {↵ , ↵ ,

} and two k-cliques t1 , t2 2 Ck we have that the weighted RNA

folding score W RN A([CN G(t1 ) p(CLG(t2 ))R ]xy ) is E2 if t1 [ t2 is a 2k-clique and at most E2

1

otherwise.
Proof.

We will omit the irrelevant xy subscripts. First, note that the sequences CN G(t1 ) and

p(CLG(t2 ))R have the same number of # and #0 symbols, respectively. By not pairing a single
one of them with its counterpart, we lose a contribution of w(#) to the WRNA score, which is
much more than we could gain by pairing all the symbols in all the node and list gadgets (that is,
the rest of the sequence). Therefore, we assume that all the # and #0 symbols are paired. Let
t1 = {u1 , . . . , uk } and t2 = {v1 , . . . , vk }. We can now say that
W RN A(CN G(t1 ) p(CLG(t2 ))R ) = (2k 2 )w(#) +

X X

i2[k] j2[k]

W RN A(N G(ui ) p(LG(vj ))R ).
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and by Claim 24 we know that W RN A(N G(ui ) p(LG(vj ))R ) = E1 if ui and vj are connected and
less otherwise. Therefore, we can only get the maximal E2 = 2k 2 · `1 + k 2 · E1 i↵ every pair of nodes,

one from t1 and one from t2 are connected. Since u 2
/ N (u) for all u 2 V (G) and since t1 , t2 are
⇤

k-cliques, we conclude that t1 [ t2 is a 2k-clique.

We are now ready to prove the main property of our clique gadgets: a sequence of three clique

gadgets (one from each type) achieves maximal score i↵ they form a 3k-clique together. Let E3 =
6`2 + 3E2 .
Claim 26 For any xy 2 {↵ , ↵ ,

} and three k-cliques t↵ , t , t 2 Ck we have that the weighted

RNA folding score W RN A(CG↵ (t↵ ) CG (t ) CG (t )) is E3 if t1 [ t2 [ t3 is a 3k-clique and at
most E3

1 otherwise.

Proof.

If for some xy 2 {↵ , ↵ ,

} there is a symbol gxy which is not paired up with its

counterpart, we lose a contribution to the W RN A score that is more than we could get by pairing
up all symbols that are not gxy . Therefore, we have the equality
W RN A(CG↵ (t↵ ) CG (t ) CG (t )) = 3 · 2`2

+ W RN A([CN G(t↵ ) p(CLG(t ))R ]↵ )
+ W RN A([CN G(t ) p(CLG(t ))R ]

)

+ W RN A([p(CLG(t↵ ))R CN G(t )]↵ )).
By Claim 25, the last three summands are equal to E2 if all our three k-cliques are pairwise 2kcliques and otherwise at least one of the summands is less than E2 . The claim follows by noticing
that t↵ [ t [ t is a 3k-clique i↵ the three k-cliques are pairwise 2k-cliques.

⇤

We are now ready to prove our main claim about SG . This proof shows that our “selection”

gadgets achieve the desired property of having exactly one clique from each type fold in an optimal
matching. Let N = O(nk ) be the size of Ck which is the number of k-cliques in our graph and
therefore the number of clique gadgets we will have from each type. We will set EC = 6N + E3 .
Claim 27 The weighted RNA score of SG is EC if G contains a 3k-clique and at most EC

1

otherwise.
Proof.

Let x 2 {↵, , } and define tx

0 denote the number of x0 symbols in SG that are not

paired. Because any clique gadget CGx can only have matches with letters from clique gadgets CGy
for some y 2 {↵, , } such that y 6= x, we can say that at most tx /2 + 1 clique gadget sequences
CGx can have letters that participate in the folding.

Recall that by definition of our weights, the total weight of any clique gadget is much less than
`3 /10 where `3 is the weight of a letter ↵, ,

and recall the definition of N = |Ck |. We will use the
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inequalities:
W RN A(SG )  ((t↵ /2 + 1) + (t /2 + 1) + (t /2 + 1)) · `3 /10 + ((2N

ta ) + (2N

tb ) + (2N

tc ))`3 ,

and:
W RN A(SG )
Since `3

((2N

ta ) + (2N

tb ) + (2N

tc ))`3 .

`3 /10, we must have that t↵ = t = t = 0 in any optimal folding of SG . Now we get

that:
W RN A(SG ) = 6N `3 + W RN A(CG↵ (t↵ ) CG (t ) CG (t ))
for some k-cliques t↵ , t , t 2 Ck . By Claim 26, the last summand can be equal to E3 i↵ the graph
has a 3k-clique, and must be at most E3

1 otherwise. This, and the fact that EC = 6N `3 + E3

⇤

completes the proof.
We are now ready to show that the construction of SG from graph G proves Theorem 3.5.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.5.1.

Given a graph G on n nodes we construct the sequence SG as

described above. The sequence can be constructed in k O(1) · nk+1 time, by enumerating all subsets

of k nodes and that it has length k O(1) · nk+1 . The largest weight we use in our construction is

`3 = k O(1) · n · log n and therefore using Lemma 3.5.1 we can reduce the computation of the weighted
RNA of SG to an instance of (unweighted) RNA folding on a sequence of length |SG |·k O(1) ·n·log n =

Õ(k O(1) · nk+2 ). Thus, an RNA folder as in the statement returns the weighted RNA folding score
of SG in T (nk/3+2 ) time (treating k as a constant) and by Claim 27 this score determines whether
G contains a 3k-clique. All the steps in our reduction are combinatorial.

Chapter 4

Problems on Graphs
Graphs are ubiquitous in computer science and computational problems related to them arise in
many fields. In this chapter we prove several hardness results for basic problems on graphs.
We start in Section 4.1 with a SETH-based lower bound for the problem of determining whether
one tree is contained in another. In Section 4.2 we show APSP-based lower bounds (in fact, equivalences) for problems related to identifying the most “important” nodes in a graph. In Section 4.3
we study the complexity of computing the diameter and radius of a graph, in many variants and
settings, and we show lower bounds under SETH and the new Hitting Set Conjecture. Finally, in
Section 4.4 we present lower bounds under the very safe conjecture that at least one of SETH, APSP,
and 3SUM conjectures is true.
Interestingly, in [6] we use ideas from this chapter (mainly Section 4.2) to prove new unconditional
lower bounds in the CONGEST model of distributed computing.

4.1

Subtree Isomorphism

Trees are among the most frequently used and commonly studied objects in computer science. One
of the most basic and fundamental computational problems on trees is whether one tree is contained
in another, that is, can an isomorphic copy of H be obtained by deleting nodes and edges of G. This
problem is known under three names: Subtree Isomorphism, Tree Pattern Matching and Subgraph
Isomorphism on Trees. There are a few variants of the problem, mainly determined by (1) whether
the trees are rooted or unrooted, (2) whether their degrees are bounded, and (3) whether the trees are
ordered, i.e. whether the order of the children of each node must be preserved by the isomorphism.
In this section we focus on the case of rooted, unordered trees with degrees bounded by a constant
d.
Because of its fundamental importance, the time complexity of Subtree Isomorphism has been
studied since the 1960s, e.g. by Matula [299] and Edmonds (see [300]). The problem is an interesting
92
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special case of the Subgraph Isomorphism problem, studied extensively in theoretical computer
science. Subgraph Isomorphism is well known to be NP-hard since it generalizes hard problems such
as Clique [258]. Moreover, Cygan et al. [136] showed that subgraph isomorphism requires 2!(n) time
under the exponential time hypothesis (ETH). Special cases of subgraph isomorphism, especially
ones that are in P, have received extensive attention. A recent 85-page paper by Marx and Pilipczuk
[295] covers the case in which H is of fixed constant size. Besides fixing the size of H, there are other
non-trivial ways to make the problem polynomial time solvable; Subtree Isomorphism is the earliest
and arguably the most natural one. Polynomial time algorithms were also obtained for biconnected
outerplanar graphs [285], two-connected series-parallel graphs [289], and more [298, 149], while it
is known that further generalizations quickly become NP-hard, e.g., when H is a forest and G is a
binary tree [192].
The problem is also of practical relevance, since it can model important applications in a wide
variety of areas. Subtree Isomorphism is at the core of many more expressive problems, such as
Largest Common Subtree [262, 23, 24], which generally ask: how “similar” are two trees? Application
areas include computational biology [398], structured text databases [263], and compiler optimization
[364]. Several definitions of tree-similarity have been proposed, and the search for fast algorithms
for computing them, both in theory and in practice, has been ongoing for a few decades - see
[68, 188, 209, 369] for surveys and textbooks. We focus on Subtree Isomorphism, and in the paper
[3] we discuss how the techniques introduced in this section can be adapted to prove new results for
the Largest Common Subtree problem as well.
Previous results.

According to Matula [300], the first algorithms for Subtree Isomorphism were

proposed in 1968 independently by Edmonds and Matula himself [299]. 10 years later, Reyner
[328] and Matula [300] showed that these algorithms run in polynomial time and the runtime is
O(n2.5 ). The algorithm executes many calls to a subroutine that solves maximum matching in
bipartite graphs. These results were for rooted trees, and later Chung [114] showed that the same
bounds can be achieved for unrooted trees. In 1983, Lingas [284] shaved a log factor, and the most
recent development was in 1999 by Shamir and Tsur [353] who used the more recent randomized
algorithms for bipartite matching [109] to reduce the runtime to O(n! ) where ! < 2.373 is the
matrix multiplication exponent [388, 187].
Interestingly, in the most basic case of rooted and constant degree trees, even the early algorithms
run in O(n2 ) time, and the fastest known runtime is O(n2 / log n) [284, 353]. For comparison, when
the trees are ordered, a long line of STOC/FOCS papers [272, 158, 122, 242, 241, 123] brought down
the complexity of the problem from quadratic [231] to O(n log n) time [124]. It is natural to wonder
whether the same improvements can be achieved in the case of unordered trees.
Results.

Our main result in this section is a conditional lower bound for Subtree Isomorphism.

We show that a truly subquadratic algorithm is unlikely, even on very restricted cases such as those
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of binary, rooted trees or rooted trees of depth O(log log n). A matching upper bound, up to no(1)
factors, has been known since the 1960s.
Our lower bounds are conditioned on SETH and the OV Conjecture. Our result for Subtree
Isomorphism is the first “SETH-hard” problem on trees, which is an exciting addition to the diverse
list which already includes problems on vectors [379], (general) graphs [313, 330, 13, 8], sequences
[15, 46, 5, 87], and curves [82]. Our ideas and constructions of “tree gadgets” are useful for proving
conditional lower bounds for other problems on trees. In the paper [3], we demonstrate this with a
lower bound for the Largest Common Subtree problem.
Theorem 4.1.1 For all d

2, Subtree Isomorphism on two rooted, unordered trees of size O(n),

degree d, and height h  2 logd n + O(log log n) cannot be solved in truly subquadratic O(n2

"

) time

under SETH.

More generally, if the size of the smaller tree is n and the bigger tree is m, then our lower bound
says that O((nm)1

"

) time refutes SETH. We remark that since SETH is believed to hold even

for randomized algorithms, our lower bound is also a barrier for truly subquadratic randomized
algorithms.
To complement our lower bound, we proceed to tackle natural restrictions of the problem algorithmically. The most natural way to restrict tree inputs is to bound the degree or height. Our
lower bound leaves little room for improvement: Even on binary trees of height (2 + o(1)) log n any
algorithm must take quadratic time under SETH (note that the minimum height of a binary tree is
log n).
An intriguing case is when the trees are binary and almost complete, i.e., d = 2 and h =
(1 + o(1)) log n. We are unable to show a super-linear lower bound in this case, nor are we able to
obtain a deterministic algorithm that runs in truly subquadratic time. Nevertheless, we present a
randomized, Las Vegas, algorithm that solves this case in truly subquadratic O(n1.507 ) time. Our
algorithm solves more general cases:
Theorem 4.1.2 There is a randomized algorithm for rooted Subtree Isomorphism with expected running time O(min{2.8431h , n2 }) for trees H and G of size O(n) and height at most h. In particular,

the algorithm runs in time O(n1.507 ) for trees of depth (1 + o(1)) · log2 n and is truly subquadratic
for trees of depth h  1.3267 · log2 n.

Our algorithm is simple, natural, and easy to implement. Perhaps more interesting than the
upper bound itself is that the technique we use to obtain it uses a technique from randomized
decision tree complexity. It is omitted from this thesis and can be found in the paper [3].
Other related work.

In the late 1980s, Subtree Isomorphism was considered from the viewpoint

of efficient parallel algorithms. Lingas and Karpinski [286] placed the problem in randomized N C 1 .
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Gibbons, Miller, Karp, and Soroker [198] independently obtained the same result and also showed an
N C 1 reduction from bipartite matching to Subtree Isomorphism. Their reduction takes a matching
instance on n nodes and produces trees on ⌦(n3 ) nodes, and therefore does not imply a lower bound
on the time complexity of Subtree Isomorphism even assuming that current matching algorithms are
optimal. Note that any many-to-one reduction from matching (where the input is of size ⌦(n2 )) will
generate trees of size ⌦(n2 ). To get our quadratic lower bound we reduce from a di↵erent problem,
namely Orthogonal Vectors.
Many related cases of the problem can be solved in near-linear time. For example, when both
trees have exactly the same size, we get the Tree Isomorphism problem which was solved in O(n)
time by Hopcroft and Tarjan [235], and later other linear time algorithms were suggested (see [152]
and the references therein). Another example is the case of ordered trees, meaning that there is
an order among the children of a node that cannot be modified in the isomorphism. Also, when a
“subtree” is defined to be a node and all its descendants, “subtree” isomorphism can be solved in
linear time [375].

4.1.1

SETH-Based Hardness for Subtree Isomorphism

Recall from Chapter 2 that to refute SETH, it is enough to solve the OV problem in truly subquadratic time. The inputs to OV are two lists of N vectors in {0, 1}D where D = !(log N ) and the

output is “yes” if and only if there is a pair of vectors ↵, , one from each list, that are orthogonal,
i.e. for all i 2 [D] either ↵[i] or [i] is equal to 0. In this section we reduce OV to di↵erent variants
of the Subtree Isomorphism problem to prove our SETH-based lower bounds.
A warm-up reduction.

We start with a “warm-up” reduction that presents the high-level idea of

our proofs. In Theorem 4.1.3 below we reduce OV to Subtree isomorphism on trees with n = O(N D)
vertices, unbounded degree, and height h = O(D). We later show how to change the construction
to get trees with small constant degree and small height.
Theorem 4.1.3 Orthogonal Vectors on two lists of N vectors in {0, 1}D can be reduced to Subtree
Isomorphism on two trees of size O(N D) and height O(D).
Proof.
by B = {

Let us denote the vectors of the first list by A = {↵1 , . . . , ↵N } and of the second list

1, . . . ,

N}

and recall that our goal is to find a pair of vectors ↵ 2 A,

every coordinate i 2 [D] either ↵[i] = 0 or [i] = 0.

2 B such that for

The first ingredient in the reduction is to construct vector gadgets.
For every vector in the first list ↵ 2 A we create a vector gadget: a tree H↵ of size O(D) as

follows. First, add a path u1 ! u2 ! · · · ! uD+2 and let u1 be the root of H↵ . Then, for each

coordinate i 2 [D] we consider ↵[i] and if it is a 1 we add a node ui,1 to the tree H↵ as the child of
the node ui , i.e. we add the edge ui ! ui,1 . Otherwise, if ↵[i] = 0, the only child of ui will be ui+1 .
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H↵

↵

G

u1

1

v1

u2

0

v2

1

u3

0

v3

0

···

···

···

···

uD

1

vD

1

u1,1

0
v1,0

v3,0

uD,1
uD+1

vD+1

uD+2

vD+2

Figure 4.1: A simple representation of vectors ↵,

2 {0, 1}D as trees.

We now define the vector gadgets for the vectors in the second list. For every

2 B we

create a vector gadget: a tree G of size O(D) as follows. The first step is similar, we add a path
v1 ! v2 ! · · · ! vD+2 and let v1 be the root. The di↵erence is in the second step. For each
coordinate i 2 [D], we consider [i] and if it is a 0 we add a node vi,0 to G as the child of the node
vi , i.e. we add the edge vi ! vi,0 . The trees H↵ and G are shown in Figure 4.1.

The following simple claim is the key to our reduction and explains our gadget constructions.

Claim 28 H↵ is isomorphic to a subtree of G if and only if ↵,
Proof. For the first direction, assume that ↵,
we know that either ↵[i] = 0 or

are orthogonal.

are orthogonal and therefore for every i 2 [D]

[i] = 0. We will define a mapping f from H↵ to a subgraph of

G such that if {u, v} is an edge in H↵ then {f (u), f (v)} is an edge in G . First, we map the roots

and paths to each other, by setting f (ui ) = vi for all i 2 {0, . . . , D + 2}. Then, we consider every
i 2 [D] for which ↵[i] = 1 and map ui,1 to the node vi,0 in G . We are guaranteed that vi,0 exists
because if ↵[i] = 1 then [i] must be 0, by the orthogonality of the vectors. It is easy to check that
two neighbours in H↵ are mapped to two neighbours in G .
For the other direction, assume H↵ is isomorphic to a subgraph of G , and let f be the mapping.
First, note that u1 must be mapped to v1 since these are the roots of the two trees. Then we observe
that uD+2 must be mapped to vD+2 and the path u1 ! · · · ! uD+2 must be mapped to the path

v1 ! · · · ! vD+2 since these are the only paths of length at least (D + 2) in the trees. Now, let
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H

G

h

g

···
H↵ 1

G

H↵ N

H↵ 2
N

···

···
G

1

G

N

|

1

G
N

{z

1

}

Figure 4.2: Reduction from OV to subtree isomorphism on high-degree trees.
i 2 [D] be such that ↵[i] = 1 and note that ui must have 2 children in this case, which implies that

f (ui ) = vi must also have at least 2 children in G , which implies that the node vi,0 must exist, and
[i] = 0. Thus, whenever ↵[i] = 1 it must be the case that [i] = 0, and the vectors are orthogonal.
⇤
The final step is to combine the vector gadgets into two trees H, G in a way such that H is
isomorphic to a subtree of G if and only if there is a pair of orthogonal vectors within our two lists.
To this end, we define a special vector = ~0 to be the all-zero vector in D dimensions. By
Claim 28, for any vector

2 {0, 1}D , we have that H is isomorphic to a subtree of G .

We are now ready to define the trees H and G of size O(N D).
G will be composed of a root node g of degree (2N
in addition to (N
G
G

j

(1)

1) that has G

j

as a child for every

,...,G

2 B,

1) distinct G gadgets. That is, first, for each j 2 [N ] add the vector gadget

to G and add the edge g ! v1 where v1 is the root of G j . And then, we add (N
(n 1)

j

to G and for each j 2 [N

1) trees

1] we add the edge g ! v1 where v1 is the root of G

H will be constructed in a similar way, except we do not add the

(j)

.

vector gadgets. Create a

root node h of degree N that has H↵j as a child for every ↵j 2 A. As in the definition of G, we
add edges h ! u1 where u1 is the root of H↵j , for every j 2 [N ]. The trees H and G are shown in
Figure 4.2. Each triangle represents a subtree.

Before proving the correctness of the reduction, note that the size of each tree is indeed O(N D)
since each gadget has size O(D) and we are combining O(N ) gadgets into our trees H, G. To
conclude the proof, we claim that H is isomorphic to a subgraph of G if and only if there is a pair
of orthogonal vectors.
Claim 29 In the above reduction, H is isomorphic to a subtree of G if and only if there is a pair
↵ 2 A,

2 B of orthogonal vectors.

Proof.

For the first direction, assume that there is a pair of orthogonal vectors ↵ 2 A,

2B

and we will show that H is isomorphic to a subtree of G. Consider the mapping which maps H↵
to G as in Claim 28, and then for each of the (N

1) H↵0 subtrees, for ↵0 6= ↵, we map it to a
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di↵erent G subtree of G. Finally, the root h is mapped to g. It is easy to check that neighbours in
H are mapped to neighbours in G.
For the other direction, assume that H is isomorphic to a subgraph of G and let f be the
corresponding mapping. We know that f (h) = g and for each vector gadget H↵j in H, its image
using our mapping f must be entirely contained in exactly one vector gadget Gx in G, where
x 2 B [ { }. Moreover, two gadgets H↵ , H↵0 cannot be mapped to the same gadget Gx . There
are N H↵ gadgets but only (N

1) G gadgets, thus, by the pigeonhole principle, there must be

at least one ↵ 2 A for which H↵ is mapped to a gadget Gx for x 6= , i.e., x =

for some

2 B.

We conclude that there is a mapping from H↵ to G in which every two neighbours are mapped to
neighbours, that is, that H↵ is isomorphic to a subgraph of G , which, by Claim 28, implies that
↵ 2 A,

⇤

2 B are orthogonal.

Shorter Vector Gadgets.

⇤

Next, we show how our reductions can be implemented with trees of

smaller depth, by introducing a new construction of vector gadgets. We will use these gadgets in
our final reductions that prove Theorems 4.1.1 and ??.
Lemma 4.1.1 Given two vectors ↵,

2 {0, 1}D we can construct two binary rooted trees H↵ , G

of depth 3 log2 (D) + O(1) in linear time, such that H↵ is isomorphic to a subtree of G if and only
if ↵,

are orthogonal.

Proof.

Our constructions will involve careful combinations of “index gadgets”, which are defined

as follows. For a sequence of l binary values b1 , b2 , . . . , bl , we define a tree “index gadget” Qb1 ,b2 ,...,bl
(think of l as being dlog2 (D + 1)e and think of b1 , b2 , . . . , bl as bits representing an index in [D]) to
be composed of a path z1 ! z2 ! ... ! zl of length l, in which z1 is the root, and for all i 2 [l] we

attach a child zi,1 to zi if and only if bi = 1. That is, our index gadget Qb1 ,b2 ,...,bl is representing
the index in the natural way: the edge zi ! zi,1 will exist if and only if bi = 1.

Our first “vector gadget” H↵ is constructed as follows. First, we build a complete binary tree

with D leaves u1 , u2 , . . . , uD where the subtree at each leaf ui will encode the entry ↵[i] using our
“index gadgets”. We assume that every index i 2 [D] can be represented by l = dlog2 (D + 1)e bits

and we let ī denote this representation and let īS denote the binary sequence obtained by flipping
each bit of ī. For each node ui we will attach three gadgets, one after the other: first we will attach
the Qī index gadget, then we follow it by the QīS index gadget, and finally we append a path of
length either 2 or 3 – depending on ↵[i]. The necessity of this complicated encoding will become
clear in the proof of correctness below. More formally, we first attach the root of Qī as child to the
vertex ui . Let zl0 denote the node of Qī corresponding to zl in the above construction (i.e. the last
node on the path). We attach the root of QīS as a child to zl0 . Then, similarly, we let zl00 be the node
of QīS which corresponds to zl in the above construction (i.e. the last node on the path), and we
either attach three nodes zl00 ! ai ! bi ! ci if ↵[i] = 1, or we attach only two nodes zl00 ! ai ! bi .
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The second “vector gadget” G is constructed in the same way except that we attach a path of
length 3 if [i] = 0 (as opposed to 1) and attach a path of length 2 if [i] = 1. By construction, the
depth of both trees is 3 log2 (D) + O(1) as claimed.
To complete the proof we show that H↵ is isomorphic to a subtree of G if and only if ↵ ·

= 0.

The first direction is easy: if the vectors are orthogonal then the natural mapping from H↵ to G
that follows from our construction shows the isomorphism: map the binary trees on top to each
other so that the ui ’s are mapped to each other, then map the attached Qī ! QīS subtrees to each
other, and finally, we can map the paths ai ! bi ! ci (if ↵[i] = 1) or ai ! bi (if it is 0) to each
other since in the first case [i] must be zero and ci will also exist in G .

It remains to show that if H↵ is isomorphic to a subtree of G , then ↵ ·

= 0. Our index gadgets

Qī and QīS will play a crucial role in this part, as they will show that in any mapping between the
leaves of the complete tree we must map ui in H↵ to ui in G or else the index gadgets will not map
into each other properly. We claim that for any two indices i, j 2 [D] we have that i = j if and only

if both Qī is contained in Qj̄ and QīS is contained in Qj̄ S . This is true because of the following two
observations:
• Qī is isomorphic to a subtree of Qj̄ if and only if the set of positions in ī with 1 is a subset of
the set of positions of j̄ with 1.

• QīS is isomorphic to a subtree of Qj̄ S if and only if the set of positions in ī with 0 is a subset
of the set of positions of j̄ with 0.

This is sufficient since i = j if and only if the set of positions in ī with 1 is a subset of the set of
positions of j̄ with 1 and the set of positions in ī with 0 is a subset of the set of positions of j̄ with
0.
Therefore, any mapping from H↵ to a subtree of G must map the path representing ↵[i] to the
path representing [i], for all i 2 [D]. By construction, this can only happen if ↵ ·

= 0.

⇤

Constant Degree Trees. Perhaps the most challenging element towards the proof of Theorem 4.1.1 is the combination of all the vector gadgets into two big trees, without using large degrees.
To see the difficulty, recall the reduction in the proof of Theorem 4.1.3: in both trees, we added
all N vector gadgets as children of a root of degree N . By doing so we have essentially allowed
the isomorphism to pick any matching between the gadgets. Combined with the auxiliary gadgets
that we added, this allowed us to show that the final two trees are a “yes” instance of Subtree
Isomorphism if and only if the original vectors contained an orthogonal pair. However, when the
trees have constant degree (say, binary) it is much harder to combine the vector gadgets into two
trees such that any matching between the gadgets can be chosen by the isomorphism. A natural
approach would be to add the gadgets at the leaves of a complete binary tree. One reason this does
not work is that any isomorphism must map the first and second gadgets to adjacent gadgets in the
second tree – that is, only special kinds of matchings can be “implemented”.
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We overcome this difficulty with a two-level construction that allows the isomorphism to pick
exactly one gadget from each of the two trees and “match” them, while all the other gadgets do not
a↵ect the outcome.
Theorem 4.1.4 Given sets of vectors A, B, we can construct two rooted trees H = H(A) and
G = G(B) such that the following properties hold.
1. The number of nodes in both trees and the construction time is upper bounded by O(N D).
2. The degree of both trees is upper bounded by d.
3. The depth of both trees is upper bounded by 2 logd (N ) + O(log D).
4. H is isomorphic to a subtree of G if and only if there are ↵ 2 A and
Proof.

Let {H↵ }↵2A = {H↵i }i2[N ] and {G }

2B

2 B with ↵ ·

= 0.

= {G i }i2[N ] be the two sets of vector gadgets

corresponding to the vectors of A and B that are obtained by the construction in Lemma 4.1.1. We
will now combine these vector gadgets into two big trees H and G, which will be constructed quite
di↵erently from each other.
Assume that logd (N ) is an integer, otherwise add dummy vectors (all 1s vectors) to increase N .
The first tree H will be composed of a complete d-ary tree with N leaves u1 , u2 , . . . uN , followed by
a path of length logd (N ) + 1, followed by the vector gadgets H↵i . More formally, for every i 2 [N ]
we add:

ui ! hi,1 ! hi,2 ! . . . ! hi,logd (N )+1 ! H↵i .
To construct the second tree G we need to construct vector gadgets G corresponding to the
all-zero vector = ~0 of length D. As before, we start with a complete d-ary tree with N leaves
v1 , v2 , . . . vN and attach a path of length logd (N )+ 1 to each leaf, except for vN which will be treated
di↵erently. Then, we attach a copy of G at the end of each one of these paths, that is N
in total. Formally, for every i = 1, . . . , N

1 copies

1 we add:

vi ! hi,1 ! hi,2 ! . . . ! hi,logd (N )+1 ! G .
Note that none of the vectors in the second list are encoded in this part of G and they will appear
now in the subtree rooted at vN which we construct next. Rooted at vN , we add another complete
0
d-ary tree with N leaves v10 , v20 , . . . vN
, and then attach the vector gadgets right after these leaves.

That is, for every i 2 [N ] we add: vi0 ! G i .

The trees H and G are shown in Figure 4.3. Each triangle represents a subtree, the gray triangles

represent complete binary trees, and the lines in the middle layer represent paths.
This finishes the construction of H and G and the first two properties are immediate. The third
property follows from Lemma 4.1.1, and we now turn to proving the fourth property which is the
correctness of our construction.
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Figure 4.3: Reduction from OV to subtree isomorphism on binary trees.
Claim 30 There is a pair of vectors ↵ 2 A and
to a subtree of G.
Proof.

For the first direction, let ↵i and

j

2 B with ↵ ·

= 0 if and only if H is isomorphic

be a pair of orthogonal vectors and we will show

that H is contained in G. First, consider the rearrangement of H so that the rightmost leaf of
the complete d-ary tree (where uN used to be) is ui , the node to which the vector gadget H↵i is
attached. We claim that all vector gadgets in H can now be properly mapped to subtrees of G,
without rearranging the vi nodes in G. To see this, first note that all vector gadgets H↵x for x 6= i
will be paired up with the G vector gadgets, and by Lemma 4.1.1 and the fact that

is orthogonal

to any vector, we know that there is a proper mapping. Then, it remains to show that the subtree
of H rooted at ui is contained in the subtree of G rooted at vN , which follows because we can map
the vector gadget H↵i to the vector gadget G

j

since ↵i ·

j

= 0.

For the second direction, assume that there is a mapping from H to a subtree of G and we will
show that there must exist a pair of orthogonal vectors. First, note that under this mapping, there
is some i 2 [N ] such that ui is mapped to vN . This holds since there are N vertices u1 , . . . , uN but
only N

1 vertices v1 , . . . , vN

1.

By construction of the subtree rooted at vN , this means that the

vector gadget H↵i must be mapped into one of the vector gadgets G
into G . By Lemma 4.1.1, this can only happen if ↵i ·

j

= 0.

j

for some j 2 [N ], and not
⇤

⇤

Theorem 4.1.4 and the connection between SETH and OV of Williams [379] imply Theorem 4.1.1
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from the introduction.

4.2

Radius, Median, and other Graph Centrality Parameters

Identifying the importance of nodes in networks is a major goal in the analysis of social networks
(e.g., citation networks, recommendation networks, or friendship circles), biological systems (e.g.,
protein interaction networks), computer networks (e.g., the Internet or peer-to-peer networks), transportation networks (e.g., public transportation or road networks), etc. A variety of graph theoretic
notions of node importance have been proposed, among the most relevant ones: betweenness centrality [178], graph centrality [212], closeness centrality [339], and reach centrality [210].
The graph centrality of a node w is the inverse of its maximum distance to any other node. The
closeness centrality of w is the inverse of the total distance of w to all the other nodes. The reach
centrality of w is the maximum distance between w and the closest endpoint of any s-t shortest path
passing through w. Informally, the betweenness centrality of w measures the fraction of shortest
paths having w as an intermediate node.
In this section we study four fundamental graph centrality computational problems associated
with the mentioned centrality measures. Let G = (V, E) be an n-node m-edge (directed or undirected) graph, with integer edge weights w : E ! {0, . . . , M } for some M

11 . Let dG (s, t) denote

Let also

be the number of such

the distance from node s to node t, and let us use d(s, t) instead when G is clear from the context.
s,t

be the number of distinct shortest paths from s to t, and

s,t (b)

paths that use node b as an intermediate node.
• The Radius problem is to compute R⇤ := minr⇤ 2V maxv2V d(r⇤ , v) (radius of the graph).
P
• The Median problem is to compute M ⇤ := minm⇤ 2V v2V d(m⇤ , v).
• The Reach Centrality problem (for a given node b) is to compute
RC(b) =

max

s,t2V :
d(s,t)=d(s,b)+d(b,t)

{min{d(s, b), d(b, t)}}.

• The Betweenness Centrality problem (for a given node b) is to compute
BC(b) :=
s,t2V

X

{b}, s6=t

s,t (b)

.

s,t

All of these notions are related in one way or another to shortest paths. In particular, we can
solve the first three problems by running an algorithm for the classical All-Pairs Shortest Paths
problem (APSP) on the underlying graph and doing a negligible amount of post-processing. The
1 Though we focus here on non-negative weights, our results can be extended to the case of directed graphs with
possibly negative weights and no negative cycles.
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same holds for Betweenness Centrality by assuming that shortest paths are unique: we will next
make this assumption unless di↵erently stated2 . Using the best known algorithms for APSP [?], this
leads to a slightly subcubic (by an no(1) factor) running time for the considered problems, and no
faster algorithm is known.
Each of these problems however only asks for the computation of a single number. It is natural
to ask, is solving APSP necessary? Could it be that these problems admit much more efficient
solutions? In particular, do they admit a truly subcubic 3 algorithm?
Besides the fundamental interest in understanding the relations between such basic computational
problems (can Radius be solved truly faster than APSP?), these questions are well motivated from
a practical viewpoint. As evidence to the necessity of faster algorithms for the mentioned centrality
problems, we remark that some papers presenting algorithms for Betweenness Centrality [80] and
Median [213] have received more than a thousand citations each.
Approach.

In this section we address these questions with our reduction-based approach for hard-

ness in P. We exploit both APSP and Diameter as our “conjectured-to-be-hard” problem and prove
a collection of subcubic equivalences with the above graph centrality problems. Recall that the Diameter problem is to compute the largest distance in the graph. There is a trivial subcubic reduction
from Diameter to APSP and, although no truly subcubic algorithm is known for Diameter, finding
a reduction in the opposite direction is one of the big open questions in this area: can we compute
the largest distance faster than we can compute all the distances?
Subcubic equivalences with APSP.

Our first result is to show that Radius, Median and Be-

tweenness Centrality are equivalent to APSP under subcubic reductions. Therefore, we add three
quite di↵erent problems to the list of APSP-equivalent problems [373] and if any of these problems
can be solved in truly subcubic time then all of them can. This proof is given in the next section.
Theorem 4.2.1 Radius, Median, and Betweenness Centrality are equivalent to APSP under subcubic reductions.
Unfortunately, this is strong evidence that a truly subcubic algorithm for computing these centrality measures is unlikely to exist (or at least very hard to find) since it would imply a huge and
unexpected algorithmic breakthrough.
We find the APSP-hardness result for Radius quite interesting since, prior to our work, there was
no good reason to believe that Radius might be a truly harder problem than Diameter. Indeed, in
terms of approximation algorithms, any known algorithm to approximate the diameter can be converted to also approximate the radius in undirected graphs within the same factor [21, 62, 102, 330].
2 In the case of multiple shortest paths, the fastest known algorithm for Betweenness Centrality takes Õ(n4 ) time;
please see the discussion in the related work section.
3 We recall that a truly subcubic algorithm is an algorithm with running time Õ(n3
) for some constant > 0.
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Furthermore, the exact algorithms for Diameter and Radius in graphs with small integer weights
are also extremely similar [133]. Our results seem to indicate the following bizarre phenomenon.
In dense graphs, Radius seems to be harder than Diameter, as it is actually equivalent to APSP,
whereas a Diameter/APSP equivalence seems elusive. In sparse graphs, however, Diameter seems
more difficult than Radius since a known reduction [330] from CNF-SAT seems to imply that even
approximating the Diameter in subquadratic time is hard. No such reduction is known for Radius,
and so far there is no evidence against a subquadratic Radius algorithm in sparse graphs.
Subcubic equivalence with Diameter.

Our second result is to show that Reach Centrality and

Diameter are equivalent under subcubic reductions. The proof is omitted from this thesis and can
be found in [8].
Theorem 4.2.2 Diameter and Reach Centrality are equivalent under subcubic reductions.
On the positive side, it is within the realm of possibility that Diameter is a truly easier problem
than APSP, which would imply the same for Reach Centrality. On the negative side, Theorem 4.2.2
shows that finding a subcubic algorithm for Reach Centrality is as hard as finding a subcubic
algorithm for Diameter - a big open problem.
As a consequence of the tightness of our reductions, namely not only the number of nodes but
also the largest absolute weight is roughly preserved, we also obtain a faster algorithm for Reach
Centrality in directed graphs with small integer weights. The proof is omitted from this thesis and
can be found in [8].
Theorem 4.2.3 There exists an Õ(M n! ) time algorithm for Reach Centrality in directed graphs.
Above ! 2 [2, 2.373) [125, 140, 187, 388] denotes fast matrix multiplication exponent. The previ-

ous best algorithm for small integer weights, which is based on the solution of APSP, takes time
Õ(M 0.681 n2.575 ) [400]. This is interesting in our opinion since Reach Centrality has been used in
some very fast (in practice) shortest paths algorithms [199, 200, 210].
Approximation algorithms.

An approximate value of the mentioned graph centrality measures

might be sufficiently good in practice. This is indeed the topic of several empirical works on Betweenness Centrality [48, 79, 195]. Furthermore, the mentioned practically fast shortest paths algorithms
[199, 200, 210] can be adapted to work with approximate values of the reach centrality as well. In
the paper [8] we formally study the approximability of the mentioned problems.
In more detail, given a graph centrality measure X, our goal is to compute (quickly) a quantity
x such that

1
↵X

 x  ↵X for some ↵

1 as small as possible (↵ is the approximation factor). It is

known how to solve APSP within a multiplicative error (1 + ") in time Õ(n! ) [399]. This provides
truly subcubic (1 + ") approximation algorithms for Radius and Median. However, this approach
does not help with Reach/Betweenness Centrality, since in those measures almost shortest paths are
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Reach
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Centrality
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Figure 4.4: The main subcubic reductions considered in this paper. Dashed arrows correspond to
trivial reductions. All the remaining reductions are given in this paper, excluding the one from
APSP to Negative Triangle which is taken from [373].
irrelevant. Here we present some negative and (conditionally) positive results on the approximability
of the latter two problems.
It is not hard to see that any approximation algorithm for Reach/Betweenness Centrality can
be used to determine whether BC(b) > 0. We show that, while solving the latter problem for a
single node is equivalent to Diameter, solving it for every node is at least as hard as APSP! As
a consequence any approximation algorithm (for any finite ↵) to compute the reach/betweenness
centrality of all nodes implies a truly subcubic algorithm for APSP.
On the positive side, we show that (single-node) Approximate Betweenness Centrality is equivalent to Diameter under subcubic reductions. This equivalence is quite strong: any truly subcubic
approximation algorithm with finite approximation factor for Betweenness Centrality implies a truly
subcubic Diameter algorithm, while a truly subcubic Diameter algorithm implies a truly subcubic
(1 + ")-approximation algorithm for Betweenness Centrality, for any constant " > 0. Our reductions
are Monte-Carlo, i.e. the resulting algorithm might fail to provide the desired approximation with
1

some small probability. In more detail, we provide a subcubic reduction to Diameter to compute
the exact value of the betweenness centrality when that value is sufficiently small. For the complementary case, we use a non-trivial random sampling algorithm. Analogously to the case of Reach
Centrality, this gives some more hope that a truly subcubic algorithm for Approximate Betweenness Centrality exists, however such algorithm is probably not easy to find. Part of the mentioned
reductions are summarized in Figure 4.4.
Related Work.
APSP is among the best studied problems in Computer Science. If the edge weights are nonnegative, one can run Dijkstra’s algorithm [150] from every source node, and solve the problem in
time O(mn + n2 log n) (by implementing Dijkstra’s algorithm with Fibonacci heaps [177]). Johnson
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[251] showed how to obtain the same running time in the case of negative weights also (but no
negative cycles). Pettie [318] improved the running time to O(mn + n2 log log n) and together
with Ramachandran to O(mn log ↵(m, n)) [319]. If the graph is undirected and the edge weights
are integers fitting in a word, one can solve the problem in time O(mn) in the word-RAM model
[366]. In dense graphs the running time of these algorithms is O(n3 ). Slightly subcubic algorithms
were developed as well, starting with the work of Fredman [176]. Following a long sequence of
improvements (among others, [95, 214]), very recently Williams [?] obtained an algorithm with
running time Õ(n3 /2⌦(

p

log n)

). Faster algorithms are known for small integer weights bounded in

absolute value by M : in undirected graphs APSP can be solved in Õ(M n! ) time [355] and in
directed graphs in Õ(n2 (M n) 4
Õ(M

0.681 2.575

n

1
!

) time [400]. The result for the directed case can be refined to

) using fast rectangular matrix multiplication [236].

As we already mentioned, for general edge-weights the fastest known algorithms for Diameter
and Radius solve APSP (hence taking roughly cubic time). In the case of directed graphs with
small integer weights bounded by M there are faster, Õ(M n! ) time algorithms (see [133] and the
references therein). Faster approximation algorithms are known. Aingworth et al. [21] showed
p
how to compute a (roughly) 3/2 approximation of the diameter in time Õ(m n + n2 ). The same
approximation factor and running time can be achieved for Radius in undirected graphs [62]. The
p
running time for both Radius and Diameter was reduced to Õ(m n) by Roditty and Vassilevska
Williams [330] (see also [102] for a refinement of the approximation factor). The authors also show
that a 3/2

" approximation for Diameter running in time O(m2

"

) (for any constant " > 0)

would imply that the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis (SETH) of [240] fails, thus showing that
improving on the 3/2-approximation factor while still using a fast algorithm would be difficult.
The notion of betweenness centrality was introduced by Freeman in the context of social networks
[178], and since then became one of the most important graph centrality measures in the applications.
For example, this notion is used in the analysis of protein networks [142, 249], social networks
[308, 323], sexual networks [283], and terrorist networks [118, 274]. From an algorithmic point
of view, betweenness centrality was used to identify a highway-node hierarchy for routing in road
networks [351]. Brandes’ algorithm [80] computes the betweenness centrality of all nodes in time
O(mn+n2 log n). This result is based on a counting variant of Dijkstra’s algorithm. We remark that
[80], similarly to other papers in the area, neglects the bit complexity of the counters which store
the number of pairwise shortest paths. This is reasonable in practice since the maximum number
N of alternative shortest paths between two nodes tends to be small in many of the applications.
By considering also N , the running time grows by a factor O(log N ) = O(n log n). Indeed, in
some applications one can even assume that shortest paths are unique (as we do in most of this
paper). The uniqueness of shortest paths is either a consequence of tie breaking rules (CanonicalPath Betweenness Centrality problem [195]), or can be enforced by perturbing edge weights [199].
However, the running time to compute the exact betweenness centrality can be prohibitive in practice
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for very large networks even assuming the uniqueness of shortest paths. For this reason, some work
was devoted to the fast approximation of the betweenness centrality of all nodes [48, 79, 195]. Those
works are based on random pivot-sampling techniques. They do not provide any theoretical bound
on the approximation factor: this is not surprising a posteriori, in view of our APSP-hardness results.
In contrast, our results suggest a candidate way to obtain a provably fast and accurate algorithm
for Approximate Betweenness Centrality (for a single node). Our approach deviates substantially
from [48, 79, 195] for small values of the betweenness centrality.
The Reach Centrality notion was introduced by Gutman [210] in the framework of practically
fast algorithms to solve the Single-Source Shortest Paths problem. In particular, the values RC(b)
can be used to filter out some nodes during an execution of Dijkstra’s algorithm. The notion of
Reach Centrality is also used in other works on the same topic [199, 200].
Eppstein and Wang [168] consider the problem of approximating the closeness centrality of all
n
nodes. They present a random-sampling-based O((m + n log n) log
"2 ) time algorithm which w.h.p.

computes estimates within an additive error "D⇤ , where D⇤ is the diameter of the graph. The same
problem is investigated in [79] from an experimental point of view. The Median problem was also
studied in a distance-oracle query model [100, 201, 243].
Preliminaries and Notation.
W.l.o.g. we assume that the considered graph G = (V, E) is connected, hence m

n

1. We make

the usual assumption that the nodes of the considered graph are labelled with integers between 0
and n

1, and where needed we implicitly assume that n is lower bounded by a sufficiently large

constant. For two nodes u, v 2 V , by uv we indicate either an undirected edge between u and v or
an edge directed from u to v. The interpretation will be clear from the context.

We remark that, in our subcubic reductions, it would be sufficient to preserve (modulo polylogarithmic factors) the number n of nodes only. However, whenever possible, we will also try to
preserve (in the same sense) also m and M . In many cases we obtain extremely tight reductions
that even allow us to obtain new faster algorithms, as is the case with Reach Centrality via our tight
reduction to Diameter.
P

For a given node w 2 V , we let Rad(w) := maxv2V {d(w, v)} (eccentricity of w) and M ed(w) :=
v2V

d(w, v). A node w minimizing Rad(w) and M ed(w) is a center and a median of the graph,

respectively.
In some claims we assume that a T (n, m) time, T (n, M ) time, or T (n, m, M ) time algorithm
for some problem is given. In all those claims we implicitly assume that those running times are
polynomial functions lower bounded by m. More generally, however, it is sufficient for our proofs
that Õ(m + T (Õ(n), Õ(m))) = Õ(T (n, m)) and similarly for the other cases.
Throughout this paper, with high probability (w.h.p.) means with probability at least 1 1/nO(1) .
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Subcubic Equivalence with APSP

In this section we prove the subcubic equivalence between APSP and the following problems: Radius,
Median and Betweenness Centrality. As mentioned in the introduction, reducing these problems to
APSP is fairly straightforward and here we will focus on the opposite reductions.
We exploit Negative Triangle as an intermediate sub-problem: determine whether a given undirected graph G = (V, E), with integer edge weights w : E ! { M, . . . , M }, contains a triangle
whose edges sum to a negative number; such a triangle is called a negative triangle. The latter
problem was shown to be equivalent to APSP under subcubic reductions in [373].
Lemma 4.2.1 [373] Negative Triangle and APSP (in directed or undirected graphs) are equivalent
under subcubic reductions.
In order to simplify our proofs, we assume that the input instance of Negative Triangle satisfies
the following properties:
1. Path lengths are even. This can be achieved by multiplying the weights by a factor 2.
2. Any two nodes are connected by a path containing at most 2 edges. This can be achieved by
adding a dummy node r, and n edges of weight 2M between r and any other node. Observe
that no new negative triangle is created this way.
3. By appending at most n + 1 leaf nodes to r with edges of cost 2M , we can assume w.l.o.g.
that the final number of nodes is 2k+1 for some integer k.
These reductions can be performed in linear time, they increase the number of nodes by O(n), the
number of edges by O(n), and the maximum absolute weight by a factor 2. Therefore, any algorithm
with (polynomial and at least linear in m) running time Õ(T (n, m, M )) for the modified instance,
can be used to solve the original instance in time Õ(m + T (O(n), m + O(n), 2M )) = Õ(T (n, m, M )).
Combining the reductions below with Lemma 4.2.1 proves Theorem 4.2.1.
Betweenness Centrality.
We start with the reduction to Betweenness Centrality.
Lemma 4.2.2 Given a Õ(T (n, m)) time algorithm for Betweenness Centrality in directed or undirected graphs, there exists a Õ(T (n, m)) time algorithm for Negative Triangle.
Proof.

Let (G = (V, E), w) be the input instance of Negative Triangle (reduced as described

above). In particular, n = 2k+1 is the number of nodes of G.
We start with the simpler directed case (see also Figure 4.5). We construct a weighted directed
graph (G0 , w0 ) as follows. Graph G0 contains four sets of nodes I, J, K, and L (layers). Each layer
contains a copy of each node v 2 V . Let vI be the copy of v in I, and define analogously vJ , vK and
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Figure 4.5: (Left) Negative Triangle instance. (Middle-Left) Reduction to Betweenness Centrality
(partially drawn). Full and dashed gray edges have weight 3Q 1 and 3Q, respectively. The pair
0I , 0L does not contribute to BC(b) (since 0 belongs to a negative triangle) while the pair 3I , 3L does
it (since 3 does not belong to any negative triangle). (Middle-Right) Reduction to Radius. Only
edges in the shortest path tree from 0I are illustrated. The full and dashed gray edges have weight Q
and 3Q 1, respectively. (Right) Reduction to Median (partially drawn). Gray edges have weight
Q/4. The path 0A , 1B , 2C is shorter than the path 0A , 2C : this corresponds to a negative triangle.
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vL . Let Q = ⇥(M ) be a sufficiently large integer. For each edge uv 2 E, we add to G0 the edges

uI vJ , uJ vK , and uK vL , and assign to those edges weight 2Q+w(uv). We add to G0 a dummy node
b, and edges vI b and bvL for any v 2 V , of weight 3Q

1 and 3Q, respectively. We also add to G0

two sets of nodes Z = {z0 , . . . , zk } and O = {o0 , . . . , ok }. For any v 2 V , we add the following edges
of weight 3Q

1 to G0 . Let v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v k be a binary representation of v (interpreted as an integer

between 0 and n

1 = 2k+1

1). For each j = 0, . . . , k, we add edges vI zj and oj vL if v j = 0, and

edges vI oj and zj vL otherwise. We also add edges oj zj and zj oj of weight 3Q

1 for j = 0, . . . , k.

Observe that k = O(log n), hence there are O(n log n) edges of the latter type.
On (G0 , w0 ) we compute BC(b), and output YES to the input Negative Triangle instance i↵
BC(b) < n. The running time of the algorithm is Õ(m + T (O(n), O(m + n log n))) = Õ(T (n, m)).
Let us prove its correctness. The only paths passing through b are of the form sI , b, tL and have
weight 6Q
6Q

1. For s 6= t, there must exist a node w 2 Z [ O such that sI , w, tL is a path of cost

2. Therefore, the only pairs of nodes that can contribute to BC(b) are of the form (sI , sL ).

The shortest path of type sI , vJ , wK , sL has weight at most 6Q 2 if s belongs to a negative triangle,
and at least 6Q otherwise. Therefore BCsI ,sL (b) = 1 if s does not belong to any negative triangle,
and BCsI ,sL (b) = 0 otherwise. The correctness follows.
In the undirected case, we use the same weighted graph (G0 , w0 ) as before, but removing edge
directions (and leaving one copy of parallel edges). The rest of the algorithm is as before, and the
running time trivially remains Õ(T (n, m)). Proving correctness requires a slightly more complicated
case analysis. Consider any pair s, t 2 V

path passing through b costs at least 2(3Q

{b}. Suppose (s, t) 2
/ (I ⇥ L) [ (L ⇥ I). Then any s-t
1) + (2Q

can reach any t 2 Z [ O within distance 2(3Q
3Q

M ). On the other hand, any s 2 Z [ O

1), and any t 2 I [ J [ K [ L within distance

1 + 2(2Q + M ). If s, t 2 I [ J [ K [ L, there exists an s-t path of length at most 3(2Q + M ). It

remains to consider the case that s = sI 2 I and t = tL 2 L. The path sI , b, tL has cost 6Q

1. If

s 6= t, analogously to the directed case there exists w 2 Z [ O such that sI , w, tL is a path of weight
6Q 2. We can conclude that, like in the directed case, the only pairs which can contribute to BC(b)
are of the form (sI , sL ). The shortest path of the form sI , vJ , wk , sL has weight at most 6Q

2

if s belongs to a negative triangle, and at least 6Q otherwise. Any other path avoiding b contains
at least 4 edges, and therefore costs at least 4(2Q

M ). We can conclude that BCsI ,sL (b) = 1 if

s is not contained in a negative triangle of (G, w), and BCsI ,sL (b) = 0 otherwise. The correctness
follows.
For the sake of simplicity, we did not enforce uniqueness of shortest paths in our reduction but
that can be done easily by perturbing the edge weights by small polynomial factors exploiting the
Isolation Lemma [303].

⇤
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Radius.
Our reduction from Negative Triangle to Radius is similar to the one in Lemma 4.2.2. Consider the
same construction when we remove the node b from the graph. The key observation is that a node
sI has distance at most 6Q

2 to every node tL (including sL ) if and only if s is in a negative

triangle in G. Intuitively, this allows us to show that an algorithm distinguishing between radius
6Q

2 and radius 6Q

1 can solve Negative Triangle. To complete the reduction we need to make

sure that sI is close to every node in the graph (not only nodes in part L) and that the center can
only lie in part I.
Lemma 4.2.3 Given a Õ(T (n, m, M )) time algorithm for Radius in directed or undirected graphs,
there exists a Õ(T (n, m, M )) time algorithm for Negative Triangle.
Proof.

Let (G = (V, E), w) be the considered instance of Negative Triangle (modified as

described before). We start with the directed case (see also Figure 4.5). Let Q = ⇥(M ) be a
sufficiently large integer. We construct a directed weighted graph (G0 , w0 ) as follows. Similarly to
Lemma 4.2.2, graph G0 contains four copies I, J, K, and L of the node set V (layers). Let vX be
the copy of v 2 V in layer X. For each edge uv 2 E, we add to G0 edges uI vJ , uJ vK , and uK vL

of weight Q + w(vu). We also add to G0 two sets of nodes Z = {z0 , . . . , zk } and O = {o0 , . . . , ok }.
We add edges incident to nodes Z [ O in the same way as in Lemma 4.2.2, using edges of cost Q.

In more detail, let v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v k be the binary representation of node v: we add the edges vI zj and
oj vL if v j = 0, and the edges vI oj and zj vL otherwise. We also add edges zj oj and oj zj of weight
Q for all j = 0, . . . , k. Finally, we add nodes x and y, and for any v 2 V we add edges vI x, xvI , and
xvJ of weight Q, and edges vI y of weight 3Q
⇤

0

1.

0

We compute the radius R of (G , w ), and output YES to the input instance of Negative Triangle
i↵ R⇤  3Q

1. The running time of the algorithm is Õ(m + T (O(n), O(m + n log n), O(M ))) =

Õ(T (n, m, M )). Let us prove its correctness. We first observe that the center r⇤ of the graph belongs
to I [ {x} since the other nodes cannot reach any node in I. Observe that d(x, y) = 4Q
other hand, any node sI is at distance at most 2Q to nodes in Z [ O [ J [ {x} [ (L
2Q + 2M to nodes in K (using the copy rJ of the root node r), and exactly 3Q

1. On the

{sL }), at most

1 to node y. Note

also that, if s belongs to a negative triangle, there exists an sI -sL path of the form sI , vJ , wK , sL
with length at most 3Q 2. Otherwise one shortest sI -sL path passes trough nodes in Z [ O and has

length 3Q. We can conclude that the center of the graph belongs to I, and that the corresponding
radius is upper bounded by 3Q

1 i↵ there exists a negative triangle in (G, w).

In the undirected case we use precisely the same construction, but removing edge directions (and
leaving only one copy of parallel edges). The algorithm is analogous as well as its running time
analysis. Its correctness can also be proved analogously. In more detail, similarly to the directed
case, nodes in I can reach any other node within distance at most 3Q + 3M . Since d(y, x) = 4Q
and d(s, y)

(3Q

1) + (Q

⇤

1,

M ) for s 2
/ I [ {y}, we can conclude that r 2 I. Also in this case, for
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any node sI , its maximum distance to any other node is d(sI , y) = 3Q
triangle, and d(sI , sL )

1 if s belongs to a negative
⇤

3Q otherwise.

Median.
The reduction to Median is based on a rather di↵erent approach.
Lemma 4.2.4 Given a Õ(T (n, M )) time algorithm for Median in undirected or directed graphs,
there exists a Õ(T (n, M )) time algorithm for Negative Triangle.
Proof. Let (G = (V, E), w) be the given instance of Negative Triangle. First, consider the directed
case (see also Figure 4.5). We create a weighted directed graph (G0 , w0 ). Graph G0 contains five
copies A, B, B 0 , C, C 0 of V . With the usual notation, vA is the copy of v in A and similarly for the
other sets. Let Q = ⇥(M ) be a large enough integer. For any pair of nodes u, v, we add the edges
uA vB of weight Q + w(uv), uA vB 0 of weight Q

w(uv), uA vC of weight 2Q

w(uv), uA vC 0 of weight

2Q + w(uv), and uB vC of weight Q + w(uv). In this construction, when uv 2
/ E (including the
special case u = v), we simply assume w(uv) = 2M . Furthermore, we add a dummy node r, and
edges rvA and vA r of weight Q/4 for any v 2 V .

In this graph we compute the median value M ⇤ , and output YES to the input instance of

Negative Triangle i↵ M ⇤ < Q/4 + (n

1)Q/2 + 6nQ. The running time of the algorithm is Õ(m +

T (O(n), O(M ))) = Õ(T (n, M )). Let us show its correctness. Next d(·) denotes distances in G0 .
Observe that the median node has to be in A [ {r} since the remaining nodes cannot reach r. Note
that

M ed(r)

Q
Q
+ ( + 2Q 2M )2n
4
4
Q
+ ( + Q M )2n
4
Q
Q
>
+ (n 1) + 6nQ.
4
2
n
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On the other hand, for any node vA ,
M ed(vA ) = d(vA , r) +
+

X

X

d(vA , uA )

u2V

(d(vA , uB ) + d(vA , uB 0 ))

u2V

+

X

(d(vA , uC ) + d(vA , uC 0 ))

u2V

Q
Q
+ (n 1)
4
2
X
+
(Q + w(vu) + Q
=

w(vu))

u2V

+

X

(d(vA , uC ) + 2Q + w(vu)))

u2V

Q
Q
+ (n 1) + 2nQ
4
2
X
+
(d(vA , uC ) + 2Q + w(vu)))
=

u2V



Q
+ (n
4

1)

Q
+ 6nQ.
2

Therefore the median is in A. In the last inequality we upper bounded d(vA , uC ) with w0 (vA uC ) =
2Q w(vu). Observe that a strict inequality holds if there exists a third node zB such that w0 (vA zB )+
w0 (zB uC ) < w0 (vA uC ). Note that this can happen only if vu 2 E, since otherwise w0 (vA uC ) =
2Q 2M  w0 (vA zB )+w0 (zB uC ). Note also that, if either vz 2
/ E or zu 2
/ E, w0 (vA zB )+w0 (zB uC )
2Q+M

w0 (vA uC ). Therefore we can conclude that the strict inequality holds i↵ there exists a

triangle {v, z, u} in G such that Q+w(vz) + Q+w(zu) < 2Q

w(vu), i.e. a negative triangle. The

claim follows.

Consider next the undirected case. We construct the same weighted graph (G0 , w0 ) as in the
directed case, but removing edge directions. The rest of the algorithm is as in the directed case,
and the running time remains Õ(T (n, M )). In order to prove correctness, we need a slightly more
complicated case analysis. Like in the directed case, M ed(vA )  Q/4 + (n

1)Q/2 + 6nQ, where a

strict inequality holds i↵ v belongs to a negative triangle. For any uB 2 B, M ed(uB )

(Q

M+

Q/4)+2n(Q M )+n(2Q 2M )+n(3Q 2M ) = (7n+5/4)Q (6n+1)M . Similarly M ed(uB 0 )

(9n+

5/4)Q (7n+1)M , M ed(uC )
Furthermore, M ed(r)

(10n+9/4)Q (9n+2)M and M ed(uC 0 )

nQ/4 + 2n(5Q/4

M ) + n(9/4Q

2M ) + n(9/4Q

(12n+9/4)Q (8n+1)M .
M ) = (29n/4)Q

5nM .

We can conclude that the median is in A. The correctness follows.
⇤
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Diameter and Radius in Sparse Graphs

In this section, we study two of the most basic graph parameters: radius and diameter. The diameter
of an undirected graph is the longest distance, and the radius is the shortest distance from a node
to the furthest node from it. Intuitively, the node that achieves the radius, the so-called center of
the graph, is “close” to all other nodes. In directed graphs, depending on the application, there
may be multiple definitions for “closeness”: a node can be close in the sense that it has short paths
to other nodes (“source”), from other nodes (“target”), or even to and then back from other nodes
(“roundtrip”). That is, there are several natural definitions of both radius and diameter for directed
graphs; all of them are well-studied [113, 213, 108, 166, 21, 127, 107, 160, 57, 62, 392, 395, 94,
181, ?, 330, 102, 8, 77] (and many others). Even estimating the diameter and radius of a network
efficiently is useful in practical applications (e.g. the analysis of social networks) and serves as a
basic primitive.
Although the problems are very well-studied, theoretically the fastest known exact algorithms
for both Diameter and Radius compute all pairs shortest paths (APSP) and then run a fast postprocessing procedure. Unfortunately, any algorithm for APSP necessarily takes ⌦(n2 ) time in n-node
graphs regardless of the sparsity, since the output is quadratic. However the output for both Radius
and Diameter is a single integer, and it is far from obvious why ⌦(n2 ) time in sparse graphs (say
with, O(n) edges) would be necessary. In this paper we address the question below, providing both
algorithms and lower bounds.
When can Diameter and Radius in sparse graphs be solved in O(n2

"

) time for " > 0?

The study of the above question has a clear practical motivation: quadratic time on real-world
graphs is infeasible, so that the boundary between the tractable and intractable is really in the
low-polynomial regime.
Barriers.

Recent work has revealed convincing evidence that solving Diameter in subquadratic

time might not be possible, even in undirected graphs. Roditty and Vassilevska W. [330] showed
that an algorithm that can distinguish between diameter 2 and 3 in an undirected sparse graph in
subquadratic time refutes the OV Conjecture (and SETH).
For the Radius problem, the only known barriers to solving the problem exactly are based on
other conjectures. The results in Section 4.2 and [8] show that if the radius of a possibly dense
graph can be computed in truly subcubic time, O(n3

"

) for " > 0, then the APSP conjecture fails.

For dense graphs the latter result essentially settles the question of computing Radius exactly. For
sparse graphs, however, only a much weaker result is known: any T (m) time algorithm for the radius
of an m-edge graph can be used to find a triangle in an m-edge graph in O(T (m)) time [8]. The
limit of current techniques for triangle finding is O(m4/3 ) [31] (if the matrix multiplication exponent
is 2), and hence this result gives some reason to believe that obtaining a very fast algorithm for
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Radius in sparse graphs would be hard. Nevertheless, this result says nothing about the existence
of an O(n2

"

) time algorithm.

A natural approach to prove Radius limitations in sparse graphs is to base them on the OV
conjecture. However, such a lower bound has remained elusive [8, 76]. This is due to the following
type mismatch. The OV problem asks for the existence of a pair of vectors with a certain property,
just as Diameter asks for the existence of a pair of nodes that are far, i.e. both are of type 9x9y.

Meanwhile, Radius asks for the existence of a node such that all nodes are close, i.e. 9x8y. This
quantifier disagreement is the difficulty of proving a lower bound based on OV, and suggests the
following natural and plausible variant of the OV conjecture.
The Hitting Set Conjecture:

There is no " > 0 such that for all c

1, there is an algorithm

that given two lists A, B of n subsets of a universe U of size c log n, can decide in O(n2

"

) time if

there is a set in the first list that intersects every set in the second list, i.e. a “hitting set”.
We call the problem in this conjecture the Hitting Set Existence (HSE) problem. An equivalent
version of the HSE problem is as follows: given two lists A, B ✓ {0, 1}d , determine whether there
is a vector a 2 A that is not orthogonal to any vector b 2 B. The HSE problem can also be solved
in mildly subquadratic n2

1/O(log (d/ log n))

time [17], where d = |U |. The HS conjecture is an o✏ine

version of folklore conjectured lower bounds on the hardness of classic online problems such as set
intersection and partial match studied for instance by Patrascu and Roditty [325].

With the following theorem, we complete the picture (at least conditionally) for the exact computation of Radius and Diameter in undirected sparse graphs.
Theorem 4.3.1 If for some " > 0, there is an algorithm that can determine if a given undirected,
unweighted graph with n nodes and O(n) edges has radius 2 or 3 in O(n2

"

) time, then the HS

Conjecture is false.
Subsequent work of Carmoniso et al. [91] gave evidence that basing the HS conjecture on SETH
is unlikely. Using their framework one can show that SETH-hardness for Radius is similarly unlikely.
This can be viewed as justification for the introduction of a new conjecture into the web of reductions
in P.
Overcoming the barriers.

The rest of the paper tries to obtain meaningful positive results that

overcome the barriers above. We consider two of the most successful approaches for coping with NPhard problems: approximation and parameterization. In the first approach, we will address questions
of the form: what is the smallest constant c such that we can get a c-approximation algorithm for
Diameter and Radius in directed and undirected graphs in O(n2

"

) time? In the second approach,

we will consider natural parameterizations of Radius and Diameter such as the treewidth of the
input graph, and ask whether there is an O(f (tw) · n2

"

) time, or fixed parameter subquadratic,

algorithm for the problems, and if so, for what functions f .
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The positive results we obtain in the two parts of this work (corresponding to the two approaches)
use a disjoint set of tools. However, in both approaches, the upper bounds will be matched (or nearly
matched) by lower bounds that are obtained from similar constructions.

4.3.1

Approximation algorithms

In undirected graphs, both Diameter and Radius can be 2-approximated by a simple linear time
algorithm: pick any node and report the largest distance from it. Aingworth et al. [21] obtained
p
an Õ(n2 + m n) time almost-3/2-approximation algorithm for Diameter and Radius in undirected
graphs. Roditty and Vassilevska W. [330] obtained a randomized almost-3/2-approximation algop
rithm with runtime Õ(m n), and Chechik et al. [102] derandomized the algorithm and obtained
a genuine 3/2-approximation algorithm running in time Õ(mn2/3 ). As previously mentioned, [330]
also showed that any O(n2

"

) time algorithm that (3/2

)-approximates the diameter (for ", > 0)

breaks the OV conjecture (as it would distinguish between graphs of diameter 2 and 3). We show
that the known approximation algorithms for Radius are also likely tight. An immediate corollary
of Theorem 4.3.1 is:
Corollary 4.3.1 A subquadratic (3/2
some

)-approximation algorithm for UndirectedRadius, for

> 0, refutes the Hitting Set conjecture.

The eccentricity of a node is the largest distance out of it. Diameter is the maximum eccentricity, and radius is the minimum. Even though both undirected Diameter and Radius can be
3/2-approximated in subquadratic time, the best known subquadratic algorithm for estimating all
the eccentricities, by Chechik et al. [102], only gives a 5/3 approximation. We show that this result
is tight conditioned on the OV conjecture4 .
Theorem 4.3.2 A (5/3

) approximation algorithm for the eccentricities of all nodes in undirected

sparse graphs that runs in subquadratic time refutes the Orthogonal Vectors Conjecture.
This completes the picture for undirected graphs and we now turn our attention to directed
graphs, where much less was known before our work. To better highlight the novelty of this work,
we will only present our results for Radius on directed graphs (see Table 4.1). Our results for
Diameter can be found in Table 4.2.
One-way distances.

The first definition of Radius on directed graphs, Source Radius, is the

natural extension of the undirected Radius definition: minx maxv d(x, v). While in undirected graphs
a 2-approximation is trivial, this is no longer the case for directed graphs. In undirected graphs, we
can claim for any center v ⇤ , arbitrary u, and for all x, by the triangle inequality, d(u, x)  d(u, v ⇤ ) +

d(v ⇤ , x) = d(v ⇤ , u) + d(v ⇤ , x)  2R. Since in directed graphs d(u, v ⇤ ) is unrelated to d(v ⇤ , u), no
4 Independently,

Cairo, Grossi, and Rizzi proved a similar lower bound under SETH (private communication).
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approximation is guaranteed. Even the known 3/2-approximation algorithms [330, 102] do not work
since for directed graphs all that they can guarantee is that they compute the eccentricity of some
node u with either d(u, v ⇤ )  R/2 or d(v ⇤ , u)  R/2, and in the latter case no approximation can

be guaranteed. Our first algorithmic contribution is a new subquadratic 2-approximation algorithm
for Source Radius overcoming the above issues with a two level sampling approach.
Theorem 4.3.3 Given a directed unweighted graph on n nodes and m edges, there is an algorithm
p
that outputs R⇤ such that R  R⇤  2R, and runs in time O(m n log2 n).
Our algorithm is lightweight and easy to implement. Theorem 4.3.1 implies that a subquadratic
algorithm for Source Radius is not likely to have an approximation guarantee better than 3/2
and makes one wonder whether a 3/2 guarantee is possible in subquadratic time, as is the case
in undirected graphs. However, using the directed edges we manage to increase the gap in the
lower bound construction and prove that the approximation factor of our algorithm is optimal for a
subquadratic algorithm under the HS conjecture.
Theorem 4.3.4 A (2

)-approximation algorithm for Source Radius in sparse graphs that runs in

subquadratic time refutes the Hitting Set Conjecture.
Roundtrip and longest distances.

The roundtrip distance between u and v is the distance from

u to v plus the distance from v to u, i.e. the sum of both one-way distances. The Roundtrip Radius
of the graph is minx maxv d(x, v) + d(v, x). The Max-distance between u and v is the largest of the
two one-way distances. The Max Radius of the graph is minx maxv max{d(x, v), d(v, x)}.
These definitions are natural ways to turn the distances in directed graphs into a metric. This
means that by picking any node as the center we obtain a 2-approximation near-linear time algorithm
for Roundtrip Radius and Max Radius. Moreover, Cowen and Wagner [128, 129] observed that
many of the techniques for approximating distances in undirected graphs can be adapted to handle
roundtrip distances, which also led to the roundtrip-spanners of Roditty, Thorup, and Zwick [332].
This seems to suggest that these versions of Radius should be more like the undirected version where
a 3/2-approximation is possible in subquadratic time, and not like Source Radius where the 2 factor
is tight. Quite surprisingly, via a delicate reduction, we were able to obtain a gap of 2 in the lower
bound constructions, and show that anything better than the trivial 2-approximation is unlikely to
run in subquadratic time.
Theorem 4.3.5 A (2
in O(m2

"

)-approximation algorithm for Roundtrip Radius or Max Radius that runs

) time on sparse graphs, for some ", > 0, refutes the Hitting Set Conjecture.

Min Radius.

Finally, we consider a less standard but quite intriguing variant of Radius where

distance is the shorter of the two directions. Formally, we define the Min-eccentricity of a node u
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⇤
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v
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⇤
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⇤
v

v

⇤

⇤
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⇤
v

v

HS Conjecture
3/2 [Thm 4.3.1]
2 [Thm 4.3.4]

2 in Õ(m) [metric]

2 [Lemma 4.3.2]

n [[14]]
p
3 in Õ(m n log M ) [[14]]

2 [Lemma 4.3.3]

2 in Õ(m) [metric]

2 [Thm 4.3.5]

2 [Lemma 4.3.3]

Table 4.1: Our Bounds for Various Radius Problems
to be the maximum over nodes v of min{d(u, v), d(v, u)}. The node with minimum Min-eccentricity
is the Min-Center of the graph and its Min-eccentricity is the Min-radius. This directed definition
naturally models certain applications. For example, in a network representing geographic locations,
the Min-center would be the optimal location to place a hospital since it will allow for the fastest
possible medical treatment (either by driving to the hospital or by having an ambulance drive from
the hospital to the patient) for any location in the graph. This is the only directed Radius version
without a trivial linear time algorithm on a DAG5 .
Although the problem becomes easy once we compute APSP, it is quite challenging to approximate to within any constant factor without knowing all the distances. Intuitively, a node with
Min-eccentricity R could be very hard to distinguish from nodes that have infinite min-distance to
a single node in the graph. We give a linear time algorithm for this simpler task.
Proposition 1 There is an O(m) time algorithm that can check if there is a node in a directed
graph with m edges that can reach or be reached from any other node. Consequently, there is a
factor n approximation for Min-Radius in linear time.
Finally, we consider approximation algorithms for Min-Radius on a DAG - which, in our opinion,
is the most natural version of the question “what is the center of a DAG”? We devise a recursive
3-approximation subquadratic algorithm for the problem and show that a better than 2 factor is
unlikely.
Theorem 4.3.6 There is a 3-approximation algorithm for Min-Radius on n node, m edge DAGs
p
that runs in O(m n log n) time, and a subquadratic (2
) approximation algorithm that runs in
subquadratic time on sparse DAGs refutes the Hitting Set Conjecture.
5 The Max and Roundtrip Radius are infinite on a DAG, and the Source Radius is the eccentricity of the first node
in the topological order.
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Fixed Parameter Subquadratic Algorithms

Treewidth.

We will illustrate our approach using the Diameter problem on n-node undirected

graphs of treewidth k. This is one of the most popular parameterizations of graph problems in the
literature on parameterized complexity, and is usually considered when the problem becomes easy
on trees [72]. Note that a folklore algorithm solves Diameter in Õ(n) on trees: do Dijkstra’s from an
arbitrary node u, and then Dijkstra’s from the furthest node v from u, report the largest distance
found. Since in arbitrary graphs (where the treewidth is  n) one can solve Diameter in Õ(n2 ) time,

a natural conjecture is that the right runtime bound in terms of treewidth is O(kn). Unfortunately,
we observe that the lower bound construction for Diameter rules out any such algorithm. In fact, it
shows that in any fixed parameter subquadratic running time for Diameter, the dependence on k,
the treewidth, must be exponential!
Theorem 4.3.7 If for some " > 0, there is an algorithm that can distinguish between diameter 2
and 3 in an undirected unweighted graph of treewidth k in 2o(k) · n2

"

time, then the Orthogonal

Vectors Conjecture is false. If such an algorithm exists for Radius, then the Hitting Set Conjecture
would be false.
This lower bound is quite surprising when contrasted with the near-linear time (1+")-approximation
algorithm for Diameter in planar graphs of Weimann and Yuster [?], since it shows that such a result
is unlikely on non-planar graphs of treewidth ⇥(log n). Furthermore, our lower bound also applies to
graphs of pathwidth k. On the positive side, this bound led us to look for a 2O(k) n2

"

time algorithm

for Diameter.
Although computing the treewidth is an NP-hard problem, Bodlaender et al. [75] obtained a
O(k)

2

n time algorithm (fixed parameter linear time) that returns a tree decomposition of bag size

O(k). This gives hope that the known techniques from FPT algorithms will give interesting subquadratic algorithms. For example, we could apply Courcelle’s theorem to solve Diameter in f (k) · n
time, for some huge but computable f (k). Instead, we use a technique that, to our knowledge,

was never used for obtaining FPT algorithms for NP-hard problems and obtain a fixed parameter
subquadratic algorithm for Diameter and Radius parameterized by treewidth that almost matches
our lower bound.
Theorem 4.3.8 There is an algorithm that solves Diameter and Radius exactly in undirected graphs
of treewidth k in 2O(k log k) · n1+o(1) time.
In the paper [14] we also obtain exact algorithms with similar upper bounds for all versions
of directed Radius and Diameter that we consider in this work. We can also compute all the
eccentricities of the graph in the same time.
Besides utilizing the tree decomposition to find separators, the main tool in our algorithms is a
reduction to an orthogonal range query problem and then using known data structures to answer
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queries efficiently. This technique was used by Cabello and Knauer [88] to obtain near-linear time
algorithms for computing the Wiener index of a fixed treewidth graph6 .
The exact running time of our algorithm for Diameter is O(k 2 n logk

1

n) and we believe it can

be a practical alternative to known Diameter algorithms when a good bound on the treewidth of
the graph is known. It is known that many real-life networks are tree-like (see [73] and the surveys
therein.)
Other parameters. Perhaps more basic parameterizations for Diameter would be: D - the diameter of the graph, and

- the maximum degree of a node in the graph. Unfortunately, the lower

bound constructions show that these cases are not fixed parameter subquadratic. It hard to solve
Diameter in subquadratic time even when the diameter is 3, and there is a simple reduction from
Diameter on a sparse graph on n nodes of arbitrary max degree to Diameter on a constant degree
graph on O(n) nodes. The same holds for Radius under the HS conjecture. Thus, Radius and
Diameter are not fixed parameter subquadratic when parameterized by the degree or the diameter
of the input graph, unless our conjectures fail.
Related work.

Most related to our parameterized complexity results are known algorithms for

Diameter and Radius on special classes of graphs, e.g. [213, 108, 166, 127, 107, 160, 57, 62, 392,
?]. Our two dimensional complexity results, however, show how the complexity changes as the
input graph becomes “more complicated”. Independently of our work, Giannopoulou, Mertzios,
and Niedermeier [197] also propose the study of parameterized complexity for problems in P. The
authors suggest searching for f (k) · nc algorithms for problems for which the best known algorithm
takes O(nd ) time, where d is much larger than c. Their case study is the problem of finding the

longest path in an interval graph, and they improve the known O(n4 ) time algorithm to f (k) · n
for a certain natural parameter k. We are not aware of previous negative parameterized complexity
results for problems in P.
In the rest of this section, we prove all the lower bounds discussed above. The algorithms can be
found in the paper [14], as well as additional results such as an n2

o(1)

lower bound for computing

the Median of a sparse graph under the HS Conjecture.

4.3.3

Hitting Set and Radius

The HSE-Graph.

All our reductions from HSE will start with the following simple representation

of the HSE problem as a “radius-like” graph problem. The reductions in this section will be based
on adding gadgets to it.
6 The Wiener index of a graph is the sum of distances. It can be computed in O(mn) time in general graphs using
APSP.
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Given an instance A, B, U of HSE we create the following tripartite graph that we call an “HSEgraph” that we will utilize in our reductions. The vertex set is A [ B [ U (we overload the notation

slightly so that x denotes both a vertex and the corresponding subset in the original instance). The
edge set E is as follows: for each u 2 U there is an edge to x 2 A[B if u 2 x. The question becomes,
is there a node a 2 A such that for all b 2 B there is a u 2 U such that (a, u), (u, b) 2 E? Preprocess

the HSE graph as follows. Suppose that there are some a, a0 2 A such that N (a) ✓ N (a0 ) then we
can remove a since if a is a hitting set, then so is a0 . Now we can assume that for all a, a0 2 A,
there are u, u0 2 U such that u 2 N (a) \ N (a0 ), u0 2 N (a0 ) \ N (a). We will refer to this as the
HSE-graph-problem.

Undirected Radius.

We are now ready to prove the conditional lower bounds for undirected

Radius by simple modifications of the HS-graph.
Reminder 3 Theorem 4.3.1 If for some " > 0, there is an algorithm that can determine if a given
undirected, unweighted graph with n nodes and m = O(n) edges has radius 2 or 3 in O(n2

"

) time,

then the Hitting Set Conjecture is false.
Proof.

Given an instance A, B, U of the HSE problem, we construct its HSE-graph G as

described above. We will construct an undirected graph G0 as follows. Take G with all its nodes
and edges and add three nodes x, y, z to it. For each node a 2 A add edges {a, x} and {a, y} to G0 .
For each node u 2 U add an edge {u, x} to G0 . Finally, add an edge {y, z} to G0 .

We now claim that the radius of G0 is 2 if G is a “yes” HSE-instance and the radius is at least 3

otherwise.
First, assume that G is a “yes” HSE-instance and therefore there is a node a⇤ 2 A such that for

every b 2 B there is a node u 2 U such that both edges (a⇤ , u) and (u, b) are in E(G) and therefore
the edges {a⇤ , u} and {u, a⇤ } are in E(G0 ). In this case, the distance from a⇤ to every other node v

in G0 is at most 2: If v 2 B then the distance is 2. If either v 2 A or v 2 U , then the distance is 2,
via x. If v = y then the distance is 1 and if v = z then the distance is 2.

Now, assume that G is a “no” HSE-instance, which implies that for any node a 2 A, there is a

node b 2 B be such that there is no u 2 U for which the edges (a, u) and (u, b) are in E(G). In this
case, there is no path of length 2 from a to b in G0 : if the path goes through part U and has length 2
then it must be of the form {a, u}, {u, b} for some u 2 U which is a contradiction, while if the path
goes through x it will have length at least 3 since the distance from x to any node in B is exactly

2. Therefore, if the center of the graph is in A, the radius is at least 3. On the other hand, if the
center of the graph is in B [ U [ {x} then its distance to z is at least 3. And finally, if the center is
y or z then its distance to any node b 2 B is at least 3. Therefore, the radius of G0 is at least 3.

To complete the proof, note that our new graph G0 has O(n) nodes and O(n|U |) edges, and

therefore it can be easily turned into a sparse graph on O(n|U |) nodes without changing the radius
(add n|U | dummy nodes, connect them to a node d and connect d to every node in A). This implies
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"

· |U |2

"

) time, for some " > 0,

⇤ The following observation about the treewidth (in fact, pathwidth) of the graph in the proof
of Theorem 4.3.1 proves the Radius part of Theorem 4.3.1.
Claim 31 The Radius instance constructed in the proof of Theorem 4.3.1 has pathwidth (and therefore treewidth) O(|U |).
Proof. Consider the path decomposition P in which there is a bag Bv for every node v 2 A [ B

that contains the nodes Bv = U [ {x, y, z} [ {v}, and the bags are ordered arbitrarily in a path.

Every edge appears in a bag and all the bags containing a node of G0 are connected (they are either
⇤

a single bag or the whole path). The sizes of the largest bag is |U | + 4.

o(k)

Thus, an algorithm that can compute Radius on treewidth (or pathwidth) k graphs in 2

can be used to solve the HSE problem where |U | = !(log n) in O(n

2 "

·n

2 "

) time, refuting the HS

conjecture.

Roundtrip Radius.
Lemma 4.3.1 If for some " > 0, there is an algorithm that can determine if a given directed,
unweighted graph with n nodes and m = O(n) edges has roundtrip radius 4 or 8 in O(n2

"

) time,

then the Hitting Set Conjecture is false.
Proof.
We will start from the HSE-graph G with partitions A0 , B 0 , U and edge set E. We first build a
gadget graph H from G as follows. H has vertex set A [ B [ C [ D where A is a copy of A0 , B is a
copy of B 0 and C and D are copies of U . For a 2 A0 , let its copy in A also be a, and for b 2 B 0 let
its copy in B also be b. For u 2 U let its copies in C and D be uC and uD , respectively.

If a 2 A0 , u 2 U , we create a directed 4-cycle connecting a 2 A and uC and a directed 4-cycle

connecting a 2 A and uD as follows. If (a, u) 2 E, then there is an edge from a to uC and a
path of length 3 directed from uC to a where the internal nodes of the path are of degree 2 in H;

additionally, there is an edge from uD to a and a path of length 3 from a to uD . If (a, u) 2
/ E, then

the roles of the edges and 3-paths are reversed. That is, there is a 3-path from a to uC and an edge
from uC to a and an edge from a to uD and a 3-path from uD to a. Call the set of internal nodes
of all the 3-paths, X. Each edge (u, b) with u 2 U , b 2 B is represented by two directed edges,

(uC , b), (b, uD ). Note that any cycle in H has length at least 4 so that any roundtrip distance within
H is also at least 4. Now, given H as a gadget, create two copies of H, H1 on vertex partitions
(A, B1 , C1 , D1 , X1 ) and H2 on (A, B2 , C2 , D2 , X2 ) so that H1 and H2 are glued at A. Call this graph
F and see Figure 4.6 for an illustration.
First suppose that the HSE-instance G was a “yes” instance, and there is some a 2 A such that

for all b 2 B, there is some u 2 U with (a, u), (b, u) 2 E. Then we will show that a has roundtrip
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distance at most 4 to all nodes in F and hence the roundtrip radius is at most 4. To see this, first
note that by construction, a is on a cycle of length 4 to every node of D1 [ C1 [ D2 [ C2 . For any

other node a0 2 A, let u, u0 2 U be nodes such that (a, u), (a0 , u0 ) 2 E, (a, u0 ), (a0 , u) 2
/ E (recall
such u, u0 exist). Then a ! uC1 ! a0 ! uD1 ! a is a directed 4-cycle in F . Finally, for any

bi 2 Bi for i = 1, 2, if u 2 U is such that (a, u), (u, b) 2 G, the following is a directed 4-cycle in F :
a ! uCi ! bi ! uDi ! a.

Now suppose that the roundtrip radius of F is < 8 and we will show that the original graph G

must be a “yes” instance. We first claim that no node of F \ A can be a center.

Case 1. Suppose that some node uC1 is a center (the cases uC2 , uD1 , uD2 are symmetric). Then

consider the roundtrip shortest path to uC2 . Either the portion of the path from uC1 to uC2 , or the
one from uC2 to uC1 , must have length at most 3. Assume, w.l.o.g. that d(uC1 ! uC2 )  3, and
note that the path must go through A. None of the 3-paths can be used, since the length would

become > 3, which implies that it must be of the form uC1 ! a ! uC2 for some a ! A. However,

by construction, if (a, uC2 ) 2 E(F ) then (a, u) 2 E(G) and (uC1 , a) 2
/ E(F ). Hence uC1 cannot be
a center.

Case 2. Suppose that some node x in X is the center and let u be the closest node in C1 [ C2 [

D1 [ D2 to x. Note that any roundtrip path from x must go through u, which implies that u can
only be a better center than x. But by case 1, u cannot be the center and therefore neither can x.
Case 3. Now consider any two nodes b1 2 B1 , b2 2 B2 . By construction, d(b1 , b2 ), d(b2 , b1 )

4

and hence the roundtrip distance is at least 8. Hence no node of B1 [ B2 can be a center.

Hence the center of F is some node a 2 A. Consider the roundtrip distance from a to any

b1 2 B1 . It is supposed to be at most 7. Any path from a to b1 that does not go directly from a to
some node of C1 to b1 must have length at least 4. Similarly, any path from b1 to a that does not go
directly from a to some node of D1 to a must have length at least 4. Thus, if the roundtrip radius
is < 8, one of the pieces of the roundtrip path (from a to b1 and from b1 to a) must be of length 2,
as otherwise the roundtrip path would be of length at least 8. Hence there is some u 2 U for which
(a, u), (u, b) 2 E and the original graph G is a “yes” instance of HSE.

To complete the proof, note that our new graph F has O(n|U |) nodes and O(n|U |) edges. This

implies that a subquadratic algorithm for sparse graphs that distinguished between roundtrip radius
4 and 8 will solve the HSE problem in O(n2
conjecture.
Source Radius.

"

· |U |2

"

) time, for some " > 0, which refutes the HS
⇤

We now present the reduction to Source Radius which allows us to prove Theo-

rem 4.3.4.
Reminder 4 Theorem 4.3.4 A (2

)-approximation algorithm for Source Radius in sparse graphs

that runs in subquadratic time refutes the Hitting Set Conjecture.
Proof.

We show how an algorithm that distinguishes between radius t + 1 and 2t on a graph
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Figure 4.6: The reduction from HSE to Roundtrip Radius.

with O(tn) nodes and O(n|U | + tn) edges allows us to solve an HSE instance on two lists of n
sets in U . Given an algorithm for Source Radius as in the statement of the theorem, we can set
t = |U | = !(log n) which allows us to solve HSE in subquadratic time since (2

)(t + 1) < 2t.

Given an instance A, B, U of HSE, we construct the corresponding HSE graph G and then use

it to construct our Source Radius instance G0 as follows. Take G with all its nodes and edges and
add the following nodes and paths to it to get G0 . For each node b 2 B add t
and add edges so that there is a path b ! b1 ! b2 ! · · · ! bt
add t

2 nodes a1 , . . . , at

2

1.

1 nodes b1 , . . . , bt

1

Similarly, for each node a 2 A

and edges so that there is a path a1 ! a2 ! · · · ! at

2

! a. Add a

node x and connect every node a 2 A with an (a, x) edge to x, and connect x to the beginning of
a’s path by adding the edge (x, a1 ).

Claim 32 The radius of G0 is t + 1 if G is a “yes” HSE-instance and is at least 2t otherwise.
Proof. First, assume that G is a “yes” HSE-instance and therefore there is a node a⇤ 2 A such

that for every b 2 B there is a node u 2 U such that both edges (a⇤ , u) and (u, b) are in E(G) and

therefore these edges are also in E(G0 ). In this case, the distance from a⇤ to every other node v in
G0 is at most t + 1:
1. If v = bi for some i  t

1 or v = b, then the distance is 2 + i  t + 1 or 2.

2. If v = x then the distance is 1. If v = ai for some i  t
⇤

via x. If v = a 6= a then the distance is t via x.

2 then the distance is i + 1  t

1

3. If v 2 U , then the distance is either 1 via the edge (a⇤ , u) or t + 1 via a path through x to
some a 6= a⇤ and then to v.
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On the other hand, assume that G is a “no” HSE-instance, which implies that for any node a 2 A,

there is a node b 2 B be such that there is no u 2 U for which the edges (a, u) and (u, b) are in

E(G0 ). In this case, there does not exist a center node w that can reach every other node v within
less than 2t distance:
• w cannot be in A since there is no path of length 2t

1 from a to bt

1
0

in G0 : the only such

paths go through the node x and spend t edges to reach some node a 6= a and then take a
path of length t + 1 from a0 to bt

• Moreover, for any i  t
to bt

1:

1.

2, w cannot be the node ai since it will have an even larger distance

it will have to reach a first and then take the path of length 2t + 1 to bt

1.

• w cannot be any node in U [ B or any bi , since those nodes cannot reach x.
• Finally, w cannot be x since its distance to bt

1

is t

1 + t + 1 = 2t.

Therefore, the radius of G0 is at least 2t.

⇤

0

Our new graph G has N = O(tn) nodes and O(n|U | + tn) = O(N ) edges, which implies that a

subquadratic O(N 2

) algorithm gives a subquadratic algorithm for HSE even when |U | = !(log n)

and refutes the HS conjecture.
Max Radius.

⇤

Now we prove the lower bound for Max Radius. Together with Lemma 4.3.1, this

proves Theorem 4.3.5.
Lemma 4.3.2 A (2

)-approximation algorithm for Max Radius in sparse graphs that runs in

subquadratic time refutes the Hitting Set Conjecture.
Proof.

The proof proceeds exactly as in the proof of Theorem 4.3.4, except that we add the

following edges to G0 : For every node in U [ B or any bi node, add an edge to x.

The new edges makes sure that there is a path of length t + 1 from any node in G0 to any node

in A and now the same claims hold when we replace one-way distance with max-distance. We will
outline the di↵erences in the arguments.
If G is a “yes” HSE-instance, then G0 has max-radius at most t + 1. As before, we show a node
a⇤ in A that reaches the other nodes within t + 1 distance. Now, however, we also have that any
node will reach a⇤ within distance t + 1 via x, and therefore the max-distance between a⇤ and the
other nodes is t + 1.
If G is a “no” HSE-instance, we show that no node of G0 can have distance less than 2t to
the other nodes (this is stronger than having max-eccentricity at least 2t, since we are ignoring the
distances from the other nodes). Assume for contradiction that there is a node with max-eccentricity
< 2t. Consider the argument we gave in the proof of Theorem 4.3.4 and note that it still implies
that the center cannot be in A nor x nor any ai node. Here, however, we need a di↵erent argument
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for why the center cannot be in U [ B or any bi : any such node will have a node in B that is at

distance at least 2t from it. Here we assume that there is no node in U that has edges to every node
in B (if such node exists, we check if it has any edges coming from A - if there are we output “yes”
⇤

and otherwise we remove the node.)
Min-Radius.

Finally, we present the lower bounds for Min-Radius. Here, we will have to work

harder to make the graph in our construction a DAG.
Lemma 4.3.3 A (2

)-approximation algorithm for Min-Radius on sparse DAGs that runs in

subquadratic time refutes the Hitting Set Conjecture.
Because we want the input graph to be a DAG, and simultaneously we want the min-distance
between any two nodes to be a small constant, we require a special construction. Given a set X of n
nodes v1 , . . . , vn , it creates a DAG DG(X) with at most O(n) nodes and O(n log n) edges such that
in the topological order of DG(X), vi < vi+1 , and for any two nodes of DG(X) x, y where x < y in
the topological order, d(x, y)  2.

We define DG(X) as follows. WLOG n is a power of 2, otherwise add enough (< n) new nodes

after vn and grow n until n is a power of 2. Using n

1 extra nodes, create a complete balanced

binary tree T on top of X where the leaves of T are X in the order v1 , . . . , vn from left to right. Let
r be the root of T . The edges of T are not added to DG(X) but we will add equivalent directed
edges for them; T and DG(X) share the same node set.
Now, for every node x in T , consider the root to x path, and call any node p on the path a 0
node if the path branches left out of it and a 1 node otherwise. For every 0-node p on the r-x path,
add a directed edge (x, p) to DG(X), and for every 1-node, add (p, x). Note we have only added
log n edges per node x, so the number of edges is O(n log n). DG(X) is a DAG by construction.
Moreover, for any two nodes x and y, let their LCA in the tree be u. If u is not x and not y, then
it is a 0-node for one of them, say x, and a 1-node for the other, y. Hence, there is a path of length
2 in DG(X) between any pair of nodes where neither is a descendent of the other in T . If y is a
descendent of x, then the min-distance between then is 1.
We can generalize the construction above slightly for any integer t

1, in a construction DGt (X)

so that for any two nodes x and y with x < y in the topological order, where x is not a descendent
of y in T , their min-distance is t + 1. To do this, take DG(X) and replace every non-leaf node ` by
a directed path `1 , `2 , . . . , `t , and replace every in-edge (x, `) by (x, `1 ) and every out-edge by (`, y)
by (`t , y). We say that `j is a copy of ` in T . For competeness, call the leaves (the nodes of X)
copies of themselves and for any leaf x, let x1 = xt = x. For any directed edge (x, y) of DG(X), if
(x, y) goes towards the root in T , then connect all copies xi of x to y1 , and if (x, y) goes down in
T , then connect xt to all copies of y. The number of nodes of DGt (X) is O(tn) and the number of
edges is O(tn log n).
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Now, for any nodes of DGt (X), x and y, not descendants of one another, their min-distance is
t + 1 and is attained by taking their LCA, ` in T , taking the edge (x, `1 ) followed by the path to `t
and then the edge (`t , y). If x is a descendent of y, then the min-distance is at most t.
Here is another way to describe DGt (X) using binary numbers:
Let us identify each node in X with a number in [n]. We add nodes vi,j for each i 2 [log n] and

j 2 [2i

1

] in the form of a binary tree. Each such node will be connected with a path of length t

(1)
vi,j

vi,j !

! ··· !

(t 2)
vi,j

!

0
vi,j
.
i

1:

These new nodes will be connected to and from X as follows:
2) + 1, . . . , n/2i (2j

for each node a 2 X, if a 2 [n/2 (2j

1)], we add an edge a ! vi,j , and if

0
1) + 1, . . . , n/2 (2j)], we add an edge vi,j
! a. Note that we only added O(n log n)

i

i

a 2 [n/2 (2j

edges, and now there is a path from a to a0 for all a < a0 in A of length t + 1, via some vi,j . Then,
we also connect the tree nodes with themselves: Let i, i0 2 [log n] and j 2 [2i
0

0

j 2 [2

i

i

0
vi,j

(h)
vi0 ,j 0

i

(2j

2) + 1, . . . , 2

Proof.

i

(2j

1], and if j 0 2 [2i

for all h 2 [t
!

0

for all h 2 [t

0

i

1)], then add edges vi0 ,j 0 !

(2j

1) + 1, . . . , 2i

0

i

(2j)], we

1

], j 0 2 [2i

0

1

]. If

(h)
vi,j , vi00 ,j 0 ! vi,j and vi0 ,j 0 ! vi,j
0
0
add vi,j
! vi0 ,j 0 , vi,j
! vi00 ,j 0 and

1]. This completes the construction of this tree structure.

Given an instance A, B, U of HSE, we construct the corresponding HSE graph G and

then use it to construct our Min Radius instance G0 as follows.
Take G with all its nodes and edges and add the following nodes and paths to it to get G0 .
For each node b 2 B add t

b 2 ! · · · ! bt

1 nodes b1 , . . . , bt

1.

1

and add edges so that there is a path b ! b1 !

Create two copies of construction DGt (A) (sharing A). Having two copies rather than one serves

to enforce that the center of the graph must be in A, and not some extra node of DGt (A) we added.
Finally, add t nodes x1 , . . . , xt , connect every node a 2 A with an edge a ! x1 , then connect

every node in U with an edge xt ! u, then add a path x1 ! · · · ! xt . Also, add a node y and
edges a ! y for every node a 2 A.

Claim 33 The min-radius of G0 is t + 1 if G is a “yes” HSE-instance and is at least 2t otherwise.
Proof. First, assume that G is a “yes” HSE-instance and therefore there is a node a⇤ 2 A such

that for every b 2 B there is a node u 2 U such that both edges (a⇤ , u) and (u, b) are in E(G) and
therefore these edges are also in E(G0 ). In this case, the min-distance from a⇤ to every other node
v in G0 is at most t + 1:
1. If v = bi for some i  t

1 or v = b, then the distance is 2 + i  t + 1 or 2.

2. If v = xi for some i  t then the distance is i. If v = y the distance is 1.
3. If v 2 U , then the distance is at most t + 1 via the path x1 ! · · · ! xt ! v.
4. If v = a 2 A, then let i be the most significant bit in which the integers a, a⇤ di↵er, and
note that there must be some j 2 [2i

1

] such that a 2 [n/2i (2j

1) + 1, . . . , n/2i (2j)] and
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0
vi,j
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1)], or vice versa. Either way, there is a path of length

between the two nodes.

(h)

5. Finally, if v = vi,j for some i 2 [log n], j 2 [2i

1

⇤

] and h 2 [t

1], then let i⇤ be the largest

integer so that the first i most significant bits of a and i are the same. As before, this implies
(h)

(h)

(h)

(h)

that for some j ⇤ there is a path a ! vi⇤ ,j ⇤ ! · · · ! vi⇤ ,j ⇤ ! vi,j , or a path vi,j ! vi⇤ ,j ⇤ !
· · · ! vi0⇤ ,j ⇤ ! a. Thus, the min-distance is at most t + 1.

On the other hand, assume that G is a “no” HSE-instance, which implies that for any node
a 2 A, there is a node b 2 B be such that there is no u 2 U for which the edges (a, u) and (u, b) are

in E(G0 ). In this case, there does not exist a center node w that can reach or be reached from every
other node v within less than 2t distance:
• w cannot be in A since there is no path of length 2t

1 from w = a to some node bt

1

in

G0 (the one that a cannot reach in G): the only such paths either go through the xi -path
and spend t edges to reach some node u 2 U for which (a, u) 2
/ E(G), or go through the tree

structure, incurring an extra cost of t edges, to reach some node a0 6= a, and then take a path
of length t + 1 from u or a0 to bt

1.

• w cannot be a node u 2 U : let b 2 B be such that (u, b) is not an edge, then the min-distance

between u and b is infinite. Similarly, w cannot be a node b or bi for a node b 2 B, since it
will have infinite min-distance to the node b0 6= b.

• w cannot be on the xi path, since it will have infinite min-distance to the node y. Thus, w
cannot be y as well.

(h)

• The final case is when w is a node in the tree structure vi,j for some i, j, h in the right range.

This is the more tricky case. We claim that the min-distance to the copy of this node, in
the isomorphic copy of the tree that we added, is infinite. To see this, first note that by
construction, a path between the two trees must pass through A. Then, note that there is
certain threshold T = n/2i (2j

(h)

1), such that for any node a 2 A that vi,j can reach, a > T ,
(h)

while for any node a0 2 A that can reach vi,j , a0  T . Since this is also true for the copy
(h)

of vi,j , we conclude that there is no path between these two nodes, and the min-distance is
infinite. (In other words, any path from A to A goes through the two copies of DG(A), and
since these are copies of the same DAG, it can’t be that in one DAG there is a path from x to
some a, and the other, a path from a to x.)
Therefore, the radius of G0 is at least 2t.

⇤

0

Our new graph G has O(tn + n) nodes and O(n|U | + tn log n) edges. And note that, by con-

struction, G0 is a DAG since we do not create any cycles. It can be turned into a sparse graph
on N = O(nt|U |) nodes, without changing the min-radius, by adding dummy nodes, all connected
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to a new node w and connecting w to every node in A. We will choose t large enough such that
)(t + 1) < 2t. Thus, a subquadratic O(N 2

(2

) time (2

)-approximation algorithm for

Min-Radius gives a subquadratic algorithm for HSE even when |U | = !(log n) and refutes the HS
⇤

conjecture.

4.3.4

Orthogonal Vectors and Diameter

Similarly to the HSE graph, we define an OV graph G from an OV instance (A, B) where the vectors
in A and B have dimension d = O(log n). G has partitions named A, B, C where A and B (abusing
notation slightly) correspond exactly to the sets of vectors A and B of the OV instance, and C is
[d]. For every a 2 A, create an edge (a, c) for all c 2 C for which a[c] = 1 and for each b 2 B and

c 2 C for which b[c] = 1, add (c, b). The OV problem is now to find some a 2 A, b 2 B such that b
is not reachable from a.
Min-Diameter.
Lemma 4.3.4 If there is a (3/2

")-approximation algorithm for Min-Diameter on a sparse DAG

that runs in subquadratic time, then the OV conjecture is false.
Proof. We show how an algorithm that distinguishes between diameter 2 and 3 on a DAG allows
us to solve the OV problem. Let G be the OV graph. We construct a directed graph G0 as follows.
Take G (with all its nodes and edges) and add two nodes x, y to it. Order the nodes in A and
add construction DG(A) from the Min-Radius section above. Similarly, order the nodes in B and
add DG(B) and order C and add DG(C). Finally, add edge (x, y), edges (a, x), (x, c), (c, y), (y, b)
for all nodes a 2 DG(A), b 2 DG(B), c 2 DG(C), and for every a 2 DG(A) \ A, add (a, y).
Claim 34 The min-diameter of G0 is 2 if G is a NO instance of the OV problem and is at least 3
otherwise.
Proof.

First, assume that G is a NO instance and therefore for every pair a 2 A, b 2 B there

is a node c 2 C such that both edges (a, c), (c, b) are in E(G) and therefore are also in E(G0 ). In
this case, for all pairs of nodes u, v 2 V (G0 ), the min-distance in G0 is no more than 2:
1. If u 2 A, v 2 B then the distance is 2.
2. If either u, v 2 DG(A), or u, v 2 DG(B), or u, v 2 DG(C), then the distance is at most 2, by
the DG(·) construction.

3. If u 2 DG(A) and v 2 DG(C) (or vice versa) then the distance is at most 2 via the path
through x.

4. If u 2 DG(B) and v 2 DG(C) (or vice versa) then the distance is at most 2 via the path
through y.
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5. If u = x then it has distance 1 to every node in DG(A) [ DG(C) [ {y} and distance 2 to every

node in DG(B). The u = y case is symmetric, except that the distance to nodes of DG(A) \ A
is also 1.

6. If u 2 DG(A) \ A, v 2 DG(B) (or vice versa), then the min-distance is 2 through y.
On the other hand, assume that G is a YES instance and let a 2 A, b 2 B be such that there is

no c 2 C for which the edges (a, c) and (c, b) are in E(G). In this case, there is no path of length

2 from a to b in G0 : if the path goes through part C and has length 2 then it must be of the form
a ! c ! b for some c 2 C which is a contradiction. If the path goes through x it will have distance
at least 3 since the distance from x to any node in B is exactly 2. Finally, if the path goes through
DG(A) \ A, through y, then it also has length at least 3. Therefore, the min-diameter of G0 is at

⇤ Our new graph G0 has O(n) nodes

least 3.

and O(n log n) edges, which implies that a subquadratic algorithm refutes the OV conjecture. G0 is
a DAG by construction: DG(A), DG(B), DG(C) are DAGs and the rest of the comparisons in the
topological order are DG(A) < x < DG(C) < y < DG(B).
Lemma 4.3.5 If there is a (2

⇤

")-approximation algorithm for Min-Diameter on a sparse weighted

graph that runs in subquadratic time, then the OV Conjecture is false.
Proof. We show how an algorithm that distinguishes between diameter t + 1 and 2t on a sparse
graph allows us to solve OV. Let G be the OV graph. We construct a directed graph G0 as follows.
Take G (with all its nodes and edges) and add three nodes x, y, z to it. The edges that were present
in G will have weight t/2 in G0 . We connect x to and from A with edges (a, x), (x, a) for every node
a 2 A, with weights w(a, x) = 1, w(x, a) = t, and then we add edges (c, x) for every node c 2 C,
with weight w(c, x) = 1. We connect y to and from B with edges (b, y), (y, b) for every node b 2 B,

with weights w(b, y) = t, w(y, b) = 1, and then we add edges (y, c) for every node c 2 C, with weight
w(y, c) = 1. Finally, we connect z to and from C with edges (c, z), (z, c) for every node c 2 C, with
weights w(c, z) = w(z, c) = t/2, and we add an edge (y, x) with weight w(y, x) = 1.

Claim 35 The min-diameter of G0 is t + 1 if G is a NO instance of OV and is at least 2t otherwise.
Proof.

First, assume that G is a NO instance and therefore for every pair a 2 A, b 2 B there

is a node c 2 C such that both edges (a, c), (c, b) are in E(G) and therefore are also in E(G0 ). In
this case, for all pairs of nodes u, v 2 V (G0 ), the min-distance in G0 is no more than 2:
1. If u 2 A, v 2 B then the distance from u to v is 2t/2 = t.
2. If either u, v 2 A, or u, v 2 B, or u, v 2 C, then the distance is t + 1, via x, y, orz.
3. If u 2 A and v 2 C (or vice versa) then the distance from v to u (or vice versa) is at most
t + 1 via the path through x.
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4. If u 2 B and v 2 C (or vice versa) then the distance from u to v (or vice versa) is at most
t + 1 via the path through y.

5. If u = x then it has min-distance 1 to every node in A [ C [ {y}, distance t + 1 from every
node b 2 B via the path b ! y ! x, and distance t/2 + 1 from z via the path z ! c ! x for
any c 2 C. The u = y case is symmetric.

6. If u = z then it has min-distance t/2 to every node in C and min-distance t/2 + t/2 to every
node in A [ B.
On the other hand, assume that G is a YES instance and let a 2 A, b 2 B be such that there is no
c 2 C for which the edges (a, c) and (c, b) are in E(G). In this case, there is no path of length less than

2t from a to b in G0 : if the path does not any of the nodes x, y, z it must be of the form a ! c ! b
which is a contradiction, while if it uses x it must be of the form a ! · · · ! x ! a0 ! c ! · · · ! · · · b
which will have length at least 2t, the case in which the path goes from b to a and uses y is symmetric,
and finally, if we use z we also incur an addition weight of t resulting in length at least 2t. Therefore,
⇤

the min-diameter of G0 is at least 2t.

⇤
Roundtrip Diameter.
Lemma 4.3.6 If there is a (3/2

")-approximation algorithm for Roundtrip-Diameter on a sparse

graph that runs in subquadratic time, then the OV conjecture is false.
Proof.

Any algorithm distinguishing between roundtrip diameter 4 and 6 can distinguish

between undirected diameter 2 and 3 - take the undirected graph, bi-direct the edges and run the
algorithm for roundtrip-diameter. The latter task cannot be done in subquadratic time [330].

4.3.5

⇤

Lower Bound for Estimating All eccenricities

The following construction shows that the 3/2 factor that we have for Radius and Diameter (in
undirected graphs) is unlikely to be achievable if we want to estimate all the eccentricities in the
graph. Only a 5/3 approximation is known for this problem in subquadratic time [102].
Reminder 5 Theorem 4.3.2 A (5/3

) approximation algorithm for the eccentricities of all nodes

in undirected sparse graphs that runs in subquadratic time refutes the Orthogonal Vectors Conjecture.
Proof.

Let A, B ✓ {0, 1}d , |A| = |B| = n be an instance of OV, we will use it to construct

an undirected sparse graph G as follows. Abusing the notation, construct a set of nodes A that
contains a node a for every vector in A, and similarly construct a set of nodes B from the vectors
B. Add a set of nodes C corresponding to the coordinates j 2 [d] and for every vector v 2 A [ B we
add an edge {v, j} i↵ v[j] = 0. Note that now, there is a 2-path from a node a 2 A to a node b 2 B
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Diameter Variants
Definition
Upper Bound
p
max d(u, v)
3/2 in Õ(m n) [[330]]
u,v
p
max d(u, v)
3/2 in Õ(m n) [[330]]

Problem
UndirectedDiameter
MaxDiameter

OV Conjecture
3/2 [[330]]
3/2 [[330]]

u,v

✏

MinDiameter

max min{d(u, v), d(v, u)}

MinDiameter on DAGs

max d(u, v)

2 in Õ(m) [[14]]

3/2 [Lem 4.3.4]

RoundtripDiameter

max{d(u, v) + d(v, u)}

2 in Õ(m) [metric]

3/2 [Lem 4.3.6]

u,v

u<v

u,v

n in Õ(mn

1 ✏

) [[14]]

2 on weighted [Lem 4.3.5]

Table 4.2: Our Bounds for Various Diameter Problems
i↵ the vectors a, b are not orthogonal. Then, we also add a set B 0 that contains a copy b0 of every
node b 2 B, such that b0 is only connected with one edge to b. Finally, add two nodes x, y, connect
x to every node in A, connect y to every node in C, and add the edge {x, y}.

We now claim that for every node a 2 A, the eccentricity is 5 if the vector a is orthogonal to

some vector b 2 B, and it is 3 otherwise.

To prove our claim we first show that any node a 2 A will have distance  3 to all the nodes in

A [ C{x, y}: there is a 2-path via x to every other node in C and there is a 3-path to every node in

C via x, y. Now, on the one hand, if a 2 A is not orthogonal to any b 2 B, then in our graph, there

will be a 2-path via C from a to every node in B and therefore there will be a 3-path to every node
in B 0 . Thus, in this case, the eccentricity is 3. On the other hand, if a 2 A is orthogonal to some

b 2 B, then the only paths from a to b have length 4, and therefore the distance from a to b0 is 5,
and the eccentricity of a is at least 5.

This claim shows that an algorithm estimating all the eccentricities within (5/3

) allows us

to solve OV by this reduction. It is important to note that the radius and diameter will not be
determined by nodes in A in our graph, and therefore a better than 5/3 approximation for those
parameter (which is achievable in subquadratic time [330]) is not enough to solve OV. Indeed, the
node x will have eccentricity 4 regardless of the OV instance.
The number of nodes in the graph we constructed is O(n) and the number of edges is O(nd). It can
be easily turned into a sparse graph on O(nd) nodes. Thus, a subquadratic (5/3
allows us to solve OV in time (n
conjecture.

2 "

·d

2 "

) approximation

), for some " > 0, which is enough to refute the OV
⇤

Our lower bounds for Diameter are summarized in Table 4.2.

4.4

Matching Triangles and Generalizations of Max Flow

In Chapter 2.4 we define Conjecture 1 stating that at least one of the 3-SUM conjecture, the APSP
conjecture, or SETH, is true. Conjecture 1 seems much more believable than any of the above three
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conjectures, since to refute it, it must be the case that all three of the computational geometry, graph
algorithms, and exact algorithms communities have missed breakthrough algorithms for their core
problems. Given the popularity of each of these conjectures individually, Conjecture 1 is extremely
popular. It is quite appealing and believable, but does it imply any interesting lower bounds? In
this section, we explore this question.
Conjecture 1 is especially useful when trying to prove limitations to powerful new algorithmic
tools. The recent groundbreaking tools of Laplacian system solvers [360] and interior-point methods
[257, 306] are a great example. These new tools have allowed for celebrated algorithmic improvements
over longstanding upper bounds for di↵erent versions of Max-Flow, including recent best-paper
award winners [291, 354, 282, 261, 112]. With such a powerful tool at hand, one might consider
a lower bound based on the hardness of a single problem, e.g. APSP, as a challenge to refute the
APSP conjecture with the tool, rather than an impossibility result. However, lower bounds based
on Conjecture 1 can be more safely regarded as impossibility results.
Previous results.

Besides the large number of lower bounds that are based on a single conjecture,

there are few examples of lower bounds that are based on two of the conjectures. The works of
Pǎtraşcu [324], and Vassilevska Williams and Williams [373] prove that if a triangle of total weight
0 in an edge-weighted graph on n nodes can be found in O(n3

"

) time, both the 3-SUM and APSP

conjectures would be refuted. More recently, Abboud, Vassilevska Williams, and Weimann [15] show
that an O(n2

"

) algorithm for the Local Alignment problem from Bioinformatics refutes both the

3-SUM conjecture and SETH. No non-trivial lower bounds were known under Conjecture 1.

4.4.1

Our results

Using a large collection of new reductions and algorithms we obtain interesting consequences of
Conjecture 1.
Intermediate problems.

Our main contribution is in the identification of two innocent-looking

graph problems, which we call Triangle-Collection and
efficient reductions from each of our hard problems. Let

-Matching-Triangles, that allow for tightly
1 be an integer.

Definition 4.4.1 (Triangle-Collection) Given a node-colored graph G, is it true that for all
triples of distinct colors a, b, c there is a triangle (x, y, z) in G in which x has color a, y has color b,
and z has color c?
(Does the set of all triangles in the graph “collect” all triples of colors?)
Definition 4.4.2 ( -Matching-Triangles) Given a node-colored graph G, is there a triple of
distinct colors a, b, c such that there are at least
has color b, and z has color c?
(Are there

triangles with “matching” colors?)

triangles (x, y, z) in G in which x has color a, y
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An equivalent way to define these problems is: given a k-partite graph G on n nodes, TriangleCollection asks whether every triple of partitions has a triangle among them, and
Triangles asks whether there is a triple of partitions with at least

-Matching-

triangles among them.

Note that an O(n3 ) algorithm for each of these problems is trivial and the output is a single
bit, yet the following theorem shows that if an O(n3

"

) algorithm existed for some " > 0, we would

have groundbreaking algorithms for 3-SUM, APSP, and CNF-SAT! It is quite surprising that these
simple problems are hiding such “hardness” to be a bottleneck for these three famous problems (and
many others by the known reductions).
Theorem 4.4.1 Conjecture 1 implies that Triangle-Collection and
o(1)

<n

, on graphs with n nodes cannot be solved in O(n

Observe that the

-Matching-Triangles problem with

3 "

-Matching-Triangles, with !(1) <

) time, for any " > 0.

= 1 simply asks if there is a triangle in

!

the graph and can therefore be solved in O(n ) time, where ! < 2.373 is the matrix multiplication
exponent [388, 187]. However, when

increases to !(1) it must require n3

o(1)

jecture 1. It is natural to wonder what is the complexity of the problem when

time under Con> 1 is a constant.

Studying this question, we have discovered a surprising hierarchy of n-node graph problems with
increasing complexities, starting at n!±o(1) and approaching n3±o(1) . These results are presented at
the end of this section.
Besides allowing us to give a tight lower bound for a natural combinatorial problem based on the
extremely weak Conjecture 1, the Triangle-Collection problem serves as a good intermediate problem
for obtaining other interesting results from Conjecture 1. The simplicity and purely-combinatorial
nature of the problem allow for simple reductions to other (more well-studied) problems, while the
tightness of the lower bound means that no efficiency is lost by reducing from it.
New lower bounds for dynamic problems.

In Section 5.6 we give simple reductions from

Triangle-Collection to classic dynamic problems to obtain very strong lower bounds on the amortized
update times, under our very weak Conjecture 1. One of our lower bounds concerns the dynamic
Max-Flow problem which hints on a barrier for efficient Max-Flow algorithms: changing one edge
of the input, corresponding to one constraint in the linear program, will make the algorithm spend
linear time to recompute the optimal solution, in an amortized sense. Next, we look for barriers for
Max-Flow computations in static graphs.
New lower bounds for variants of Max-Flow.

Equipped with Conjecture 1 and its realization

in the simple Triangle-Collection problem, we try to obtain reductions to Max-Flow, in hopes of
proving under a weak assumption that certain tasks will not be solvable in near-linear time.
Breakthrough algorithms for s, t-Max-Flow were found in recent years using the powerful tools of
Laplacian systems solvers, and interior-point methods [354, 261, 291, 282]. It also seems that these
algorithms take near-linear time in practice, and the bottleneck for improving the upper bounds
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might be in the limitations of our current analysis. Thus, attempting to prove super-linear lower
bounds for Max-Flow under a conjecture we believe to hold might be ill-advised. Instead, we consider
two other versions of Max-Flow, in which we have multiple pairs of sources and sinks, and for which
the potential of these new powerful tools is still unexplored.
Definition 4.4.3 (Single-Source-Max-Flow) Given a directed edge-capacitated graph G and source
vertex s 2 V , output, for every t 2 V , the maximum flow that can be transferred in G from s to t.
Definition 4.4.4 (ST-Max-Flow) Given a directed edge-capacitated graph G and two subsets of
vertices S, T ✓ V (G), output, for every pair of nodes s 2 S, t 2 T , the maximum flow that can be
transferred in G from s to t.

p
Let T (n, m) be the time complexity of Max-Flow. The current bound is T (n, m) = Õ(m n) by
Sidford and Lee [282].7 Obviously, Single-Source-Max-Flow can be solved in O(n·T (n, m)) time, and
ST-Max-Flow can be solved in O(|S||T |T (n, m)) time. In the unit-capacity case, Cheung et al. [110]

solve the all-pairs version, i.e. ST-Max-Flow with S = T = V (G) in O(m! ) time, and Single-SourceMax-Flow in O(n!

1

m) time. In general graphs, Hao and Orlin [215] show that the maximum flow

between O(n) st-pairs can be found in the time it takes for a single Max-Flow computation, however
these pairs cannot be specified in advance. La̧cki et al. [277] obtained a near-linear time algorithm
for Single-Source-Max-Flow in planar digraphs. Note that in undirected graphs, all-pairs-max-flow
can be read from the Gomory-Hu tree of the graph, which can be computed in Õ(mn) time [216].
First, we devise a simple reduction from Triangle-Collection to ST-Max-Flow and prove that a
near-linear-time algorithm for it would shatter our conjectures.
Theorem 4.4.2 Conjecture 1 implies that ST-Max-Flow on a network with n nodes and O(n) edges
p
requires n1.5 o(1) time, even when |S| = |T | = n.
Although this lower bound does not match the currently known n · T (n) upper bounds, where

T (n) = Õ(n1.5 ) is the time it takes to solve Max-Flow on sparse graphs, it gives the first connection
between a Max-Flow-like problem and our popular conjectures. Moreover, this result implies that
under Conjecture 1, any O(m1.5

"

) time algorithm for Max-Flow, cannot also output the maximum

flow between n st-pairs of our choice.
This new connection to Max-Flow allows us to obtain perhaps more currently relevant conditional
lower bounds for Single-Source-Max-Flow.
Theorem 4.4.3 If for some " > 0, Single-Source-Max-Flow on a graph with n nodes, Õ(n) edges
with capacities in [n], can be solved in O(n2
(1

poly (n) clauses can be solved in 2
7 Throughout

)n

"

) time, then MAX-CNF-SAT on n variables and

poly (n) time, for some

this paper, Õ(f (n)) stands for O(f (n) · logO(1) n).

> 0, and SETH is false.
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Note that the current best upper bound is n · T (m), and this lower bound would be tight if Max-

Flow is in T (m) = m1+o(1) time. A first interesting consequence of this result is that, under SETH,
unlike for shortest paths where the s, t version and the single-source versions have roughly the same
complexity, the single-source version of Max-Flow (requires n2
version (is in O(n

1.5

o(1)

) is much harder than the s, t

) time), at least on sparse graphs. Another interesting consequence is that, under

SETH, either Max-Flow requires m1+

o(1)

time, for some

> 0, or the following counter-intuitive

thing is true: it is not possible to compute n single-source flows in a network faster than by calling
an st-flow algorithm n times.8 In the paper [16] we give other reductions from Triangle-Detection
and APSP to single-source Max-Flow and Min-Cost-Flow, obtaining other interesting consequences.
Subsequent Work.

Dahlgaard [137] proves that our Conjecture 1 implies an interesting lower

bound for computing the Diameter of a graph. Carmosino et al. [92] prove barriers for reducing
SETH to APSP and 3SUM; such reductions would refute a version of SETH (NSETH), stating
that SETH cannot be refuted even by co-nondeterministic algorithms. In particular, their work
implies that for some problems, such as 3SUM, it might be difficult to prove a lower bound under
Conjecture 1. Most recently, Krauthgamer and Trabelsi [273] prove higher lower bounds for ST Max-Flow that are based on the hardness of Max-SAT rather than on Conjecture 1.
Towards a better understanding of P.

The time hierarchy theorem promises the existence of

c

problems with complexity ⇥(n ) for any constant c > 1, and is proven by constructing a diagonalizing
Turing-Machine, but are there natural problems with complexity n2.1 , n2.7 , or n2.9 ? And what would
such problems look like? Obviously, an unconditional answer to this question will require concrete
polynomial lower bounds, and we are satisfied with a conditional answer. For integers k > 2, we have
a good sense of what an nk hierarchy might look like: the k-Dominating-Set problem has complexity
nk±o(1) under SETH [313, 164], and it is quite intuitive that the complexity of this problem increases
from n5 to n6 as k increases from 5 to 6. But what about a hierarchy of problems with complexity
⇥(nc ) for c 2 (2, 3)? Even under one of the conjectures, it is not clear how to find such problems.
It turns out that the

containing at least

-Matching-Triangles problem, which asks if there is a triple of colors

triangles, allows us to find such hierarchy of problems, even under our very weak

Conjecture 1! Recall that when
we have a an n3

o(1)

= 1 there is an O(n! ) upper bound, and when !(1) <

< no(1)

lower bound based on the very weak Conjecture 1. In the paper [16], we obtain

a truly subcubic algorithm for
Theorem 4.4.4 The
time for c =

9

-Matching-Triangles for any fixed integer

1.

-Matching-Triangles problem on an n-node graph G can be solved in Õ n3

2(3 !)2
(5 !) +1 !

c

> 0.

8 La̧cki et al. [277] conjecture that computing all n2 st-flows in a general graph can be done faster than by calling
a Max-Flow algorithm n2 time.
9 An uninteresting way to find such problems is by padding the input to APSP for example, so that all nodes but
the first nc/3 are ignored, however we would not consider such a problem natural as it would not contribute to our
understanding of what makes the computational complexity of a problem increase from n2.7 to n2.8 .
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Moreover, Theorem 5.1.3 also proves a truly-super-quadratic lower bound that approaches n3
for

-Matching-Triangles, for a large enough constant

Corollary 4.4.1 Conjecture 1 implies that for any
-Matching-Triangles requires n

2+

o(1)

o(1)

, assuming Conjecture 1.
< 1, there is an integer

1 such that

time.

Combining the lower and the upper bounds, we conclude that there is some constant D such that
˜ c ) for some c 2 (2, 3).
> D, -Matching-Triangles has time complexity ⇥(n

for every integer

reaches n" for some constant ", the complexity of

We also remark that when

-Matching-Triangles

10

decreases to truly subcubic yet again .
Finally, in order to obtain a better understanding of the complexity of
smaller constants

, like

-Matching-Triangles for

= 3, we consider the following conjecture.

Conjecture 2 At least one of the 3-SUM conjecture or the APSP-conjecture holds.
We are able to show a much better lower bound from Conjceture 2, which is n3
For example, this bound is n2.1

o(1)

= 7, and is n2.9

when

o(1)

when

9/( +3) o(1)

.

= 87. Examining the

reductions, we notice that this lower bound applies for a restricted version of the problem which we
call

-Matching-Triangles* (defined in Section 4.4.2), which turns out to have a matching upper

bound, allowing us to prove the following hierarchy theorem.
Theorem 4.4.5 Conjecture 2 implies that for any
is exactly N

4.4.2

3 9/( +3)±o(1)

> 6, the complexity of

-Matching-Triangles*

.

Reductions to Matching Triangles

Recall the definitions of

-Matching-Triangles and Triangle-Collection problem in the introduction.

In this section, we are going to reduce the three hard problems to

-Matching-Triangles and Triangle-

Collection.
First, we show 3-SUM and APSP-hardness using ExactWeight-Triangle (EW-Triangle) as an
intermediate problem, since it requires n3

o(1)

time unless both conjectures are false [11].

Definition 4.4.5 (EW-Triangle) Given a graph G = (V, E) with integer edge weights w : E !
[ nc , nc ], determine if there is a triangle (a, b, c) of total weight w(x, y) + w(y, z) + w(x, z) = 0.

Our main ingredient in the reductions from EW-Triangle is a set of no(1) mappings from integers
in [ nc , nc ] to vectors in [ p, p]d where (p/3)d > nc so that three numbers sum to 0, if and only if in
at least one of the mappings, the three corresponding vectors will sum to a certain target vector t.
10 If
= ⌦(n" ), then at least one of the three colors in the solution has to have ⌦(n"/3 ) nodes. For each such
“heavy” color A with nA nodes, we can use an n ⇥ nA ⇥ n matrix product to count, for each pair of other colors
(1 "0 )

B, C, the number of triangles with colors A, B, C. This product takes time O(n2 · nA
nA = ⌦(n"/3 ), and the total time is truly sub-cubic.

), for some "0 > 0, since
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The basic idea is to group the bits of a number into blocks of size log p and guess all the carries. The
following mapping was suggested by Abboud, Lewi, and Williams [11] as a step towards reducing
k-SUM to k-Clique. Besides using this lemma, our reductions are very di↵erent from theirs.
Lemma 4.4.1 ([11]) For any integers n, c, d, p

1 such that p

3nc/d , there is a set of s =

2O(d) mappings f1 , . . . , fs : [ nc , nc ] ! [ p/3, p/3]d and s target vectors t1 , . . . , ts 2 [ p, p]d such
that for any three numbers x, y, z 2 [ nc , nc ]: x + y + z = 0 if and only if for some i 2 [s],
fi (x) + fi (y) + fi (z) = ti .

EW-Triangle to Matching-Triangles
Triangle to

We are now ready to prove the new reduction from EW-

-Matching-Triangles. This is perhaps the most novel reduction in this work. After

reducing the edge-weights to vectors with small values in each coordinate, we remove the numbers
completely and simulate them using edges. The summation of numbers is simulated by a path that
walks along these edges. A path on three edges that starts and ends at the same node (a triangle)
will correspond to a sum of three numbers being zero.
Lemma 4.4.2 An instance of EW-Triangle on n nodes, m edges, and edge weights in [ nc , nc ] can
be reduced to s = 2O(
edges in linear time.
Proof.

)

instances of

-Matching-Triangles on O(n · nc/ · ) nodes and O(mnc/

)

Given G = (V, E), V = A [ B [ C, w : E ! [ nc , nc ] as input to EW-Triangle, we

construct an unweighted graph G0i = (Vi0 , Ei0 ) on O(n · nc/ ·

) nodes with node colors

as follows.

First, apply Lemma 4.4.1 with d =

and p = O(nc/ ) to construct s = 2O(

)

: Vi0 ! [n]

mappings from

integers to vectors and apply them to each of the edge weights in G. For each i 2 [s], we use the
mapping fi and the target vector ti to construct a graph G0i with nodes Vi0 = A0i [ Bi0 [ Ci0 . For each
node a 2 A we add d nodes a1 , . . . , ad to A0i and set their color to a (we abuse notation and assume
that each node in A is a number in [n]). The node ai will help us simulate the addition in the ith

dimension of the vectors. For nodes b 2 B, c 2 C we add d · 2p nodes bj,x and cj,x to Bi0 and Ci0 ,

where j 2 [d] and x 2 [ p, p]. Intuitively, the index j corresponds to the dimension and the index x

corresponds to the value in that dimensions. Let the color of every bj,x node be b and the color of
every cj,x node be c (we abuse notation again and assume that every node in B [ C has a unique
number in [n + 1, 3n]). We now define the edges of G0i .

• (A to B) For each edge (a, b) in G where a 2 A, b 2 B, we map the weight of the edge using fi

to get a vector fi (w(a, b)) 2 [ p, p]d and we add d edges to G0i : for each dimension j 2 [d] we

add an edge from aj to bj,x where x = fi (w(a, b))[j] is the value in the j th dimension of the
vector corresponding to the weight.
• (B to C) For each edge (b, c) in G where b 2 B, c 2 C, we map the weight of the edge using fi

to get a vector fi (w(b, c)) 2 [ p, p]d and for each dimension j 2 [d] we add up to 2p edges to
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G0i : for each value x 2 [ p, p] we let y = x + fi (w(b, c))[j] and if y 2 [ p, p] we add an edge

from bj,x to cj,y . That is, for each dimension j 2 [d] the edges we add simulate an increase of
fi (w(b, c))[j] in the value at the j th dimension.

• (C to A) Finally, for each edge (c, a) in G where c 2 C, a 2 A, we map the weight of the edge

using fi to get a vector fi (w(c, a)) 2 [ p, p]d and we add d edges to G0i : for each dimension
j 2 [d] we add an edge from cj,x to aj where x = ti [j]

The number of nodes in G0i is n
m + m nc/ = O(mnc/
instance of

fi (w(c, a))[j].

+ n 2p + n 2p = O(n1+c/

), while the number of edges is

). The number of colors is |A| + |B| + |C| = 3n. If one of the s = 2O(

)

-Matching-Triangles is a YES instance, we say that G contains a triangle of weight 0.

The following claim shows the correctness of our reduction.
Claim 36 There is a triangle (a, b, c) 2 A ⇥ B ⇥ C in G of weight 0 i↵ for some i 2 [s], there are
at least

triangles in G0i with colors a, b, c.

For the first direction, assume (a, b, c) 2 A⇥B⇥C is a triangle in G and w(a, b)+w(b, c)+w(c, a) =

0. By Lemma 4.4.1, we know that for some i 2 [s], the vectors sum to fi (w(a, b)) + fi (w(b, c)) +

fi (w(c, a)) = ti . Therefore, for every j 2 [d] we have that (aj , bj,x ), (bj,x , cj,y ), (cj,y , aj ) 2 E(G0i )
where x = fi (w(a, b))[j] and y = x + fi (w(b, c))[j] = fi (w(a, b))[j] + fi (w(b, c))[j], since under our
assumption y = ti [j]
with colors a, b, c in

fi (w(c, a))[j]. By our assignment of colors to nodes, we get

(= d) triangles

G0i .
triangles in G0i for some i 2 [s] using the

For the second direction, assume that there are

same triple of colors. First note that a triangle cannot use two colors from a single partition
A, B, or C, since the nodes of each partition form an independent set. Therefore, the triple of
colors must be of the form a, b, c for some colors corresponding to nodes a 2 A, b 2 B, c 2 C.
By construction of our graphs G0i , we know exactly which are the

triangles: for each j 2 [d]

the node aj has only one neighbor in B with color b and one neighbor in C with color c and
therefore we can have at most one triangle, which is (aj , bj,x , cj,y ) in G0i . For each j 2 [d], this
triangle exists i↵ fi (w(a, b))[j] + fi (w(b, c))[j] = ti [j]

fi (w(c, a))[j]. Thus, there are

triangles i↵

fi (w(a, b))[j] + fi (w(b, c))[j] + fi (w(c, a))[j] = ti [j] for every j 2 [d]. By Lemma 4.4.1, this occurs
only if w(a, b) + w(b, c) + w(c, a) = 0.

⇤
Corollary 4.4.2 If there is an algorithm which solves
O(n

3 ✏

O(n3

) time for any constant ✏ > 0, any !(1) <

✏+o(1)

(n) < o(log n), we can solve EW-Triangle in

) time.

Note that our lower bounds for
In fact, the

-Matching-Triangles on n-node graph in

-Matching-Triangles increase as

grows from 1 to O(log n/ log log n).

= 1 can be solved in truly subcubic O(n! ) time. Interestingly, we are able to show
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lower bounds for the “
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= 0 case” as well, by reductions from APSP, 3-SUM,

and CNF-SAT.
EW-Triangle to Triangle-Collection

We first define a “restricted” version of Triangle-Collection,

called Triangle-Collection*. Then we reduce EW-Triangle problem to the restricted version. Finally,
we will reduce Triangle-Collection* to Triangle-Collection.
Definition 4.4.6 (Triangle-Collection*) Given an undirected tripartite node colored graph G
with partitions A, B, C of the following form:
• A contains n

nodes denoted aj where a 2 [n] and j 2 [ ] so that aj is colored with color a.

• B and C contain n p nodes each, denoted bj,x and cj,x where b, c 2 [n], j 2 [ ], and x 2 [p]
so that bj,x (cj,x ) is colored b (c).

• For each node aj in A and colors b, c, there is exactly one edge of the form {aj , bj,x } and
exactly one edge of the form {aj , cj,y }, for some x, y 2 [p].

• A node bj,x in B can only be connected to nodes of the form cj,y in C (no edges across di↵erent
j’s).

Is it true that for all triples of distinct colors a, b, c that are in parts A, B, C respectively, there
is a triangle (x, y, z) in G in which x has color a, y has color b, and z has color c?
Lemma 4.4.3 An instance of EW-Triangle on n nodes and edge weights in [ nc , nc ] can be reduced
to s = 2O(
linear time.
Proof.

)

instances of Triangle-Collection* on O(n · nc/ ·

) nodes and O(n2+2c/

) edges in

The reduction is similar to the one in the proof of Lemma 4.4.2, flipping one side of

the edges to make the absence of a (aj , bj,? , cj,? ) triangle correspond to the sum being zero on the
j th dimension.
Take the unweighted graphs G0i = (Vi0 , Ei0 ) in the proof of Lemma 4.4.2, where Vi0 = A0i [ Bi0 [ Ci0 .

We flip all the edges between Bi0 and Ci0 , and get a collection of 2O(

)

new graphs G00i . According

to the proof of Claim 36, there is a zero-weight triangle (a, b, c) in G if and only if there are no
triangle of colors (a, b, c) in G00i for some i. It is not hard to verify that all G00i s have the format of
Triangle-Collection* input graphs.
⇤
Lemma 4.4.4 An instance of Triangle-Collection* on n-node graphs can be reduced to an instance
of Triangle-Collection on O(n) nodes.
p
Setting = 2⇥( log n) gives us the following corollary.
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Corollary 4.4.3 If there is an algorithm solving Triangle-Collection on n-node graph in O(n3
time for any constant ✏ > 0, we can solve EW-Triangle in O(n
Proof of Lemma 4.4.4.

3 ✏+o(1)

✏

)

) time.

The only problem we need to worry about is that there is no

restriction on the triple of colors in the general Triangle-Collection problem. That is, we do not
want to find a triangle-free triple of colors such that they are not from sets A, B, C respectively. To
solve this issue, given an input graph G for Triangle-Collection*, we construct a new colored graph
G0 with vertex sets A0 , B 0 , C 0 . For each vertex a 2 A of G, we create vertices a, aB and aC in A0 ,

which all have the same color as vertex a in G. Similarly, for each b 2 B and c 2 C, we create
b, bC , bA and c, cA , cB . For every edge in G, we add the same edge to G0 . In addition, for every pair
of nodes a, a0 2 A we add edges (aB , a0B ), (aC , a0C ) to G0 . Similarly, for nodes b, b0 2 B and c, c0 2 C,

we add edges (bA , b0A ), (bC , b0C ), (cA , c0A ), (cB , c0B ). Then, for every pair a 2 A, b 2 B we add an edge
(aB , bA ), for every pair a 2 A, c 2 C we add an edge (aC , cA ), and for every pair b 2 B, c 2 C we
add an edge (bC , cB ). G0 preserves every triangle in G and makes every triple of colors that is not
in A0 ⇥ B 0 ⇥ C 0 contain a triangle, but does not add new triangles for triples in A0 ⇥ B 0 ⇥ C 0 .
Claim 37 If a triple of colors (x, y, z) is not in A ⇥ B ⇥ C, then that triple contains a triangle in
G0 .

If all three colors come from the same partition, e.g. x, y, z 2 A (or B or C) then the nodes

xB , yB , zB form a triangle, by construction. If, however, two nodes come from the same partition,

e.g. x, y 2 A but z 2 B (the other cases are similar), then the nodes xB , yB , zA form a triangle in
every G0i , by construction.

The new nodes in G0 add triangles to every “invalid” triple of colors, while for every “valid”
triple, the existence of triangles does not change. This proves the correctness of our reduction.
A hierarchy with exact bounds

We note that by standard random hashing of the edge-weights

by working modulo a random prime, EW-Triangle with c = 3 (weights in [ nc , nc ]) is as hard as the
more general case [11]. Thus, Conjecture 2 implies an n3

o(1)

lower bound for EW-Triangle even

with c = 3, and therefore together with Lemma 4.4.2 it implies an n3
for

9/( +3) o(1)

lower bound

-Matching-Triangles. Observe that the proof of Lemma 4.4.2 proves hardness even for input

graphs of a restricted form, thus obtaining the same lower bound even for the following problem:
Definition 4.4.7 ( -Matching-Triangles*) Given an undirected tripartite node colored graph G
on N = O(n p) nodes, with partitions A, B, C of the following form, where p = O(n3/ ):
• A contains n

nodes denoted aj where a 2 [n] and j 2 [ ] so that aj is colored with color a.

• B and C contain n p nodes each, denoted bj,x and cj,x where b, c 2 [n], j 2 [d], and x 2 [p] so
that bj,x (cj,x ) is colored b (c).
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• For each node aj in A and colors b, c, there is exactly one edge of the form {aj , bj,x } and
exactly one edge of the form {aj , cj,y }, for some x, y 2 [p].

• A node bj,x in B can only be connected to nodes of the form cj,y in C (no edges across di↵erent
j’s).

Is there a triple of distinct colors a, b, c such that there are at least

triangles (x, y, z) in G in

which x has color a, y has color b, and z has color c?
Reminder 6 Theorem 4.4.5 Conjecture 2 implies that for any
Triangles* is exactly N

3 9/( +3)±o(1)

> 6, the complexity of

-Matching-

.

In such restricted instances, one can check in O( ) time whether there are

triangles with a

2

given triple of colors after preprocessing the graph in O(N ) time. Therefore the problem can be
solved in time
O((#colors)3 + (#nodes)2 ) = O(n3 + N 2 ) = O(N 3
when

/( +3)

) = O(N 3

9/( +3)

),

> 6 is constant, matching our lower bound, and proving Theorem 4.4.5.

SETH to Matching-Triangles

Next, we prove a new SETH lower bound. Our reduction uses

the same split-and-list technique that is used in all of the SETH-based lower bounds, yet unlike most
previous reductions, ours splits the variables into three sets, not two. Moreover, since our reduction
incurs an overhead of 2M where M is proportional to the number of clauses, we introduce new tricks
to reduce the dependence on the number of clauses.
-Matching-Triangles on N -node graphs⇣ can be solved in⌘ O(N c ) time, then
c
CNF-SAT on n variables and m clauses can be solved in O
2n/3+m/3
time.
Lemma 4.4.5 If

Proof.

Given a CNF formula F on n variables and m clauses as input of CNF-SAT, first we

split the variables into three sets U1 , U2 , U3 of size n/3 each and enumerate over all the N = 2n/3
partial assignments to each set. Also we arbitrarily divide m clauses into 3
each of which contains m/3

groups C1 , . . . , C3 ,

clauses.

Then we construct a graph G on O(N 2m/3 ) nodes V1 [ V2 [ V3 , containing O( 2m/3 ) nodes

for each partial assignment. Let ↵i be a partial assignment to variables in Ui . For each group C3k+i ,

partial assignment ↵i and bit string si 2 {0, 1}m/3 , we build a vertex v↵i ,k,si 2 Vi . The bit string
si will correspond to some subset of clauses of group C3k+i . Then for every partial assignment, we
assign a di↵erent color. Thus we have 3N colors in total. Finally, we need to describe the edges
in G. We add an edge between v↵i ,k,si 2 Vi and v↵i+1 ,k,si+1 2 Vi+1 11 , if ↵i+1 satisfies exactly the
subset si of group C3k+i and ↵i , ↵i+1 together with the subset si+1 satisfy all clauses in C3k+i+1
11 For

simplicity of notations, let ↵4 = ↵1 , s4 = s1 , V4 = V1
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(C3k+1 if i = 3). Basically, si corresponds to the subset which ↵i+1 satisfies. When considering
a pair of partial assignments, together with the information carried about the third part, we can
decide whether we have satisfied enough clauses in one group.
We claim that for any triple of partial assignments ↵1 , ↵2 , ↵3 and k 2 [ ], there is a triangle

among vertices v↵1 ,k,⇤ , v↵2 ,k,⇤ , v↵3 ,k,⇤ if and only if they satisfy all clauses in C3k+1 , C3k+2 , C3k+3 . If
there is a triangle (v↵1 ,k,s1 , v↵2 ,k,s2 , v↵3 ,k,s3 ), there are edges between any two of them. This means
↵2 satisfies exactly the subset s1 of C3k+1 , and ↵1 , ↵3 together with s1 satisfy all clauses of C3k+1 .
Therefore, they satisfy clauses in all these three groups due to symmetry. On the other hand, if they

satisfy clauses in the three groups, let si be the subset of clauses ↵i+1 satisfies, there can only be
edges between v↵i ,k,si and every v↵i+1 ,k,⇤ . Since ↵1 , ↵2 , ↵3 satisfy all clauses in C3k+i+1 (C3k+1 if
i = 3), v↵i ,k,si and v↵i+1 ,k,si+1 will be connected by an edge. They form the only triangle between
these vertices.
Based on above claim and the way we assign colors, it is not hard to see that there are
triangles of the same triple of colors if and only if there is a triple of partial assignments satisfies
enough clauses
in every group.
⇣
⌘ Using the algorithm for
c
n/3+m/3
SAT in O
2
time as we stated.

-Matching-Triangles, we can solve CNF⇤

Above reduction together with the sparsification lemma [89], give us the following corollary.

Corollary 4.4.4 If there is an algorithm solving
time for any constant ✏ > 0, any !(1) <
for every k

-Matching-Triangles on N -node graph in O(N 3

(N ) < N o(1) , we can solve k-SAT in O 2n(1

✏/6)

✏

)

time

3, refuting SETH.

Proof. Given a k-SAT instance, we first apply the sparsification lemma [89] to generate 2✏n/6
sparse k-SAT instances with n variables and cn clauses, where c  (6k/✏)O(k) . By Lemma 4.4.5,
each instance runs in O 2n(1

✏/3)

SETH to Triangle-Collection

time. The total running time will be O 2n(1

✏/6)

.

⇤

Now we reduce CNF-SAT to Triangle-Collection. By Lemma 4.4.4,

it is sufficient to reduce it to the restricted version.
Lemma 4.4.6 If there is an algorithm which solves Triangle-Collection* on N -node graphs in
O(N c1

c2

) time, then CNF-SAT on n variables and m = nO(1) clauses can be solved in 2nc1 /3 nO(1)

time.
Proof. Given a CNF formula F on n variables and m = nc clauses, we split the variables into
three sets U1 , U2 , U3 of size n/3 each and enumerate over all the N = 2n/3 partial assignments to
each set.
We will construct a graph G on O(N m) nodes A [ B [ C, containing O(m) nodes for each partial

i
assignment. Let ↵(i) be the ith partial assignment to the variables in U1 , we add m nodes ↵1i , . . . , ↵m

to the set A and set their color to i. Let

(i)

be the ith partial assignment to the variables in U2 , we
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1,TRUE , . . . ,
(i)
th

add 2m nodes
Finally, let

be the i

i
m,TRUE

and
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i
1,FALSE , . . . ,

i
m,FALSE

to B and set their color to N + i.12

partial assignment to the variables in U3 , then add nodes

i
i
1, . . . , m

to

the set C with color 2N + i. Note that every color corresponds to a partial assignment.
The edges of G are defined according to the satisfiability relations between partial assignments
and clauses. We say that a partial assignment ⇢ satisfies a clause C i↵ ⇢ sets one of the literals of
C to true. For each triple of partial assignments ↵, ,

to U1 , U2 , U3 (respectively), we define the
satisfy the j th clause Cj in our formula

following edges. For each j 2 [m], we check whether ↵, ,
F , and then:

• We add an edge between ↵j and
and

j,FALSE

if ↵ or

j,TRUE

satisfy Cj , and we add an edge between ↵j

otherwise.

• We add an edge between

and

j,FALSE

• We add an edge between ↵j and

j

if

does not satisfy Cj .

j.

By the construction of G, it fits the input graph of Triangle-Collection*. We claim that a triple
of colors will have no triangles in G i↵ the corresponding triple of partial assignments satisfy all
clauses. To see this, note that a triangle must be of the form ↵j !

!

j,F

j.

Such triangle exists

i↵ clause Cj is not satisfied by assignment (↵, , ), i.e., all triples of colors contain a triangle i↵ any
assignment does not satisfy the formula.
By the assumption on Triangle-Collection* algorithm, we solve CNF-SAT in 2nc1 /3 nO(1) time.
⇤
Corollary 4.4.2 only proves hardness of

-Matching-Triangles when

is sub-logarithm in n.

However, the following lemma shows the hardness does not decrease (omitting no(1) factors) when
increases, as long as it is sub-polynomial in n.
-Matching-Triangles on n-node graph G in O(nc ) time, then we

Lemma 4.4.7 If we can solve
can solve
Proof.

0

-Matching-Triangles in O ((

Given an instance of

0

0

)n)

c

time for

0

<

.
0

-Matching-Triangles G on n nodes, we add

nodes to each

of the color. Then take the i-th newly added node in all colors, make them a complete graph. It
adds exactly

0

triangles to every triple of colors. Then run

on the new graph. The running time is O ((

0

)n)

c

-Matching-Triangles algorithm
⇤

.

Now we are ready to prove Theorem 5.1.3.
Reminder 7 Theorem 5.1.3 Conjecture 1 implies that Triangle-Collection and
with !(1) <
12 We

(n) < no(1) , on graphs with n nodes cannot be solved in O(n3

added the nodes

i
j,TRUE ’s

to fit the definition of Triangle-Collection*.

"

-Matching-Triangles,

) time, for any " > 0.
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Proof. By Corollary 4.4.2, Corollary 4.4.4 and Lemma 4.4.7, we can get for !(1) <
-Matching-Triangles cannot be solved in O(n3

"

< no(1) ,

) time, for any " > 0 under Conjecture 1. Then by

Corollary 4.4.3 and Lemma 4.4.6 and Lemma 4.4.4, we can prove the hardness for Triangle-Collection
⇤

under Conjecture 1.
2

3

From the theorem, we have the following corollary stating a “Hierarchy” between n and n .
Reminder 8 Corollary 4.4.1 Conjecture 1 implies that for any
such that

-Matching-Triangles requires n

Proof.
such that

3 ✏

✏/2

a1 ,

When n

n

1/ log log n

(n) > !(1). Also by definition,

(n) n

-Matching-Triangles can be

3 ✏

 a1 n

3 ✏/2

= O(n

3 ✏/2

3 ✏

}. We claim that with this parameter

max{k 2 log log k , (ak /a1 )2/✏ },

(n)

1

of positive numbers

steps. Let

(n) =

(n), it contradicts

k, since ak  n"/2 a1 and k  n1/ log log n . This

(n) < no(1) . But

(n)-Matching-Triangles can be solved

) time. It contracts with the fact that such

(n)-Matching⇤

Triangles cannot be solved in any truly subcubic time.

4.4.3

1

time.

-Matching-Triangles on n-node graphs can be solved in a n

with Theorem 5.1.3.

in a

< 1, there is an integer

1. Therefore, there is a sequence {a }

) for all constant

: a n

shows

o(1)

Assume for contradiction that there is an ✏ > 0 such that

solved in O(n
max{

2+

From Triangle Collection to ST-Max-Flow

In this section, we present our reduction from the Triangle-Collection* problem (see the previous
section) to ST-Max-Flow on a static graph, proving Theorem 4.4.2. The reduction shows how to
use flow to count the number of di↵erent groups of nodes through which there is a path from the
source to the target.
Lemma 4.4.8 Triangle-Collection* with parameters n,

, p and on N = O(n p) nodes, be reduced

2

to ST-Max-Flow on a graph with O(N ) nodes and edges, and |S| = |T | = O(N ).
Proof. Given a tripartite graph G as input to Triangle-Collection*, we construct a flow network
H as input to ST-Max-Flow as follow.
The nodes of H will be composed of five partitions: S, A0 , B 0 , C 0 , T . For each color a of A (in G)
we create a node sa in S. For each pair of colors a of A and b of B we create a node ab in A0 . For
each node bj,x 2 B we create a node b0j,x in B 0 . For each node cj,x 2 C we create a node c0j,x in C 0 .
For each color c of C we create a node tc in T .

Next, we define the edges of H. Add edges of capacity 1 from sa to the ab nodes for every color
b of B. For each edge {aj , bj,x } in G, add an edge ab ! b0j,x to H with capacity 1. For each edge
{bj,x , cj,y } in G, add an edge b0j,x ! c0j,y to H with capacity 1. For each node c0j,x 2 C 0 , add an

edge of capacity n from c0j,x to tc to H. Finally, for every color a of A and node cj,x 2 C such that
{aj , cj,x } is not an edge in G, we add an edge sa ! c0j,x of capacity n to H.
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Note that the number of nodes and edges in H is O(|A||B|) = O(N 2 ), and that |S| = |T | = n.

The next claim proves the correctness of our reduction.

Claim 38 For a pair of nodes sa 2 S, tc 2 T , the maximum flow from sa to tc in H is nd(p

1) + n

if for every color b of B, the subgraph of G induced by the colors a, b, c contains a triangle, and is
smaller otherwise.
For the first direction, assume that for every color b of B, the triple a, b, c contains a triangle.
Note that sa can push n units of flow along each of the edges sa ! c0j,x and then along the edges
c0j,x ! tc , and by our assumptions on G, there are exactly d(p
a total of nd(p

1) such edges in H, resulting in

1) units of flow. We will call this “base flow”. We claim that every color b can

contribute another unit of flow if the triple a, b, c contains a triangle in G. Indeed, sa can push one
unit of flow to ab for every color b and then find the j 2 [d] for which (aj , bj,x , cj,y ) is a triangle in

G and push a unit of flow along the edges ab ! b0j,x ! c0j,y ! tc . Note that since {aj , cj,y } is an

edge in G, we have not pushed any flow along the edge c0j,y ! tc in our “base flow”. Moreover, since
we are adding up to n additional units of flow, we will not violate any of the capacity constraints.
Thus, after these additions we end up with nd(p

1) + n units of flow.

For the other direction, assume that for some color b, the triple a, b, c does not contain a triangle.
This implies that for every j 2 [d], the edge b0j,x ! c0j,y is not in H, where x, y are such that the
edges {aj , bj,x } and {aj , cj,y } are in G. We will show that at least one of the edges leaving sa cannot
be saturated in a legal flow in H, thus implying that the maximum flow is less than the sum of
capacities on the ({sa }, H \ {sa }) cut, which is nd(p

1) + n. If there is no flow on the edge sa ! ab ,

we are done. Otherwise, one unit of flow is pushed along the path sa ! ab ! b0j,x ! c0j,z ! tc ,

for some j 2 [d] and x, z such that {aj , bj,x }, {bj,x , cj,z } are in G. But by the above, we know that
{aj , cj,z } is not an edge in G, and therefore the edge sa ! c0j,z is in H. Only n flow can leave
c0j,z , while there is one unit coming from part B 0 , which implies that only n
come from the edge sa !

c0j,z ,

and we are done again, since we found an edge leaving sa that is not

saturated.

4.4.4

1 units of flow can
⇤

Single Source Max Flow

To prove Theorem 4.4.3 we give a simple reduction from MAX-CNF-SAT to Single-Source-MaxFlow. Note that our lower bound is not only based on SETH, but on the weaker assumption
that MAX-CNF-SAT on formulas with n variables and m = poly (n) clauses, cannot be solved in
O(2(1

")n

) time - a problem for which even 2n /poly (n) algorithms are not known (as opposed to

the usual CNF-SAT).
Lemma 4.4.9 MAX-CNF-SAT on n variables and m clauses can be reduced to O(m) instances of
Single-Source-Max-Flow on graphs with N = 2n/2 nodes and O(2n/2 m) edges with capacities in [N ].
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Let F be the input CNF formula on n variables and m clauses. As usual, we split the

variables into two parts of size n/2 and enumerate all N = 2n/2 partial assignments for each part.
Our goal is to find the pair of partial assignments ↵,

that satisfy the maximum number of clauses.

We have an instance of Single-Source-Max-Flow for each value K 2 [m] in which we check if there
is a pair ↵,

that satisfies at least K clauses, using a single call to Single-Source-Max-Flow on a

graph defined as follows.
Create a layer A containing a node v↵ for each partial assignment ↵ to the first set of variables,
and a layer B containing a node v for each partial assignment

to the second set of variables. Add

a layer C in the middle, containing a node cj for each clause Cj in our CNF formula. Add edges
v↵ ! cj of capacity 1 for each pair of ↵, Cj such that ↵ does not satisfy Cj (does not set any of
the literals to true), and add edges cj ! v of capacity N for each pair , Cj such that

satisfy Cj . Finally, add a source node s, and connect it with edges s ! v↵ of capacity (m

does not
K + 1),

for each ↵.

Observe that the number of paths from a node v↵ to a node v is exactly the number of clauses
that are not satisfied by the (↵, ) assignment. Therefore, the maximum flow from s to a node v
would be N · (m

K + 1), unless for some ↵, there do not exist (m

and thus we have a pair ↵,

that satisfy at least m

(m

K + 1) paths from v↵ to v ,

K + 1) + 1 = K clauses.

⇤

Chapter 5

Problems on Dynamic Data
Dynamic algorithms are a natural extension of the typical notion of an algorithm: besides computing a function on an input x, the algorithm needs to be able to update the computed function
value as x undergoes small changes, without redoing all of the computation. Dynamic algorithms
have a multitude of applications, and their study has evolved into a vibrant research area. Among
its many successes are efficient dynamic graph algorithms for graph connectivity [223, 365, 326],
minimum spanning tree [174, 232, 228], graph matching [344, 54, 304, 206] and approximate shortest paths in undirected graphs [63, 64, 224]. Graph connectivity and minimum spanning tree for
instance can be supported in only polylogarithmic time per edge update or query. Nevertheless,
there are some dynamic problems that seem stubbornly difficult. For instance, consider maintaining
a reachability tree from a fixed vertex under edge insertions or deletions, i.e. the so called dynamic
single source reachability problem (ss-Reach). The best known dynamic ss-Reach algorithm [343]
has update time O(n1.495 ) in n-node graphs. This is only better than the trivial recomputation time
for very dense graphs. Moreover, the result uses heavy machinery such as fast matrix multiplication,
and is currently not practical. There are many such problems, including dynamic shortest paths,
maximum matching, strongly connected components, and some nongraph problems such as Pagh’s
problem [324] supporting set intersection updates and membership queries. For many of these problems, the only known dynamic algorithms are to recompute the answer from scratch. (Although
there has been some success when only insertions or only deletions are to be supported.)
For many of these seemingly hard problems we do not believe that a dynamic algorithm with an
amortized polylogarithmic update time exists and, in fact, it seems plausible that these problems
require update time that is polynomial in the number of vertices n or edges m. Unfortunately, the
state of the art on unconditional (e.g. cell probe) lower bounds does not allow for any superpolylogarithmic lower bounds, and we do not have a handle on the true complexity of many (perhaps
most) dynamic problems.
In this chapter, we utilize our fine-grained reductions approach to prove lower bounds for dynamic
148
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problems under the conjectured hardness of famous (static) problems from Chapter 2. Using this
approach we are able to provide many (conditional) lower bounds for fundamental dynamic problems
most of which are tight up to sub-polynomial factors. Thus, we are able to determine the exact
(polynomial) complexity of many basic dynamic problems under certain widely believed conjectures.
As an example, we prove that the reachability tree from a single source cannot be maintained with
an amortized m1

"

update time in m-edge graphs, for any " > 0, without refuting the Strong

Exponential Time Hypothesis, implying that the trivial algorithm for ss-Reach may be essentially
optimal.
Our reductions start from a famous static problem (e.g. CNF-SAT) and generate an instance of
a potentially very di↵erent dynamic problem (e.g. ss-Reach), along with a sequence of updates and
queries. Note that it is typically easy to show that if a static problem requires ⌦(mc ) time to solve,
then an appropriate dynamic version of the same problem would require ⌦(mc

1

) time per update,

by simply “creating” the instance. Such a simple approach, however, cannot obtain interesting lower
bounds for basic problems like ss-Reach or strong connectivity, since the static case can be solved in
linear time. More similar to our work are the reductions of Roditty and Zwick [333] from APSP to
partially dynamic single source shortest paths (SSSP) in which the dynamic instance is non-trivially
modified. Here we go much further by relating a variety of very di↵erent problems to provide a long
list of lower bounds.
In some sense, most similar to our results are the surprising reductions of Pǎtraşcu [324] from
3-SUM on n numbers, a problem that is assumed to require n2

o(1)

time. Assuming the hardness

of 3-SUM, Pǎtraşcu is able to show that several dynamic problems (on input size m), such as
transitive closure, require ⌦(mc ) time updates for some small c > 0. Yet, as we explain below,
following Pǎtraşcu’s line of attack one cannot hope to obtain tight lower bounds for the problems
he considers. In fact, in order to obtain a lower bound bound of ⌦(mc ) for c > 1/3 di↵erent ideas
seem to be required. Meanwhile, we give tight bounds for many problems.
Pǎtraşcu’s reductions proceed as follows. He first reduces 3-SUM on n numbers to the problem
of reporting m = O(n1.5 ) triangles in a graph with O(m) edges. Subsequently, he presents a simple
reduction from the triangle reporting problem to an intermediate problem called the multiphase
problem that can then be reduced to several dynamic problems. The obtained lower bound for the
dynamic problems depends on the size of the required instance and the number of required updates
and queries in these reductions. In [13] we extend this approach for many dynamic problems such
as bipartite matching and optimize the lower bounds from 3-SUM following Pǎtraşcu’s approach.
These lower bounds are unfortunately still not tight.
The loss in the approach comes from the fact that in the reductions, in order to get a subquadratic
algorithm for 3-SUM, the dynamic problems are required to find m triangles in O(m4/3
However, the state-of-the-art algorithms even for finding a single triangle run in O(m

1.41

"

) time.

) time [31].

Moreover, Pǎtraşcu’s reduction from reporting triangles to the dynamic problems essentially reduces
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triangle reporting to triangle finding (in a special instance). This reduction, just as all known
reductions from triangle reporting to detection, is lossy, and the final conditional lower bounds on
the dynamic problems incur this loss. In a sense, the true barrier for the hardness of dynamic
problems such as the ones Pǎtraşcu considers is triangle detection. We explore this barrier later in
the paper and are able to tighten and extend the lower bounds.
The main contribution of this chapter is that we identify di↵erent barriers for di↵erent dynamic
problems and find di↵erent famous hard problems that allow us to better explain these barriers.

5.1

Summary of our Results

SETH Our first set of results is based on the observation that the hardness of improving on
the trivial runtime of many basic dynamic problems can be “blamed” on the hardness of devising
algorithms for CNF-SAT that are exponentially faster than the brute force 2n solution.
Our reductions from CNF-SAT can be classified into two kinds. In the first kind, given a CNF
formula on n variables we construct a sparse graph on N = 2n/2 poly (n) nodes and edges on which
O(N ) updates and queries of certain dynamic problems, such as the problem of computing the
number of nodes reachable from a single source (#SSR), would allow us to conclude whether the
formula is satisfiable. Therefore, any dynamic algorithm for these problems with truly sub-linear
amortized update and query times, i.e. O(n1

"

) for some " > 0, would refute SETH.

Intuitively speaking, any problem that allows us to check whether a certain node s 2 V can reach

every node in a certain set T ✓ V will have a lower bound from SETH.
For #SSR in sparse n-node graphs, the lower bound of ⌦(n1

up to n

o(1)

"

) for all " > 0 from above is tight

factors, since the trivial algorithm that computes the answer from scratch after every

update runs in O(n) time per update (the graph is sparse). We obtain similar tight linear lower
bounds for other problems such as variants of maintaining the strongly connected components of a
directed graph (SC2 and MaxSCC) and the connectivity problem in undirected graphs with node
updates (ConnSub) studied by Chan et al. [93, 98]. (See Table 5.1 for definitions and Section 5.1.2
for background on the problems.)
Quite surprisingly, seemingly similar versions of these problems can be solved with polylogarithmic
time updates, e.g. #SSR in undirected graphs or ConnSub with edge updates instead of node
updates. Meanwhile, we prove that any “truly” faster than trivial algorithm for the above versions
implies a breakthrough algorithm for CNF-SAT. Using an additional idea we show that SETH
implies that even after an arbitrary polynomial preprocessing time (O(nc ) for any constant c), one
cannot maintain the updates and answer the queries in amortized sub-linear time.
Theorem 5.1.1 SETH implies that #SSR, SC2, MaxSCC and ConnSub cannot be solved with
O(m1

"

) amortized update and query times on sparse graphs, for any " > 0, even after an arbitrarily

long polynomial time preprocessing.
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Interestingly, although our lower bound is tight when the graph is sparse, using an approach
by Sankowski [343] we can solve #SSR with an O(n1.575 ) update time using matrix multiplication.
This is sub-linear in the number of edges when the graph is dense. We are not able to get a higher
than n1

o(1)

lower bound from SETH when the graph is dense. However, we will later show how a

di↵erent conjecture allows us to get a better lower bound, also suggesting that matrix multiplication
may be necessary to obtain improvements.
In the second kind of reductions from CNF-SAT, di↵erent ideas and di↵erent dynamic problems
allow us to implement a similar construction where the number N of nodes, edges, queries and
updates is only 2n/3 poly (n), thus implying a much higher, quadratic, lower bound on the amortized
update and query times.
An example of a problem for which this kind of reduction applies is maintaining a (4/3
approximation of the graph diameter (4/3-Diam), for any " > 0. The n

2 o(1)

")-

update lower bound

(under SETH) that we obtain for 4/3-Diam in sparse graphs is quite striking: In the dynamic setting,
Õ(n2 ) time per update [147] is sufficient to maintain even all pairs of distances in dense graphs,
whereas our n2

o(1)

lower bound is for maintaining a single distance in a sparse graph. In the static

setting, one can solve even APSP in sparse graphs in Õ(n2 ) time, implying that the trivial dynamic
algorithm that computes the exact diameter from scratch after every update is essentially optimal.
Another basic dynamic problem with such a high n2

o(1)

lower bound is ST -Reach in which we ask

whether every node in the subset S ✓ V can reach every node in the subset T ✓ V .
Theorem 5.1.2 SETH implies that 4/3-Diam and ST -Reach cannot be solved with O(m2

"

) amor-

tized update and query times, for any " > 0, even after an arbitrarily long polynomial time preprocessing.
Triangle Detection

Our second set of results is based on the observation that the hardness in

solving many basic dynamic graph problems can be explained by the hardness of solving triangle
detection. An example of such a problem is dynamic reachability between a single source-sink pair
(s, t-Reach).
The “Strong Triangle conjecture” essentially says that the current bounds for Triangle detection
cannot be beaten. This conjecture allows us to get high lower bounds for several dynamic problems.
The lower bounds are tight when restricted to combinatorial algorithms. In Chapter 2 we explain how
the combinatorial part of the Strong Triangle conjecture is implied by a now standard conjecture that
combinatorial algorithms for Boolean Matrix Multiplication (BMM) must take essentially cubic time.
Thus, we can obtain tight lower bounds for many dynamic problems, also based on the hardness
of BMM, suggesting that the use of fast matrix multiplication is necessary to obtain nontrivial
algorithms.
Notice that if ! = 2, then the best algorithm for triangle detection in m-edge graphs would run
in O(m4/3 ) time which is still far from linear. One of the weakest (and hence most likely to be
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true) conjectures in our paper is that Triangle detection does not admit linear time algorithms. Our
results based on the Strong Triangle conjecture are consequences of our results from the -Triangle
conjecture. In particular, for sparse graphs, one can directly apply the results from the -Triangle
conjecture with

= (!

1)/(! + 1).

Under the -Triangle conjecture (for any
many dynamic problems. If ! = 2 and
2/3 o(1)

bounds would be m

> 0), we obtain ⌦(m2

o(1)

) update lower bounds for

= 1/3 (as in the Strong Triangle conjecture), our lower

. These bounds are significantly higher than the ones we can obtain from

3-SUM following Pǎtraşcu’s approach (that at best achieve ⌦(m1/3 )). Moreover, the -Triangle
conjecture may be a more plausible assumption than the 3-SUM Conjecture.
Our reductions proceed as follows. We first show how using O(n) updates and queries to s, tReach in a dynamic graph on O(m) edges and O(n) nodes one can detect whether an n node m edge
graph contains a triangle. Then we show how s, t-Reach can be replaced by several other dynamic
problems such as strong connectivity and bipartite matching. Finally, we add a high-degree-lowdegree step to get a more efficient reduction when the graph is sparse. The intuitive moral of
our reductions is that s, t-Reach is possibly the simplest dynamic problem that can solve Triangle
detection, and any problem that can capture it would su↵er from similar limitations.
Below is an informal statement of some of our results.
Theorem 5.1.3 (informal) Let

= (!

1)/(! + 1) 2 [1/3, 0.408] and let " > 0 be any constant.

The Strong Triangle conjecture implies that dynamic s, t-Reach, strong connectivity and bipartite
matching cannot be solved with O(m2

"

) update and query times even after O(m1+

ing time, nor, if the algorithm is combinatorial, with O(m1
O(m3/2

"

"

"

) preprocess-

) update and query time, even after

) time preprocessing.

Theorem 5.1.3 shows that any non-trivial combinatorial algorithm for these dynamic problems
would imply a surprising breakthrough for Triangle detection and hence also for Boolean matrix
multiplication. Interestingly, for some of the above problems, fast matrix multiplication has been
used to obtain faster update times for dense graphs, e.g. O(n1.495 ) for bipartite matching [344].
Our results imply that update times faster than O(n!

1

) = O(n1.373 ) for such problems would be

difficult to obtain. Closing this gap between n1.373 and n1.495 is a very interesting open question.
APSP Next we consider edge weighted graph problems and we show that the current upper bounds
for dynamic maximum weight matching and s, t-shortest path (st-SP) are optimal, even on partially
dynamic graphs, unless an unexpected truly subcubic algorithm for APSP exists.
Roditty and Zwick [333] show how to reduce APSP to O(n) updates and O(n2 ) queries of partially
dynamic SSSP to obtain a tight lower bound for this problem, assuming the APSP conjecture. We
present a more efficient reduction to an even easier problem, reducing APSP to O(n) updates
and queries of partially dynamic st-SP, perhaps identifying the simplest dynamic problem that
can efficiently solve APSP. This simplification allows us to conclude a similar tight lower bound
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for partially dynamic maximum weight matching in bipartite graphs (BWMatch), via a folklore
reduction from st-SP to BWMatch.
Theorem 5.1.4 The APSP conjecture implies that st-SP and BWMatch cannot be solved with
amortized O(n2

"

) update and query times in decremental or incremental graphs.

Theorem 5.1.4 is quite surprising since the shortest s, t-path can be computed from scratch in
Õ(n2 ) time and yet we show that (under the above conjecture) quadratic time cannot be avoided over
a sequence of only edge deletions (or only insertions) even in an amortized sense! For comparison,
observe that incremental single source reachability can be solved with O(1) amortized update and
query time. Similarly, dynamic BWMatch can be easily solved with Õ(n2 ) worst case update time
by checking for augmenting paths after every update, and unexpectedly, we show that this is optimal
even for amortized, partially dynamic algorithms.
More results

The majority of our results appear in Table 5.2, and the problems we study in this

thesis are defined in Table 5.1. Our results apply for many well-studied problems beyond the ones
we have mentioned so far. Notably, our reductions also apply to non-graph problems. An interesting
example is the problem we call ;-PP (a variant of which appeared in [324] as Pagh’s problem). In

this problem, one is to maintain a collection of k subsets X1 , . . . , Xk over a universe of size n, where
the updates are, given two indices i, j, add the subset Xij = Xi \ Xj to the collection. A query

points to a subset in the current collection and asks whether it is empty. The motivation for this
problem comes from conjunctive queries in databases and information retrieval [119, 378, 310]. For
instance, each set Xi might correspond to the set of documents containing a word Wi and one might
be interested in finding documents containing multiple words of interest. We prove that SETH
implies that even when the number of subsets k = O(log n) is quite small and when we are allowed
to preprocess the initial collection in arbitrarily long polynomial time, it is impossible to support
the updates in amortized O(n1

"

) time, for any " > 0. Notice that the trivial update time is O(n).

These results are omitted from this thesis and can be found in [13].
More careful reductions allow us to also prove statements about maintaining an approximate
matching dynamically. In particular, we show that a certain natural approach is unlikely to yield
very efficient updates for c-approximate dynamic matching for a fixed constant c. See the discussion
in Section 5.1.2.
Due to the nature of our techniques, all of our reductions imply results not only for fully dynamic
algorithms, but also for partially dynamic ones. In particular, most of the lower bounds in Table 5.2
also hold when only insertions or only deletions are to be performed, and when the update and query
times are worst case. Also due to the nature of our techniques, our results also hold for algorithms
that have lookahead access, i.e. they know the updates and queries in advance. This is interesting
since many dynamic problems have more efficient algorithms in the presence of lookahead. In our
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reductions, the number of updates and queries we make to the dynamic algorithm is roughly linear
(or quadratic) in the input size, and therefore the lower bounds hold even when amortizing over a
sequence of that number of updates and queries.
Lower Bounds with Stronger Guarantees

In Chapter 2.4 we considered Conjecture 1, stating

that at least one of SETH, APSP, and 3SUM is true. Can we use this very safe assumption to prove
lower bounds for our dynamic problems?
Consider classic dynamic problems such as Single-Source-Reachability(#SSR), Strongly Connected Components(#SCC), Subgraph Connectivity(#SS-Sub-Conn), and Max-Flow. For example,
#SSR asks to maintain the number of nodes reachable from a single source in a dynamic directed
graph. We already have strong n1

o(1)

lower bounds under SETH, but can we also show 3SUM

and APSP lower bounds? Using Pǎtraşcu’s reductions from 3SUM [311] discussed above, we can
2

conclude that the above problems require n 3

o(1)

amortized update if the 3-SUM conjecture holds.

However, obtaining a higher lower bound from the 3-SUM conjecture using Pǎtraşcu’s approach
seems impossible, due to certain inefficiencies in the reduction. No lower bound for these problems
was known under the APSP conjecture.
Our novel reductions from 3SUM and APSP to the purely-combinatorial triangle finding problems
in Section 4.4 allow us to overcome these barriers. We give simple reductions from the TriangleCollection problem to these classic dynamic problems to obtain linear n1

o(1)

lower bounds on the

amortized update times, under our very safe Conjecture 1.
Theorem 5.1.5 Conjecture 1 implies that any dynamic algorithm for #SSR, #SCC, #SS-SubConn, and Max-Flow requires either amortized n1

o(1)

update or query times, or n3

o(1)

preprocess-

ing time.

5.1.1

Lower Bounds for Planar Graph Problems

The dynamic shortest paths problem on planar graphs is to preprocess a planar graph G, e.g. the
national road network, so that we are able to efficiently support the following two operations:
• At any point, we might insert or remove an edge (u, v) in G, e.g. in case a road gets congested
due to an accident. Such updates are subjected to the constraint that the planarity of the

graph is not violated. We may also consider another natural variant in which we are only
allowed to update the weights of existing edges.
• We want to be able to quickly answer queries that ask for the length of the shortest path
between two given nodes u and v, in the most current graph G.

This is an abstraction of a problem that gets solved millions of times every day by companies
like Google, Microsoft, and Uber on graphs such as road networks with many millions of nodes. It
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is thus a very important question in both theory and practice whether there exists data structures
that can perform updates and (especially) queries on graphs with n nodes in polylogarithmic or even
no(1) time.
Shortest paths problems on planar graphs provide an ideal combination of mathematical simplicity and elegance with faithful modeling of realistic applications of major industrial interest. The
literature on the topic is too massive for us to survey in this paper: the current draft of the book
“Optimization Problems in Planar Graphs” by Klein and Mozes [264] dedicates four chapters to the
algorithmic techniques for shortest paths by the theory community. While near-optimal algorithms
are known for most variants of shortest paths on static planar graphs, the dynamic setting has
proven much more challenging.
Since an s, t-shortest path in a planar graph can be found in near-linear time (linear time for nonnegative weights) [227, 171], there is a naı̈ve algorithm for the dynamic problem that spends Õ(n)
time on queries. After progress on other related problems on dynamic planar graphs [174, 185, 153,
186, 363, 266, 227], the first sublinear bound was obtained in the seminal paper of Fakcharoenphol
and Rao [171], which introduced new techniques that led to major results for other problems like Max
Flow (even on static graphs) [78, 278]. The amortized time per operation was O(n2/3 log7/3 n) and
O(n4/5 log13/5 n) if negative edges are allowed, and follow up works of Klein [265], Italiano et al. [245],
and Kaplan et al. [256] reduced the runtime to O(n2/3 log5/3 n) (even allowing negative weights),
5/3

n
and most recently, Gawrychowski and Karczmarz [194] reduced it further to O(n2/3 loglog
4/3 log n ). In
p
fact these algorithms give a trade-o↵ on the update and query time of Õ(n/ r) and Õ(r), for

all r. The problem has also been extensively studied from an engineering viewpoint on real-world
transportation networks (see [144] for a survey). State of the art algorithms [55, 143, 145, 196, 351]
are able to exploit further structure of road networks (beyond planarity) and process updates to
networks with tens of millions of nodes in milliseconds.
In a recent SODA’16 paper, Abraham et al. [18] study worst case bounds under a restricted but
realistic model of dynamic updates in which a base graph G is given and one is allowed to perform
only weight updates subject to the following constraint: For any updated graph G0 it must hold that
dG (u, v)  dG0 (u, v)  M · dG (u, v) for all u, v and some parameter M . (Note that this will hold

if, for example, the weight of each edge only changes to within a factor of M .) In this model, the
authors obtain a (1 + ")-approximation algorithm that maintains updates in O(poly log n · M 4 /"3 )
p
time. Without this restriction, the best known (1 + ")-approximation algorithms use Õ( n) updates
[266, 19]. Thus, when M is small, this model allows for a major improvement over the above
results which require polynomial time updates. But is it enough to allow for exact algorithms with
subpolynomial updates? Such a result would explain the impressive experimental performance of
state of the art algorithms.
On the negative side, Eppstein showed that ⌦(log n/ log log n) time is required in the cell probe
model [167] for planar connectivity (and therefore also shortest path). However, an unconditional
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log!(1) n lower bound is far beyond the scope of current techniques (see [116]). In recent years,
much stronger lower bounds were obtained for dynamic problems under certain popular conjectures
[334, 311, 13, 270, 225, 16, 137]. For example, Roditty and Zwick [334] proved an n2

o(1)

lowerKPP14

bound for dynamic single source shortest paths in general graphs under the APSP conjecture.
However, the reductions used in these results produce graphs that are fundamentally non-planar,
such as dense graphs on three layers, and popular approaches for making them planar, e.g. by
replacing each edge crossing with a small “planarizing gadget”, are provably impossible (this was
recently shown for matching [207] and is easier to show for problems like reachability and shortest
paths). Due to this and other challenges no (conditional) polynomial lower bounds were known for
any natural problem on (static or dynamic) planar graphs.
On a more general note, an important direction for future research on hardness in P is to
understand the complexity of fundamental problems on restricted but realistic classes of inputs. A
Recent result along these lines is the observation that the n2

o(1)

lower bound for computing the

diameter of a sparse graph [330] holds even when the treewidth of the graph is O(log n) [14]. Here,
we take a substantial step in this direction, proving the first strong (conditional) lower bounds for
natural problems on planar graphs.
Our Results

We present the first conditional lower bounds for natural problems on planar graphs

using a new framework based on several ideas for conditional lower bounds on dynamic graphs
combined with ideas from parameterized complexity [293, 294] and labeling schemes [193]. We
believe that this framework is of general interest and might lead to more interesting results for
planar graphs. Our framework shows an interesting connection between dynamic problems and
distance labeling and also slightly improves the result of [193] providing a tight lower bound for
distance labeling in weighted planar graphs (this is discussed in Section 5.2.4).
Our first result is a conditional polynomial lower bound for dynamic shortest paths on planar
graphs.
Theorem 5.1.6 No algorithm can solve the dynamic APSP problem in planar graphs on N nodes
with amortized query time q(N ) and update time u(N ) such that q(N ) · u(N ) = O(N 1

"

) for any

" > 0 unless the APSP Conjecture is false. This holds even if we only allow weight updates to G.
Thus, under the APSP conjecture, there is no hope for a very efficient dynamic shortest paths algorithm on planar graphs with provable guarantees. We show that an algorithm achieving O(n1/2

"

)

time for both updates and queries is unlikely, implying that the current upper bounds achieving
Õ(n2/3 ) time are not too far from being conditionally optimal. Furthermore, our result implies that
any algorithm with subpolynomial query time must have linear update time (and the other way
around). Thus, the naı̈ve algorithm of simply computing the entire shortest path every time a query
is made is (conditionally) optimal if we want no(1) update time.
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An important property of Theorem 5.1.6 is that our reduction does not even violate planarity
with respect to a fixed embedding. Thus, we give lower bounds even for plane graph problems, which
in many cases allow for improved upper bounds over flexible planar graphs (e.g. for reachability[151,
43]). Moreover, our graphs are grid graphs which are subgraphs of the infinite grid, a special and
highly structured subclass of planar graphs. Finally, as stated in Theorem 5.1.6 our lower bound
holds even for the edge weight update model of Abraham et al. [18], where each edge only ever
changes its weight to within a factor of M > 1. While they obtain fast polylog (n) time (1 + ")approximation algorithm in this model, we show that an exact answer with the same query time
likely requires linear update time and that an algorithm with O(n1/2

"

) runtime for both is highly

unlikely. Thus, further theoretical restrictions need to be added in order to explain the impressive
performance on real road networks.
Next, we seek a lower bound for the unweighted version of the problem, which arguably, is of
more fundamental interest. Typically, a conditional lower bound under the APSP conjecture for a
weighted problem can be modified into a lower bound for its unweighted version under the Boolean
Matrix Multiplication (BMM) Conjecture [154, 334, 373, 13, 8]. While for combinatorial algorithms
the complexity of BMM is conjectured to be cubic, it is known that using algebraic techniques there
is an O(n! ) algorithm, where ! < 2.373 [388, 187]. When reducing to dynamic problems, however,
lower bounds under BMM are often under a certain online version of BMM for which, Henzinger
et al. [225] conjecture that there is no truly subcubic algorithms, even using algebraic techniques.
This Online Matrix Vector Multiplication (OMv) Conjecture is stated formally in Section 5.7.4.
The OMv conjecture implies strong lower bounds for many dynamic problems on general graphs
[225], via extremely simple reductions [13, 225]. Our next result is a significantly more involved
reduction from OMv to dynamic shortest paths on planar graphs, giving unweighted versions of
the theorems above. The lower bounds are slightly weaker but they still rule out algorithms with
subpolynomial update and query times, even in grid graphs. We remark that all lower bounds under
the APSP conjecture, such as Theorem 5.1.6, also hold under OMv.
Theorem 5.1.7 No algorithm can solve the dynamic APSP problem in unit weight planar graphs on
N nodes with amortized query time q(N ) and update time u(N ) such that max(q(N )2 · u(N ), q(N ) ·
u(N )2 ) = O(N 1

"

) for any " > 0 unless the OMv conjecture of [225] is false.

1

For instance, Theorem 5.1.7 shows that no algorithm is likely to have O(n 3
for both queries and updates. It also shows that if we want to have n
1

n2

o(1)

o(1)

"

) amortized time

for one we likely need

time for the other.

Combined with previous results, our theorems reveal a mysterious phenomenon: there are two
contradicting separations between planar graphs and small treewidth graphs, in terms of the time
complexity of dynamic problems related to shortest paths (under popular conjectures). To illustrate
these separations, consider the dynamic s, t-shortest path problem and the dynamic approximate
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diameter problem. For s, t-shortest path, planar graphs are much harder, they require n1/3

o(1)

update or query time by Theorem 5.1.7 (under OMv), while on small (polylog) treewidth graphs
there is an algorithm achieving polylog updates and queries [18]. On the other hand, for approximate
diameter, planar graphs are provably easier under SETH. A naive algorithm that runs the known
Õ(n) time static algorithm for (1 + ") approximate diameter on planar graphs after each update
[377], shatters an n2

o(1)

SETH-based lower bound for a (4/3

) approximation for diameter on

1

graphs with treewidth O(log n) [13] .
We demonstrate the potential of our framework to yield further strong lower bounds for important
problems in planar graphs by proving such a result for another well-studied problem in the graph
theory literature, namely Maximum Weight Matching.
Maintaining a maximum matching in general dynamic graphs is a difficult task: the best known
algorithm by Sankowski [346] has an O(n1.495 ) amortized update time, and it is better than the
simple O(m) algorithm (that looks for an augmenting path after every update) only in dense graphs.
Recent results show barriers for much faster algorithms via conjectures like OMv and 3-SUM [13,
270, 225, 137]. To our knowledge, this O(m) update time is the best known for planar graphs
and no lower bound is known. Meanwhile, there has been tremendous progress on approximation
algorithms [309, 54, 305, 65, 67, 66, 222, 269, 317, 36], both on general and planar graphs, as well as
for the natural Maximum Weight Matching (see the references in [156] for the history of this variant).
Planar graphs have proven easier to work with in this context: the state of the art deterministic
p
algorithm for maintaining a (1 + ")-maximum matching in general graphs has O( m) update time
[205], while in planar graphs the bound is O(1) [317].
We show a strong polynomial lower bound for Max Weight Matching on planar graphs, that
holds even for bipartite graphs with a fixed embedding into the plane and even in grid graphs. The
lower bound is similar to Theorem 5.1.6 and shows a trade-o↵ between query and update time.
Theorem 5.1.8 No algorithm can solve the dynamic maximum weight matching problem in bipartite planar graphs on N nodes with amortized update time u(N ) and query time q(N ) such that
1

max(q(N ), u(N )) = O(N 2
q(N )

"

) for any " > 0 unless the APSP Conjecture is false. Furthermore, if

u(N ) the algorithm cannot have q(N ) · u(N ) = O(N 1

"

). This holds even if the planar

embedding of G never changes.

In the paper [7], we use our framework to show lower bounds for various other problems, like
dynamic girth and diameter. We also argue that our bounds can be turned into worst-case bounds
for incremental and decremental versions of the same problems.
1 This lower bound follows from observing that the reduction from CNF-SAT to dynamic diameter [13] produces
graphs with logarithmic treewidth. For more details on an analogous observation w.r.t. the lower bound for diameter
in static graphs, see [14].
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Prior Work and our Results

Below we define each of the problems we consider and discuss the implications of our results for each
problem in turn. The problem definitions are also summarized in Table 5.1, and our results for each
problem are summarized in Table 5.2.
Maximum cardinality bipartite matching.

The maximum cardinality bipartite matching probp
lem has a long history. In a seminal paper, Hopcroft and Karp [233] designed an O(m n) time algorithm for the problem in bipartite graphs with m edges and n nodes. Mucha and Sankowski [302]
(and Harvey [218]) improved their result for dense graphs by giving an Õ(n! )2 time algorithm where
! < 2.373 is the matrix multiplication exponent [372]. In a breakthrough paper earlier this year,
Madry [291] devised the first improvement over the Hopcroft-Karp algorithm for sparse bipartite
graphs, with a runtime of Õ(m10/7 ).
The amazing algorithms for the static case of the problem do not seem to imply efficient dynamic
algorithms, however. Since a single edge update can cause the addition of at most one augmenting
path, a trivial fully dynamic algorithm algorithm for maximum bipartite matching has update time
O(m). The only improvement over this is a result by Sankowski [344] who gave a fully dynamic
algorithm with an amortized update time of O(n1.495 ). His result uses fast matrix multiplication
and is only an improvement for sufficiently dense graphs. Two questions emerge.
(1) Is the use of matrix multiplication inherent?
(2) Can one get an improvement over the trivial algorithm when the graph is sparse?
We first address question (1). We show that any improvement over the trivial algorithm implies a nontrivial algorithm for Boolean matrix multiplication, thus showing that the use of matrix
multiplication is indeed inherent. We partially address question (2), by showing three interesting
consequences of a dynamic algorithm for maximum bipartite matching that has (amortized) update
and query time O(m" ) for " < 1.
First, we show that an algorithm with " < 0.81 would imply an improvement on the 20-year
old O(m1.41 ) time bound [31, 30] for the triangle detection problem in sparse graphs. In fact, the
Triangle Conjecture implies that there is some " > 0 for which (amortized, expected) ⌦(m" ) update
or query time is necessary. Second, we show that an algorithm with " < 1/3 would imply that
3SUM is in truly subquadratic time, thus falsifying 3SUM. Finally, we show that any combinatorial
algorithm with any " < 1 falsifies BMM. All of our results apply also for the bipartite perfect
matching problem (BPMatch).
Approximately maximum matching.

In the absence of good dynamic algorithms for maximum

matching, recent research has focused on developing efficient algorithms for dynamically maintaining approximately maximum matchings. Ivkovic and Lloyd [246] presented the first such algorithm,
2 The

Õ notation suppresses polylogarithmic factors.
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maintaining a maximal matching (and hence a 2-approximate maximum matching) with update time
O(m0.71 ). Baswana, Gupta and Sen [54] developed a randomized dynamic algorithm for maximal
matching with expected amortized O(log n) update time. Neiman and Solomon [305] presented a
p
deterministic worst case O( m) update time that maintained a 3/2-approximate maximum matching. Finally, Gupta and Peng [205] showed that with the same update time one can maintain a
(1 + ")-approximation for any constant " > 0.
All of the above papers except [205] obtain an approximate maximum matching by maintaining
a matching that does not admit short augmenting paths. It is well known that for any k
a matching does not admit length 2k

3 augmenting paths, then it is a k/(k

2, if

1) approximate

maximum matching. The algorithms for maximal matching exclude length 1 augmenting paths, and
the 3/2-approximation algorithm of [305] excludes length 1 and 3 augmenting paths.
We show an inherent limitation to this approach for maintaining an approximately maximum
matching. In particular, we show that there exists a constant k  10 such that any dynamic
algorithm that maintains a matching that excludes augmenting paths of length at most 2k

3 can

be converted into an algorithm for 3SUM, triangle detection and Boolean matrix multiplication. Our
results are the same as that for BPMatch: an O(m" ) update time for the problem falsifies 3SUM for
" < 1/3, the Triangle Conjecture for " < and BMM for " < 1 if it is combinatorial. In particular, the
above results imply that using the augmenting paths approach for dynamic approximate matching
is unlikely to yield a result such as Gupta and Peng’s algorithm.
Maximum weight bipartite matching.

There are several weighted versions of the bipartite

matching problem, all equivalent to each other: find a maximum weight matching, find a maximum
weight perfect matching, find a minimum weight perfect matching (also known as the assignment
problem). We will refer to the weighted matching problem as MWM. The first polynomial time
algorithm for MWM, the Hungarian algorithm, was proposed by Kuhn [275]. Using Fibonacci
heaps [175] its runtime is O(mn + n2 log n). When the edge weights are in { M, . . . , M }, on a
word-RAM with O(log(M n)) bit words, Gabow and Tarjan [182, 183] and a recent improvement
p
by Duan and Su [157] give scaling algorithms for the problem running in O(m n log M ) time.
Sankowski [345] gave an Õ(M n! ) time algorithm.
The dynamic case of the problem seems less studied. It is not hard to obtain a fully dynamic
algorithm for MWM that can answer in constant time queries about the weight of the MWM, and
perform edge updates in Õ(m) time. The algorithm is based on Edmonds-Karp’s algorithm [162]
and performs each update by searching for the shortest augmenting path. There are no dynamic
algorithms for MWM with o(m) update time. The only result for the dynamic problem is an
algorithm by Anand et al. [36] that maintains an 8-approximate MWM with expected amortized
O(log n log C) time where C is the ratio between the maximum and minimum edge weight.
A natural question is, is it inherently hard to obtain o(m) update time dynamic MWM algorithms? We address this question by showing that any dynamic MWM algorithm, even a decremental
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"

) for constant " > 0 in dense graphs would

imply a truly subcubic APSP algorithm, thus explaining the lack of progress on the problem.
Subgraph Connectivity.

The subgraph connectivity problem (SubConn) is as follows: given

a graph G, maintain a subgraph S where the updates are adding/removing a node of G to/from
S, and the queries are to determine whether a query node t is reachable from a query node s
in S. SubConn is a version of the graph connectivity problem, but instead of edge updates, one
needs to maintain vertex updates. As mentioned earlier, graph connectivity has extremely efficient
algorithms (e.g. [365]). However, the obvious way of simulating vertex updates using edge updates
is to insert/delete all incident edges to a vertex that is to be inserted/deleted. As the degree of a
vertex can be linear, this type of simulation cannot give better than O(n) update time for SubConn.
Thus SubConn seems much more difficult than graph connectivity.
The SubConn problem was first introduced by Frigioni and Italiano [180] in the context of
communication networks where processors may become faulty and later can come back online. They
obtained an efficient dynamic algorithm for planar graphs. Later, Chan [93] studied the problem
in general graphs because of its applications to geometric connectivity problems. In such problems,
one is to maintain a set of n axis parallel boxes in d dimensions under insertions and deletions so
that one can answer queries about whether there is a path between any two given points that is
contained within the set of boxes. Chan showed that for any constant d, the box connectivity problem
can be reduced to subgraph connectivity in a graph on Õ(n) edges, thus any dynamic algorithm
for subgraph connectivity immediately implies an algorithm for geometric connectivity. Chan also
showed that subgraph connectivity can be reduced to the box connectivity problem in 3 dimensions,
thus showing that subgraph connectivity and box connectivity are equivalent problems for all d

3.

Chan, Pǎtraşcu, Roditty [98] further showed that a variety of other geometric connectivity problems
are reducible to the SubConn problem.
Chan [93] obtained an algorithm for SubConn with O(m1.28 ) preprocessing time, O(m0.94 ) update
time and O(m1/3 ) query time. Later, Chan, Pǎtraşcu and Roditty [98] improved these bounds,
obtaining an algorithm with O(m4/3 ) preprocessing time, O(m2/3 ) update time and O(m1/3 ) query
time. Duan [155] presented algorithms with better space usage.
Pǎtraşcu [324] showed that unless 3SUM is false, there is some " > 0 such that SubConn cannot
be solved with o(m1+" ) preprocessing time and o(m" ) update and query time. Here we exhibit
an explicit ", " = 1/3, for which Pǎtraşcu’s result holds. Moreover, we show that assuming the
3SUM Conjecture, there is a tradeo↵ lower bound between the query and update time for fully
dynamic algorithms for SubConn. In particular, we show that unless 3SUM has truly subquadratic
algorithms, SubConn cannot be maintained with preprocessing time O(m4/3
and query time O(m2/3

↵ "

"

), update time O(m↵ )

), for any " > 0 and 1/6 < ↵ < 1/3.

Chan [93] showed that any dynamic algorithm for SubConn with preprocessing time O(mp ),
update and query time O(mu ) would imply an O(m1+u + mp ) time algorithm for triangle detection.
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His result implies that if the Triangle Conjecture is true, then for any such algorithm either p
or u

1+"

" for some constant " > 0, i.e. the same conclusion as Pǎtraşcu’s assuming 3SUM.

Here we improve Chan’s result slightly. In particular, we show that one can reduce the triangle
detection problem on m edge, n node graphs to dynamic SubConn with O(m) updates and only
n queries. This implies that any combinatorial dynamic algorithm with truly sublinear query time
(O(m1

"

) for some " > 0) and truly subcubic in n preprocessing time, must have ⌦(m1/2

time for all

) update

> 0, unless BMM is false. (Notice that it is trivial to get O(m) query time and O(1)

update time.) Thus, if the algorithm of [98] can be improved to have update time m0.499 , we would
have a new alternative BMM algorithm. Our results hold even for the special case st-SubConn of
SubConn in which we only care about whether two fixed vertices are connected in the subgraph S.
Subgraph Connectedness.

Chan [93] identifies a problem extremely related to SubConn, that

nevertheless seems much more difficult. The problem is Subgraph Connectedness (ConnSub): similarly to SubConn, one has to maintain a subgraph S of a fixed graph G under vertex additions and
removals, but the query one needs to be able to answer is whether S is connected.
The best and only known algorithm for ConnSub is to recompute the connectivity information
(via DFS in O(m) time) after each update or at each query. Here we explain this lack of progress by
showing that unless SETH is false, any algorithm for ConnSub with arbitrary polynomial preprocessing time, must either have essentially linear update time or essentially linear query time. Thus,
the trivial algorithm is essentially optimal, under the SETH.
Our result holds even for a special case of the problem called SubUnion, originally identified by
Chan: given a fixed collection of sets X = {X1 , . . . , Xt } of total size m such that [i Xi = U , maintain
a subcollection S ✓ X under set insertions and deletions, while answering the query whether the
union of the sets in S is exactly U . That is, the query is exactly “Is S a set cover?”.
Single Source Reachability.

Unlike in undirected graphs where great results are possible (e.g.

[365]), the reachability problem in directed graphs is surprisingly tough in the dynamic setting,
even when the reachability between two fixed vertices is to be maintained (st-Reach). The trivial
algorithm that recomputes the reachability after each update or at each query is still the best known
algorithm in the case of sparse graphs. For graphs with !(n1.495 ) edges, Sankowski [343] showed that
one can get a better update time. In particular, he obtained update time O(n1.495 ) and O(1) query
time for st-Reach and O(n1.495 ) query time for single source reachability (ss-Reach). Sankowski’s
result improved on the first sublinear update time result by Demetrescu and Italiano [146] who
obtained O(n1.575 ) update time and O(n0.575 ) query time for ss-Reach.
Both of these results heavily rely on fast matrix multiplication. Here we show that this is inherent.
In particular, any algorithm with truly subcubic (in n) preprocessing time and truly subquadratic
query and update time can be converted without significant overhead into a truly subcubic time
algorithm for Boolean matrix multiplication. Thus, any such combinatorial algorithm would falsify
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BMM.
Pǎtraşcu [324] showed that assuming the 3SUM Conjecture, there is some " > 0 such that fully
dynamic transitive closure requires either preprocessing time m1+" , or update or query time m" .
Here we slightly extend his result, showing that under the 3SUM conjecture, st-Reach requires either
preprocessing time m4/3

o(1)

or update or query time m1/3

o(1)

. Similar to our results on SubConn,

we also exhibit a tradeo↵: under the 3SUM conjecture, if st-Reach can be solved with preprocessing
time O(m4/3

"

) and update time O(m↵ ) for some " > 0 and 1/6 < ↵ < 1/3, then the query time

must be at least m2/3

↵ o(1)

.

The single source reachability problem has been studied in the partially dynamic setting as well.
In the incremental setting, it is not hard to obtain an algorithm for ss-Reach with O(1) amortized
update time and O(1) query. From the work of Even and Shiloach [170] follows an O(n) amortized
update time decremental ss-Reach algorithm (with constant query). For the special case of DAGs,
Italiano [244] obtained an O(1) amortized update and query time decremental ss-Reach algorithm.
In this paper we show that any combinatorial incremental or decremental algorithm for ssReach (and also st-Reach) must have m1

o(1)

worst case update or query time, even in the special

case of dense DAGs, assuming BMM. Thus deamortizing Italiano’s DAG ss-Reach algorithm, or
Even and Shiloach’s algorithm for general graphs, would have interesting consequences for matrix
multiplication algorithms.
Finally, we consider a version of ss-Reach, #SSR, in which we want to dynamically answer the
query about how many nodes are reachable from the fixed source. We note that any algorithm that
explicitly maintains a reachability tree can answer this counting query. We show strong lower bounds
based on the SETH for #SSR: even after polynomial preprocessing time, a dynamic algorithm
cannot beat the trivial recomputation algorithm by any, however small, polynomial factor. Hence
in particular (under the SETH) no nontrivial algorithm for ss-Reach can maintain the size of the
reachability tree.
Incremental/Decremental Single Source Shortest Paths (SSSP)

Roditty and Zwick [334]

showed that any decremental or incremental algorithm for SSSP in n-node graphs with preprocessing
time O(n3

"

), and update time O(n2

"

) and query time O(n1

"

) for any " > 0 implies a truly

subcubic time algorithm for APSP. The trivial algorithm for the problem recomputes the shortest
paths from the source in Õ(n2 ) time after each update, via Dijkstra’s algorithm. Hence, [334] showed
that any tiny polynomial improvement over this result would falsify APSP.
Their result, however, did not exclude the possibility of an algorithm that has both O(n2
updates and O(n

2 "

"

) time

) time queries. This is exactly what our result excludes, again based on the

APSP conjecture. In fact, we show it for the seemingly easier problem of incremental/decremental
st-shortest path.
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Dynamic algorithms for maintaining the strongly connected

components have many applications. One example is in compilers research, to speed up pointer
analysis by finding cyclic relationships; other examples are listed in [211]. In the partially dynamic
setting, nontrivial results are known. Haeupler et al. [211] presented an incremental algorithm
that maintains the strongly connected components (SCCs) in a graph with amortized update time
O(min{m1/2 , n2/3 }), while being able to answer queries of the form, are u and v in the same SCC?
Bender et al. [58, 59] improved the total update time for the case of dense graphs to O(n2 log n)
(thus getting amortized update time Õ(n2 /m)). In the decremental setting, Roditty and Zwick [331],
Lacki [276], and Roditty [329] obtained algorithms with amortized update time O(n). The algorithm
of [331] was randomized, whereas Lacki’s was deterministic, and Roditty improved the preprocessing
time to Õ(m). No nontrivial results are known for the fully dynamic setting.
Our results are manyfold. First, we show results similar to those for st-Reach. That is, under
BMM any combinatorial fully dynamic algorithm must have either preprocessing time n3
update or query time n

2 o(1)

o(1)

, or

. The same bounds apply for partially dynamic algorithms, but for

worst-case update times. Thus, if the known algorithmic results can be deamortized, we would have
an alternative BMM algorithm. Under the 3SUM Conjecture, either the preprocessing time should
be at least m4/3

o(1)

, or the query or update time should be at least m1/3

o(1)

.

The above results hold even for the special case of the problem in which we want to answer the
query “Is the graph strongly connected?”. Next, we consider a variation of the problem which we
call SC2, that maintains the graph to answer the query “Does the graph have more than 2 strongly
connected components?”. We note that all known algorithms for dynamic SCC explicitly store the
SCCs of the graph and hence can also solve SC2. We show surprisingly that SC2 may be a much
more difficult problem than SC. In particular, any algorithm with arbitrary polynomial preprocessing
time must have either m1

o(1)

query or m1

o(1)

update time, unless the SETH fails. That is, either

SETH is false and we have a breakthrough in the area of SAT algorithms, or the trivial algorithm
for SC2 is essentially optimal.
As before, our results also hold for partially dynamic algorithms, but for worst-case update times,
implying that deamortizing the results of [211, 58, 331, 276, 329] is SETH-hard.
The same lower bounds under SETH hold for any of the two following variants of dynamic SCC:
• AppxSCC: approximate the number of SCCs within some constant factor,
• MaxSCC: determine the size of the largest SCC.
We also consider the dynamic ST -Reach problem under edge updates: given node sets S and
T , determine whether every node in T is reachable from every node in S. We are able to prove
much stronger update and query lower bounds for it: even after polynomial preprocessing time, the
update or query time of any dynamic algorithm must be n2
2

o(1)

in an n node graph, even when the

graph is sparse. O(n ) is the trivial update time for the problem.
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The graph diameter is the largest distance in the graph. One can

compute the diameter in the same time as computing all pairs shortest paths, and no better algorithms are known. There are faster algorithms that achieve constant factor approximations for
the diameter, however. A folklore result is that in linear time one can obtain a 2-approximation.
Aingworth et al. [21] improved the approximation factor, obtaining a 3/2 approximation for unp
weighted graphs that runs in Õ(n2 + m n) time. Roditty and Vassilevska Williams [330] improved
p
the running time to Õ(m n) with randomization, and Chechik et al. [102] obtained deterministic
3/2-approximation algorithms running in Õ(min{m3/2 , mn2/3 }) time that also work for weighted
graphs. Roditty and Vassilevska Williams showed that any (3/2
runs in O(n

2

")-approximation algorithm that

) time in undirected unweighted graphs with Õ(n) edges, for any constants ", > 0

would violate the SETH.
In some applications, an efficient dynamic algorithm for diameter estimation may be useful.
The above result does not exclude the possibility that after some preprocessing, one can update
the estimate for the diameter faster than recomputing it. Here we show that if for some ",

> 0,

there is an algorithm that after an arbitrary polynomial time preprocessing can update a (4/3
approximation to the diameter of a graph on Õ(n) edges in O(n

2

")-

) amortized update time, then

the SETH is false. That is, the trivial recomputation of the diameter is essentially optimal.

5.2

Summary of Techniques and Preliminaries

Before giving the formal proofs, we describe some of the ideas and tricks that we will use.

5.2.1

Techniques for SETH Based Lower Bounds

Given an instance F of k-SAT on n variables and O(n) clauses, we can construct a graph as follows.
Split the variables V into two sets U and V \ U of size n/2 each. We create a set S on 2n/2 nodes,

each corresponding to a partial assignment to the variables in U . Similarly, we create a set T on
2n/2 nodes, each corresponding to a partial assignment to the variables in V \ U . We also create a
set C on O(n) nodes, one corresponding to each clause.

Suppose now that we add a directed edge from each partial assignment s 2 S to a clause c 2 C

if and only if s does not satisfy c, and a directed edge from c to a partial assignment t 2 T if and
only if t does not satisfy c. Then, there is a satisfying assignment to the formula if and only if there
is a pair of nodes s 2 S and t 2 T such that t is not reachable from s. Hence any algorithm that
can solve this static ST -reachability problem on N node, O(N log N ) edge graphs in O(N 2
for constant " > 0 would imply a O(2

0

n(1 " )

"

) time

0

) time algorithm for k-SAT (for some " > 0 obtained

from the sparsification lemma). We have chosen k however so that we obtain a contradiction, and
hence the SETH must be false.
Similar constructions to the above are used in prior papers [313, 330, 102]. We adapt the above

Problem
Update
Query
Bipartite Perfect Matching (BPMatch)
An undirected bipartite graph
Edge insertions/deletions
Does the graph have a
perfect matching?
Bipartite Maximum Weight Matching (BWMatch)
An undirected bipartite graph
Edge insertions/deletions
What is the weight of the
with integer edge weights
maximum weight matching?
Bipartite matching without length k augmenting paths (k-BPM)
An undirected bipartite graph
Edge insertions/deletions
What is the size of a matching
that does not admit
length k augmenting paths?
Single Source Reachability (SS-Reach)
A directed graph and a
Edge insertions/deletions
Given a vertex t,
fixed vertex s
is t reachable from s?
(s, t)-Reachability (st-Reach)
A directed graph and
Edge insertions/deletions
Is t reachable from s?
fixed vertices s, t
(s, t)-shortest path (st-SP)
An undirected weighted graph and Edge insertions/deletions
What is the distance
fixed vertices s, t
between s and t?
Strong Connectivity (SC)
A directed graph
Edge insertions/deletions Is the graph strongly connected?
2 Strong Components (SC2)
A directed graph
Edge insertions/deletions
Are there more than 2
strongly connected components?
2 vs k Strong Components (AppxSC)
A directed graph
Edge insertions/deletions
Is the number of SCCs
2 or more than k?
Maximum SCC size (MaxSCC)
A directed graph
Edge insertions/deletions
What is the size of
the largest SCC?
Single Source Reachability Count (# SSR)
A directed graph with
Edge insertions/deletions
Given `, is the number of
a fixed source s
nodes reachable from s < `?
Connected Subgraph (ConnSub)
A fixed undirected graph
Insert/remove a node
Is the subgraph induced
and a vertex subset S
into/from S
by S connected?
(S, T )-Reachability (ST -Reach)
A directed graph and
Edge insertions/deletions
Are there some s 2 S, t 2 T
fixed node subsets S and T
s.t. t is unreachable from s?
(4/3 ")-Approximate Diameter (4/3-Diam)
An undirected graph
Edge insertions/deletions
Is the diameter
3 or 4?
Maintain

Table 5.1: The problems we consider.
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Problem
st-Reach

SC

BPMatch
Dec/Inc BWMatch
Dec/Inc st-SP
SC2, #SSR, ConnSub,
AppxSCC
ST -Reach or 4/3-Diam
in sparse graphs

Best Upper Bounds
p(m, n) u(m, n) q(m, n)
1
m
1 (*)
1
1
m (*)
1
n1.495
1 [343]
1
m
1 (*)
1
1
m (*)
BM
1
1
WM
1
1
1
1
1
1

m
1
n1.495
m
m
1
m
1
n2
1

1 (*)
BM (*)
1 [344]
1 (*)
1 (*)
m (*)
1 (*)
m (*)
1 (*)
n2 (*)
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p(m, n)
m4/3 "
m1+ "
n3 "
m4/3 "
m1+ "
n3 "
m4/3 "
m1+ "
n3 "
n3 "
n3 "

poly (n)
poly (n)

Lower Bounds
u(m, n)
q(m, n)
m↵ "
m2/3 ↵ "
m2 "
m2 "
n2 "
n2 "
↵ "
2/3 ↵ "
m
m
m2 "
m2 "
n2 "
n2 "
m↵ "
m2/3 ↵ "
m2 "
m2 "
2 "
n
n2 "
2 "
n
n2 "
n2 "
n2 "

m1
n2

"
"

m1
n2

"
"

Conjecture
3SUM
Triangle
BMM
3SUM
Triangle
BMM
3SUM
Triangle
BMM
APSP
APSP

SETH
SETH

Table 5.2: The table includes the current best upper bounds for the listed problems, together
with bounds pfor which a listed conjecture would be falsified. In the above, WM refers to
min{M n! , m n log M }, i.e. asymptotically the fastest known time to compute a weighted matching, BM refers to min{m10/7 , n! }, i.e. asymptotically the fastest known time to compute a bipartite
perfect matching, " > 0 is an arbitrarily small constant, ↵ 2 [1/6, 1/3] and > 0 is some constant for
which Triangle detection is not in m1+ time. (*) denotes the trivial algorithm. Dec/Inc means that
the upper and lower bounds apply to fully dynamic, and also to partially dynamic, i.e. decremental
and incremental, algorithms. All lower bounds can be amortized and expected. All above lower
bounds also hold in the case of partially dynamic algorithms, however then the lower bounds are
assumed to be worst-case (unless they are already listed in the table).
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argument for the case of dynamic # SSR (counting the number of nodes reachable from a source) as
follows. (The reductions to the remaining problems use a similar approach with some extra work.)
Instead of having all nodes of S in the above graph G, in our dynamic graph G0 we have a single
node u. We have 2n/2 stages, one for each partial assignment s 2 S. In each stage, we add edges
from u to C but only to the neighbors of s in G, i.e. the clauses that s does not satisfy. Say we have
inserted k edges. After the insertions, we ask the query “Is the number of nodes reachable from s
less than k + 2n/2 ?”. If the answer to the query is yes, then the formula is satisfiable, and we can
stop. Otherwise, s cannot be completed to a satisfying assignment. We then remove all the inserted
edges in this stage and move on to the next partial assignment of S.
The graph has m = O(n2n/2 ) edges, N = O(2n/2 ) vertices and we do O(n2n/2 ) updates and
O(2n/2 ) queries. Hence any dynamic algorithm with O(N 2

"

) preprocessing time, and O(m1

"

)

update and query time would violate the SETH.
Now, suppose that we could achieve O(m1

"

) update and query time after O(N t ) preprocessing

for some big constant t. Then we could still contradict the SETH by modifying the above construction further. Instead of splitting the variables into two parts on n/2 variables each, we split them
into U of size (1

)n and V \ U of size n for some constant
(1

same construction as above where S is the set of 2
of 2

n

)n

< 1/t. Then we apply exactly the

partial assignments to U and T is the set

partial assignments to V \ U .

The number of vertices and edges of the graph is now O(n2 n )  O(2n(1
t

n(1

Hence the O(N ) preprocessing time only takes O(2
O(n2

(1

)n

)

)/t

) for some

> 0.

) time. The number of updates we do is

) but since the graph is much smaller we get that O(m1

"

) time updates and queries

imply a runtime of
2

n(1 ")

· 2(1

)n

= 2n(1

" )

(excluding polynomial factors) for solving the SAT instance. Hence we again violate the SETH.

5.2.2

Techniques for BMM Based Lower Bounds

To obtain lower bounds based on the BMM Conjecture, we first obtain lower bounds from the Triangle Conjecture that hold for arbitrary
2

them for m = n and a carefully chosen
Triangle Conjecture for any constant

and an arbitrary number of edges m, and then apply

to obtain the lower bounds from BMM. For instance if the
implies that problem P cannot have a dynamic algorithm

with m1+ preprocessing time, m update time and m2 query time, then we get that BMM implies
that P cannot have a dynamic algorithm with n2+2 preprocessing time, n2 update time and n4
query time. Then picking
n3

"

, update time n1

"

= (1

")/2, we get a lower bound for all " > 0 of preprocessing time

and query time n2

"

.

Our reductions from Triangle Detection typically begin with the following construction. Given
a graph G = (V, E) on m edges and n vertices, we create 4 copies of V , A, B, C, D, and for each
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edge (u, v) 2 E we add the directed edges (uA , vB ), (uB , vC ), (uC , vD ) where uX is the copy of u in

X 2 {A, B, C, D}. Now G contains a triangle if and only if for some u, there is a path from uA to
uD . Since the new graph has O(m) edges and O(n) vertices, it suffices to simulate the n reachability
queries (uA , uD ) with dynamic algorithms for the problem at hand.
For st-Reach for instance, we add two additional nodes s and t to the above graph and we proceed
in stages, one for each node u 2 V . In each stage, we add edges (s, uA ) and (uD , t), and ask whether
t is reachable from s. This will be the case i↵ u appears in a triangle in G. If the answer to the query

is no, we remove the edges incident to s and t and move on to the next stage. The number of queries
and updates is O(n) overall, and hence any dynamic algorithm with O(m1+ ) preprocessing time,
and O(m2 ) update and query time would imply an O(m1+ + nm2 ) time triangle algorithm. We
then apply a high-degree low-degree argument as in [31] to show that this also implies an O(m1+ )
time triangle algorithm.
To obtain the lower bounds for Strong Connectivity and Bipartite Perfect Matching, we prove
general reductions from st-Reach to SC and BPMatch that show that if the latter two problems
can be solved with preprocessing time p(m, n), update time u(m, n) and query time q(m, n), then
st-Reach can be solved with preprocessing time p(O(m), O(n)), update time u(O(m), O(n)) and
query time q(O(m), O(n)). We show a separate reduction from Triangle Detection to st-SubConn
(similar to the one to st-Reach) that performs m updates and n queries, giving an m
bound on the update time and m

5.2.3

2

o(1)

o(1)

lower

on the query time.

Reductions to Partially Dynamic Problems

Notice that our reductions almost always look like this. They proceed in stages, and each stage i has
the following form: Ii insertions are performed, then some number of queries Qi are asked. Finally
the Ii insertions are undone.
We can simulate this type of a reduction with an incremental algorithm as follows. During each
stage, we perform the Ii insertions and Qi queries, and while we do them, we record the sequence of
all changes to the data structure that the insertions (and queries) cause. This makes our reduction
no longer black box (it was black box for fully dynamic algorithms). It also increases the space
usage to be on the order of the time that it takes to perform the Ii insertions. However, once we
have recorded all the changes, we can undo them in reverse order in roughly the same time as they
originally took, and bring the data structure to the same state that it was before the beginning
of the stage. We obtain lower bounds on the preprocessing, update and query time of incremental
algorithms. However, since we undo changes, the lower bounds only hold for worst case runtimes.
Simulating the above algorithms with decremental algorithms is more challenging since it would
seem that we need to simulate Ii insertions with roughly Ii deletions, and this is not always possible.
We develop some techniques that work for many of our reductions. For instance, we are able to
simulate the following with only O(n) deletions (and undeletions) over all n stages: in each stage
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i a node s has an edge to only the ith node from a set of size n. This is useful for our proof that
efficient worst-case decremental st-Reach implies faster triangle algorithms.
In this thesis we omit the details of adapting the reductions from the fully dynamic case to the
partially dynamic case. All the details can be found in [13].

5.2.4

Techniques for Planar Graphs and relations to distance labeling

To prove our hardness results for problems on planar graphs we introduce a new framework for
reductions to optimization problems on planar graphs. As mentioned we combine ideas from previous
lower bound proofs for dynamic graph problems with an approach inspired by the framework of Marx
for hardness of parameterized geometric problem (via the Grid Tiling problem) [293, 294] and a graph
construction from the research on labelling schemes by Gavoille et al. [193].
Gavoille et al. [193] used a family of grid-like graphs to prove an (unconditional) lower bound
p
p
of ⌦( n) on the label size of distance labeling in weighted planar graphs along with a O( n log n)
upper bound. (A full discussion of distance labeling schemes is outside the scope of this thesis. For
details on this we refer to [193, 33, 32]). In this paper we generalize their family of graphs to a
family of grid graphs capable of representing general matrices with weights in [poly (n)] via shortest
p
paths distances. Using our construction with the framework of [193], we obtain a tight ⌦( n log n)
lower bound on the size of distance labeling in weighted planar graphs (and even grid graphs).
Our main approach works by reducing from the (min, +)-Matrix-Multiplication problem which is
known to be equivalent to APSP (see [373]): Given two n ⇥ n matrices A, B with entries in [poly(n)],
compute a matrix C = A

B such that C[i, j] = mink2[n] A[i, k] + B[k, j]. By concatenating grid

graphs from the family described above we are able to represent one of the matrices in the product
and we can then simulate the multiplication process via updates and shortest paths queries.
In a certain intuitive sense, our connection between dynamic algorithms and labeling schemes is
p
the reverse direction of the one shown by Abraham et al. [19] to obtain their Õ( N ) update time
(1 + ")-approximation algorithm for dynamic APSP. Their algorithm utilizes a clever upper bound
for the so-called forbidden set distance labeling problem, while our lower bound constructions have
a clever lower bound for labeling schemes embedded in them.

5.2.5

Preliminaries

In the context of dynamic problems, n and m are assumed to be upper bounds on the number
of nodes and edges in the input graph at any time. For a positive integer n, [n] denotes the set
{1, . . . , n}. For a node v 2 V , N (v) denotes the neighborhood of v, and NA (v) = N (v) \ A, where
A ✓ V is a subset of vertices, denotes the neighborhood of v in A. We denote the degree of a node
v by d(v) and define dA (v) = |NA (v)| to be the degree of v when restricted to nodes in A.
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Lower bounds from SETH

In this section we prove hardness results for dynamic problems assuming SETH. The proof is divided
into the lemmas below. In [13] we use additional ideas along the same lines to prove lower bounds
for other problems like ConnSub.
Theorem 5.3.1 If for some " > 0 and t 2 N, we can solve either of
• fully dynamic #SSR, SC2, AppxSCC, or MaxSCC, with preprocessing time O(nt ), amortized
update time O(m1

"

), and amortized query time O(m1

"

), or

• fully dynamic ST -Reach or 4/3-Diam with preprocessing time O(nt ), amortized update time
O(m2

"

), and amortized query time O(m2

"

), or

then SETH is false.
Recall from Chapter 2 that assuming SETH, then for every
k-SAT instances on O(n) clauses require 2

5.3.1

(1

)n o(n)

> 0 there exists a k such that

time.

Reductions from CNF-SAT to dynamic graph problems

The graph H .
(for any constant

All of our reductions to dynamic graph problems start from the same graph H
2 (0, 1)) constructed as follows.

Let F be a CNF formula on a set V of n variables and O(n) clauses. Let U ✓ V be a subset of

the variables of size n. Create a node for each of the 2

n

partial assignments to the variables of U .

Call these nodes Ū . Create a node for each of the O(n) clauses of F . Call these nodes C. Create an
2 Ū and a clause c 2 C i↵

edge between a partial assignment
in c.

does not satisfy any of the literals

The graph H above has O(2 n ) vertices and O(2 n n) edges.
Using H .

The constructions in our proofs add to H at most a constant number of extra nodes

and O(n) edges, thus keeping the size of the graph roughly the same. If the preprocessing time of
the corresponding dynamic problem is O(N t ) for graphs on N vertices and Õ(N ) edges, each of our
constructions can be preprocessed in O(2
(1 ")n

that the preprocessing time is O(2

The reductions typically involve 2(1

nt

n) time. We set

= (1

")/t for some small " > 0, so

n) .
)n

stages. In each stage, O(n) edges are inserted or deleted,

O(n) queries are performed, and then the edge updates of the stage are undone. Thus, if any update
on a graph with N nodes and Õ(N ) edges takes O(N 1

"

) time for some " > 0, then the k-SAT

instance can be solved in time (modulo polynomial factors)
2(1

)n

·2

n(1 ")

= 2(1

" )n

.
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This contradicts SETH.
Proof of Theorem 5.3.1.

The lemmas below prove all bullets of Theorem 5.3.1. Each lemma

explains how to modify the graph H so that the problem at hand solves the SAT instance.
We begin by showing a lower bound for # SSR: the problem of maintaining the size of the
reachability tree of a fixed source under edge deletions and insertions.
Lemma 5.3.1 (# SSR) Suppose fully dynamic # SSR on a graph with n nodes and Õ(n) edges
can be done with (amortized) update time u(n) and query time q(n) and O(nt ) preprocessing time.
⌦(n1

Then assuming the SETH, max{u(n), q(n)}
Proof.

Construct H for

= (1

"

) for all " > 0.

")/t for some " > 0, where the edges are directed from the

clause nodes C to the partial assignment nodes Ū . Add an extra node s.
Now, there is a stage for every partial assignment to the variables of F that are not in U . The
number of stages is hence 2|V \U | = 2(1

)n

.

In each stage we do the following. Let
an edge from s to every clause c that

be the partial assignment to V \ U for this stage. Add

does not satisfy. Let d(s) be the number of edges added.

Then ask the query whether the number of nodes reachable from s is less than 2

n

+ d(s). If so,

return that F is satisfiable. If not, remove the edges incident to s and move on to the next partial
assignment to V \ U , starting the next stage.

The number of updates and queries is O(2n(1

)

n) and by the runtime analysis from before we

get that the SETH is false.
To see the correctness, consider a stage corresponding to a partial assignment

to the variables

of V \ U . The number of clause nodes reachable from s is exactly d(s) since the only incoming edges
into C are those from s. Hence the number of nodes reachable from s is 2

n

0

reach all nodes of Ū (and this number is less otherwise). A partial assignment
U is reachable from s if and only if there is some clause that neither
answer to the query after the stage is “yes” if and only if there is a

nor
0

+ d(s) only if s can

0

to the variables of

satisfies. Hence the

such that

and

0

together

satisfy all of the clauses, i.e. F is satisfiable. Moreover, if F is satisfiable, then let a be a satisfying
assignment. Let

be the restriction of a to the variables of U . Then the stage corresponding to

will have a “yes” answer to its query, and the algorithm solves the SAT problem for F .

⇤

Now we prove the lower bound for SC2.
Lemma 5.3.2 (SC2) Suppose fully dynamic SC2 on a graph with n nodes and Õ(n) edges can be
done with (amortized) update time u(n) and query time q(n) and O(nt ) preprocessing time. Then
assuming the SETH, max{u(n), q(n)}

⌦(n1

Proof. We begin with the graph H for
0

"

) for all " > 0.

= (1

")/t for some " > 0. We add two new vertices

s and s so that every partial assignment node has an edge to s (and there are no edges incident to
s0 ).
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to the variables in V \ U . We add edges from s

does not set any literals to true. We add bidirectional edges between s0 and

satisfies. At the end of the stage these changes are undone. (For decremental

algorithms, s has edges to all clause nodes, s0 has bidirectional edges to all clause nodes, and during
the stage the respective edges are deleted until s has edges only to the clauses not in C and s0 has
bidirectional edges to the clauses in C .)
Notice that there is no path from s to s0 or from s to C . There are also no paths from the
partial assignment nodes to C and hence also none to s0 . Thus, C and s0 form a strongly connected
component. Finally, since every partial assignment node has an edge to s, these nodes and s form a
strongly connected component if and only if for every partial assignment
node c such that neither
if

nor

0

0

to U , there is a clause

satisfies c. Hence there are exactly 2 strongly connected components
⇤

cannot be completed to a satisfying assignment, and there are more than 2 otherwise.
Modifying the above proof, we can prove the following lemma.

Lemma 5.3.3 (AppxSCC and MaxSCC) Suppose fully dynamic AppxSCC or MaxSCC on a
graph with n nodes and Õ(n) edges can be done with (amortized) update time u(n) and query time
q(n) and O(nt ) preprocessing time. Then assuming the SETH, max{u(n), q(n)}

⌦(n1

"

) for all

" > 0.
Proof.

For MaxSCC, the same reduction as that in Lemma 5.3.2 works. Consider a stage for

a partial assignment . Let d be the number of clauses that
of an SCC equals d + 2 n , then

does not satisfy. If the maximum size
0

cannot be completed to a satisfying assignment since then all
n

nodes will be in the same component as s. Otherwise, if the maximum SCC size is less than d + 2 ,
then there is some

0

that completes

to a satisfying assignment.

For AppxSCC for a constant k, we modify the above proof so that there are k copies of each
partial assignment node. The number of nodes and edges increases by a factor of k. The rest of the
proof stays the same. If

cannot be completed to a satisfying assignment, then the number of SCCs

is still 2, but if it can be completed to a satisfying assignment, then the number is at least k + 2
since all k copies of some assignment

0

are not in the same SCC as s. Moreover, all these copies

are in separate components since the only possible paths between them must pass through s.

⇤

Next, we prove the lower bounds for ST -Reach.
Lemma 5.3.4 (ST -Reach) Suppose fully dynamic ST -Reach on a graph with n nodes and Õ(n)
edges can be done with (amortized) update time u(n) and query time q(n) and O(nt ) preprocessing
time. Then assuming the SETH, max{u(n), q(n)}
Proof. Pick
0

⌦(n2

"

) for all " > 0.

< min{1/t, 1/3} and create H .

Let U be a subset of the variables not in U of size n. Since

< 1/3, U 0 can be picked. Create

a graph H 0 analogous to H but for U 0 instead of U and so that the edges go from the clause nodes
to the assignments to U 0 that do not satisfy them. Let H be the disjoint union of H and H 0 .
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H has O(2 n ) nodes and O(2 n n) edges. The node set of H is as follows: two copies of the clause
nodes, C and C 0 , and two sets of 2

n

partial assignments- a set for U and a set for U 0 .

The stages correspond to the 2n(1

2 )

partial assignments to the variables in V \ (U [ U 0 ).

Consider a stage corresponding to a partial assignment . For each clause c for which

does not

0

satisfy any of its literals, we add an edge from the copy of c in C to its copy in C . We then ask the
query whether all nodes of T are reachable from all nodes of S. If not, we return that the formula
is satisfiable. Otherwise, we undo the updates and move on to the next stage. (For decremental
algorithms, between stages there is a perfect matching between the clause nodes C and their copies
in C 0 , and each stage removes some of these edges.)
Any dynamic algorithm with O(N 2

"

) time update and query time would solve CNF-SAT asymp-

totically in time (excluding polynomial factors)
2n(1

2 )

· (2 n )2

"

= 2n(1

")

.
⇤

Next, we prove the lower bounds for maintaining a (4/3

")-approximation to the diameter.

Lemma 5.3.5 Suppose fully dynamic 4/3-Diam on a graph with n nodes and Õ(n) edges can be
done with (amortized) update time u(n) and query time q(n) and O(nt ) preprocessing time. Then
assuming the SETH, max{u(n), q(n)}

n2

"

for all " > 0.

Proof. The construction is analogous to the one for ST -Reach. We outline the di↵erences. All
edges in the graph H are made undirected.
Let Ū be the nodes corresponding to the partial assignments to U and let Ū 0 be the nodes
corresponding to the partial assignments to U 0 . Two nodes s and s0 are added so that s has edges
to all nodes in Ū and s0 has edges to all nodes in Ū 0 . An extra node x is added with edges to all
nodes in C [ C 0 [ {s, s0 }.

While constructing the graph, if some partial assignment (to U or U 0 ) satisfies all the clauses,

then we can just return that the formula is satisfiable. Otherwise every node of Ū has an edge to C
and every node of Ū 0 has an edge to C 0 . Because of the addition of the node x, the distance between
any two nodes in the graph is at most 4, and it is exactly 4 for all pairs of nodes from Ū ⇥ Ū 0 .

The distance between x and all nodes, between pairs within Ū , within Ū 0 within C [ {s}, or within
C 0 [ {s0 } is 2.

Now consider a stage for a partial assignment

to V \ {U [ U 0 }. If the diameter of the graph

is now less than 4, it must be that for every pair of assignments ↵ to U and ↵0 to U 0 , there is
some clause c that none of , ↵, ↵0 satisfy, as the only possible paths shorter than 4 are of the form
↵ ! c ! c0 ! ↵0 . Hence if the diameter is less than 4, it is exactly 3 and there is no way to
complete

to a satisfying assignment. Otherwise, if the diameter is still 4, then there exist ↵ 2 Ū

and ↵0 2 Ū 0 such that for every clause that

does not satisfy, one of ↵ or ↵0 does, so that

· ↵ · ↵0
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is a satisfying assignment. Hence any dynamic algorithm that can distinguish between diameter 3
⇤

and 4 would solve CNF-SAT.

5.4

Lower bounds from Triangle

In this section we prove our results based on the hardness of Triangle detection.
Theorem 5.4.1 If for some , " > 0, we can solve either of
• fully dynamic st-Reach, BPMatch, 17-BPM, or SC, with preprocessing time O(m1+
tized update and query times O(m2

"

time O(m

), amor-

), or

• fully dynamic st-SubConn or 5-BPM with preprocessing time O(m1+
"

"

), and amortized query time O(m

2

"

"

), amortized update

), or

then the -Triangle Conjecture is false for this choice of .
In some of the reductions below, we will reduce Triangle to O(n) updates and queries of the
dynamic problem. To get a lower bound for the dynamic problem using the Triangle Conjecture, we
show how for Triangle detection, a running time of the form O(n · T (m)) implies a running time of
the form T 0 (m).

Lemma 5.4.1 If there is an O(nm" ) time algorithm for triangle detection for graphs on n nodes
and m edges, then there is an O(m1+"/2 ) time algorithm for triangle detection for graphs on m edges
(and arbitrary number of nodes). And similarly, if there is an O(mn" ) time algorithm, then there is
"

an O(m1+ 1+" ).
Proof.

First, let’s assume that the graph is connected, otherwise work on each connected

component separately. Suppose there is an O(nm" ) time algorithm and let

= m"/2 . In O(m ) =

O(m1+"/2 ) time we can find any triangle that contains a node of degree at most

just by going

over all edges incident to low degree nodes x and then going over the rest of the neighbors of x. If
no triangle is found, then any triangle has only high degree nodes. The number of high degree nodes
is O(m/ ), thus we can find a triangle on them in O((m/ )m" ) = O(m1+"/2 ) time.
In case there is an O(mn" ) time algorithm, we apply the same argument with
1+

As a corollary to the above Lemma, we obtain that if there is no O(m
triangle detection, then there is also no O(mn

/(1

)

"

= m 1+" .

⇤

) time algorithm for

2

) or O(m n) time algorithm either.

We start by reducing Triangle to st-Reach. In Lemmas A.0.2 and A.0.4 we have reduced st-Reach
to both BPMatch and SC, which allows us to immediately get reductions to BPMatch and SC too.
Note that the reduction below can be used to reduce k-Cycle detection in directed graphs to O(n)
updates of st-Reach. Since solving k-Cycle detection in time O(m1+

"

) could be a harder problem

than solving Triangle detection, i.e. the k = 3 case, in that time, this gives a lower bound for the
dynamic problems based on a perhaps weaker assumption.
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Lemma 5.4.2 (Triangle to st-Reach) Suppose that st-Reach has a fully dynamic algorithm with
preprocessing time p(m, n), update time u(m, n) and query time q(m, n), then triangle detection can
be solved in O(n · (u(m, n) + q(m, n)) + p(m, n)) time.
Proof. Let G = (V, E) be the graph for which we want to detect a triangle. Begin by creating
a 4-partite graph H of partitions A, B, C and A0 , each containing a copy of each vertex of G. Let
the copy of vertex x in partition Y be denoted by xY .
For every edge (u, v) in G, add directed edges (uA , vB ), (uB , vC ), (uC , vA0 ). Add two nodes s and
t.
Now we have a stage for every node x of G. In the stage for x, add the directed edges (s, xA )
and (xA0 , t). Ask the query to check whether t is reachable from s. If so, there are yB 2 B, zC 2 C

so that (x, y), (y, z), (z, x) 2 E and hence G has a triangle through x. Otherwise, there is no triangle
in G containing x. After the query has been answered, if no triangle containing x was found, the
edges (s, xA ) and (xA0 , t) are removed and the next stage begins.
The total number of queries and updates is O(n), and hence the time to solve Triangle Detection
is O(n · (u(m, n) + q(m, n)) + p(m, n)).

⇤

As a corollary from the reductions and from Lemma 5.4.1, if any of BPMatch, st-Reach or SC

admit dynamic algorithms with u(m, n), q(m, n)  O(m" ), then triangle detection can be solved in
O(m1+"/2 ) time. If " < 0.82, this would imply an improvement over the fastest algorithm that we

currently have for the triangle problem in sparse graphs. The fastest known algorithm for triangle
detection would run in ⇥(m4/3 ) time even if the matrix multiplication exponent is 2. If " < 2/3
above, then this would imply an entirely new approach for the triangle problem in sparse graphs.
Chan [93] observed that BMM and Triangle detection can be reduced to O(m) updates and
queries to the Subgraph Connectivity problem. We give an alternative construction that allows us
to reduce Triangle detection to O(m) updates and n queries of st-SubConn. We will use a version
of this construction to reduce Triangle detection to 5-BPM.
Lemma 5.4.3 (Triangle to st-SubConn) Suppose that st-SubConn has a fully dynamic algorithm with preprocessing time p(m, n), update time u(m, n), and query time q(m, n), then triangle
detection can be solved in O(m · u(m, n) + n · q(m, n) + p(m, n)) time.
Proof. Given a graph G on m edges and n nodes we create a bipartite graph H on partitions
A and B so that for every vertex v of G we add two copies vA 2 A and vB 2 B and for every edge

(u, v) in G we add the edge (uA , vB ). We add two additional vertices s and t so that s has edges to
all nodes in A and t has edges to all nodes of B. All vertices of A and B are originally turned o↵
and s and t are turned on.
Now, the proof proceeds in stages. Each stage corresponds to a vertex u in G. When u is
considered, for every neighbor v of u in G, we activate vA and vB . After the 2d(u) activations, we
ask the query whether s and t are connected. After the query, we undo the activations and move on
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to the next stage. If s and t are connected during the stage for node u, then there exist two nodes
x, y in G that are neighbors of u and such that (x, y) is an edge, i.e. u is in a triangle. Otherwise, if
s and t are not connected, there is no edge crossing the cut between A and B and hence there is no
pair of nodes that are both neighbors of u and have an edge between them, i.e. no triangle contains
u.
That is, with O(m) updates and n queries we solve the triangle detection problem.

⇤

Triangle to matchings without short augmenting paths
We now show how to reduce Triangle detection directly to dynamic matching, giving graphs in
which the size of any matching M that does not have length k augmenting paths, for some constant
k, can help us detect triangles.
We give two reductions. The first one uses O(m) updates and n queries to an algorithm for
k-BPM where k = 5. The second one uses fewer updates, only O(n), but needs to use an algorithm
for k-BPM where k = 17. We start with the first reduction as a warm up for the quite longer proof
of the second reduction.
Lemma 5.4.4 (Triangle to 5-BPM) Given any algorithm for fully dynamic 5-BPM with preprocessing, update, and query times p(m, n), u(m, n), q(m, n), we can get an algorithm for Triangle that
runs in time O(p(m, n) + m · u(m, n) + n · q(m, n)) .
Proof. Let G = (V, E) be the graph for which we want to detect a triangle. Begin by creating
¯ J and J,
¯ each containing a copy of each vertex of G. For every
a 4-layer graph H with layers I, I,
edge (u, v) in G, add the edge (uI , vJ ) to H. Add edges (uI¯, uI ) and (uJ¯, uJ ) for each vertex of
G. Now we have a stage for every node x of G. Go over the neighborhood of x in G and for every
node y 2 N (x), remove the edges (yI¯, yI ) and (yJ¯, yJ ) from H. Ask the query to get the size of a
matching M that does not admit length 5 augmenting paths. If |M | > 2(n

|N (x)|), then as we

will show below, G has triangle through x. Otherwise, there is no triangle in G containing x. After
the query has been answered, if no triangle was found, we add the edges (yI¯, yI ) and (yJ¯, yJ ), for
every node y 2 N (x) back to H and the next stage begins.

Note that H remains a bipartite graph at all times, and that it has O(n) nodes and O(m + n)
P
edges. The total number of updates is x2V (G) 2d(v) = O(m) and the number of queries is O(n),
and hence the time to solve Triangle detection is O(p(m, n) + m · u(m, n)) + n · q(m, n)).

We claim that x participates in a triangle in G if and only if the answer to the query at the stage

of x will give |M | > 2(n

|N (x)|). The key reason for this is the simple fact that x participates in

a triangle if and only if there are two nodes y1 , y2 2 N (x) that have an edge between them. Assume
that x is not in any triangle, and therefore, all edges in H when we ask the query have an endpoint
that is either zI or zJ for some node z 2
/ N (x). Thus, the size of any matching in H is bounded
by the number of these nodes, which is exactly 2(n

|N (x)|). On the other hand, assume that

x participates in a triangle (x, u, v) in G and let M be a matching without length 5 augmenting
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paths. First, note that all nodes zI for z 2
/ N (x) must be matched in M , since otherwise the length
1 path (zI¯

zI ) is an augmenting path, and moreover, zI cannot be matched to a node wJ such

that w 2
/ N (x), since otherwise there is a length 3 augmenting path, (zI¯

zI ! w J

wJ¯). The

same arguments apply for nodes zJ in H, where z 2
/ N (x). Therefore, by counting only edges in
M that are adjacent to nodes zI , zJ for z 2
/ N (x) we get 2(n
(u0I , vJ0 )

M must contain at least one edge of the form
|M |

2(n

0

0

|N (x)|), and now we argue that

for u , v 2 N (x), which will imply that

|N (x)|) + 1. We denote unmatched edges (u, v) 2 E by u

by u ! v, so that an augmenting path always has the form (v1

v and matched edges

v2 ! v3 · · · vk

1

vk ). Since

(x, u, v) is a triangle, the edge e = (uI , vJ ) is in H, and if e 2 M we are done. If, however, e is

not matched, then both uI and vJ must be matched to nodes wJ = M ate(uI ), zI = M ate(vJ ). If
w 2 N (x) or z 2 N (x), then we have found an edge of the form (u0I , vJ0 ) for u0 , v 0 2 N (x) and we are

done. Otherwise, w, z 2
/ N (x) and we get a contradiction since M will admit the following length 5
augmenting path (zI¯

zI ! v J

uI ! w J

wJ¯).

⇤

The construction of the graph H in the proof above was an adaptation of the construction in the
proof of Lemma 5.4.3 to the matching problem. In the next proof, we adapt the construction from
Lemma 5.4.2.
Lemma 5.4.5 (Triangle to 17-BPM) Given any algorithm for fully dynamic 17-BPM with preprocessing, update, and query times p(m, n), u(m, n), q(m, n), we can get an algorithm for Triangle
that runs in time O(p(m, n) + n · (u(m, n) + q(m, n))) .
Proof. Let G = (V, E) be the graph for which we want to detect a triangle. Begin by creating
an 8-layer graph H with layers A1 , Ā1 , B, B̄, C, C̄, A2 , and Ā2 , each containing a copy of each vertex
of G. For every edge (u, v) in G, add the edges (uA¯1 , vB ), (uB̄ , vC ), (uC̄ , vA2 ) to H. Add edges
(uA1 , uA¯1 ), (uB , uB̄ ), (uC , uC̄ ) and (uA2 , uA¯2 ) for each vertex u of G.
Now we have a stage for every node x of G. We start the stage by removing the two edges
(xA1 , xA¯1 ) and (xA2 , xA¯2 ), then we ask a query to get the size of a matching M that does not admit
length 17 augmenting paths. If |M | > 4n

2, then as we will show below, G has triangle through x.

Otherwise, there is no triangle in G containing x. After the query has been answered, if a triangle
was not found, we add the edges (xA1 , xA¯1 ) and (xA2 , xA¯2 ) back to H and the next stage begins.
Note that H remains a bipartite graph at all times, and that it has O(n) nodes and O(m + n)
edges. The total number of updates and queries is O(n), and hence the time to solve Triangle
detection is O(p(m, n) + n · (u(m, n) + q(m, n))).

We claim that x participates in a triangle in G if and only if the answer to the query at the stage

of x will give |M | > 4n

2, in fact, |M | = 4n

in G if and only if there is a path (xA¯1

yB

1. The key reason is that there is a triangle (x, y, z)
yB̄

zC

zC̄

xA2 ) in H.

Let us start with the easier direction, and show that if x does not participate in any triangles
in G, then |M |  4n

2, for any matching M . First, note that there are two isolated vertices, xA1
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and xA¯2 that cannot be matched. We will show that there will be another node in H that is not
matched in M , which would show that |M | < (8n

3)/2, and therefore |M |  4n

2. To see this,

consider the node xA¯1 , and if it is free (i.e. not matched) we are done, we found a third unmatched
node. Otherwise, let yB be M ate(xA¯1 ), and consider the node yB̄ . Again, if yB̄ is free, we are done,
and otherwise, let zC = M ate(yB̄ ). Finally, consider zC̄ , and if it is not free, let x0A2 = M ate(zC̄ ),
and note that x0 6= x, since otherwise, we have found a triangle (x, y, z), and since x0A¯2 does not
have any neighbors except for x0A2 , it cannot be matched in M and we found a third free node.

For the other direction, let (x, y, z) be a triangle in G and M be a matching without length 17
augmenting paths. We will show that |M | = 4n 1 and every node except for the two isolated vertices
xA1 and xA¯2 will be matched. Again, we denote unmatched edges (u, v) 2 E by u
edges by u ! v, so that an augmenting path always has the form (v1

v and matched

v2 ! v3 · · · vk

1

vk ).

Claim 39 For every node u 6= x, uA¯1 and uA2 will be matched in M .
Proof. If uA¯1 is free, then uA1 is also free, and M has a length 1 augmenting path (uA1

uA¯1 ).
⇤

The argument for uA2 is analogous.
The main claim is the following.
Claim 40 For every node u 6= x, the edges (uA1 , uA¯1 ) and (uA2 , uA¯2 ) are in M .
Proof.

Assume for contradiction that (uA1 , uA¯1 ) 2
/ M , and we will show an augmenting path

for M of length up to 17. The argument for the case that (uA2 , uA¯2 ) 2
/ M is analogous.

0
0
Let yB
= M ate(uA¯1 ). If yB̄
is free, we are done, since we found the following length 3 augmenting

0
0
0
0
yB̄
), thus, from now on assume yB̄
is matched. Let zC
= M ate(yB̄
),
0
0
and again, if zC̄ is free we are done because of the length 5 augmenting path (uA1
uA¯1 ! yB
0
0
0
0
yB̄
! zC
zC̄
). Thus, let x0A2 = M ate(zC̄
), and note that x0 must equal x, since otherwise we have
0
0
0
0
found a length 7 augmenting path (uA1
uA¯1 ! yB
yB̄
! zC
zC̄
! x0A2
x0A¯2 ). Thus, we

path (uA1

0
uA¯1 ! yB

have reached xA2 in our walk from the free node uA1 , and now we will continue the walk towards
xA¯1 , using the nodes y, z that make the triangle (x, y, z) in G under our assumption. We will show
the analysis only for the case that y 0 6= y and z 0 6= z, and remark that in case y 0 = y or z 0 = z, one
can find shorter augmenting paths using the same arguments.

The node zC̄ cannot be free, since otherwise we have the augmenting path (uA1
0
0
yB̄
! zC

0
zC̄
! x A2

0
uA¯1 ! yB

zC̄ ). There are two options for M ate(zC̄ ): either it is in the A2 -layer, or it

is zC . In the first case, we are done, since if we let x0A2 = M ate(zC̄ ), we get that x0 6= x and we have
the following augmenting path (uA1

0
uA¯1 ! yB

0
0
yB̄
! zC

0
zC̄
! x A2

zC̄ ! x0A2

x0A¯2 ).

Thus, assume M ate(zC̄ ) = zC , and similarly, we walk back to yB̄ and note that it cannot be free, since
otherwise we have the augmenting path (uA1

0
uA¯1 ! yB

0
0
yB̄
! zC

0
zC̄
! x A2

zC̄ ! zC

00
yB̄ ). Again, there are two cases for M ate(yB̄ ): either it is zC
for some z 00 6= z 0 , z, or it is yB . In the
00
first case, we are done, since either zC̄
is free and we found an augmenting path that ends in it, or it
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00
is matched to a node x0A2 = M ate(zC̄
) where x0 6= x, in which case we have the following augmenting

path (uA1

0
uA¯1 ! yB

0
0
yB̄
! zC

0
zC̄
! x A2

00
yB̄ ! zC̄

zC̄ ! zC

00
zC
! x0A2

x0A¯2 ).

Thus, assume M ate(yB̄ ) = yB , and walk back to xA¯1 . If xA¯1 is free, we have the following augmenting
path (uA1

0
uA¯1 ! yB

0
0
yB̄
! zC

0
zC̄
! x A2

zC̄ ! zC

yB̄ ! yB

xA¯1 ). Otherwise,

we keep walking forward towards part A2 again, and this time, we cannot reach xA2 again, and
00
therefore we will be able to end at a free node in part Ā2 . Let yB
= M ate(xA¯1 ), and consider
00
yB̄
which has to be matched since otherwise we found an augmenting path that ends in it. Let
00
00
00
zC
= M ate(yB̄
), and similarly, consider zC̄
which has to be matched as well. Note that y, y 0 and

y 00 are all distinct, since each is incident to a di↵erent matched edge, and similarly z, z 0 and z 00 are
00
distinct. Finally, let x0A2 = M ate(zC̄
), and since x0 6= x, we get the following length 17 augmenting

path (uA1
00
zC

0
uA¯1 ! yB

00
zC̄
! x0A2

x0A¯2 ).

0
0
yB̄
! zC

0
zC̄
! x A2

zC̄ ! zC

yB̄ ! yB

00
xA¯1 ! yB

00
yB̄
!

⇤

Note that by Claim 40, we know that there can be at most one matched edge between parts
Ā1 and B, and at most one matched edge between parts C̄ and A2 . These edges will have to be
adjacent to xA¯1 or xA2 . Now we can also prove the following claim.
Claim 41 All the nodes in parts B and C̄ must be matched by M .
Proof.

We will prove the claim for part B, and the proof for part C̄ is symmetric. Let us

assume for contradiction that node uB is free. In this case, the node uB̄ must be matched to some
node vC = M ate(uB̄ ), and the node vC̄ must be matched, since otherwise we have an augmenting
path (uB

uB̄ ! vC

vC̄ ). And since, by Claim 40, we know that every matched edge between

parts C̄ and A2 must be adjacent to xA2 , we get that xA2 = M ate(vC̄ ). Now we will start walking
back towards xA¯1 . We will assume that y 6= u and z 6= v, and remark that otherwise the proof is
similar.

Consider zC̄ and note that either it is matched or we found the augmenting path (uB
vC

vC̄ ! xA2

uB̄ !

zC̄ ). Therefore, it must be the case that zC = M ate(zC̄ ). For a similar reason,

0
0
yB̄ must be matched, and if M ate(yB̄ ) is not yB but some node zC
, we will have that zC̄
is free,

and we find the augmenting path (uB

uB̄ ! vC

vC̄ ! xA2

zC̄ ! zC

0
yB̄ ! zC

0
zC̄
).

Therefore, M ate(yB̄ ) = yB , and if xA¯1 was free, we could complete an augmenting path by finishing
with the unmatched edge yB
if

u0B̄

xA¯1 . Therefore, let u0B = M ate(xA¯1 ), where u0 6= u, y. Note that

is free, we would have the augmenting path (uB

yB̄ ! yB

xA¯1 !

u0B

u0B̄ ).

Finally, let

0
vC

=

M ate(u0B̄ )

uB̄ ! vC
0

vC̄ ! xA2

zC̄ ! zC

0
where v 6= v, z, and since vC̄
cannot be

matched to a node in part A2 , or we would have two matched edges between parts C̄ and A2 , we
0
conclude that vC̄
must be free, and we found the length 15 augmenting path (uB

vC̄ ! xA2

zC̄ ! zC

yB̄ ! yB

xA¯1 ! u0B

0
u0B̄ ! vC

0
vC̄
) – a contradiction.

uB̄ ! vC
⇤
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By Claims 41 and 40 we know that there exists at most one matched edge between parts B̄ and
C, since at most one node uB from B can be matched to a node di↵erent than uB̄ , yet all nodes in
part B are matched, which means that at most one node in part B̄ can be matched to a node in C.
Finally, we can prove that all the nodes in H, except for the two isolated nodes, will be matched in
M.
Claim 42 xA¯1 will be matched to some node uB , and xA2 will be matched to some node vC̄ . Moreover, the edge (uB̄ , vC ) will be in M .
Proof.

We will show that each of the following cases gives a contradiction to the assumption

that M does not have length 17 augmenting paths.
Case 1: both xA¯1 and xA2 are unmatched.

In this case, yB must be matched to yB̄ and zC

to zC̄ , and we have the following augmenting path (xA¯1
Case 2: xA¯1 is matched to uB but xA2 is free.

yB ! yB̄

zC ! zC̄

xA2 ).

Note that in this case, there are no matched

edges between parts C̄ and A2 , and therefore every node vC̄ has to be matched with vC , and there
will not be any matched edges between parts B̄ and C either. Thus, note that uB̄ is free. The
argument will be slightly di↵erent according to whether u = y or u 6= y. If u = y, then we find
the augmenting path (uB̄ = yB̄
augmenting path (uB̄

uB ! xA¯1

zC ! zC̄

yB ! yB̄

xA2 ), while if u 6= y, we have a slightly longer
zC ! zC̄

Case 3: xA2 is matched to vC̄ but xA¯1 is free.

xA2 ).

This case is symmetric to the second case.

Case 4: uB = M ate(xA¯1 ) and vC = M ate(xA2 ), but (uB̄ , vC ) 2
/ M.

In this case, note that

there are no matched edges between parts B̄ and C, and both uB̄ and vC are free. Therefore,
(uB̄ , vC ) 2
/ E(H) and (u, v) 2
/ E, which implies that either u 6= y or v 6= z (or both), since (y, z) 2 E.

Let us assume that u 6= y, since the other case is symmetric, and therefore, the edge (yB , yB̄ ) is in
M . If v = z, then zC is free and we have the augmenting path (uB̄
Otherwise, v 6= z, and we have the augmenting path (uB̄
xA2 ! vC̄

vC ).

uB ! xA¯1

uB ! xA¯1

yB ! yB̄

yB ! yB̄

zC ).

zC ! zC̄
⇤

Therefore, we proved that every node except for the two isolated nodes xA1 , xA¯2 must be matched
in M , which implies that |M | = 4n

5.5

1.

Lower bounds from APSP

In this section we prove our APSP hardness results.

⇤
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Theorem 5.5.1 If for some " > 0 we can solve decremental or incremental st-SP or BPWMatch
with preprocessing time O(n3

"

) and amortized update and query times O(n2

"

), then the APSP

Conjecture is false.
In the Min-Weight-Triangle problem we are given an edge weighted graph where the edges are
in [M ] and are asked to return the minimum weight of a triangle in it. Vassilevska Williams and
Williams [387] showed that an O(n3

"

) algorithm for the Min-Weight-Triangle problem, where

c

M = O(n ) for some " > 0 and large enough c, would yield a truly subcubic algorithm for the All
Pairs Shortest Paths problem and violate the APSP Conjecture.
Roditty and Zwick [333] gave a reduction from APSP to O(n) updates and O(n2 ) queries of
decremental or incremental single source shortest paths(SSSP). By using a similar construction, yet
going through the Min-Weight-Triangle problem, we are able to strengthen their result in two ways.
First, we reduce the number of queries to O(n) instead of O(n2 ), implying a higher lower bound on
the query time, and second, our reduction is to the s, t-shortest path problem, which is at least as
easy as the SSSP problem.
In the unweighted case, Roditty and Zwick [333] show that BMM can be reduced to O(n) updates
and O(n2 ) queries to the unweighted incremental or decremental SSSP problem, and using a similar
modification to their proof, we can show that Triangle detection reduces to O(n) updates and queries
to the unweighted incremental or decremental st-SP problem.
Lemma 5.5.1 Min-Weight-Triangle on a graph with n nodes and m edges can be reduced to O(n)
updates and queries of decremental or incremental st-SP on a graph with O(n) nodes and O(m)
edges.
Proof.

Let G = (V, E) with weight function w : E ! [M ] be the edge-weighted graph for

which we want to find the minimum weight triangle. Begin by creating a 4-partite graph H of
partitions A, B, C and A0 , each containing a copy of each vertex of G. For every edge (u, v) in G
of weight w, add edges (uA , vB ), (uB , vC ), (uC , vA0 ) and set the weight of each of them to w + 2M .
Add two nodes s and t. Let ui 2 V be the ith node in V , and add edges (s, ui,A ) and (ui,A0 , t)

both of weight 3i · M . Now we have a stage for every node ui of G, where we find the minimum
weight of a triangle that the node ui is a part of. Start from i = 1 and set the current minimum to

tmin = 3M . At stage i 2 [n], ask the query about the length of the shortest s, t-path in H, let it be
y, and look at z = y

2 · 3i · M

3 · 2M . We show below that either z equals the minimum weight

of a triangle containing ui in G, or z > 3M and ui is not a part of any triangle in G. After the
query is answered, check if z < tmin and if so, update the current minimum tmin

z, and remove

the edges (s, ui,A ), (ui,A0 , t) from H and go on to stage i + 1. After the last stage, tmin will contain
the minimum weight of a triangle in G.
The total number of queries and updates is O(n), the number of nodes in H is O(n) and the
number of edges is O(m).
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For correctness, consider the shortest s, t-path in H at stage i. Any s, t-path P will have the
form s

ui1 ,A

(e1 , . . . , ek )

ui2 ,A0

t, where k

wH (P ) = 3i1 M +

k
X

3 is odd and i1 , i2

i, and its weight will be

(w(ei ) + 2M ) + 3i2 M

i=1

Let

= (ui , ub , uc ) be the minimum weight triangle in G that contains ui and compare wH (P ) with

the weight of the following s, t-path Pmin in H, s

ui,A

ub,B

uc,C

ui,A0

t,

wH (Pmin ) = 3iM + w( ) + 3 · 2M + 3iM = (6i + 6)M + w( )
Assume for contradiction that wH (P ) < wH (Pmin ), and note that it must be the case that i1 = i2 =
Pk
i, since otherwise wH (P ) (6i+3)M + i=1 (w(ei )+2M ), which even if w(ei ) = 1 for all the edges in
(6i+9)M +3, whereas wH (Pmin )  (6i+3)M +6M = (6i+9)M .
P5
Furthermore, it must be the case that k = 3, since otherwise wH (P ) 6iM + i=1 (w(ei ) + 2M )
P can be lower bounded by wH (P )
(6i + 10)M + 5 > (6i + 9)M
s
w(

ui,A
0

ub0 ,B

uc0 ,C

ui,A0

wH (Pmin ). Finally, we conclude that P must be of the form

t, which implies that

0

) < w( ) which is a contradiction to our choice of

= (ui , ub0 , uc0 ) is a triangle in G with weight
.

To get a reduction to the incremental problem, use the same reduction but perform the stages in
reverse order starting from i = n and adding edges every time to move down from stage i to (i

1).

⇤
Next, we use our reduction from st-SP to the maximum weight perfect matching in bipartite
graphs from Lemma A.0.3 to prove hardness for BWMatch.
Lemma 5.5.2 Min-Weight-Triangle on a graph with n nodes and m edges can be reduced to O(n)
updates and queries of decremental or incremental BWMatch on a graph with O(n) nodes and O(m+
n) edges.

5.6

Lower Bounds with Stronger Guarantees

In this section we prove lower bounds for classical dynamic problems that hold as long as at least
one of the SETH, 3SUM, or APSP conjectures are true (our Conjecture 1. Recall the definition
of Triangle-Collection* from Section 4.4.2. Lemmas 4.4.6 and 4.4.3 prove that even this restricted
version of Triangle-Collection has an n3

o(1)

lower bound under Conjecture 1. We prove the following

theorem.
Theorem 5.6.1 Conjecture 1 implies that any dynamic algorithm for #SSR, #SCC, #SS-SubConn, and Max-Flow requires either amortized n1
ing time.

o(1)

update or query times, or n3

o(1)

preprocess-
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We will prove that Triangle-Collection* with parameters n,

, p can be reduced to

2

Õ(N ) updates and queries of #SSR, #SCC, #SS-Sub-Conn, or Max-Flow on a dynamic graph on
N = O(n p) nodes.
We have slightly di↵erent reductions for each one of the problems in the lemma. We start with
the main construction which will be common to all of them, and then describe how to modify it in
each case.
Let G be the input to Triangle-Collection* with parameters n,

, p as in the definition. We

construct a graph H by directing the edges of G from B to C and removing part A from the graph
(it will be implicitly simulated). We add a source node s which will dynamically represent the
di↵erent colors of A. We also add a target node tc , for every color c of C. Denote the number of
nodes in H by N = O(n p).
Then, we have a phase for each color a of A, in which we perform two stages.
In the first stage, we go over all colors c of C and for each c we have a substage which we will
refer to as the (a, c) substage: We add an edge from cj,x to tc for every j 2 [ ], where x is so that
{aj , cj,x } is an edge in G. Note that after we complete this stage, H is encoding all the information
about the edges in G between the current color a and all the nodes in C.

In the second stage, we go over all colors b of B, and for each b we perform some updates and
one query as follows. This will be referred to as the (a, b) substage. First, we add edges s ! bj,x

for every j 2 [ ], where x is so that {aj , bj,x } is an edge in G. Then, we ask a query to one of our
problems, and figure out whether, for all colors c of C, s can reach the node tc . Then, we undo what

we did in the (a, b) substage, by removing the edges we added, and move on to the next b. After
going through all colors b of B, we terminate this stage, and move on to the next color a of A.
If, at some point in this process, in some substage (a, b) the query tells us that in the current
graph, s does not reach all nodes tc , then we conclude that there is a triple (a, b, c) without any
triangles and we output “yes”. Otherwise, if we finish all the stages and in all queries s could reach
all tc nodes, then we output “no”. Note that we have performed a total of O(N 2 ) updates and
queries in the reduction.
To see the correctness of the reduction, observe that if s cannot reach tc in the graph corresponding to a pair (a, b) then the triple (a, b, c) contains no triangles in G. This is because any triangle
(aj , bj,x , cj,y corresponds to a path s ! bj,x ! cj,y ! tc .

Next, we show how to modify this graph H so that the queries that each of our problems supports

is able to tell us whether there is some node tc that s cannot reach.
(#SSR) In this problem, the query tells us the number of nodes that s can reach, while we are
only interested in the number of nodes tc that s can reach. Therefore, we make the following change
to the above construction. For all colors c of C, we add edges from the node tc back to all the nodes
cj,x , for any j 2 [ ], x 2 [p]. This makes it so that if s can reach tc , then it can also reach all
nodes of the form cj,x . Then, when we ask a query, we get that s can reach exactly

·p

nodes in B,
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· p nodes in C (that is, all of C), plus all n nodes tc , only if s could reach all nodes

tc in the above construction. Otherwise, s cannot reach more than

+n·(

· p + 1)n

1 nodes.

(Max-Flow) In the above reduction, add a target node t and connect every tc node to it with an
edge of capacity 1. The other edges of the graph will have capacity n. The query to Max-Flow will
tell us how much flow we can push from s to t. This flow will be n if and only if s can reach all
nodes tc for all the n colors c of C.
(#SS-Subgraph-Connectivity) In this problem, the graph is undirected, and an update can turn
a node “on” or “o↵”. A query tells us whether the graph induced on the “on” nodes is connected.
Thus, we remove the direction from the edges in the above construction, and replace the addition of
the cj,x ! tc edges by “turning on” updates on the cj,x nodes. All other nodes in C will be turned
“o↵”. We add permanent edges between tc and all nodes cj,x for all colors c of C, and the nodes tc

are permanently turned “on”. Similarly, replace the addition of s ! bj,x edges with updates that
“turn on” the bj,x nodes. All other nodes in B will be turned “o↵”.

Observe that the only way s and tc can be in the same connected component is if we have turned
“on” two nodes bj,x and cj,y that have an edge between them, and aj is connected to both of them
in G. That is, if the triple (a, b, c) contains a triangle. Thus, the query allows us to learn whether s
can “reach” every tc node.
(#Strongly Connected Components) Consider the above reduction again. Add two new nodes
xB and xC . Connect every node in B bidirectionally to xB , similarly from C and xC . Add edges
from the tc nodes to s. At the (a, c) substage, consider the cj,x nodes (the neighbors of aj ) and
remove their edges to and from xC , instead, bi-connect them to tc . At the (a, b) substage, consider
the bj,x nodes (the neighbors of aj ) and remove their edges to and from xB , instead, bi-connect
them to s. The claim now is that the number of strongly connected components is 3 i↵ s can reach
all the tc nodes. The first direction is clear: if s can reach every tc then we have that xB and xC are
in their own connected components, while the rest of the graph is one big component containing all
the neighbors of a and the tc nodes. The second is also simple: if some tc cannot be reached from s
through B, then there is no way it can be reached at all, and it will be in a fourth component which
does not include s.
⇤

5.7
5.7.1

Lower Bounds for Planar Graph Problems
A grid construction

In order to reduce to problems on planar graphs we will need a planar construction, which is able
to capture the complications of problems like OMv and APSP. To do this we will employ a grid
construction based on the one used in [193] to prove lower bounds on distance labeling for planar
graphs. Our construction takes a matrix as input and produces a grid graph representing that
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matrix. We first present a boolean version similar to the one from [193] and then modify it to obtain
a version taking matrices with integer entries as input. This modified matrix also immediately leads
p
to a tight ⌦( n log n) lower bound for distance labeling in planar graphs with weights in [poly(n)]
when combined with the framework of [193].
Definition 5.7.1 Let M be a boolean R ⇥ C matrix. We will call the following construction the
grid embedding of M :

Let GM be a rectangular grid graph with R rows and C columns. Denote the node at intersection
(i, j) by ui,j (u1,1 is top-left and uR,C is bottom-right). Add C nodes a1 , . . . , aC and edges (u1,j , aj )
above GM . Similarly add the nodes b1 , . . . , bR and edges (ui,C , bi ) to the right of GM . Now subdivide
each vertical edge adding the node vi,j above ui,j , and subdivide each horizontal edge adding the node
wi,j to the right of ui,j . Finally, for each entry of M such that Mi,j = 1 add the node xi,j and edges
(vi,j , xi,j ) and (wi,j , xi,j ) to the graph.
The weights of GM are as follows: Each edge (ui,j , vi+1,j ) and (aj , v1,j ) has weight 2j
edge (wi,j , ui+1,j ) and (wi,C , bi ) has weight 2R

1. Each

2. The edge (ui,j , wi,j ) has weight 2. All remaining

edges have weight 1.
We will call the two-edge path vi,j ! xi,j ! wi,j a shortcut from vi,j to wi,j as it has length 1

less than the path vi,j ! ui,j ! wi,j . Clearly, the grid embedding of a R ⇥ C matrix has O(RC)
nodes. It is also easy to see that such a grid embedding is a subgraph of a 2R+1⇥2C +1 rectangular
grid. The construction of Definition 5.7.1 for a 3 ⇥ 3 matrix can be seen in Figure 5.1.

110
011
010

a1

a2

1

3
1

a3
5

1
2

1

4

1

3

5

1

3

x3,2 5

v3,2

u3,2 w3,2

b1
b2
b3

Figure 5.1: Illustration of the construction of Definition 5.7.1. The shortest path from a2 to b2 is
highlighted in red. Most edge weights are omitted for clarity.

Proposition 2 Let M be a boolean R ⇥ C matrix and let GM be its grid embedding as defined in
Definition 5.7.1. Then for any 1  i  R, 1  j  C and i < k  R the shortest path distance from
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ui,j to bk is exactly
i) · 2j + 2R · (C

(k

j + 1)

if Mk,j = 0 and
(k

i) · 2j + 2R · (C

j + 1)

1

otherwise.
Proof. Consider any shortest path from any ui,j to bk . Such a path must always go either “right”
or “down” (if i = k the path must always go right). Essentially for every step to the left we pay at
least 4R

1 but can at most save 2R: paying 2R going left and 2R going right, possibly saving 1

with a shortcut, and saving 2 for each vertical edge.
Now we will show the claim by induction on the sum i + j. Clearly, for uR,C to bR the distance
is exactly 2R. Now consider ui,j and assume k > i as the case of k = i is trivial. There are three
cases to consider:
1. The path from ui,j goes through wi,j and then ui,j+1 . By the induction hypothesis this path
has length at least
2R + (k

i) · 2(j + 1) + 2R · (C

j)

2R · (C

1

j + 1) + (k

i) · 2j .

2. The path from ui,j goes through vi+1,j and then xi+1,j , wi+1,j , and ui+1,j+1 . This path is
only available if Mi+1,j = 1. If k = i + 1, this distance is exactly
2j

1 + 2R · (C

j + 1) .

Otherwise, by the induction hypothesis, it is at least
(k

i

1) · 2(j + 1) + 2R · (C

j)

1 + 2j + 2R

1

(k

i) · 2j + 2R · (C

j + 1)

for k > i + 1
3. The path from ui,j goes through vi+1,j and then ui+1,j . By the induction hypothesis, if
Mk,j = 1, the length of this path is
(k

i

1) · 2j + 2R · (C

j + 1)

1 + 2j = (k

i) · 2j + 2R · (C

j + 1)

1

and otherwise it is
(k

i

1) · 2j + 2R · (C

j + 1) + 2j .

It is easy to verify that taking the path down and right as illustrated in Figure 5.1 gives exactly the
distances in the proposition, finishing the proof.

⇤
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The following useful property of our grid construction follows.
Corollary 5.7.1 Let M and GM be as in Proposition 2. Then for any 1  k  R, 1  j  C,
the distance between aj and bk in GM is exactly determined by whether Mk,j = 1. In this case the
distance is 2R · (C

j + 1) + 2jk

1 and it is 2R · (C

j + 1) + 2jk otherwise.

The following generalization for matrices with integer weights will be useful when reducing from
APSP.
Definition 5.7.2 Let M be a R ⇥ C matrix with integer weights in {0, . . . , X}. We will call the
following construction the grid embedding of M .

Let GM be the grid embedding from Definition 5.7.1 for the all ones matrix of size R ⇥ C and

multiply the weight of each edge by X 2 . Furthermore, for each edge (vi,j , xi,j ) increase its weight by
Mi,j .
Corollary 5.7.2 Let M be a R ⇥ C matrix with integer weights in {0, . . . , X} and let GM be its

grid embedding. Then for any 1  k  R, 1  j  C, the distance between aj and bk in GM is
exactly

X 2 · (2R · (C

j + 1) + 2jk

1) + Mk,j

Corollary 5.7.2 follows from Corollary 5.7.1 by observing that any path from aj to bk not using the
shortcut at intersection (k, j) has distance at least X 2 · (2R · (C

j + 1) + 2jk) and since Mk,j < X 2

this distance is longer than using the shortcut. We remark that it would have been sufficient to
multiply the weights by (X + 1) instead of X 2 , but we do so to simplify a later argument.

5.7.2

Hardness of Dynamic APSP in Planar Graphs

We will first show the following, simpler theorem and then generalize it to show trade-o↵s between
query and update time.
Theorem 5.7.1 No algorithm can solve the dynamic APSP problem in planar graphs on N nodes
1

with amortized update and query time O(N 2

"

) for any " > 0 unless the APSP Conjecture is false.

This holds even if only weight updates are allowed.
The main idea in proving Theorem 5.7.1 is to reduce from the APSP problem by first reducing to
(min, +)-Matrix-Mult and use the grid construction from Section 5.7.1 to represent the matrices to
be multiplied. We then perform several shortest paths queries to simulate the multiplication process.
Below, we first present a naı̈ve and faulty approach explaining the main ideas of the reduction. We
then show how to mend this approach giving the desired result.
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Attempt 1 Consider the following algorithm for solving an instance, A B of the (min, +)-MatrixMult problem, where A and B are n⇥n matrices. We may assume that A and B have integer weights
in {0, . . . , X} for some X = poly(n).

We let the initial graph of the problem be the grid embedding GB of B according to Definition 5.7.2

along with a special vertex t. Also add the edges (bk , t) for each 1  k  n. Now we wish to construct
C=A

B one row at a time. Such a row is a (min, +)-product of a row in A and the entire matrix

B. Thus, for each row, i, of A we have a phase as follows:
1. For each 1  k  n update the weight of the edge (bk , t) to be Ai,k .
2. For each 1  j  n query the distance between aj and t.
The idea of each phase is that the distance between aj and t should correspond to the value of
Ci,j = mink Ai,k + Bk,j . Observe, that the distance from aj to t using the edge (bk , t) is exactly
X 2 · (2n · (n

j + 1) + 2jk

1) + Bk,j + Ai,k

by Corollary 5.7.2. The dominant term in this expression increases with k and thus no matter what
Bk,j and Ai,k are (for k > 1), the shortest path from aj to t will simply pick k = 1 minimizing the
above expression. If we instead set the weight of each edge (bk , t) to X 2 · 2j(n

k) + Ai,k we get the

distance of using this edge to be
X 2 · (2n · (n

j + 1) + 2jk

1) + Bk,j + Ai,k + X 2 · 2j(n

k) = X 2 · (2n(n + 1)

1) + Bk,j + Ai,k .

It follows that the shortest path from aj to t is free to pick any k while only a↵ecting the Bk,j + Ai,k
term, which means that the shortest distance will be achieved by picking the k minimizing this term,
which would give us exactly X 2 · (2n(n + 1)

1) + Ci,j . This approach therefore allows us to correctly

calculate C = A B. However, the weight of the edge (bk , t) now depends on which aj we are querying
implying that we have to update this weight for each aj leading to a total of O(n3 ) updates. By using
this approach we are thus not able to make any statement about the time required for updates. We
may try to assign edges and weights di↵erently, but such approaches run into similar issues.
Observe that the graph created has N = O(n2 ) nodes. Thus, if we were able to perform only
O(n2 ) total queries and updates the result of Theorem 5.7.1 would follow.

⌃

In order to circumvent this dependence on j when assigning weights to the edges (bk , t) we instead
replace t by another grid whose purpose is to “normalize” the distance for each aj . By doing this we
can connect the grids with edges whose weight is independent of j. This step deviates significantly
from the construction of [193] and is inspired by the grid tiling framework of Marx [293, 294].
Proof of Theorem 5.7.1.

We follow the same approach as in Attempt 1, but with a few

changes. Define the initial graph G as follows: Let GB be as before and let G0B be the grid embedding
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of B mirrored along the vertical axis with all shortcuts removed. Now for each 1  k  n add the
edge (bk , b0k ) and define G to be this graph.

Now we perform a phase for each row i of A as follows:
1. For each 1  k  n set the weight of the edge (bk , b0k ) to be X 2 · (2(n + 1)(n
2. For each j query the distance between aj and

k)) + Ai,k .

a0n j+1 .

An example of this construction for n = 3 can be seen in Figure 5.2.

a3

a2

a1

a'2

a'3

X2

a'1

5X2
X2·16+Ai,1

b1

X2+B2,1
X2

b'1
X2·8+Ai,2

b2

b'2
Ai,3

b3

b'3

Figure 5.2: Example of a phase in the graph G in the reduction of Theorem 5.7.1. The highlighted
path illustrates a shortest path between a1 and a03 as an example of a query. Most edge weights
have been omitted for clarity.
From the query between nodes aj and a0n

j+1

above during phase i we can determine the entry

Ci,j of the output matrix. To see this, consider the distance from aj to a0n

j+1

at the time of query.

This path has to go via some edge (bk , b0k ). From Corollary 5.7.2 we know that this distance is
exactly
dG (aj , a0n

j+1 )

= d(aj , bk ) + w(bk , b0k ) + d(b0k , a0n
= X 2 · (2n · (n
2

j + 1) + 2jk

+ X · (2n · j + 2(n

j+1 )

1) + Bk,j + X 2 · (2(n + 1)(n

j + 1)k)

= X 2 · 2n(n + 1) + X 2 · 2k(n + 1) + X 2 · 2(n + 1)(n
= X 2 · 4n(n + 1)

k)) + Ai,k

k) + Bk,j + Ai,k

X2

X 2 + Bk,j + Ai,k .

The crucial property that our construction achieves is that the dominant term of this expression is
independent of k. Thus, the shortest path will choose to go through the edge (bk , b0k ) that minimizes
Bk,j + Ai,k , implicitly giving us Ci,j . Subtracting X 2 · (4n(n + 1)

1) from the queried distance

gives exactly the value of Ci,j and the algorithm therefore correctly computes C.
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Following the analysis from Attempt 1 we have that any algorithm with an amortized running
1

time of O(N 2

"

) for both updates and queries contradicts the APSP Conjecture.

Trade-o↵s
Theorem 5.7.1 above shows that no algorithm can perform both updates and queries in amortized
1

time O(N 2

"

) unless the APSP Conjecture is false. We will now show how to generalize these ideas

to show Theorem 5.1.6. Proof of Theorem 5.1.6.

The proof follows the same structure as the

proof for Theorem 5.7.1, but instead of reducing from (min, +)-Matrix-Mult on n ⇥ n matrices we
reduce from an unbalanced version.

Let A and B be n ⇥ n and n ⇥ n↵ matrices respectively for some 0 < ↵,

 1. We define the

initial graph G from B in the same manner as in Theorem 5.7.1. We then have a phase for each row
i of A as follows:
1. For each 1  k  n set the weight of the edge (bk , b0k ) to be X 2 · (2(n↵ + 1)(n
↵

2. For each 1  j  n query the distance between aj and
The entry Ci,j is exactly the distance dG (aj , a0n↵

j+1 )

k)) + Ai,k .

a0n↵ j+1 .

from the ith phase minus X 2 ·(4n (n↵ +1) 1).

The correctness of the above reduction follows directly from the proof of Theorem 5.7.1 as well as
Corollary 5.7.2.
Now observe that the graph G from the above reduction has N = ⇥(n↵+ ) nodes and we perform
a total of O(n1+↵ ) queries and O(n1+ ) updates3 – that is, at most O(n) updates per row and O(n)
queries per column. Any algorithm solving this problem must use total time n1+↵+
the APSP Conjecture is false. It follows that either updates must take n
queries must take n

o(1)

↵ o(1)

o(1)

time unless

amortized time or

amortized time.

Assume now that an algorithm exists such that queries take O(N ) amortized time for any
0 <
O(N

< 1. We wish to show that this algorithm cannot perform updates in amortized time
1

"

) for any " > 0. Pick

=

+ "/2 and set ↵ = 1

create a dynamic graph G with N = O(n

↵+

. We now use the above reduction to

) = O(n) nodes. Since queries do not take n

it follows from the above discussion that updates must take n
this is polynomially greater than O(N

5.7.3

1

"

↵ o(1)

=n

1

"/2 o(1)

o(1)

time

time. Since

) the claim follows.

Hardness of Dynamic Maximum Weight Matching in Bipartite Planar Graphs

In this section we will demonstrate the generality of our reduction framework by showing Theorem 5.1.8. Proof of Theorem 5.1.8. We start by showing how to reduce from (min, +)-MatrixMult to minimum weight perfect matching, where the weight of such a matching corresponds to
3 We also perform O(n↵+ ) updates to create the initial graph (depending on the model), however we will choose
↵ and such that this term is dominated.
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similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1.6. We then

describe how to use this reduction further to get a problem instance for maximum weight matching.
Let A, B be an instance to the (min, +)-Matrix-Mult problem of sizes n ⇥ n

and n ⇥ n↵

respectively. Consider the grid embedding GB of B. We first replace each node of GB by two nodes
connected by an edge of weight 0. For aj , ui,j , xi,j , and vi,j denote the corresponding nodes with
superscript d and u (for “down” and “up”). For bi and wi,j denote the corresponding nodes with
superscript l and r (for “left” and “right”). Now, for each original edge in GB we replace it as
follows keeping its weight:
d
• (ui,j , vi,j ) ! (uui,j , vi,j
)

d
• (vi,j , xi,j ) ! (vi,j
, xui,j )

u
• (ui,j , vi+1,j ) ! (udi,j , vi+1,j
)

u
• (aj , v0,j ) ! (adj , v0,j
)

l
• (ui,j , wi,j ) ! (udi,j , wi,j
)

• (ui,j , wi,j

1)

r
! (uui,j , wi,j

1)

l
• (xi,j , wi,j ) ! (xdi,j , wi,j
)
r
• (wi,C , bi ) ! (wi,C
, bli )

This construction is illustrated in Figure 5.3. We call this modified grid structure ḠB . Observe
that there are no edges between “up” and “left” vertices or between “down” and “right”. It follows
that the graph is bipartite and that these two sets of nodes make up the two partitions.

vu2,2
vd2,2

xu2,2
xd2,2
uu2,2

ud2,2

l
r
w2,2
w2,2

Figure 5.3: Grid construction for minimum weight perfect matching. Thick edges correspond to
original edges and have the same weight as in GB . Thin edges have weight 0.
We now replace the grids GB and G0B by ḠB and Ḡ0B in the initial graph G from the proof of
Theorem 5.1.6. The edges (bk , b0k ) are replaced by (brk , b0lk ). We will use the following observation.
Proposition 3 The graph resulting from joining two grids ḠB in the way of Figure 5.2 has a unique
perfect matching.
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Proof of I. t is easy to see that simply matching all weight 0 edges gives a perfect matching.
Thus we need to show that this is the only perfect matching. We will show the claim by a simple
“peeling” argument.
Observe that au1 only has one incident edge, so the edge (au1 , ad1 ) must be in any perfect matching
u
and we may “peel” away these two nodes. It now follows that v1,1
only has one adjacent edge, so
u
d
(v1,1
, v1,1
) has to be in any perfect matching and we may peel away these nodes. Now uu1,1 only has
u
one adjacent edge and so on for v2,1
, uu2,1 , etc. This peels away the entire first column. Now each
l
xui,1 has only one adjacent edge matching this leaves each wi,1
with only one adjacent edge. Peeling

these nodes away leaves us with a smaller grid and we may start the argument over with a2 .
By doing this we see that the edge joining bri and b0li cannot be in a perfect matching as (bri , bli )
has to be. Thus we can repeat the same argument on the second grid.
We now add two additional nodes s and t to the initial graph and perform a phase for each row
i of A as follows:
1. For each 1  k  n set the weight of the edge (brk , b0lk ) to be X 2 · (2(n↵ + 1)(n
↵

2. For each 1  j  n do the following three steps: 1) add the edges

(s, auj )

and

k)) + Ai,k .

(t, a0u
n↵ j+1 ),

2)

query the minimum weight perfect matching, 3) delete the two edges.

Since the edges (s, auj ) and (t, a0u
n↵
a0d
n↵

j+1

j+1 )

have to be in any perfect matching this leaves adj and

unmatched. Any perfect matching now has to “connect” these two nodes by a path of

original (weight > 0) edges. The weight of a perfect matching in G then corresponds to the length
of a shortest path from aj to a0n↵

j+1

in the graph from the proof of Theorem 5.1.6. It follows that

we get the same trade-o↵s for minimum weight perfect matching as for APSP with the exception
that the trade-o↵ only holds when q(N )

u(N ) since we perform O(1) updates for each query.

To show the same result for maximum weight matching we may simply perform the following
two changes: 1) pick a sufficiently large integer y and set the weight of each edge to y minus its
weight in the above reduction, and 2) when adding the edges (s, auj ) and (t, a0u
n↵

j+1 )

assign them

2

weight y such that any maximum weight matching has to include these two edges and will have
weight
y2 +

N

4
2

·y

dG⇤ (aj , a0n↵

j+1 )

,

where G⇤ denotes the corresponding graph in the proof of Theorem 5.1.6.

5.7.4

Reductions to Unweighted Planar Graphs

The proofs of the previous sections rely heavily on the weighted grid from Section 5.7.1. We may generalize the ideas to the unweighted case by instead using the grid of Definition 5.7.1 and subdividing
the edges giving us somewhat weaker bounds. This gives us Theorem 5.1.7.
The problem we reduce from is the online matrix-vector problem from [226]. We may define this
problem as follows: Let M be a n ⇥ n matrix and let v 1 , . . . , v n be n boolean vectors arriving in an
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online fashion. The task is to pre-process M such that we can output the product M v i for each i
before seeing v i+1 . It was conjectured in [226] that this problem takes n3
3

p

⌦( log n)

known upper bound is n /2
implies a n1+↵+

o(1)

o(1)

time, while the best

[280]. Known reductions from [389] show that this conjecture

bound for the following problem: Let ↵,

> 0 be fixed constants and let M

↵

be a boolean n ⇥ n matrix (see [226] for the details). After preprocessing M , n boolean vector
↵

pairs (u1 , v 1 ), . . . , (un , v n ) 2 {0, 1}n ⇥ {0, 1}n arrive one at a time and the task is to compute
(ui )T M v i before being presented with the i + 1th vector pair for every i. We will use this problem
called the OuMv problem to reduce to unit weight dynamic APSP in planar graphs below.
Proof of Theorem 5.1.7.

Consider the reduction from Theorem 5.1.6 using a n ⇥ n↵ grid.

We will use a similar approach to solve the OuMv problem below.

Let M be the n ⇥ n↵ matrix of the OuMv problem and create GM according to Definition 5.7.1

(note that this grid embedding is di↵erent from the one used in the proof of Theorem 5.1.6). We
also add G0M similarly to the proof of Theorem 5.1.6. We then subdivide each edge into a path of
the same length. We also add to G a path of length 2(n↵ + 1)(n

k) connecting bk and b0k for each

1  k  n . We then disconnect bk and b0k from this path.

We perform a phase as follows for each vector pair (ui , v i ):

1. For each k such that uik = 1 connect bk and b0k to their respective path.
2. For each j such that vji = 1 query the distance from aj to a0n↵

j+1 .

3. Remove all the edges added in step 1.
If the answer to any of the queries during the ith phase is 4n(n + 1)

1 the answer to the ith

product is 1 and otherwise the answer is 0. This follows from Corollary 5.7.1 in the same way as
Theorem 5.1.6.
By subdividing the edges we get a graph with N = O(n2

+↵

+ n2↵+ ) nodes. We perform

O(n1+↵ ) queries and O(n1+ ) updates. It follows from the OMv conjecture that the entire process
must take n1+

+↵ o(1)

time, thus either updates take n↵

We will assume that q(N )

algorithm cannot perform updates in time N
O(n2

+↵

time or queries take n

o(1)

time.

u(N ) and note that the other case follows symmetrically. Assume

that some algorithm can perform queries in N
and ↵ = 1

o(1)

2 . Note that

for some

1 2

"

1
3



<

1
2.

We wish to show that this

for any " > 0. To do this, pick

↵ (corresponding to q(N )

=

+ "/3

u(N )). Thus the graph has N =

) = O(n) nodes. It now follows by the above discussion that the algorithm cannot perform

updates faster than n↵

o(1)

= N1

2

2"/3+o(1)

which proves the claim.

Finally, observe that by using an n⇥n matrix in the above reduction (i.e. ↵ =
at least one of updates and queries have to take n

1
3

o(1)

= 1) we see that

amortized time (similar to Theorem 5.7.1).

To see that we may do the above reduction while keeping the dynamic graph G as a grid graph,
observe that we may multiply the weight of each edge before subdividing by a large enough constant
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and then “zig-zag” the subdivided edges in order to fit the grid structure. This is illustrated in
Figure 5.4.

a1

a2

a3
b1
b2

b'1
b'2

Figure 5.4: Illustration of the grid created in the proof of Theorem 5.1.7. Dashed edges correspond
to possible shortcuts. Note that the lengths of the edges are not to scale!

Appendix A

Simple Reductions Between
Dynamic Problems
Below we present several efficient reductions between dynamic problems that allow us to focus our
lower bound reductions to a small set of problems. The rest of the bounds will follow from the
relationships proven below.

A.0.1

st-SubConn to st-Reach

Lemma A.0.1 If fully dynamic / incremental / decremental st-Reach can be solved with preprocessing, update, and query times p(m, n), u(m, n), q(m, n), respectively, then fully dynamic / incremental / decremental st-SubConn can also be solved with preprocessing, update, and query times
p(O(m + n), O(n)), u(O(m + n), O(n)), q(O(m + n), O(n)), respectively.
Proof.

Let G = (V, E) and s, t 2 V be an instance of st-SubConn. We create the directed

graph H = (V 0 , E 0 ), where for every node v 2 V we create two copies vin and vout in V 0 , and for

every undirected edge (u, v) 2 E we add the two directed edges (uout , vin ) and (vout , uin ) to E 0 . We

will maintain the invariant that a node v 2 S ✓ V of G is in the set of activated nodes S if and only
if the edge (vin , vout ) is in E 0 .

Let s0 , t0 2 V 0 be the nodes s0 = sout and t0 = tin . To solve st-SubConn on G, we solve s0 t0 -Reach

on H. The node updates to G are handled in a straightforward manner. If a node v is added to
S, we insert the edge (vin , vout ) to H, and if v is removed from S, we delete the edge (vin , vout )
from H. To answer s, t connectivity queries in G, we check whether s0 can reach t0 in H and answer
similarly. Note that the number of nodes in H is O(n) and the number of edges is O(m + n).
We will show that s and t are connected in the subgraph of G induced by S if and only if there
is a directed path from sout to tin in H. For the first direction, let P = (s, v1 , . . . , vk , t) be a path
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from s to t in G that does not contain any nodes that are not in S, i.e. v1 , . . . , vk 2 S. Then,
P 0 = (sout ! v1,in ! v1,out ! v2,in ! · · · ! vk,out ! tin ) is a directed path from s0 to t0 in H.
For the other direction, let P 0 = (s0

t0 ) be a directed path from sout to tin in H, and note that

since all edges in H are either of the form (uout , vin ) where u 6= v and (u, v) 2 E, or of the form
(uin , uout ) where u 2 S, we know that P 0 must be of the form P 0 = (s0 ! v1,in ! v1,out ! v2,in !
· · · ! vk,out ! t0 ). Thus, we have the path P = (s, v1 , . . . , vk , t) in G where all the nodes are in S.

⇤

A.0.2

st-Reach to BPMatch

Lemma A.0.2 If fully dynamic / incremental / decremental BPMatch can be solved with preprocessing, update, and query times p(m, n), u(m, n), q(m, n), respectively, then fully dynamic / incremental / decremental st-Reach can also be solved with preprocessing, update, and query times
p(O(m), O(n)), u(O(m), O(n)), q(O(m), O(n)), respectively.
Proof.

Given an instance of st-Reach, a graph G = (V, E) on n nodes and m edges, we

create an instance of BPMatch, an undirected bipartite graph H, in which there will exist a perfect
matching whenever there is a path from s to t in G.
The nodes of H will be made of two copies of the nodes of G, V (H) = Vin [ Vout where Vin =

{vin | v 2 V, v 6= s} and Vout = {vout | v 2 V, v 6= t}. For every edge (u, v) in G where v 6= s and u 6= t
we will create an edge (uout , vin ) in H, then, we also add an edge (vin , vout ) between the two copies
of each node v 2 V \ {s, t}. Thus, E(H) = {(uout , vin ) | (u, v) 2 E} [ {(vin , vout ) | v 2 V, v 6= s, t}.
Note that the number of nodes in H is O(n) and the number of edges is O(m).

Updates are handled as follows. When an edge (u, v) is removed (or added) in G, we remove (or
add) the edge (uout , vin ) in H.
We claim that, at any point, there is a path from s to t in G if and only if there is a perfect
matching in H. For the first direction, assume there is a path s ! v1 ! . . . ! vk ! t in G,

and consider the set of edges M = {(sout , v1,in ), (v1,out , v2,in ), . . . , (vk,out , tin )} [ {(uin , uout ) | u 2

V, u 6= s, t, v1 , . . . , vk } in H. Every node in H appears exactly once in M and therefore M is a
perfect matching. For the other direction, assume that M is a perfect matching in H, and consider
the following set of edges S = {(u, v) | (uout , vin ) 2 M, u 6= v} in G. We claim that S must

contain a path from s to t. For a node v 2 G, define its in-degree and out-degree according to
S as din (v) = |{(x, v) 2 S}| and dout (v) = |{(v, x) 2 S}|. Since M is a matching, we know that
din (v), dout (v)  1 for every node v 2 V . Moreover, we know that din (s) = dout (t) = 0 since sin , tout
do not exist in H, and dout (s) = 1 since M is a perfect matching and all neighbors of sout in H

have the form vin for v 6= s, and similarly, din (t) = 1. While for every node v 6= s, t, if din (v) = 1
then dout (v) = 1 too, since vout must be matched to a node other than vin who is already matched

to another node xout . Therefore, S must contain a path that starts at s and ends at t, along with
possibly other disjoint cycles.
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⇤

A.0.3

st-SP to BWMatch

Lemma A.0.3 If fully dynamic / incremental / decremental BWMatch can be solved with preprocessing, update, and query times p(m, n), u(m, n), q(m, n), respectively, then fully dynamic /
incremental / decremental st-SP can also be solved with preprocessing, update, and query times
p(O(m), O(n)), u(O(m), O(n)), and q(O(m), O(n)), respectively.
We will use the same construction of the bipartite graph H from G that was given in the proof of
Lemma A.0.2, but we will add edge weights this time and since G is undirected now we will make it
directed by bi-directing the edges. Let w : E(G) ! [M ] be the edge weight function of G, we define
w0 : E(H) ! [M ] as follows. For the edges of the form e = (vin , vout ) 2 E(H) we set w0 (e) = M ,
while for the edges of the form e = (uout , vin ) 2 E(H) we set w0 (e) = M

w(u, v). Updates are

handles the same way as before.

We claim that the value of the maximum matching in H equals n · M minus the weight of the

shortest path from s to t in G. To see this, let P be the shortest s, t path s ! v1 ! . . . ! vk ! t in
G, and define the perfect matching M = {(sout , v1,in ), (v1,out , v2,in ), . . . , (vk,out , tin )} [ {(uin , uout ) |
u 2 V, u 6= s, t, v1 , . . . , vk } in H, as before. The total weight of M is
w0 (M ) = (M

w(s, v1 )) + (M

w(v1 , v2 )) + . . . + (M

w(vk , t)) + (n

k

2) · M = n · M

w(P ).

Let M 0 be a di↵erent perfect matching in H, we will show that w0 (M 0 )  w0 (M ) which will conclude
the proof of our claim. As before, define the set of edge S = {(u, v) | (uout , vin ) 2 M 0 , u 6= v} in G,

and recall the definition of din (v) and dout (v). We have shown that since M 0 is a perfect matching,
the edges in S must contain a path P 0 from s to t and possibly some disjoint cycles C1 , . . . , Ck in
G. Therefore, since all weights are positive and since w(P 0 )
w0 (M 0 ) = n · M

A.0.4

k
X
i=1

w(Ci )

w(P 0 )  n · M

w(P ) we get that

w(P 0 )  n · M

w(P ) = w0 (M ).

st-Reach to SC

Lemma A.0.4 If fully dynamic / incremental / decremental SC can be solved with preprocessing,
update, and query times p(m, n), u(m, n), q(m, n), respectively, then fully dynamic / incremental
/ decremental st-Reach can also be solved with preprocessing, update, and query times p(O(m +
n), O(n)), u(O(m + n), O(n)), and q(O(m + n), O(n)), respectively.
Proof.

Given an instance of st-Reach, a graph G = (V, E) on n nodes and m edges, the

instance of SC we create is a directed graph H which is simply G with the addition of the edges
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(v, s), (t, v) for every node v 2 V \ {s, t}. If an edge is added to G we add it to H too, and if an

edge (u, v) is removed from G, we remove it from H only if u 6= t and v 6= s – that is, we keep the
additional edges in H at all times.

We claim that s can reach t in G, if and only if H is strongly connected. To see this, first, assume
that there is a path P from s to t in G, and note that any two nodes u, v in H will now be connected
using the path u ! s ! (P ) ! t ! v, and therefore H will be strongly connected. While, for the
other direction, assume that H is strongly connected, and therefore there must be a simple path
from s to t in H. This path cannot use any of the additional edges, and therefore it is made entirely
of edges in G, which means that s can reach t in G.
⇤
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